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Generalised-collisional-modelling for light- and medium-weight elements

Alessandra Giunta, Hugh Summers, Paul Bryans and Martin O’Mullane

Department of Physics, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, UK

Abstract: This work focusses on developments in atomic modelling for light and medium-weight
elements in fusion and astrophysical plasmas. These atomic models are suited to and may be used
for the interpretation of visible/UV/EUV spectral measurements from fusion plasmas and space-
borne instruments such as SoHO/SUMER, SoHO/CDS and Hinode/EIS. Theoretical developments
include extension of generalised collisional-radiative (GCR) techniques to heavier and more highly
ionised systems where fine structure and other relativistic effects are present. The theory of non-
Maxwellian modelling is also assembled in the GCR picture. Attention is given to the generation of
fundamental atomic structure and electron impact collisional data to support these developments.
New codes are brought into operation in the distorted wave approximation which allow large-
scale mass production of data and its full integration with ADAS and its GCR modelling. The new
fundamental and derived data increase the ADAS databases by more than a factor four.
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Preface

This article is the one of a series of technical notes which are being prepared as useful extracts during the longer term
construction of the next edition of the ADAS user manual. As such it reflects a change in style, planned for the new
manual. It will be more book-like, examining and explaining in detail the physics basis behind the commitment to
certain approaches in ADAS and how these work out in practice. The new manual will remain technically detailed with
extended appendices. However, it is hoped this will be ameliorated by much more emphasis on worked examples. That
is to say the actual manoeuvres, adopted by experienced ADAS users in getting the atomic modelling into application
scenarios will be mapped, rather as an expert system. It has become clear that, for some, ADAS operates in a somewhat
rarefied atmosphere in which too much is assumed. It is this which I wish to improve upon.

Collisional-radiative modelling is at the centre of the ADAS approach and its link to both obsservational spectroscopy
and to plasma models.

In the present development is also appropriate to give full attention to dynamical plasmas in which the free electron
distribution is not relaxed to Maxwellian form. Such plasmas can occur in both laboratory and astrophysical plasmas
when strong electron energy losses or efficient localised (in energy) input mechanisms are present. A number of such
possibilities are examined and families of non-Maxwellians are introduced for their description. It is shown how rate
coefficients for electron impact reactions must be reworked without the assumption of detailed balance. Care is taken
that the fundamental cross-section data required is adequate for this reworking. Excited population modelling based on
collisional-radiative theory is modified to cope with non-Maxellian rates. With these modifications, it is demonstrated
that much applied modelling and data use can be continued transparently for the non-Maxwellian situation.

H P Summers
12 November 2012
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The solar atmosphere offers a good opportunity to investigate high temperature plasma in general and is one of the few
astrophysical plasma sources which can be studied in the highest detail. Most knowledge of outer stellar atmospheres
is based on the understanding of plasmas processes in the solar upper atmosphere, especially in the transition region
and corona. One of the major unresolved issue in solar physics concerns the morphology and the energy balance
through these upper layers of the atmosphere. The solar corona shows a temperature two hundred times or more
than the underlying layers, which cannot be explained without the occurrence of non-thermal energy flows between
the photosphere/chromosphere and corona. As the interface between the photosphere and corona, the solar transition
region plays a key role in mediating the transport and dissipation of such non-thermal energy, which powers the
heating of both chromosphere and corona. However, even the nature of the transition region continues to be a subject
of significant debate. This problem has been discussed for many years, leading to proposals for different heating
mechanisms, ranging recently from the effect of cool loops (1) to field-aligned (2) and cross-field (3) processes. A
relevant topic in this context is the study of the intensity and features of emission from neutral and ionised elements
in the upper regions of the solar atmosphere. One of the most abundant, but at the same time peculiar, elements in
the Sun is helium. The intensity and spatial distribution of helium lines forming in the solar outer atmosphere show
a puzzling relative intensity behaviour. These lines are at relatively short wavelengths in the extreme-ultraviolet and
soft X-ray regimes and their formation mechanism is still an open issue. Continued work in this thesis on the helium
problem may help to solve the bigger problem of coronal heating. Spectral surveys make clear that the extreme-
ultraviolet band, namely 100-1,000 Å, offers a rich source of detailed information about physical conditions in the
outer layers of the Sun’s atmosphere. However, due to the Earth’s atmospheric absorption, spectral observations in
this band require observations from space. Advances in the understanding of the solar upper atmosphere are closely
linked to the ability to study the Sun in the ultraviolet and extreme-ultraviolet with rocket and satellite experiments,
such as SERTS (89 and 97), SoHO, TRACE and the new generation of space-borne instruments like STEREO, Solar-B
and SDO. The strong resonance lines of ions that should be abundant at transition region and coronal temperatures
are located in the ultraviolet and extreme-ultraviolet portions of the spectrum but, unfortunately, in most cases the
spatial scale of structures of interest is still well below the resolution of current instruments. Therefore it is also
important to reconstruct observed emission in terms of theories for the plasma distribution in temperature and density
and for its dynamic state. This is an objective of this thesis. In principle, the analysis of plasmas using observations
of their spectra is one of the most precise and informative routes of study. Such study is suitable not only in an
astrophysical context, but also for laboratory fusion plasmas. Even if the basic mechanisms of energy input are
different in laboratory and space, their spectral emission shows clear similarities, which allow the development of
common modelling approaches. Atomic physics provides the link to interpret such spectra in terms of the properties
of the source from which they are emitted, whether they originate in an experiment on Earth, such as a laser or tokamak
device, or in an astronomical object, ranging from the Sun and stars to planetary nebulae and interstellar medium. The
close connection between astrophysical and laboratory plasmas leads to the possibility of making measurements in a
more accessible and controlled Earth-based situation to confirm or support results when applying them to astronomy.
The present work will strongly exploit these interdisciplinary links.

The intensity of a spectral line depends on the excited atomic population of the emitting atoms. In general, a plasma
contains atoms, ions, free electrons and radiation and may be permeated by a magnetic field. Interaction between these
species collectively through collisional and radiative processes establishes the population structure of the emitting
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atom or ion. As a consequence, diagnostic models developed as tools to analyse line intensity are based on atomic
population modelling. In turn, the excited population structure of the ions reflects key parameters of the plasma,
especially electron density, electron temperature, species density and magnetic field. The radiation produced in the
interior of a plasma can interact with the plasma as it travels out of the plasma boundary. When the probability that
the produced photons escape from the volume of the plasma without being re-absorbed is very small, the plasma is
said to be optically thin. The difficulty occurs when ”radiation trapping” is not negligible. In this case, the plasma
becomes optically thick and it entails that in optically thick conditions a plasma can release radiation from a thin
layer near the surface only. This alters the emergent flux, because of the loss of photons out of the line of sight due
to scattering and absorption. Moreover, the opacity affects the population distribution within the absorbing atoms,
leading to modification to the population structure caused by photo-absorptions. Further, the optical thickness may
cause partial frequency redistribution, which can modify the emission profiles and again influence the populations and
emergent intensities. Fortunately for a high temperature (Te ≥ 2× 104 K) and low density (Ne ≤ 1013 cm−3) plasma of
modest extent (in the astrophysical sense), which describes the solar corona, many assumptions can be applied, making
the model relatively simple. Optical thickness effects can be generally neglected and the dominant atomic processes
that have to be considered are those caused by electron collisions and spontaneous radiative decays both bound and
free. Moving towards the inner layers of the atmosphere, that is upper chromosphere/lower transition region, plasmas
of greater density are observed. This has the consequence that optical thickness effects become significant for strong
resonance lines of abundant elements such as helium. In the case of a moderate optical depth, such as for Si II and C
II lines observed by SoHO/SUMER, the escape factor method can be used ((4); (5)). This approach treats the equation
of radiative transfer in a linear approximation and so is easily integrated into other models, to diagnose for example
plasma densities in fusion divertors as well as optical depths in solar atmosphere.

Another important problem is related to the fact that the plasma in the solar transition region and corona is dynamic
and inhomogeneous. Observations by SoHO/CDS and SoHO/SUMER spectrometers show evidence that there is
considerable dynamic activity and spectral variability not only during explosive events but even in apparently inac-
tive solar regions (6). In such conditions, the evolution of the plasma may have time-scales of the same order of or
shorter than the ionisation/recombination time-scales, which may invalidate the assumption of ionisation equilibrium.
Collisional-radiative theory (7) addresses the issue of time constants of atomic level populations. In that model the
ground population of ionisation stages are the dominant slowly relaxing populations. This is an oversimplification for
complex atoms and ions, since low lying metastable states, which cannot decay radiatively to the ground, can have
populations comparable to the ground. Separation of metastables and their placing on an equal footing with the ground
states is the correct procedure for dealing with this dynamic ionisation. This is called generalised collisional-radiative
(GCR) theory. Ionisation and recombination time-scales depend on electron density which also influences the rela-
tive population of metastable states. Finite plasma density also affects highly excited non-metastable populations by
collisional ionisation and redistribution. Such high populations matter in establishing effective ionisation and recom-
bination (especially dielectronic recombination) rate coefficients since substantial recombination can occur through
such high states. Dynamic ionisation, metastables and finite density work together in describing transient ionisation
and indeed equilibrium ionisation states

These considerations impel us towards generalised collisional-radiative theory ((8), (9) and references therein). A step
forward to the solution of the solar astrophysical issues is, in fact, the application of such theory for the collective be-
haviour of ions together with advanced calculations for relevant cross-sections. An extensive atomic database has been
prepared and assembled within the ADAS (Atomic Data and Analysis Structure) project (http://adas.phys.strath.ac.uk)
which is continously updated with the most recent results on the relevant physical processes. Important advancements
have been achieved on the dielectronic recombination ((10) and references therein). Calculations for iso-electronic
sequences up to Mg-like have been already worked out and dielectronic data have been assembled within the GCR
framework. The fineness of such data is sufficient for prediction of the dielectronic contribution to individual spectral
line emissivities, allowing a precise and accurate spectral analysis. This contribution is of extreme importance for
modelling ions of elements in dynamic finite-density plasmas, such as happens in transient astrophysical plasmas (e.g.
solar flares) and in the divertors and high transport regions of magnetic fusion devices. Using the ADAS database,
GCR theory for light elements (11) has been successfully applied to ions of interest for fusion plasma research.
However, in the last few years calculations for numerous ions of astrophysical interest have been implemented more
extensively ((12), (13) and references therein), leading to the possibility of more sophisticated modelling of ions in the
astrophysical environment, such as the solar outer atmosphere. Recently, interest in the behaviour of heavy species
in a plasma has been growing too, mainly due to the new thermonuclear reactor, ITER (International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor), which will be constructed in Caderache (France). For ITER key parts of the inner wall of
the device will be tungsten. Also, new space-borne instruments, such as EIS onboard Solar-B, allow more accurate
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observations, compared to previous missions, of strong spectral lines which arise from ions of elements heavier than
argon, including calcium and iron.

The urgent requirement to cope with species such as tungsten in the fusion domain has motivated strong efforts to sys-
tematise and organise efficient methods for handling the atomic physics, population structure and ionisation states of
arbitrarily heavy species. These methods have included automatic procedures for setting up relevant atomic structure
for the various complex ions based on configurations and electron promotional rules. Then, from this basis, reaction
data for establishing populations, emissivities and ionisation states are created automatically to provide the derived
data for plasma modelling.The complexity has necessitated careful consideration of appropriate levels of precision
(often called resolution in this context) to make calculations computationally manageable (14). It turns out that some
of these methods are helpful for lighter species, for astrophysics and for the developments of this thesis. This aspect
will be returned to later (chapter 5).

This thesis will attempt to give a complete and accurate approach to the study and interpretation of the complex
problem of helium behaviour in the solar upper atmosphere, concentrating both on the observational and atomic points
of view. In chapter 2 an outline of the solar upper atmosphere and the instruments involved will be presented. Also
a review of the helium problem will be provided, to emphasize that, although it has been analysed for many years
(indeed from 1939) and, although numerous proposals of enhancement mechanisms have been suggested, the issues
are still open. Chapter 3 gives a detailed overview of the new simultaneous observations carried out for this work,
together with essential information on instrumental characteristics and data calibration. The atomic physics required
for the present analysis will be discussed in chapter 4, where a description of the basic theory and a detailed review
and update of the atomic data needed for the present purposes will be provided. Observations and atomic data will
be discussed in chapter 5, where the estimate of enhancement factors and a comparison with the literature will be
presented. Finally, chapter 6 summarises the main conclusions and outlines the future direction of this work.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 The solar upper atmosphere

Viewed as a star, the Sun has an effective surface temperature of about 5,800 K. Because the radiation from a black-
body at that temperature peaks at a wavelength of around 5,000 Å, the visible emission from the Sun is dominated
by a strong continuum. This emission comes essentially from the lowest, densest level of the solar atmosphere, the
photosphere. In the ultraviolet range at 1,000 Å the continuum emission is reduced by a factor of approximately 105.
This allows observation of emission lines on the solar disc in the ultraviolet with intensities comparable to those seen
at visible wavelengths in the corona at eclipses. The advantage of ultraviolet emission is that it offers the opportunity
to investigate the complexity of the outer layers of the solar atmosphere from the upper chromosphere to the corona.

A schematic view of the layers of the Sun and its atmosphere is displayed in fig. 2.1. In addition, this figure shows the
behaviour of temperature and density along the solar upper atmosphere as will be described below in this section.

The chromosphere is a narrow layer, about 2,000 km thick, which takes its name from its reddish appearance during
total eclipses. Such red aspect is due to the fact that in the visible part of the spectrum much of chromospheric radiation
is emitted by hydrogen atoms at a single red wavelength, called Hα (the first line of the Balmer series) at 6,563 Å.
The temperature rises from 4,000 K up to about 2 × 104 K, while the plasma density drops to roughly 1011 cm−3,
a million times less than that of the photosphere. The brightness of the chromosphere’s hydrogen line confirms the
large abundance of this element in the solar atmosphere. The second most abundant element in the Sun is helium.
This element was discovered, for the first time, during a solar eclipse in 1868 as an intense yellow emission line at
a wavelength of 5,876 Å. Hα and calcium H (3,968 Å) and K (3,932 Å) lines reveal a complex dynamic and non-
uniform configuration, with an extremely complicated pattern of very small structures, many of them in the form of
filaments. Looking at solar limb, the chromosphere appears as an ensemble of numerous fine jet-like features known
as spicules. On the disc, the chromosphere seems organised into an overall cellular pattern called the supergranule
(or chromospheric) network, which is related to convective cells in the photosphere below. The average diameter of
a supergranule cell is typically 3 × 104 km. The magnetic field is swept from supergranular cell interiors into the cell
boundaries, where the chromosphere appears brightest. Such chromospheric network is shown by images of the Sun
in He II 304 Å (Fig. 2.2), which corresponds to a temperature of around 8 × 104 K.

Between the upper chromosphere and the corona there is a region 200 km thick, called the transition region (TR).
Although it is a very thin layer, the transition region shows unusual characteristics. While the photosphere, chromo-
sphere and corona have a gradual temperature and density gradient, the transition region appears as a discontinuity,
where the temperature jumps from 2.5 × 104 K to 106 K in only a few hundred kilometres and the density decreases
from 1011 to 108 cm−3. Also, as the temperature rises the atmosphere changes from predominately neutral to highly
ionised. The spectrum is in fact dominated by the hydrogen Lyman series of lines and the neutral helium lines gen-
erated in the optically thick regime in the upper chromosphere-lower transition region. By contrast, most of emission
lines of the less abundant heavier ions are believed to be produced in the optically thin layer in the upper transition
region. It is generally guessed that the transition region is the consequence of two different heating regimes operating
in the chromosphere and in the corona, which may indeed derive from different heating mechanisms or be simply
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Figure 2.1: The upper image shows schematically the structure of the Sun, from the core to the upper atmosphere. The
lower plot illustrates the behaviour of the electron temperature and electron density as a function of the solar radius,
assuming that at the photosphere r = 1R�.
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Figure 2.2: Image of the solar disk in He II 304 Å, taken on 11th July 2010 by the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly
(AIA) on SDO (Solar Dynamics Observatory), revealing the chromospheric network (∼ 80, 000K). The brighter area
on the disk is an active region which is situated above sunspots.
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due to different dissipation regimes of the same basic heating process. The large temperature gradient is expected to
be the principal factor in the transport of energy in the transition region, whilst the mechanical heating should play
a secondary role. However, the problem is not simple because extreme conditions could be found in which a high
non-uniformity of the plasma may produce significant departure from local thermodynamic equilibrium conditions.

The corona, above the transition region and the chromosphere, is much more extended and diffuse than the colder
temperature regions. The emission from the visible spectrum of corona is so faint that it can be observed only during
the solar eclipses or with the help of coronagraphs. Nevertheless the solar corona appears much brighter, compared to
the photosphere, in X-ray and extreme ultraviolet bands. The coronal emission arises from highly ionised elements,
which imply a temperature of the order of 106 − 107 K. Then the temperature drops gradually outwards to a value of
105 K at 1 AU1 in the heliosphere and continues to decrease into the interplanetary space. The physical understanding
of the high coronal temperature is still a fundamental problem in astrophysics, because it seems to violate the second
thermodynamic law, given the much cooler photospheric boundary, characterised by the temperature of around 5,800 K
and even as low as 4,500 K in sunspots. The particle density in the corona ranges from 106 cm−3 in the upper corona,
at a height of one solar radius, to 109 cm−3 in the quiet regions, but can increase up to 1013 cm−3 in flares. The structure
of solar corona is highly inhomogeneous. The optically thin emission in soft-X rays and extreme ultraviolet shows
features marked by different dimensions and physical conditions. The basic coronal structure is a magnetic loop,
overdense arcade structure, filled with heated plasma, of opposite magnetic polarity. The loops can be quite small
or very long and extend across a significant fraction of the solar radius. However, loop-like structures do not occur
uniformly throughout the corona. Some regions, known as coronal holes, are dominated by open magnetic field lines,
being the primary source of the high speed solar wind streams. The coronal holes appear much darker than the quiet
Sun, because they are empty of plasma most of the time, due to the efficient transport mechanism that drives heated
plasma from the corona into the solar wind. In the regions above the sunspots, the chromosphere and the transition
region are very bright in ultraviolet and X-ray ranges, mainly because of a greater electron density. These regions,
called active regions, are marked by a complex and strong magnetic field and appear often as complicated sets of loops
at different temperatures, as shown in Fig. 2.3. It is in the active regions that most solar flares occur. A flare process
is associated with a rapid energy release in the solar corona, probably triggered by an instability in the magnetic
configuration and characterised by acceleration of non-thermal particles and heating of coronal/chromospheric plasma
(e.g. Fig. 2.4).

There are many other active solar phenomena, such as streamers, soft X-ray jets and coronal mass ejections. However,
this work is focused essentially on the study of quiet Sun regions, observed during the solar minimum in 2009, and to
the analysis of characteristic extreme ultraviolet lines emitted by these regions.

2.2 Spectrometric and related instrumentation for the solar atmosphere

The atmosphere of the Earth filters out emission from the Sun and stars in many wavelengths, except for two windows
at optical and radio wavelengths. The major progress in solar upper atmosphere physics involves a number of space
missions, allowing observations which avoid the atmosphere absorption. These space missions provide unprecedented
information over the entire wavelength spectrum, covering gamma-rays, hard X-rays, soft X-rays, X-ray ultravio-
let (XUV), extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and ultraviolet (UV). This thesis is principally involved with three important
instruments onboard two spacecrafts:

(a) Solar Ultraviolet Measurements of Emitted Radiation, SUMER, onboard the Solar and Heliospheric Observa-
tory, SoHO;

(b) Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer, CDS, again onboard SoHO;

(c) Extreme-ultraviolet Imaging Spectrometer, EIS, onboard Hinode (also called Solar-B).

These spectrometers are designed to analyse the solar upper atmosphere and to investigate the heating mechanisms
and the active regions using the UV and EUV spectral ranges.

The ESA/NASA jointly-built spacecraft SoHO was launched on 2nd December 1995 and it is still operational. Two
of its goals, concerned with the solar atmosphere, are the understanding of the coronal heating and the study of

11 AU=149,590,000 km, approximately the mean Earth-Sun distance.
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Figure 2.3: Images of large magnetic loops obtained by AIA onboard SDO on 5th July 2010. They illustrate the
behaviour of the loop structure at different wavelengths and so in different temperature regimes. Starting from the top:
the first image shows the complex set of loops in Fe IX 171 Å (quiet corona/upper transition region at ∼ 630,000 K);
the second image shows the same loop structure in Fe XII, XXIV 193 Å (corona and hot flare plasma at ∼ 1, 300, 000
and 20,000,000 K respectively); finally, the third image shows such an active region in Fe XVI 211 Å (active region
corona at ∼ 2, 000, 000 K).
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Figure 2.4: Sequence of images which illustrates the evolution of an active region (NOAA AR 10759) as observed by
SoHO/CDS on 13th May 2005 before and after a C1.5 flare which occurred at 12:45 UT. The lower plot shows the
intensity-time curve for He I 584 Å emission line. The intensity is in photons s−1 cm−2 sr−1, scaled by a factor 1014.
The time is in hours starting from 00:00 UT on 13th May 2005. The increase of the averaged intensity at around 13:00
UT is the evidence of the flare.

the solar wind. These objectives underpin a detailed analysis of the solar atmosphere: the determination of plasma
characteristics (temperature, density, abundance) with appropriate spatial, temporal, spectral resolution ranges in order
to study its structure and evolution. The SUMER and CDS instruments are designed to assist this task through the
detection of spectral emission lines in the extreme ultraviolet wavelength range 600–1600 Å and 150–800 Å, including
lines from ions formed in the temperature range 104− ∼ 106 K. The SUMER spectrograph (15) is based on two
parabolic mirrors. The first one projects the light from the Sun to the spectrometer entrance slit, while the second
one collimates the beam that leaves the slit. Then this beam is deflected by a plane mirror onto a spherical concave
grating. Two detectors (detector A and B) collect the images of the spectrometer entrance slit. Only one detector
can be operated at a time, covering a wavelength range 780–1610 Å if the detector A is used or 660–1500 Å if
the detector B is chosen instead. CDS (16) is a double spectrometer, having the advantages of the wide wavelength
of a grazing incidence device and the stigmatic imaging performance of a normal incidence instrument. A grazing
incidence telescope feeds simultaneously a normal incidence spectrometer (NIS) and a grazing incidence spectrometer
(GIS) which share a common slit. In the grazing incidence spectrometer, radiation is dispersed onto four detectors,
GIS1, GIS2, GIS3 and GIS4, which cover respectively the wavelength ranges 151–221 Å, 256–341 Å, 393–492 Å
and 659–785 Å, while, in the normal incidence spectrometer, the two NIS gratings disperse two different wavelength
bands, 310–381 Å (NIS1) and 513–633 Å (NIS2). For their general characteristic and performance (wavelength
range covered, spatial, temporal and spectral resolution), as shown in Table 4.1, SUMER and CDS represent the first
thorough examination of the EUV Sun, significantly improving on past EUV space borne instrumentation (EUV OSO
VII, Skylab, CHASE and SERTS).

Hinode (Solar-B), a Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency Solar mission with USA and UK collaboration, was launched
on 22nd September 2006 UT. The aim of the Hinode mission is to determine the mechanisms responsible for heating
the corona in active regions and in the quiet Sun, to establish the mechanisms that cause transient phenomena (flares,
coronal mass ejections etc.) and to investigate processes for energy transfer from the photosphere to the corona. The
EIS (17) contribution to these goals involves the measurement of line intensities, Doppler velocities, line widths for
the Sun’s atmosphere in the wavelength ranges 170–210 Å (EISA) and 250–290 Å (EISB). Also these spectra will
allow accurate determination of differential emission measure and element abundances within a variety of corona and
transition region structures. The wavelength ranges discussed above and covered by the three spectrometers (SUMER,
CDS and EIS) employed in this thesis work are shown in Fig. 2.5.

The advantage in performing observations using these three instruments is that they cover all together a large range of
temperatures, which is appropriate for a complete analysis of the solar atmosphere from the upper chromosphere to
the corona. Also, they allow observation of the strong EUV resonance lines both of neutral and singly ionised helium,
to which this thesis is mainly addressed. Accurate details on the observation data and the atomic transitions involved
will be provided in chapters 4 and 5.
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Figure 2.5: SoHO/SUMER, SoHO/CDS and Hinode/EIS wavelength ranges.

Regarding the notation employed in this thesis, the ions will be specified by X+z, where X is the element and z the
ionisation stage, while if it refers to a spectral line, the spectroscopic notation will be used, so that the element X
is followed by a roman number. Note that in the latter case X I corresponds to X+0. Each level in a transition is
specified using the notation nlx 2S +1LJ , where n is the principal quantum number, l indicates the orbital of electron
(l = s, p, d, f , g, ...), x is the number of electron in that orbital, so that nlx is the electronic configuration. Additionally,
S is the quantum number related to the total electron spin and 2S + 1 is called multiplicity, L represents the total
orbital angular momentum and J represents the total angular momentum, which is the vector sum of L and S . A level
is specified by a combination of S , L and J, while a term is characterised by specific S and L.

Following the notation above, a general overview of EUV He I and He II lines, as observed by CDS and EIS, is given
here in figure 2.6. The lines marked in red in full CDS and EIS spectra are the He I and He II lines which arise
from the transitions illustrated in the panel on the left. The Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer allows observation of
neutral helium EUV resonance lines, related to transitions between the ground level 1s2 1S and the levels 1snp 1P with
n=2,3,4,5, giving the wavelengths respectively 584.33 Å, 537.03 Å, 522.21 Å and 515.62 Å. In addition, the doublet
of He II at 303.78 Å is observed by CDS in the second order. It is a blend which arises from the transitions between
the ground level 1s 2S 1/2 and the levels 2p 2P1/2,3/2. The resonance doublet of singly ionised helium, which involves
the term 3p 2P, is observed by EIS, as visible in figure 2.6. Also, the intercombination multiplet of neutral helium
between the terms 1s2 1S and 1s2p 3P at 591.41 Å is observed by CDS. It was identified, for the first time, by (18).
They analysed the measured and predicted line ratios between n=2 to n=5 members of the 1s2 1S −1snp 1P series of He
I and the intercombination line and estimated them both in the optically thin approximation and in the optically thick
case, using the non-local thermodynamic equilibrium (NLTE) radiative transfer code MULTI (19). They found that
the optically thin ratio I(591)/I(584) was too low compared with the observations, while the optically thick ratios were
much closer to the observations, as expected for the 584.33 Å line2 being affected by opacity and the 591.41 Å line
remaining optically thin, because of its very low radiative transition probability (A-value). Even if its intensity is very
low compared with the helium resonance lines, since it is the only optically thin helium line in both the CDS and EIS
spectra, the intercombination line can help to investigate the anomalous behaviour of helium lines without including
opacity effects. If the helium problem involves some processes that preferentially enhance the helium line intensities

2The same consideration can be done for the other lines of the 1s2 1S − 1snp 1P series at 537.03 Å, 522.21 Å and 515.62 Å.
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Figure 2.6: Example of SoHO/CDS and Hinode/EIS quiet Sun spectra (respectively on the upper right and on the lower
right of the image), with identifications of the resonance lines of the n=2 to n=5 members of the 1s2 1S − 1snp 1P
series of He I and the resonance doublets of the n=2,3 members of the 1s 2S − np 2P series of He II. On the left, the
scheme of atomic transitions is reported. The line marked in red is the intercombination line of neutral helium between
a singlet and triplet states. It is the small line at 591.41 Å, which is possible to see in the CDS spectrum on the upper
right.

with respect to the other characteristic transition region lines, the same effect should be present in the intercombination
line. The next section will give a detailed review of the helium problem and consider the extensive literature involved.

2.3 The behaviour of EUV helium line intensities

The formation of helium lines in the solar spectrum is still not well understood, although the subject has been discussed
for many years. One of the most important problems is due to the different behaviour of resonance lines of neutral
and singly ionised helium in the solar EUV spectrum, when compared with lines of other ions formed at similar
temperatures. Such lines have anomalously high intensity, which cannot be explained using models of other transition
region lines. This discrepancy has led to proposals for the formation of the helium spectrum by different processes at
different temperatures.

A purely radiative mechanism (PR mechanism) has been suggested first by (20) and later by (21) and (22). They
proposed that coronal photons, at a wavelength near to the photoionisation threshold for the ground state (504 Å),
penetrate into the chromosphere and photoionise helium atoms. These ions recombine to He I excited levels and
produce the He I lines. By studying the lines between 5876 Å and 4009 Å, (20) showed that the lines at 4922 Å and
4388 Å (singlets) are faint compared with the triplets and maybe also the 4144 Å line (which is strong but probably
because it is blended with an Fe I line). He interpreted this behaviour as being due to metastability of the lowest triplet
level of helium (1s2s 3S 1) and an excess of ultraviolet solar radiation (∼ 500 Å). Because of the excess UV radiation,
the ground level will be depleted (in fact the ionisation potential of the ground state 1s2 1S is around 25 eV ⇒ λ '
500 Å) and, consequently, the singlet lines will be weakened with respect to the triplet. (21) concluded that the neutral
helium lines are emitted from the same region as hydrogen and metal lines, because the width and the intensity of
these lines can be explained in terms of ionisation due to UV radiation, even if the kinetic temperature is as low as
5,000 K. (22) computed a model in which all helium is photoionised by coronal radiation and populates upper states by
recombination at the local kinetic temperature of 8,000 K. Then, in his formulation, the photoionisation-recombination
mechanism would be responsible for the formation of the entire helium spectrum in the Sun. The consequences of
this model for the line profiles have been examined by (23). He showed that the mechanism related to photoionisation
and recombination, described by (22), leads to very strong self-absorption in the cores of the resonance lines. Such
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absorption cannot be eliminated by changing the parameters of the model. Furthermore, observations of He I and He
II resonance lines (early observations - (24) and (25) - and also following observations through SERTS and SoHO -
(26) and (27) -) did not detect this phenomenon.

Another extreme in excitation mechanism for the helium transitions is presented by collisional excitation at higher
temperature (Te > 20,000 K, intermediate between chromosphere and corona), described by (28) and (29). However,
such a model requires too high densities (Ne ≥ 1012 cm−3), incompatible with other transition region diagnostics.

An attempt to understand the details of the physical processes responsible for exciting the helium, taking into account
both extreme (radiative and collisional) mechanisms, was carried out by (30). They concentrated on the study of the
resonance and the subordinate lines of neutral helium with a treatment of radiative transfer and statistical equilibrium
calculations using a homogeneous model atmosphere representative of the solar chromosphere (from (31)’s model,
with the addition of a second temperature plateau at 45,000 K to their plateau at 22,000 K). Assuming that triplet
levels are populated primarily by radiative recombination of ionised helium in the lower temperature regions (T ≤
10,000 K) and by collisional excitation in the higher temperature regions (T ≥ 20,000 K), where the 584 Å resonance
line is formed, they stated that the populations of these levels are sensitive to the over-ionisation produced by excess
ultraviolet radiation at lower temperature. They interpreted, moreover, that the underpopulation of the excited singlet
levels with respect to their triplet counterparts is due to the provision for radiative decay of the singlets by escape
of resonance-line photons. However, the agreement with observations concerning ultraviolet helium transitions from
OSO-VI (32) is poor. The homogeneous model gives, in fact, a reasonable representation of quiet Sun, disc centre
conditions, but fails to reproduce the eclipse data.

The (31)’s model (VAL) is used also by (33), who calculated some of the main He I and He II emission lines for the
quiet Sun with a detailed NLTE analysis. They drew the conclusion that changes in the temperature gradient in the
transition region are able to reproduce a large part of the helium observations (such as He II 304 Å and He I 584 Å
resonance lines). Also, even though the collisional excitations play a major role in the process of photon creation, the
coronal flux can introduce a non-negligible contribution to the line intensities. Finally, they examined the possible role
of the overlapping of the radiation at 304 Å with the 504 Å He I continuum, finding out that it is not effective in the
solar chromosphere.

(34) suggested an alternative model, pointing out that the helium lines (He I and He II) in the EUV spectrum have
high intensities with respect to lines of other ions, but their intensities decrease in coronal holes. As said above,
the problem is the large discrepancy between the observed and predicted He I and He II emission for the resonance
lines. She proposed that the big increase observed in the absolute intensities of He I and He II lines should be the
consequence of mixing low temperature helium atoms and ions with higher temperature electrons. The decrease in
the He I and He II intensities in coronal holes can be explained by the reduced efficiency of such process. From
Hearn’s calculations (35; 36), (34) showed that, over the electron density range 108 - 7×1010 cm−3, the 30-50 per cent
of population of 1s2p 1P1 level in He I originates from the ground level 1s2 1S 0 by collisional excitation. At the same
time the ground state is being depopulated by collisional excitation to 1s2s 3S 1, from where the photoionisation occurs.
Raising the electron temperature where the 1s2 1S 0-1s2p 1P1 (584 Å) line is formed will not increase the intensity,
because 1s2 1S 0 is depleted by about the same amount. The population of 1s2p 1P1 is therefore insensitive to Te for
Te>2.5×104 K (where the emission function peak for He I 584 Å is). However, if a process occurred that moved
ions formed at one temperature rapidly to a region of higher temperature (or if the local electron temperature became
higher than in equilibrium) then the excitation and decay of 1s2p 1P1 could take place before the ionisation returned to
equilibrium. The emission would be greater than in the equilibrium situation since the ground state population would
be higher for a given temperature. Furthermore, this process would raise the intensity of He I and He II lines without
causing large increases in the intensity of other lines formed at similar temperatures.

(37) proposed that ion diffusion effects can provide such a mechanism. Their numerical calculations showed that
diffusion can produce significant changes in the ionisation distribution in transition region models. These changes can
in turn affect line intensities. In particular, the resonance line of He I and He II, which are especially sensitive, are
greatly enhanced as helium diffuses into regions of higher temperature. It is unlikely, moreover, that many lines will
show effects comparable to He lines, because diffusibility decreases with increasing ion charge and the temperature
gradient decreases with increasing temperature in the upper transition region. The helium lines may appear weak in
coronal holes due to the weakness of diffusion. However, despite qualitative agreement between their calculations and
helium observations, it cannot be taken as strong evidence that diffusion effects are responsible. Furthermore, such
effects were proposed mainly to justify the EUV lines, without solving the problem of subordinate He I lines.
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A detailed analysis of the effects of diffusion on NLTE radiative transfer and statistical equilibrium calculations has
been carried out by (38). They computed energy-balance models of the low transition regions including ambipolar dif-
fusion for hydrogen and helium diffusion in the solution of the NLTE radiative transfer problem, for one-dimensional,
hydrostatic atmospheric models, called FAL (39; 40; 38). The diffusion process increases the intensities of helium
lines, especially He I resonance line emission. However, it has a less important effect on the He II lines. In fact, the
resulting intensities and profiles are generally consistent with current observations, but the absolute intensity of He II
304 Å line is low compared with observations. The radiation shining down from the corona upon the transition region
and upper chromosphere has also been considered in their calculations. They showed how incident radiation from
coronal lines affects various EUV lines and the He I 10830 Å line.

(41) studied in detail the process exciting the He I spectrum in a grid of models, varying parameters such as chromo-
spheric pressure, thickness of the transition region and level of coronal illumination to include predominance of either
extreme in the excitation mechanism (expressly PR and collisional) and intermediate combinations. A modified VAL
model (31) has been used to describe the thermal structure of the atmosphere, considering, as boundary conditions,
the incident radiation field from the corona (EUV radiation) and the photosphere, that plays a role in photoexiting and
photoionising the excited levels. The fine structure of triplet levels is not included in their atomic model, which is a
valid approximation in the rate equations because in most of the triplet levels the energy separation of the J-sublevels is
small enough for collisional interchange between them to maintain relative populations in proportion to their statistical
weights. They concentrated on the strength and spectral distribution of He I 584 Å, 537 Å and the ionising continuum
shortward 504 Å, 10830 Å and 5876 Å. Their calculations showed that coronal illumination evidently affects the spec-
trum in general, but it has weak influence on He I 584 Å in the presence of a transition region. Also they found that
the population balance of neutral helium atom is strongly influenced by the photospheric radiation field, while the UV
radiation field below 2600 Å can have a significant effect on the strength of the He I 10830 Å line. A mixed formation
mechanism has finally been investigated, concluding that PR process does not necessarily lead to a strengthening of
He I lines. In fact, for temperatures above 2 × 104 K photoionisations compete with direct excitation mechanisms in
depleting the ground state of He I and the result can be a weakening of the helium spectrum with increasing EUV
illuminance.

The capabilities of the Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer CDS (16) and the Solar Ultraviolet Measurements of Emitted
Radiation SUMER spectrometer (15), on board Solar and Heliospheric Observatory SoHO (27), have allowed new
observations of the lines of the He I resonance series and the He II resonance line, improving their observed profiles.
Such observations support the evidence that PR is not the principal mechanism which controls the formation of the
EUV resonance He lines and that collisional excitation processes play a significant role in the quiet Sun. The relevance
of PR mechanism in active regions, where the coronal EUV radiation field is much more intense than in quiet areas,
has been analysed by (42). They concentrated on the study of the helium line formation in a specific active region
prior to a two ribbon flare. Such analysis has been extended to the data taken during the flare by (43). To their
aim, they planned an observing campaign coordinated between ground-based and space-borne instruments to obtain
simultaneous spectroheliograms of the same area in several spectral lines, including four He lines (He I 5876 Å
and 10830 Å from the Horizontal spectrograph at the Dunn Solar telescope DST of the National Solar Observatory
at Sacramento Peak; He I 584 Å and He II 304 Å from the Normal Incidence Spectrometer NIS of the Coronal
Diagnostic Spectrometer CDS onboard SoHO). They presented semiempirical models of the line profiles from the
chromosphere to the transition region, using the program PANDORA (44; 45). The calculations have taken into
account the estimated total number of photoionising photons impinging on the target active region (EUV radiation
in the wavelength range below the photoionisation threshold at 504 Å) and their spectral distribution. The standard
photospheric helium abundance [He]=0.1, as a starting point, and a modified distribution of microturbulence have also
been included. They concluded that, similarly to the quiescent case, in an active region the incident coronal radiation
has a limited effect on the UV helium lines, whereas it fundamentally affects the D3 (5876 Å) and 10830 Å lines.
Moreover, they tested how the helium abundance influenced the computed profiles, building two more models for
[He]=0.15 and [He]=0.07, only where the temperatures are greater than 104 K. All these three models provides a good
agreement with the observations. The differences in the computed lines for the model with the extreme [He] values
are mostly evident for 584 Å and 304 Å lines, but, due to the spectral resolution of CDS, they are not appreciable in
the observations and consequently do not provide enough constraints to choose between helium abundance values.

Observations made with the Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer CDS are used also by (46) to investigate whether or
not photon scattering plays a significant role in determining the behaviour of intensity ratios involving the helium and
oxygen lines. They have examined separately supergranulation cell boundaries and cell interiors, already studied by
(47) to derive mean enhancement factor for the He I and He II resonance lines. (47) found that these lines are increased
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by a factor of 10 in the cell boundaries and by a factor of 14 in the cell interiors, using the intensity calibration of CDS
by (48) and assuming that all the photons created in the He I and He II lines escape in the line of sight. The more
recent CDS calibration by (49) reduces these values by a factor of about 1.3. It was suggested that such a different
behaviour between cell boundaries and interiors may be due to the scattering of photons from the boundaries into the
cell interiors. (46) analysed the overall trend for HeI(584Å)/OIII(600Å) and HeII(304Å)/OIII(600Å) intensity ratios
to decrease as I(OIII) increases, taking into account the photon scattering, in order to explain how the enhancement in
a given cell interior can be related to the enhancements in the nearby cell boundaries. They found that the gradients
of the observed HeI(584Å)/OIII and HeII/OIII intensity ratios in individual boundary to cell interior scans can be
determined by the different spatial variations of the optically thick helium lines and optically thin oxygen line and
hence can depend on the local opacities. However, the intrinsic opacities in the cell interior and boundary regions
must differ by at least an order of magnitude and would not lead to unique gradients for all the points in an individual
scan. This observational result can be accounted for if photons observed from cell interiors originate in the cell
boundary regions. Furthermore, they concentrated on the behaviour of HeII(304Å)/HeI(584Å), HeI(537Å)/HeI(584Å)
and HeI(537Å)/HeII(304Å) intensity ratios, which show that these lines have very similar optical depth, as found also
by (50).

Taking into account the study on the formation of the helium line and enhancement mechanisms before the launch
of SOHO, the subsequent work related to diffusion processes concentrate essentially on the presence of turbulent
motions, the role of non-thermal transport of helium ions and non-Maxwellian electron distributions and finally the
study of the effects of mass flow.

The transport of helium atoms and ions through the steep temperature gradients in the transition region due to turbu-
lent motions has been analysed by (51). They gave a detailed treatment of the effect of “microturbulent” velocities
increasing the intensity of the He II 304 Å line with respect to other transition region emission lines and termed such
process “velocity redistribution”. They considered, as starting point, the possibility of production of non-thermal hot
electrons in the transition region, studied more recently by (52). The latter proposed a mechanism for the generation of
non-Maxwellian electron distribution in the upper regions of the solar atmosphere in the presence of collisional damp-
ing. Their purpose was to focus on the ideas implied by the velocity filtration process3 (53) and to study how such
non-Maxwellian distribution functions are generated and maintained in the solar environment. They suggested that
parallel electrical field associated with low-frequency, obliquely propagating electromagnetic waves can be the source
of high-frequency electron plasma and ion acoustic-like turbulence, which can be damped out by the background
plasma electrons, resulting in the generation of non-Maxwellian suprathermal components on very fast time-scales.
This hypothesis was explored using the chromosphere-coronal model. (51) believed that such a mechanism can con-
tribute significantly to the HeII(304Å) intensity enhancement. To that goal, they exhibited evidence from the two
flights of SERTS (Solar EUV Rocket Telescope and Spectrograph) in 1991 and 1993, showing that He II 304 Å line
profiles observed in quiet and active regions appear to be very nearly Gaussian, in support of collisional excitation
processes rather than the PR mechanism. The anticorrelation observed between intensity and residual line width in
the He II 304 Å line suggests that the small-scale velocities of emitting ions may be greater in the quieter radiating
elements than in and near the active regions. If it is true, then the mechanism of velocity redistribution could be im-
portant for the intensity enhancement of He II line in the quiet Sun, considering that this line is most likely optically
thick. Because the velocity redistribution mechanism is identified not by an absolute intensity enhancement but rather
by a relative enhancement with respect to transition region line emission, (51) investigated the ratio between the He II
304 Å line and the O III 600 Å line, which is formed under very similar conditions to the 304 Å line. This was
tested by a coordinated campaign, using SOHO/CDS and Hα spectroheliograms from Coimbra Observatory. They
concluded that velocity redistribution, supported by all these observations, and velocity filtration appear to be the two
candidate possibilities to explain the problem of the 304 Å enhancement. They also showed that there might be a
contribution from the PR mechanisms in bright network elements, but it seems to be playing only a secondary role
in the quiet Sun and even in active regions, as indicated by SERTS-97 observations and the analysis of the HeII/OIII
ratio. Finally they left an open question concerning the observed anticorrelation between the HeII/OIII ratio and the
O III line, explained by (46) through photon scattering.

(54) have also studied the effects on He I and He II lines, considering the transport of helium atoms and ions by
turbulent motions to regions of higher electron temperature. Although the photoionisation-recombination mechanism
appears to be important in the formation of some lines of helium spectrum, such as He II 1640 Å (55), He I 5876 Å and

3The basic nature of velocity filtration mechanism is that, given a non-Maxwellian particle distribution subject to stationary gravitational or
electrostatic fields, the distribution function can have a temperature moment which increases with height across the transition region between the
chromosphere and the corona, without the need of any local heating source.
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He I 10830 Å (41), and probably contributes to the He I 584 Å evidence (23; 41) suggests that the He II 304 Å and He I
584 Å lines are formed mainly by collisional excitation. Hence, because the helium resonance lines have larger values
of W/kTe, where W is the excitation energy, any process which involves larger populations of suprathermal electrons
than in equilibrium will tend to increase the collisional excitation rates of lines. (54)’s calculations followed the
approaches of (51), but a new emission measure distribution, determined from observed line fluxes and the appropriate
atomic data, was used to calculate the temperature gradient. Moreover, they adopted a distribution of velocities
working in terms of the initial life times of the He I and He II ground states, τ = [Ci j(Ti)]−1, where Ci j is the collisional
excitation rate. They considered such a time-scale to reflect better the dependence of the enhancement process on the
long excitation and ionisation times of the helium ions at the equilibrium temperatures of resonance line formation. It
is this long time-scale with respect to those for other transition region lines that allow unresolved turbulent motions to
carry helium ions to higher temperatures where excitation occurs. They found out that turbulent transport can explain
the enhancements of He I and He II resonance lines and the effects of this non-thermal motions are more consistent
with the observed spatial distribution of helium emission than are those of excitation by non-Maxwellian distribution
alone. Their formulation is also qualitatively consistent with observed variations in the HeI(537Å)/HeI(584Å) intensity
ratio. However their calculations didn’t include radiative transfer, that could be relevant especially to He I.

Investigation through extensive radiative transfer calculations including non-thermal motions and non-Maxwellian
distributions has been done by (56). His simulations on the He II resonance line at 304 Å and the first two lines of
He I resonance series (584 Å and 537 Å) lead to significant enhancements of the helium resonance line intensities
compared with models assuming Maxwellian electron distributions. However, many of the predictions of the models
tested are inconsistent with line ratio observations and do not reproduce simultaneously the observed intensities of the
three lines studied. He concluded that, although small departures from Maxwellian distributions are not excluded, the
collisional excitation by suprathermal electron in electron velocity distribution functions of the form which has been
examined in this paper is unlikely to dominate the formation of the helium resonance lines. This is a further support
to the enhancement by non-thermal transport of helium atoms and ions, already investigated in the previous paper of
(54).

The effect of diffusion and mass flows on hydrogen and helium have been investigated by (2). Their calculations
involve models based on a full treatment of the radiative transfer, statistical equilibrium and energy balance, for
the solar transition region, that include mass flows as well as particle diffusion. Detailed calculations have been
performed only for hydrogen and helium, while other elements have not been treated in a fully self-consistent manner.
This implies that their models are appropriate mainly for the low transition region at temperatures between 104 and
105 K, since in such a regime hydrogen and helium are the main contributors to energy transport and radiative losses.
At higher temperatures, hydrogen and helium become completely ionised and other species dominate. Considering
these limitations, they evidenced that energy balance can be achieved through field-aligned diffusion of hydrogen and
helium atoms. For illustrative purposes, they presented several cases to show how the flow velocities affect the emitted
spectral lines of hydrogen and helium. Their line intensities and profiles are generally consistent with observations,
but any detailed comparison would require specific adjustment of the boundary conditions for the observed case.

A new component to the mechanism for the enhanced helium emission has been proposed by (57). Again the diffusion
of helium atoms along the magnetic field lines have been taken into account, but also the diffusion of neutral helium
across magnetic field lines has been included. (57) based their work on two main aspects: the study of spatio-temporal
behaviour of the helium lines, other relevant lines and continua and the investigation of some spectroheliograms
obtained in the He I line at 584 Å, the multiplet of C III at 1175 Å and the MDI (Michelson Doppler Imager onboard
SoHO) magnetogram. They found that helium lines behave differently from both typical chromosphere and transition
region lines. In particular, the integrated helium line intensities show no oscillations, while their Doppler shifts do.
They explained this result with the diffusion of neutral helium across the magnetic “canopy”, which marks the location
of a thin current sheet that separates the cooler regions from the overlying corona. This current sheet inhibits any
charged particles from moving across it. However, neutral particles have long free paths and move freely across
the current sheet to the higher temperature plasma and then they can be excited there by the hot coronal electrons.
Moreover, (57) found that the integrated helium line intensities vary very slowly with respect both to the chromosphere
oscillations and to the transient brightenings detected in transition region lines, but they vary rapidly compared to the
coronal radiation. They interpreted the former evidence considering the anomalously long relaxation times of helium
atoms under the condition of the upper chromosphere. Concerning the latter result, they concluded that photoionisation
followed by recombination gives only a little contribution to the formation of helium lines.

The new suggestion for the enhancement mechanism, proposed by (57), has been followed more recently by (3), who
examined the diffusion of neutral particles into the corona across magnetic fields in a more comprehensive scenario.
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His purpose was, in fact, to give an explanation for the problem of structure and energy balance in the solar transition
region using, as “ingredients”, simply cross-field diffusion of neutral atoms from cool threads extending into the corona
and the subsequent excitation, radiation and ionisation of these atoms via electron impact. Although he speculated
that his new scenario might bring theoretical and observed intensity values into agreement, more observations, which
connect chromosphere, transition region and corona, should be done. Also, their relation with theoretical models and
available atomic data should be investigated to give more accurate conclusions both to the general problem of the
structure of the transition region and to the specific problem of the origins of helium line enhancement.

The purpose of this thesis is to give a contribution to the above “problem” by revisiting atomic data and using new joint
observations of both extreme-ultraviolet helium lines and other characteristic chromospheric/transition region lines.

2.4 Relating atomic physics to solar physics analysis

In the following chapters a substantial development of atomic physics will be made to enable detailed spectral analysis
of the solar atmosphere observations. Information, such as electron and ion temperature, electron density, the thermal
structures of the plasma, its chemical composition and ionisation state, its dynamics and the velocity distributions of
its electrons, requires appreciation of the atomic processes in the solar plasma, as well as accurate atomic data.

Errors in the underlying atomic physics put severe constraints on the distinguishing of the physical processes which
take place in the transition region or inner corona. For instance, uncertainties in the fundamental theoretical atomic
data can make ambiguous the interpretation of non equilibrium signatures and affect the reliability of the elemental
abundances derived from a specific spectral analysis. Moreover, the investigation of velocity fields deduced by Doppler
shifts of observed spectral lines depends on precise energy values of the bound levels for the ions involved. Lack of
accurate energy levels creates uncertainty in the identification of spectral lines based on their wavelengths.

In the optically thin regime (which is usually assumed in upper transition region and corona), several simplifications
can be applied by reducing the complex radiative transfer equation to a well known expression for the integrated line
intensity. This permits the use of a differential emission measure analysis to extract the plasma physical properties.
This diagnostic method can be supported by other spectroscopic techniques for determining the electron temperature
and electron density of the emitting plasma, such as line ratios. Progressing down into the more dense chromosphere,
the radiation emitted cannot be treated in the optically thin approximation and the non-local thermodynamic equilib-
rium (NLTE) approach must be employed. This consists in the simultaneous solution of the radiative transfer and
the statistical equilibrium equations for the atomic population densities. However, these techniques for deriving the
temperature and density structure of the emiting plasma again depend on the quality of atomic data adopted and the
validity of the atomic models (e.g. the analysis performed in chapter 6).

The analysis of dynamic plasmas is also a concern. Such study usually requires knowledge of cross-sections of the
individual process (particularly ionisation and recombination) rather than the values deduced under the ionisation
equilibrium assumption (e.g. fractional abundance). In a dynamic plasma, such as during a flare, the atomic relaxation
time-scales for ground and metastable states are not short enough to allow the plasma to reach equilibrium. So, it is
necessary to take into account explicitly the role of metastable states in a specific density regime.

This thesis addresses these issues in the context of atomic data and models assembled within the ADAS framework. In
particular, the observed intensities of the EUV helium resonance lines, present in the CDS and EIS wavelength ranges
and discussed in section 2.2 from a purely observational point of view, will be analysed using the sophisticated GCR
theory and by revisiting the atomic data collected in the ADAS database.
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Chapter 3

Non-Maxwellian collisional-radiative
modelling

3.1 Introduction

The present paper is an extension of Summers et al.(2004), hereafter called GCR - paper I. In most modelling of
excited populations and emission by ions in plasmas, it is assumed that the free electrons have an isotropic Maxwellian
distribution of speeds. This assumption is based on the short time-scale for energy redistribution in e-e collisions
(Spitzer, 1956)

τe−e = [3.3 × 105](kTe/eV)3/2(cm−3/Ne) s, (3.1)

in comparison with other time-scales, such as those for establishing the state of ionisation of elements and the excited
populations of their ions. In equation 3.1, Te is the electron temperature and Ne the electron density, and, as indicated,
we shall normally work with kTe in electron-volts and number densities in cm−3. The free electrons are key partici-
pants in the flow of energy from input sources such as ion kinetic energy from shocks, wave-particle interactions and
plasma instabilities, through to radiant losses. Our interest for this paper is in situations when the inputs and outputs
to the free-electron energy are sufficiently large and rapid that energy re-distribution is incomplete, non-Maxwellian
distribution functions result and collisional-radiative modelling of excited populations and emission driven by electron
collisions must be re-worked. Such a situation is well known in weakly ionised laboratory discharge plasmas when
electron energy gain in the accelerating electric fields is lost in neutral atom or molecule excitation or by the electrons
diffusing to the walls. Steady state distribution functions with the high energy tail depleted relative to a Maxwellian
result, tending to the Druyvesteyn form in the pure elastic and diffusion limit. The detailed shape of such a distribu-
tion function is however quite sensitive to the actual neutral molecular species (and hence the particular vibrational
excitations which occur) as illustrated in figure 3.1a.

In broad terms, the time scale for energy transfer from thermal free electrons to bound state excitation of ions is

τexc = [6.3 × 104](kTe/eV)1/2(∆E/eV)e∆E/kTe (cm−3/N(z)) s, (3.2)

with the transfer to neutral atoms about a factor ∼ 10 longer. It is relevant also to note that the timescale for ionisation
of ions by electrons is

τion = [4.4 × 105](eV/kTe)1/2(Iion/eV)2eIion/kTe (cm−3/N(z)) s. (3.3)

A contrasting situation of enhancement of the high energy tail of Maxwellians occurs in magnetically confined fusion
experiments with neutral beam and lower hybrid heating. It also occurs in astrophysics. Topical at this time is the
role of the modified two-stream instability in planetary atmospheres, comets and supernova remnants. Consequential
energised electron distribution functions (see figure 3.1b) are believed to lead to x-ray line and continuum emission as
observed by the CHANDRA and XMM spacecraft. Taking the cometary case as an example, the time-scales are very
different. Introduce the plasma oscillation time (reciprocal plasma frequency) as

τpe = 1/ωpe = [1.1 × 10−4](cm−3/Ne)1/2 s, (3.4)
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Figure 3.1: (a) Electron distribution functions typical of low temperature discharges. The Maxwell and Druvesteyn
patterns are shown and a modelled case for a nitrogen plasma. The kink at ∼ 0.8 eV reflects the energy loss to
vibrational excitation of the molecule (Behringer and Fantz, 1994). (b) Electron flux measurements in the vicinity of
comet Halley by the VEGA 1, 2 spacecrafts in Comet Halley (Gringauz and Verigin, 1990). The measurements suggest
the development of a non-Maxwellian tail parallel to the magnetic field of an initial Maxwellian electron distribution
function in the presence of a lower-hybrid wave field. Such fields are expected to be energised by the interaction of
the solar wind with an ebullient cometary plasma and lead to x-ray emission. For comparison a Maxwellian (dashed
line) at 30eV and a synthesised distribution (solid line). The latter comprises a Maxwellian at 10 eV combined with
a 70 eV Maxwellian Landau damped with a Gaussian wave of resonant velocity 4 times the thermal speed, and the
half-width of the wave is 2 times the thermal speed (see section 3.2.2).
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then a typical evolution time for the electron distribution function due to Landau damping of waves generated by the
modified two-stream instability for a comet is ∼ 102τpe with Ne ∼ 30 cm−3 (Dawson et al., 1997), that is ∼ 3 msec. On
the other hand, for a comet at ∼ 0.7 a.u., the electron thermalisation time τe−e ∼ 3 − 4 days and the time-scale to estab-
lish the high ionisation states of light elements C, N and O in a 200 eV plasma is ∼ 80 days. Evidently, both excited
population and ionisation stage fractional abundances are dynamic and incomplete in cometary transit. Handling of
non-Maxwellians must not presuppose quasi-static populations and only return the usual effective collisional-radiative
coefficients. The precise character of the electron distribution in the cometary case remains ambiguous, but depends
on the total energy flow and the ‘duty cycle’ of wave-particle energy input events.

3.2 Distribution functions

It is a purpose of this paper to enable use of non-Maxwellian distributions in both predictive modelling and in deductive
spectral analysis. In the former, we shall wish to explore the effect of different degrees of non-Maxwellian character
on predicted emission, ionisation state etc. In the latter, the typical progress of analysis is that one should deduce, from
spectral line ratios, some sort of non-Maxellian parameter, analogous to electron temperature itself. For both these
purposes, we introduce ‘families of non-Maxwellians’ designed to be helpful for investigations.

3.2.1 Analytic non-Maxwellian distributions

We work with (nominally) isotropic distribution functions, f (E) defined with respect to electron kinetic energy, E,
so that

∫
f (E) dE = 1. With mean energy Ē =

∫
E f (E) dE and variance σ f =

∫
(E − Ē)2 f (E) dE, the effective

temperature, Te f f , is defined by kTe f f = 2Ē/3. Thus the Maxwellian electron distribution is

fTe (E) =
1

kTe

2
√
π

(
E

kTe

)1/2

exp
(
−

E
kTe

)
. (3.5)

where we have set Te = Te f f , so that Ē = 3kTe/2 and σ f m = kTe. Since typical electron impact excitation cross-
sections are such that the collision strength Ω is approximately constant with energy for non-neutral targets, it is the
variation of the functional f (E)/E1/2 which is most important for the calculation of Maxwellian and non-Maxwellian
reaction rate coefficients.

The simplest non-Maxwellian distributions are simply superpositions of Maxwellians. Such superpositions can repre-
sent local power-law-like behaviours, etc.

The most common non-Maxwellian situations are over-population of the high energy Maxwellian tail typical of many
astrophysical plasmas and under-population of the tail typical of discharge plasmas. The analytic paradigms are the κ
and Druyvesteyn distribution function families respectively.

The κ distribution (or generalised Lorentzian) form of distribution function, introduced by Vasyliunas (1968), has
been shown to arise, for example, in the presence of suprathermal radiation fields (Hasegawa et al., 1985) and is also
connected with generalised entropy formalisms (Leubner, 2001). The family takes the form

fκ,Eκ
(E) =

1
Eκ

2
√
π

(
E
Eκ

)1/2

κ−3/2 Γ(κ + 1)
Γ(κ − 1

2 )

(
1 +

E
κEκ

)−(κ+1)

, (3.6)

parametrised by κ, where Eκ is the characteristic energy of the distribution and is such that Ē = 3κEκ/(2(κ − 3/2)). κ
determines the deviation from the Maxwell distribution of temperature Te f f . In the limit as κ → ∞ the κ distribution
tends to the Maxwellian. Figure 3.2 illustrates fκ(E) for various values of κ, with the limiting Maxwellian distribution
shown for comparison. The key feature for atomic modelling is the enhanced high energy tail.

In low pressure discharges, the analytic Druyvesteyn electron distribution function form (Druyvesteyn, 1930) arises
from velocity independent elastic scattering models. Generalisations to include inelastic processes has led to the
Druyvesteyn family

fx,Ex (E) =
x

E3/2
x

Γ(5/2x)3/2

Γ(3/2x)5/2 E1/2 exp
(
−

[
EΓ(5/2x)
ExΓ(3/2x)

]x)
, (3.7)
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where the parameter x typically varies between 1 and ∼3. x = 1 gives the Maxwellian and x = 2 the classic
Druyvesteyn. The characteristic energy Ex = Ē. These are used in detailed modelling (e.g. Gudmundsson, 2001).
Figure 3.3 illustrates behaviour for various values of x, with the Maxwellian distribution shown for comparison. The
key feature for atomic modelling is the depleted high energy tail.
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Figure 3.3: Generalised Druyvesteyn distributions for various x values, and a comparison to a Maxwellian for an
(effective) electron temperature of 3.4 eV.

3.2.2 Numerical non-Maxwellian distributions

The above analytic distribution functions are simplified representations of the actual distributions in real plasmas.
Probe measurements or more sophisticated computational solutions of the electron Fokker-Planck equation yield nu-
merical values for the electron distribution function. Following our astrophysical interest of section 3.1, and in illus-
tration, we focus here on Landau damping of lower-hybrid waves. Such electrostatic waves propagate parallel to a
magnetic field and, if moving with a velocity v = ω/k in a plasma, will be travelling at the same velocity as some of
the electrons. It is possible for the wave to transfer energy to these electrons and vice versa. The direction of energy
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transfer depends on the first derivative of the electron distribution function with respect to velocity in the direction par-
allel to the magnetic field. If ∂ f /∂v‖ < 0, electrons will be energised and the waves will be damped, and if ∂ f /∂v‖ > 0,
the waves will grow and the electrons decelerate. If ∂ f /∂v‖ = 0 then there is no energy transfer. Therefore in the
absence of electron collisions, the lower-hybrid waves will cause a plateau region to be formed in the electron velocity
distribution in one direction. This can be described by the Fokker-Planck equation:

(
∂ f
∂t

)
w

=
∂

∂v‖

(
G(v‖)

∂ f
∂v‖

)
, (3.8)

where G(v‖) is a normalised wave diffusion operator. Dendy et al.(1995) solved eqn. 3.8 for the case of a Gaussian
power spectrum,

G(v‖) =
π1/2

ωνei

∣∣∣∣∣ eE
mvT

∣∣∣∣∣2 v‖∆ exp
[
−

(v‖ − v0)2

∆2

]
, (3.9)

where ω is the wave frequency, νei is the electron-ion collision rate, vTh is the thermal speed, ∆ is the half-width of the
wave power spectrum, which is centred at v0. Here we have continued the work of Dendy et al.using Maxwellian and
other initial distribution functions. Figure 3.4 shows a contour plot of the evolved distribution function from an initial
Maxwellian, after 3ms, in the v⊥ and v‖ plane with respect to a magnetic field in the parallel direction. It is assumed
that the plasma is collisionless. The resulting distribution is non-isotropic: the symmetry in the v‖ direction has been
broken, although the distribution is still symmetrical around all azimuthal angles. For calculating atomic collision
rates we should properly use differential cross sections but have chosen to integrate the distribution function over the
pitch (φ) and azimuthal (θ) angles to give a simple distribution over speed (energy) which is tabulated.

The specific organisation of our distribution function files, both analytic, superposition and numeric are tuned to
handling within the ADAS Project and are assigned the ADAS data format adf37 (see section 3.5).

3.3 Non-Maxwellian reaction rate coefficients

3.3.1 Electron impact excitation and de-excitation

Consider the electron impact excitation and de-excitation of the z−times ionised ion A+z between lower state i and
upper state j

A+z(i) + e(εi) 
 A+z( j) + e(ε j). (3.10)

The excitation energy is ∆Ei j = εi − ε j with εi the free electron energy with the ion in the lower state i and ε j the free
electron energy with the ion in the upper state j. For modelling and atomic databases it is most convenient to describe
the reaction by a collision strength Ωi j specified as a function of the threshold parameter X = εi/∆Ei j with X ∈ [1,∞).
For Maxwellian electron distributions, the averaged collision strength Υi j(Te) is a preferred tabulation as a function of
electron temperature Te and is given by

Υi j(Te) =

∞∫
0

Ωi j(ε j) exp
(
−
ε j

kTe

)
d
(
ε j

kTe

)
. (3.11)

Note that Ωi j is symmetrical between i and j from micro-reversibility and likewise Υi j from detailed balance. Thus in
the Maxwellian case both the excitation and de-excitation rate coefficient are obtained from Υi j as

qi→ j(Te) = 2
√
παca0

2
(

IH

kTe

)1/2 1
ωi

exp
(
−

∆Ei j

kTe

)
Υi j(Te), (3.12)

q j→i(Te) = 2
√
παca0

2
(

IH

kTe

)1/2 1
ω j

Υi j(Te), (3.13)

where α is the fine structure constant, c the speed of light in vacuum, a0 the Bohr radius, IH the Rydberg energy, and
ωi and ω j the statistical weights of states i and j respectively.
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Figure 3.4: Contour plot of an initial Maxwellian at Te = 1 keV evolving for 3 ms in a lower-hybrid Gaussian wave
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For the non-Maxwellian case, the averages over the electron distribution must be re-done and there are two issues -
whether the precision of tabulation (or functional fitting) of Ωi j can sustain adequate precision in the non-Maxwellian
rates and the lack of symmetry in Υ due to the lack of detailed balance.

Interval averaged collision strengths

Collision strengths obtained from simple analytic or parametric formulae, non-resonant calculations and from data
asessment are smooth functions of energy and the forming of rate coefficients is a further smoothing procedure. It
is tacitly assumed that the tabulated collision strength can sustain quadrature over an arbitrary electron distribution
function. More precise resonance-including calculations such as R-matrix however indicate that for incident electron
energies between excitation and ionisation threshold, the true collision strength shows many fine, highly-peaked,
resonance features. Even for a neutral target, the typical collision strength shows detailed structure (cf. figure 3.5a for
neutral helium). Thus much publically available collision strengths are (unspecified) averages and therefore cannot
necessarily support arbitrary non-Maxwellian averaging. The relative variability of the collision strength and the
distribution function matters. It seems therefore that R-matrix and similar resonance-including collision strengths
must be the starting point for computing rate coefficients in the general case. On the other hand the exact delimiting of
a collision strength may require tabulation at a very large number of data values - prohibitive for convenient utilisation
within database structures such as those of the ADAS Project. For example the most recent R-matrix calculation of the
collision strength for the transition 1s2 1S − 1s2p 3P in neutral helium used ∼ 37000 data points over a 2 Ryd energy
range. In the present work, when R-matrix source data is available, we form a more manageable intermediate data file
for an ion (ADAS adf04 - type 1 as described in section 3.5) in which the collision strength data for each transition
is provided as a set of interval averages. More precisely, we work in threshold energies X = εi/∆Ei j and seek a
suitable fixed set of ∼ 50 X-values, the same for all transitions, for the tabulation. Interval averages are formed as
integrals of the resonant collision strengths between successive mid-way points of the fixed X-grid. The first moment
is also formed and then used interpolatively to re-position onto the fixed grid for increased precision. For the transition
1s2 1S − 1s2p 3P in neutral helium, the R-matrix collision strength can be compared to the interval averaged results as
shown in figure 3.5a.

The adf04 - type 1 file is archived and used for subsequent non-Maxwellian averaging in place of the orginal R-matrix
data. In forming a non-Maxwellian rate coefficient data set in this way, at issue then is whether the interval-averaging
grid is acceptable. We define ‘energy’ scale lengths for the interval averaged collision strength and the distribution
function, namely,

XΩ = 1/
dlogΩ

dX
, X f = 1/

dlog f
dX

. (3.14)

In the region below ionisation threshold, where the underlying collision strength is resonant, we require XΩ < X f and
above ionisation threshold, where the underlying collision strength is non-resonant, we require X f < XΩ. Figure 3.5b
illustrates the situation. Any failure of the criterion (executed as a running test during non-Maxwellian averaging)
necessitates reworking of the interval averaged adf04 - type 1 file.

Effective Collision Strengths

We generalise equations 3.12 and 3.13 by replacing Υi j(Te) by new effective collision strengths, Υi→ j(Te f f ) and

Υ

j→i(Te f f ) averaged over a general distribution function. We define these non-symmetric effective collision strengths,
called Upsilons and Downsilons respectively, such that the conversion to rate coefficients remains as it was in the
Maxwellian case, viz.

Υi→ j(Te f f ) =
ωi

2
√
παca0

2

(
kTe f f

IH

)1/2

exp
(

∆Ei j

kTe f f

)
qi→ j(Te f f ),

Υ

j→i(Te f f ) =
ω j

2
√
παca0

2

(
kTe f f

IH

)1/2

q j→i(Te f f ). (3.15)
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Figure 3.5: (a) The collision strength in the resonant region for the transition 1s2 1S − 1s2p 3P in neutral helium
from an R-matrix with pseudostates calculation (RMPS) compared with the interval averaged collision strength; (b)
‘Energy’ scale lengths for the kappa distribution function family compared with that of the interval averaged collisions
strength 1s2 1S − 1s3p 3P. The independent variable x follows the Burgess C-plot transformation with C chosen to
place the ionisation threshold at 0.5. The test criterion is satisfied except at x ∼ 0.1. X is the threshold parameter.
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For a general electron energy distribution, f (E), the excitation and de-excitation rate coefficients are given by

qi→ j(Te f f ) =

√
2

me

πa0
2

ωi
IH

∞∫
0

Ωi j(εi)εi
−1/2 f (εi) dε j

q j→i(Te f f ) =

√
2

me

πa0
2

ω j
IH

∞∫
0

Ωi j(ε j)ε j
−1/2 f (ε j) dε j (3.16)

which leads to

Υi→ j(Te f f ) =

√
π

2
exp

(
∆Ei j

kTe f f

) ∞∫
0

Ωi j(εi)
(

εi

kTe f f

)−1/2

f (εi) dε j

Υ

j→i(Te f f ) =

√
π

2

∞∫
0

Ωi j(ε j)
(
ε j

kTe f f

)−1/2

f (ε j) dε j (3.17)

For example, for the κ distribution these become

Υi→ j(Te f f ) =

√
2κ

2κ − 3
κ−3/2 Γ(κ + 1)

Γ(κ − 1
2 )

exp
(

∆Ei j

kTe f f

)

×

∞∫
0

Ωi j(ε j)
[
1 +

ε j + ∆Ei j

κEκ

]−(κ+1)

d
(
ε j

Eκ

)
,

Υ

j→i(Te f f ) =

√
2κ

2κ − 3
κ−3/2 Γ(κ + 1)

Γ(κ − 1
2 )

×

∞∫
0

Ωi j(ε j)
[
1 +

ε j

κEκ

]−(κ+1)

d
(
ε j

Eκ

)
. (3.18)

As described in section 3.2, our distribution functions f (E) may be of two possible formats: analytic and numeric.
The analytic format includes superpositions of analytic forms as families. Numeric distribution functions are isotropic
distributions tabulated against energy. These different classes of distribution function dictate differences in the nu-
merical quadrature method employed in the generation of rate coefficients. Although mainly a computational issue,
some points are noted here. For certain analytic distributions the quadrature accuracy can be improved since only
the form of the collision strength need be approximated. For example, in evaluation of average collision strengths
over a κ distribution, the collision strength is locally fitted to a linear or quadratic function of X within each interval.
The integrand is thus analytic as Ω(X) f (X) ∼ (c0 + c1X + c2X2)(1 + X)−(κ+1) and integrable. It is also important to
recognise the asymptotic behaviours of the collision strength. The numerical quadrature procedures take account of
dipole, non-dipole and spin-change forms for excitation. These forms remain valid and useful in the interval averaged
collision strength case. More detail is given in section 3.5.

3.3.2 Radiative recombination

To obtain the non-Maxwellian radiative recombination coefficient and associated stimulated recombination and photo-
ionisation rate coefficients, return to the Milne relations

Qc(ν̄) =

(
hν̄

mvc

)2
ωi

ω+

a(ν̄)

σ(ν̄) =
c3

8πhν̄3 Qc(ν̄) (3.19)
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for the same transition. The curves are generated by numerical quadrature over the interval averaged cross-sections
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with Qc(ν̄) the capture cross-section, a(ν̄) the photo-ionisation cross-section and σ(ν̄) the stimulated capture cross-
section. It is helpful to work in terms of the bound-free Gaunt factor, gII where

a(ν̄) =
128α

3
√

3

z4
1

ν̄3

ω+

ωi

gII

(E/IH + Ii/IH)3 πa2
0 (3.20)

Then the recombination coefficient is obtained as

α(r)
i =

32α4cπa2
0

3
√

3

z4
1

ν̄3

∫ ∞

0

1
√

E/IH

gII

(E/IH + Ii/IH)
f (E) dE (3.21)

3.3.3 Dielectronic recombination

Since dielectronic recombination is a resonant process, then the non-Maxwellian recombination coefficient is

α(d)
i; j,nl:i = 2IHπ

2a3
0
ω j,nl

ωi
1

√
E/IH

f (E)
AaAr

Aa + Ar
(3.22)

In general, a summation over a manifold of nearly degenerate doubly excited states belonging to a level, term or
shell is required and E represents a mean energy for the resonance manifold. We may use dielectronic recombination
coefficient tabulations for Maxwellians as a function of temperature for the non-Maxwellian case. Thus the datasets
following from the work of Badnell et al.(see Badnell et al., 2003 - hereafter called DR-paper I) remain applicable.
From the non-Maxwellian distribution function with mean energy Ē, identify the tabular kTe ∼ Ē and deduce the local
mean resonance energy from

α(d)
i; j:i(Te) = 4π3/2a3

0
ω j,nl

ωi

(
IH

kTe

)3/2

e−E/kTe
AaAr
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(3.23)

Then convert α(d)
i; j:i(Te) with the factor

√
πIH

2

(
kTe

IH

)3/2 √
IH

E
eE/kTe f (E) (3.24)

Some error is introduced by this procedure due to outer electron stabilisation. It is safe to assume this is small.

3.3.4 Collisional ionisation and three-body recombination

More substantial reworking is required for these processes. The starting point is the Fowler relation for the double
differential cross-sections (in energy), namely

ωiEQi→+(E; E′, E′′) =
16πm

h3 ω+E′E′′Q+→i(E′, E′′; E) (3.25)

Where the impacting electron with the target in the state i is E and the projectile and released electron have final
energies E′ and E′′. From energy conservation E = E′ + E′′ + Ii. Then the ionisation rate coefficient is

qi→+ =

∫ ∞

Ii

√
2E
m

Qi→+(E; E′, E′′) f (E) dE
∫

dE′
∫

dE′′

and the three-body recombination coefficient is

α(3)
+→i =

∫ ∞

Ii

√
2E′

m
f (E′) dE′

∫ √
2E′′

m
f (E′′) dE′′

×

∫
Q+→i(E′, E′′; E) dE (3.26)
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Re-writing this using the Fowler relation, introducing kTe f f and grouping

α(3)
+→i = 8

πa2
0IH

kTe f f

3/2
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√
E

E′E′′
f (E′) f (E′′)
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 dE′ dE′′ (3.27)

The term in square brackets tends to unity as f (E)→ fTe (E) and Te f f → Te.
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Figure 3.8: The numerical integral in the three-body coefficient of eqn. 29. Curves are for capture to the ground state
of neutral helium for the κ family excluding the leading terms outside the integral.
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If the differential ionisation cross-section is that due to Thomson

Qi→+(E; E′, E′′) = 4πa2
0ζI2

H
1

EE′2
δ(E − E′ − E′′ − Ii) (3.28)

then in the Maxwellian case
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and
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as expected. In the non-Maxwellian case a double integral must be evaluated numerically. It is generally the case that
double-differential ionisation cross-sections are not available. Then we make the simplifying assumption that an E
dependent correction factor

g(E) = Qi→+(E)/Qthomson
i→+ (E) (3.31)

may be introduced in the final quadrature over E. The Qs in the above equation are the total ionisation cross-sections.
This assumption preserves detailed balance in the Maxwellian limit and allows some improvement in the rate coeffi-
cients.

3.4 Population structure and ionisation state

The set of non-Maxwellian rate coefficients enters the equations of statistical balance for the excited populations
of an ion within the generalised-collisional-radiative (GCR) context (Summers, 2002; DR-paper I). That is, we are
concerned not only with equilibrium level populations, but also with effective coefficients for line emission, ionisation,
recombination and radiated power ‘driven’ by the various metastables of the different ionisation stages of an element.
These effective coefficients, which in the Maxwellian case are functions of electron temperature, Te, and electron
density, Ne, are functions also of a ‘non-Maxwellian parameter’ in the present case. It is noted that for GCR modelling
in finite density plasma, especially when dielectronic recombination is active, very highly excited populations must
be taken into account in the statistical balance equations. Within the ADAS Project, this is done by the method of
condensation and projection matrices which give the influence of highly excited populations on a set of low levels.
The latter, typically including all levels (specified in LS or IC coupling) up to some principal quantum shell, must span
excited levels which are the upper levels of observed spectrum lines. Modelling for diagnostic spectroscopy requires
high precision in rate coefficients for the low-level group. The highly excited populations, handled by projection in a
quasi-static assumption, require less precision. High quality rate coefficient data for the low-level group is provided
in tabular data sets (adf04 format in the ADAS Project). The high levels and projection are computed using simpler
analytic approximations for the various rate coefficients.

For our non-Maxwellian treatment, the techniques of section 3.3 are used to create a non-Maxwellian adf04 file
(called an adf04 type 4 file). This is drawn into the low-level population modelling and combined with the (existing)
Maxwellian treatment (at the effective temperature Te f f defined in section 3.2.1) of the high-level projection. The
simplification allows us to focus economically on the primary effects of non-Maxwellians on spectral emission while
retaining the GCR completeness - at a small reduction in precision.

3.5 Computational procedures

Figure 3.9 show a schematic of the main computations. The adf04 data format has been used for many years in
the ADAS Project and has become one of the common formats for delivery of the results of fundamental electron-
ion collision and atomic structure calculations. Prior to the present development virtually all adf04 files composed
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Figure 3.9: Flow chart showing the steps used to create distribution averaged collision strengths.
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of Maxwell averaged rate coefficients (held as Υs), called type 3 files. Here the new type 1 version is introduced
composed of cross-sections (held as Ωs). The latter are interval averaged for compactness but are unaveraged over
a distribution function. R-matrix codes and associated structure codes such as the versions in use by Badnell and
co-workers are indicated as RMATRX/AUTOS in the schematic. Griffin et al.(1998) prepared a post-processing code,
ADASEX, which assembled raw R-matrix outputs, executed Maxwell averaging and delivered a fully formed adf04
- type 3 dataset. ADASEX has been extended, with inclusion of interval averaging so as to deliver an adf04 - type
1 dataset. The collisional data in this file type includes only electron impact excitation and ionisation. The code
ADAS809 converts type 1 to type 3 or type 4 by quadratures over distribution function families. The specific analytic κ
and Druyvestyn families are internally generated while true numerical distribution function families and superposition
families are supplied in the data format adf37. For complete GCR modelling, additional collisional reactions must
be added to the adf04 file - specifically state selective radiative recombination and dielectronic recombination. The
latter are supplied by extensions to the existing ADAS codes ADAS211 and ADAS212 as described in GCR-paper I.
It is noted that the evaluation of bound-free, gII Gaunt factors by Gaussian quadratures used there delimits the Gaunt
factor precisely over the whole energy range. Numerical non-Maxwellian averaging is then rapid. For dielectronic
recombination, the procedures of GCR-paper I and DR-paper I remain applicable and the BBGP support function is
effective for the transfer to the non-Maxwellian case.

An extension to the main ADAS population code, ADAS208, is required to recognise and pair up/down transition
lines from the adf04 - type 4 dataset. Thereafter, final generation of population structure, effective recombination and
ionisation coefficients and line emissivities follow exactly the procedures of GCR-paper I
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Figure 3.10: Variation of the excitation-driven parts of the populations of the n = 3 shell of He0 with electron tem-
perature and κ. The sub-parts of the populations driven by (a) the ground state He0(1s2 1S ) and by (b) the metastable
He0(1s2 1S ) are distinguished. Note that for the two values of κ, some fractional populations are increased and some
decreased. At the fixed electron density Ne = 1013 cm−3, there is only partial re-distribution amongst the n = 3
l-substates.
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3.6 Illustrative results

Illustrations are drawn from neutral helium. The underlying collision strength data which underpin the results (Paton
et al., 2005) merge assessed experimental data (cf. De Heer et al., 1998) with converged close coupling calculations
(Ralchenko et al., 2000) at intermediate and high energy, and with the recent calculations of Ballance et al.(2004)
at low energies. The latter RMPS (R-matrix with pseudostates) calculations span levels up to n = 4, resolve fine
resonance structure and match correctly to the intermediate energy region. The resulting adf04 - type 1 file is the 2004
preferred ADAS dataset. The dataset energy grid will support all non-Maxwellian averaging required here. It is also
to be noted that the additional structure and detail, arising principally from the improved low energy region in the
new dataset, does alter the rate coefficients even in the pure Maxwellian case over those heretofore. Two studies are
relevant, namely, Smith (2003) and Behringer and Fantz (2000). The former work sought to interpret discrepancies
in helium line ratios from the solar atmosphere in terms of non-Maxwellians. This model is, however, less complete
than the present one, using a simplified description of the electron distribution function and failing to renormalise the
distribution when calculating the collisional excitation rate. In addition, the atomic collision strength data is much
older and less reliable. The latter work was associated with RF heated discharge plasmas in which helium served as a
diagnostic species. The interpretation of the neutral helium emission in the discharge case is complicated by opacity
and the non-equilibrium metastable (1s2s 3S ) fraction (due to wall quenching). Re-analysis of these experimental
measurements is not possible in this paper, rather we have investigated the variations in the key spectrum lines due to
non-Maxwellians which could influence the interpretations.
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Figure 3.11: 2-D surfaces and contours of selected line ratios in the Te and κ plane. Results are at the fixed electron
density, Ne = cm−3. (a) HeI(1s2s 3S − 1s3p 3P)/HeI(1s2s 1S − 1s3p 1P). (b) HeI(1s2p 3P − 1s3d 3D)/HeI(1s2s 1S −
1s3p 1P). The difference between the two surfaces indicate that Te and κ may be extracted from line ratio observations
although insight into the appropriate non-Maxwellian family is required.

In general, it is expected that separation of the effective temperature parameter and a non-Maxwellian parameter
from spectral line ratios will be ambiguous since the first order effect of a non-Maxwellian parameter is a mean
energy shift. This weak orthogonality is countered by the differential variation of dipole, non-dipole and spin change
collision strengths with energy. Figures 3.10a and 3.10b show that the latter effect remains present, at electron densities
∼ 1010 − 1014 cm−3, in the relative populations of the n = 3 terms. The putative electron temperature and density
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diagnostic from neutral helium uses the line ratios HeI(1s2p 1P − 1s3d 1D)/HeI(1s2s 1S − 1s3p 1P) and HeI(1s2s 3S −
1s3p 3P)/HeI(1s2s 1S − 1s3p 1P). To the latter we add the HeI(1s2p 3P − 1s3d 3D)/HeI(1s2s 1S − 1s3p 1P) ratio and
seek parameter discrimination for the κ family. Results are illustrated in figures 3.11a and 3.11b. This demonstration
of principle falls short of establishing a working diagnostic for non-Maxwellians. That will be the subject of a separate
work.
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Figure 3.12: (a) Variation of αcd for He+1 + e ↔ He0 with electron temperature and κ for an electron density of
1014cm−3. (b) Variation of S cd for He0 + e↔ He+1 + e + e with electron temperature and κ for an electron density of
1014cm−3.

In figures 3.12a and 3.12b, the effect of the non-Maxwellian parameter on collisional-radiative recombination (ACD)
and ionisation (SCD) coefficients is shown. The sensitivity of the ionisation balance to electron temperature and the
relatively lower accuracy of electron impact ionisation coefficients compared with excitation rate coefficients makes
unambiguous detection of non-Maxwellians from ionisation state alone more elusive than from line ratios.

3.7 Conclusions

It has been shown how generalised collisional-radiative modelling may be extended comprehensively to handle non-
Maxwellian electron distributions. The new procedures are largely transparent to the applied modeller once an initial
collision strength file of format adf04 - type 1 is set up. A new ADAS data format adf37 has been defined to describe
non-Maxwellian distribution functions.

The suitability of collision strength data for non-Maxwellian collisional-radiative modelling has been addressed. New
initiatives are underway to deliver fundamental collision data according to these requirements. For existing databases
of Maxwellian averaged collision strengths, only the superposition route to non-Maxwellians is available. Maxwellian
superpositions which involve cancellation between components of the superposition are unsound due to (in general)
unknown implicit averaging assumptions.

An initial demonstration of the potential for non-Maxwellian line ratio diagnostics has been made based on helium.
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Further work is in progress to show effectiveness in spectroscopic experiment analysis.

The present development has been made in the context of the ADAS Project.
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Chapter 4

New observations

The need of performing joint observations using the three spectrometers SoHO/SUMER, SoHO/CDS and Hinode/EIS
has been already mentioned in section 2.2. For the purpose of this thesis, on one hand it is central to analyse lines
formed at the lower temperatures characteristic of the upper chromosphere/lower transition region. These lines include,
as discussed, the EUV helium resonance lines and some other lines formed in the temperature range of 104 − 105 K,
such as lines from Si+1 and C+1. On the other hand, it is essential to extend the range of observations at higher
temperatures, including upper transition region and coronal lines. This allows us to explore the connection between
the chromosphere and the corona through the thin atmospheric layer that is the transition region. Also, this permits us
to investigate whether the anomalous emission of helium is related to mechanisms which involve coronal plasma.

In the following section, an overview of the missions and instrumentation is given. Then, the chapter is focussed on
a new set of joint observations carried out in April 2009. Firstly, it concentrates on each single instrument, in order
to describe the data reduction and calibration procedures and to show how images and spectra have been built up.
Secondly, the use of the three instruments together is illustrated, dwelling on the co-alignment and cross-calibration
procedures employed and on the fit of line profiles.

4.1 Missions and instrumentation

4.1.1 Outline of capabilities of SUMER and CDS on SoHO

After the launch in December 1995, the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (27), SoHO, was inserted into a 180-day
period halo orbit around the gravitational equilibrium L1 Lagrangian point, about 1.5×106 km sunward from the Earth.
It started to be operational in April 1996. The choice of the halo orbit is strictly related to the objectives for which
SoHO has been designed. Thus, it provides a smooth Sun-spacecraft velocity change throughout the orbit, appropriate
for helioseismology measurements to study the solar interior. Moreover, it is outside the magnetosphere and allows
continuous observations of the Sun, suitable for the analysis of solar wind and particles and for solar atmosphere
observations to achieve a better understanding of the physical processes that form and heat the solar corona.

Of the twelve instruments onboard the spacecraft (as shown in figure 4.1), two in particular deal with the provision
of diagnostic information concerning the structure of the solar atmosphere from the upper chromosphere through to
the low corona. These are the Solar Ultraviolet Measurements of Emitted Radiation (SUMER) spectrometer and the
Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer (CDS). In the context of EUV experiments, EUV observations have been made since
the early ’60s, but all missions prior to SoHO have been severely constrained by project, instrumentation design and
current technology (for an overview of EUV missions until SoHO see (58)). As an example, the OSO (Orbiting Solar
Observatory) series 1-8, which ran between 1962 and 1975, used, in many cases, integrated solar disc images or inte-
grated spectral bands and had a spatial, spectral and temporal resolution (e.g. 20-60 arcsec, 0.8-3.2 Å and 120-900 s
respectively) more than an order of magnitude worse than the instruments on SoHO. Also the wavelength coverage
did not extend adequately to wavelengths shorter than ∼ 300 Å. An improvement regarding both the spectral range and
the resolution has been done by Skylab (1973-74), but it used film as detector and thus the temporal capabilities were
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very limited. Also, the Skylab SO82A instrument was a slitless spectrograph. As a consequence, it produced overlap-
ping spectroheliograms that could only provide clear spectral information for bright, compact features such as flares.
Only SERTS (Solar Extreme ultraviolet Rocket Telescope and Spectrograph) (1989,91,93,95) and CHASE (Coronal
Helium Abundance Spacelab Experiment) (1985), which were flown on short-duration rocket and shuttle flights, had
characteristics comparable with SUMER and CDS. Hence, SUMER and CDS spectrometers provide the first oppor-
tunity, with respect to the previous missions, for a more accurate and detailed investigation of the EUV Sun, followed
by the improvement in spatial and spectral resolution and wavelength range, compared to CDS, of Hinode/EIS, which
will be described later.

Figure 4.1: SoHO spacecraft schematic view. The two instruments, SUMER and CDS, with which the thesis is
concerned are indicated in red.

The SoHO spacecraft performed very well for two years before its attitude control was lost for a four month period,
from June to September 1998. Recovery of onboard instrumentation ended in October 1998 and SoHO became
again fully operational. During the loss and much of the recovery time the payload experienced extreme temperature
conditions, which in most cases affected the radiometric response of the instruments. During the accident, CDS was
held at a temperature of ∼100 ◦C, much higher than the range over which it had been tested before launch, while
SUMER was on the cold side of the spacecraft, where the temperature was estimated to have dropped to -80 ◦C. The
unusual temperature conditions caused an irreversible distorsion in the CDS, affecting the shape of the spectral line
profiles and inducing relatively strong burn-in effects. Also, the SUMER instrument experienced an overall loss of
sensitivity, due to a permanent contamination on various optical parts. However, for both the instruments the loss of
efficiency have been partially compensated by determining, through subsequent analysis, a correction factor between
preloss and postloss efficiency.

Solar Ultraviolet Measurement of Emitted Radiation (SUMER)

SUMER is a stigmatic normal-incidence spectrograph operating in the range from 465 Å to 1610 Å. Figure 4.2 shows
the instrument optical design, which is fully described by (15). SUMER consists essentially of three parts: a telescope
mirror, a spectrometer and two detectors. The off-axis parabolic telescope mirror images the Sun into the spectrometer
entrance slit plane. It has pointing and scan capabilities of ±32 arcmin in two perpendicular directions (the fastest
rate is 300 step−1 with 0.375 arcsec step−1). Consequently, the total geometric field of view is 64 × 64 arcmin2. The
spatial resolution, which depends on wavelength, is close to 1 arcsec. The instrument thus can resolve spatial elements
on the Sun with dimension down to 1,000 km. A second parabolic mirror collimates the beam leaving the slit. This
beam is then deflected by a plane mirror onto the grating. The slit assembly, at the focus of the telescope, is narrow
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Figure 4.2: Optical layout of SUMER instrument.

in the direction of the wavelength dispersion to obtain good wavelength resolution. Spectroheliograms are built up by
using the motion of the plane mirror perpendicular to the long extension of the slit. Four slits with angular dimensions
4 × 300 arcsec2 (slit 1), 1 × 300 arcsec2 (slit 2), 1 × 120 arcsec2 (slit 4) and 0.3 × 120 arcsec2 (slit 7) are available.
The wide slit (slit 1) allows an increase of counts, at the expense of spatial and spectral resolutions, and is used for
off-limb observations. The slit 2 is for standard use to achieve the best possible spatial and spectral resolution. The
last two slits (slits 4 and 7) are employed for intense lines. All slits are parallel to CDS normal-incidence (NIS) slits
and extend in the solar North-South direction. Also, the slits are centred on the spatial dimension of the detectors, but
the two short slits (slit 4 and 7) can be placed off the centre in three different spatial positions. For the observations
performed for this work, the slit 4 in top position (slit# 5) has been used. Two diffraction orders can be observed
by SUMER, with first order and second order superimposed in the spectrum. Two photon-counting detectors (A and
B), with image encoding using cross-delay-line (XDL) technology, are positioned in the focal plane of the grating,
in order to collect the images of the slit. Each detectors has an array of 1024(spectral)×360(spatial) pixels. Visible
opaque kBr (potassium bromide) photocathode material is deposited on the central area of the detector, increasing the
efficiency mainly in the range from 900 Å to 1500 Å. The spectral resolution of the spectrometer can be derived from
the grating equation:

nλ = d(sinθ + sinα) (4.1)

where n is the diffraction order, d is the grating space, θ is the angle of incidence on the grating and α is the angle of
reflection off the grating. Assuming that the angle of incidence is fixed and differentiating the equation 4.1, the relation
for angular dispersion is obtained:

n dλ = d cosα dα⇒
dα
dλ

=
n

d cosα
(4.2)

The linear dispersion of a grating system is the product of the angular dispersion and the effective focal length f of the
system, for a given diffracted wavelength λ:

f
dα
dλ

=
f n

d cosα
(4.3)

In the SUMER case, the effective focal length of the grating depends on the angle of incidence, and thus on the
wavelength, according to f = ra/(1 + cosθ) (where ra is the radius of the spherical concave grating), while in the CDS
case f = 2R, where R is the radius of the Rowland circle. From the equation 4.3 an expression for the resolving power
is obtained:

λ

δλ
=

n f λ
d cosα δx

(4.4)

where δx is the scale of resolution, usually given as the pixel size. The theoretical resolving power can be considered
a characteristic of the grating and the angles at which it is used. However, in practice, the ability to resolve two
adjacent wavelengths generally depends not only on the grating, but it is the convoluted result of all optical elements
in the system, as well as the quality of these elements. Their effects on resolving power measurements are necessarily
superimposed on those of the grating, giving the ”real” spectral resolution δλ. Table 4.1 lists the main characteristics
of the three instruments used in this thesis, allowing a comparison of their capabilities.
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Instrument Wavelength range Slit Spatial resolution Spectral dispersion Field of view
(Å) (arcsec2) (arcsec px−1) (Å px−1) (arcmin2)

SoHO/SUMER Det. A : 780-1610Å (1st order) 4 × 300 1.03 at 800Å 0.0450 at 800Å (1st order) 64 × 64
390-805Å (2nd order) 1 × 300 0.95 at 1600Å 0.0418 at 1600Å (1st order)

Det. B : 660-1500Å (1st order) 1 × 120 0.0228 at 500Å (2nd order)
330-750Å (2nd order) 0.3 × 120 0.0209 at 800Å (2nd order)

SoHO/CDS NIS1 : 308-381Å (1st order) 90 × 240 1.2 along λ disp. 0.08 for NIS1 4 × 4
154-191Å (2nd order) 4 × 240 1.5 perp. to λ disp. 0.14 for NIS2

NIS2 : 513-633Å (1st order) 2 × 240
257-317Å (2nd order)

Hinode/EIS EISA : 170-210Å 266 × 512 1 0.047 at 185Å 6 × 8.5
EISB : 250-290Å 40 × 512 2

2 × 512
1 × 512

Table 4.1: Summary of the relevant characteristics of SoHO/SUMER, SoHO/CDS and Hinode/EIS.

Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer (CDS)

The CDS instrument (16) consists of a telescope and two spectrometers with entrance slits which have a common
location at the telescope focal plane. The optical layout is given in figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Optical layout of CDS instrument.

The telescope is a Wolter-Schwartzchild type 2 design. Only two portions of the telescope are used, one feeding each of
the two spectrometers. Two apertures in a front panel define two light paths which feed separately a normal-incidence
spectrometer (NIS) and a grazing-incidence spectrometer (GIS). The need of a double spectrometer is explained by
the fact that for wavelengths less than ∼300 Å the reflection efficiency in normal incidence becomes very small and
thus grazing reflections must be used. However, for the purpose of this work, only the normal-incidence spectrometer
has been involved in the observations. For lines with wavelengths shorter than 300 Å, in fact, the EIS instrument
onboard Hinode has been used. Hence, the grazing incidence spectrometer will not be described here and only the
characteristics of NIS have been reported in table 4.1. The spatial resolution of the CDS telescope is defined by the full
width at half maximum intensity (FWHM) of the point spread function, that is the intensity distribution which results
from the observation of an infinitely distant point source. For each of the NIS and GIS apertures of the telescope, the
spatial resolution is given in the direction of wavelength dispersion and perpendicularly to it. For the NIS aperture,
the FWHM values are 1.2 and 1.5 arcsec respectively. Before forming an image at the spetrometer’s entrance slit,
the beam from the telescope is reflected from a plane mirror which can scan over the slit the region of interest in the
solar image through a rotation of up to ±2 arcmin. So, the maximum field of view is 4 × 4 arcmin2. The entrance
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slit is usually aligned North-South, thus images can be built up by moving the scan mirror in the East-West direction
through a small angle in 2 arcsec steps. Three slits are available for the stigmatic normal incidence system: 90 × 240
arcsec2, 4 × 240 arcsec2, 2 × 240 arcsec2. The largest slit is used as a feature locator, while the two narrowest slits
provide the highest spectral resolution. The NIS spectrometer is basically a Rowland circle design with the exit beam
direction along the Rowland circle diameter. The beam passes from the entrance slit onto two toroidal gratings (NIS1
and NIS2), mounted side by side as two parts of the same surface. The radiation is then dispersed by the pair of NIS
gratings onto a two-dimensional CCD detector, known as the View finder Detector Subsystem (VDS), which consists
of an array of 1024×1024 pixels with the two NIS bands illuminating 1024(spectral)×512(spatial) pixels. Finally, the
spectral resolution is derived again from the grating equation (eq. 4.1), as described above for SUMER, and is given
in table 4.1.

4.1.2 Outline of capabilities of EIS on Hinode

Hinode (59) is the successor to the Solar-A mission, named Yohkoh (“sunlight”). The spacecraft was called, in fact,
by its development name Solar-B and the name Hinode was given after successful launch according to the Japanese
satellite tradition. Hinode is, as Yohkoh, a Japanese word which means “sunrise”. Yohkoh obtained results of extreme
importance on the study of the dynamic structure of the corona, the explosive events, such as flares, and their strong
connection with magnetic reconnection phenomena. In such a context, Hinode is designed to address the fundamental
question of how magnetic field interacts with solar atmospheric plasmas to produce solar variability. Three instruments
(Fig. 4.4) have been selected for this purpose: the Solar Optical Telescope (SOT), the EUV Imaging Spectrometer
(EIS) and the X-Ray Telescope (XRT). These instruments usually work together studying the same target at which the
spacecraft is pointed. However, EIS can offset its own pointing and XRT has the ability to observe its own region of
interest. In this thesis only EIS has been used.

Figure 4.4: Hinode spacecraft schematic view. The instrument, EIS, with which the thesis is concerned is indicated in
red.

After the launch, the Hinode spacecraft acquired a circular, Sun-synchronous, polar orbit at about 680 km attitude.
With this orbit, Hinode can observe the Sun continuously for nine months each year. However, like other satellites
in similar orbits (such as RHESSI and TRACE), there is an eclipse season, from late April until early September,
during which the Sun is occasionally occluded by the Earth’s atmosphere. It causes, during that period, attenuation
and finally complete absorption of the radiation that would reach the instruments onboard Hinode. The data collected
by the instruments, during the non eclipse periods, were downlinked to ground stations by two channels, the S-band,
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which transmits real-time status, and the X-band, which transmits the data from a data recorder. For EIS, in particular,
the data volume allocation was around 3 Gbits in 24 hours. Unfortunately, early in 2008 the X-band was lost and
only the S-band can be now used. As a consequence, the data volume downloaded everyday was reduced to only a
few hundred megabits. In order to improve the S-band performance, the level of data compression has been increased
without significantly affecting the quality of the data and additional ground stations have been brought into operation,
allowing an EIS allocation of 600 Mbits per day. Nevertheless, such an allocation puts severe constraints in the choice
of the spectral lines when planning observations using EIS and it does not allow now the gathering of a full spectrum
from the instrument, in practice.

Extreme-ultraviolet Imaging Spectrometer (EIS)

Following the CDS instrument on SoHO, EIS (17) provides the next step in EUV spectral imaging of the solar corona
and upper transition region. This instrument achieves a large effective area in the two EUV wavelength bands 170-
210 Å and 250-290 Å through the use of Mo/Si multilayer coatings1, applied to both the telescope mirror and the
grating. Optimum response is reached for each band by selection of thickness for the individual Si and Mo layers.
Before the development of such multilayer coating technology, the only devices capable of high spectral resolution
and sensitivity at wavelengths less than ∼300 Å were essentially grazing incidence diffraction gratings, such as the
CDS/GIS. However, they focus well only in the dispersion direction. The use of grazing incidence gratings has in fact
limited focus capabilities. For istance, CDS/GIS uses a “Pin-Hole” slit and it is necessary to raster in two dimensions to
produce an image. By contrast, normal incidence systems with toroidal gratings allow a focus along the slit, producing
stigmatic images, while grazing incidence systems do not. Thus, the development of multilayer coating tool permits
the implementation of normal-incidence gratings covering the shorter wavelengths and temperature ranges for high-
resolution spectroscopic diagnostics. Additionally, a multilayer approach has been employed for EUV images in both
the Extreme Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT) on SoHO and the Transition Region and Coronal Explorer (TRACE)
satellite instruments as well as the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) onboard the recently launched (on February
2010) Solar Dynamic Observatory (SDO). The optical design of the EIS instrument is shown in Fig. 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Optical layout of EIS instrument. SW and LW indicate respectively the short and long wavelength bands.

Solar radiation enters through an entrance filter, which stops the transmission of visible light. The paraboloid telescope
primary mirror images the EUV radiation from the Sun to the spectrograph slit. The beam which passes through the slit
is dispersed by the toroidal grating onto two CCD detectors, forming a stigmatic image. An interchange mechanism
enables the selection of one of the four instrument slits/slots to support various observation programs. Two slots of 266
and 40 arcsec width and two slits of 2 and 1 arcsec width are available. Both slots and slits are 512 arcsec height. The
largest slot is affected by significant spectral overlap, but it may be used to obtain images of large areas of the Sun with
a single exposure, allowing the detection of transient events. For the 40 arcsec wide slot, effectively monochromatic
images are available for several strong lines that do not overlap in the dispersion plane. The best resolution is obtained
when the 1 arcsec slit is used, with a spectral dispersion of 0.047 Å px−1 at 185 Å (Table 4.1), while for low brightness
targets the 2 arcsec slit can be used instead in order to increase the photon flux. Raster scanning capability is provided

1Note that such coatings were not available at the time of SoHO.
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by a system which rotates the primary mirror, covering a field of view of up to 6 arcmin in the dispersion direction
and of 8.5 arcmin perpendicularly to the dispersion direction, along the slit height. There is, in addition, a coarse
mechanism that can offset the mirror by ±15 arcmin from the spacecraft pointing axis in an E-W direction. Finally,
the two CCD detectors, which consist of an array of 1024(spatial)×2048(spectral) pixels, are back-illuminated and
thinned to maximise the efficiency.

4.2 Observations

4.2.1 Solar Joint Program

Since multiple instrument studies, using two SoHO instruments and an instrument onboard Hinode, have been in-
volved in this work, a Joint Observing Program (JOP) proposal was necessary. A JOP proposal requires a fairly good
knowledge of the capabilities of each instrument involved for compatible objectives within instrument limitations and
restrictions. The JOP requires the participating SoHO instruments (SUMER and CDS in this case) and the other ob-
servatories (EIS onboard Hinode in this case), the scientific objective and justification (in order to explain why existing
observations cannot fulfill the proposed aim) and the detailed observing sequences by instrument. Once the JOP has
been accepted by the Science Operations Coordinators (SOCs), a JOP number is assigned and the JOP is reviewed
at the SoHO monthly meetings, to be scheduled for a number of runs during one or more days. After the JOP run, a
brief report on the data collected is given. At the same time as the JOP proposal, the use of an instrument onboard
Hinode requires a further proposal, called Hinode Operation Plan (HOP), to be submitted to the Science Schedule
Coordinators (SSCs). For this work, new JOP and HOP proposals have been written, submitted and accepted by the
SOCs and SSCs. They include new ad hoc observational sequences, which have been designed taking into account
the objective that this thesis wanted to achieve. Then, such sequences have been built up with the essential help of the
expert team of each instrument involved. In this context, the present thesis explores a new data set obtained under Joint
Observing Program 220 (JOP220) and Hinode Operation Plan 109 (HOP109), which aim to predict the EUV helium
line intensities in the solar atmosphere. Having recognised what observations are required for this work, an original
proposal for a combined SoHO JOP and Hinode HOP was made and constructed especially for this thesis. The joint
observing campaign, to which this work is concerned, took place during April 2009. Two sets of observations have
been provided, the first on 17th April from 12:00 to 16:00 UT and the second on 28th April from 20:00 to 24:00 UT.
Only the first set has been selected and analysed hereinafter.

The Sun was very quiet in that period - it was a quite deep solar minimum of Solar Cycle 23/24 - so a pointing near the
Sun centre for both the two sets of observations was chosen respectively about (0,-40) and (0,0)2. Hence, all images
and spectra were obtained in quiet regions on the disk, but sometimes included small scale bright points3, as happens
in the first observation set.

The data have been taken by SoHO/SUMER, SoHO/CDS normal incidence spectrometer (NIS) and Hinode/EIS,
using respectively 1×120 arcsec2, 2×240 arcsec2 and 1(/2)×256 arcsec2 slits. The field of view covered by the three
instruments are 90×120 arcsec2 for SUMER, 80×240 arcsec2 for CDS/NIS (except for the study s40677r00 which
covers instead the area 80×150 arcsec2) and 60×256 arcsec2 for EIS. Solar tracking was not active for CDS and
EIS scans, while it was on for the two SUMER scans. However, because of the very quiet conditions during these
observations, the general pattern of observed structures is very stable over extended periods of time. Moreover,
the analysis is concentrated on the average of a large spatial area of the Sun (the common scanned regions). This
reduces substantially the effects of small-scale and short-time fluctuactions, which are an intrinsic characteristic of the
transition region and lower corona. Figure 4.6 shows the Sun’s disk as seen in the He II 303.78 Å band of the EUV
Imaging Telescope (EIT) onboard SoHO at 08:19:19 UT and includes the approximate locations of the SUMER, CDS
and EIS first scans.

The new observation sequences have been written to cover the temperature range needed for the purpose of this thesis.
They include the following line sets:

2The coordinates are given in arcseconds. The Sun centre is (Solar-X=0 arcsec, Solar-Y=0 arcsec). Positive X-values are westward and positive
Y-values are northward.

3The bright points are small regions of intense emission observed in the quiet transition region and corona. EUV and soft-X ray observations
suggest that they are associated with rapidly evolving magnetic bipolar regions and consist of a system of small-scale magnetic loops.
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Figure 4.6: Regions observed by the three spectrometers, SUMER, CDS and EIS, on 17th April 2009. The full disk
image shows the Sun as observed in the He II 304 Å band. It was obtained by the EUV Imaging Telescope (EIT)
onboard SoHO on the same date at 08:19:17 UT. The field of view and the pointing of the SUMER, CDS and EIS slits
are marked with different colors, respectively green, blue and white. Only the first scan for each instrument has been
shown. However, the pointing was fixed for the entire duration of the observations.

Figure 4.7: Emission lines observed by SUMER, CDS and EIS in the JOP220/HOP109 on 17th April 2009 together
with the instrument wavelength coverages. Also, the temperatures of line formation have been shown, in order to
indicate the atmosphere layer from where the considered lines arise. The second order has not been plotted, but it is
important to notice that SUMER observes both O V 629.7 Å and He I 584.3 Å in the second order. The overlap in
such wavelength bands is essential for the inter-calibration between SUMER and CDS. Furthermore, CDS observes
He II 304.8 Å in the second order which can help to co-align CDS and EIS.

• the EUV He I and He II lines, observed by CDS and EIS;

• chromospheric lines at log(T /K)≤4.5, including Si II and C II, observed by SUMER;
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• transition region lines at intermediate temperatures, 4.5≤log(T /K)≤6.0, including O III, O IV, OV, Ne V, ob-
served mainly by CDS;

• coronal lines at log(T /K)≥6.0, including Fe X and Fe XII, observed by EIS;

• lines for co-alignment and cross-calibration, that is lines which are in common for at least two instruments, such
as O V 629.73 Å and He I 584.33 Å, observed by both CDS and SUMER in the second order, or lines formed
by the same ion, such as O IV (e.g.: 790 Å doublet from SUMER, 554 Å multiplet from CDS and 279.93 Å
from EIS), O V (e.g.: 762.00 Å from SUMER, 629.73 Å from CDS and 192.9 Å multiplet from EIS), He II
(e.g.: 303.78 Å doublet from CDS and 256.3 Å doublet from EIS).

A complete summary of the observed lines as function of temperature and wavelength is illustrated in figure 4.7. More
details about the specific lines and transitions involved are listed in the following subsections in tables 4.4, 4.5, 4.6.

Figure 4.8 shows an example of SUMER, CDS and EIS scans. Comparing the field of view observed by these three
spectrometers, it is possible to see that they show a quiet Sun region with typical network structures, as seen in the
chromospheric/transition region line images (Si II and C II) on the left, with a small coronal bright point located near
the right edge of EIS field of view, as seen in the two EIS images (Fe X and Fe XII) on the right.
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Figure 4.8: Examples of SUMER, CDS and EIS scans. The first two images on the left show Si II 1309.3 Å and C II
1335.7 Å lines, which are formed at temperatures around log(T /K)∼4.2-4.6. The two central images of O III 525.8 Å
and Ne V 572.3 Å come from CDS. They show how the intensity distribution changes for lines formed at these higher
temperatures (log(T /K)∼5.0-5.5) and this temperature dependence is illustrated in the last two images on the right,
which display two EIS scans in Fe X 184.5 Å and Fe XII 186.9Å wavelength bands. A small bright point, located
near the right of field of view, is seen in the latter two coronal images.

The SUMER, CDS and EIS new sequences were designed to guarantee the spatial and temporal overlap between the
instruments and this is shown in fig. 4.9 and table 4.2 for 17th April. Two raster maps were made with SUMER, by
moving the slit in the east-west direction. The first scan includes the bands with wavelengths shorter than the Lyman-α
limit (λLy−α=1215.7 Å), while the second scan includes the wavelength ranges greater than that limit. By contrast,
the six CDS and the nine EIS scans were built up moving their respective slits in the west-east direction. Each scan
contains the whole set of wavelength bands, selected for the CDS and EIS observation sequences.

The first SUMER scan ovelaps roughly with the first three CDS and EIS rasters. The second SUMER scan overlaps
with the fourth and part of the fifth CDS rasters and the fourth, fifth and part of the sixth EIS rasters. To mitigate the
effects of the lack of completely co-temporal alignment, the CDS and EIS rasters can be averaged together and then
analysed with the two SUMER rasters. Again, this can be done because the observed region, with which this thesis is
concerned, is a quiet Sun region.
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SUMER
Scan number Scan sequence Time interval/UT
1 raster 1 12:00-14:00
2 raster 2 14:05-15:17
CDS
Scan number Scan sequence Time interval/UT
1 s40676r00 12:00-12:47
2 s40676r01 12:47:13:34
3 s40676r02 13:34-14:21
4 s40676r03 14:21-15:08
5 s40677r00 15:09-15:50
6 s40678r00 15:50-16:37
EIS
Scan number Scan sequence Time interval/UT
1 eis l0 20090417 120241 12:02-12:43
2 eis l0 20090417 124423 12:44-12:25
3 eis l0 20090417 132605 13:26-14:07
4 eis l0 20090417 140748 14:07-14:48
5 eis l0 20090417 145842 14:58-15:09
6 eis l0 20090417 150933 15:09-15:20
7 eis l0 20090417 152025 15:20-15:30
8 eis l0 20090417 153117 15:31-15:41
9 eis l0 20090417 154209 15:42-15:52

Table 4.2: Time covered by each scan of SUMER, CDS and EIS.

Figure 4.9: Timing of the various SUMER, CDS and EIS scans obtained during the JOP220/HOP109 on 17th April
2009.

The exposure time at each location was 30 s for SUMER, 55 s for CDS and 40 s for EIS. For each instrument, it was
large enough to ensure a quite high signal-to-noise ratio in the observed fluxes.

A final table (Table 4.3) summarises the main details of the joint observations used in this thesis.
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Observing parameter SUMER CDS EIS
Start 12:00 UT 12:00 UT 12:02 UT
End 15:17 UT 16:37 UT 15:52 UT
Pointing center ∼(0”,-40”) ∼(-1”,-40”) ∼(0.9”,-26”)
Slit size 1”×120” 2”×240” 1”(/2”)×256”
Field of view 90”×120” 80”×240”(/150”) 60”×256”
Exposure time 30 s 55 s 40 s
Spectral windows 19 14 7
Number of scans 2 6 9
Name of sequence HELI80N/HELI34W RAL HE INT 1(/2)SLIT Giunta.scl

Table 4.3: General details of joint SUMER/CDS/EIS observations gathered on 17th April 2009.

SUMER

As explained, new observation sequences have been written for the three spectrometers, in order to cover the wave-
length range needed to study the EUV helium line intensities and perform an accurate differential emission measure
analysis (see later). In particular, SUMER provides, inter alia, lines formed at the low temperatures typical of upper
chromosphere/lower transition region, such as lines from Si II and C II. These lines fall in the wavelength range be-
tween 1260 Å and 1336 Å. In addition, lines for co-alignment with CDS and EIS are needed. Hence, lines such as He
I 584.33 Å, which is in common with CDS, and lines from ions like O IV and O V, which are observed by CDS and
EIS too, must be included in the sequence. This last set of lines fall in the wavelength range between 770 Å and 1190
Å. So the first line set covers a spectral region with wavelengths greater than the Lyman-α limit, whereas the second
line set includes wavelengths shorter than λLy−α. Each time that the Lyman-α is crossed the detector High-Voltage
(HV) has to be lowered. As a consequence, it was convenient to split the observations into two parts, one towards
”blue” of Lyman-α and one towards ”red” of that limit. The first part includes three sets of spectral windows:

1. band 07704, band 07803,band 7901, band 07619, band 07877;

2. band 10857, band 10836, band 10770, band 10729;

3. band 116864, band 11748, band 10770, band 11904.

The second part includes two sets of spectral windows:

1. band 062975, band 12648;

2. band 13043, band 13092, band 13345, band 13357.

Therefore, SUMER built up a first raster in three bands (the first three sets of spectral windows), then crossed the
Lyman-α limit and built up a second raster in the two remaining bands (the second two sets of spectral windows). The
observation study resulted into 1140 images, which have been made up by 19 spectral windows and 60 increments. So,
each raster was built up by repeating 60 times the sequence of the bands followed by a movement of the azimuth drive
of 1.5 arcsec (that is four elementary steps of 0.37 arcsec each) along the direction East-to-West. Since the exposure
time was 30 s at each position, the first complete raster scan took ∼2 hours and 1 minute while the second raster scan
took ∼1 hour and 13 minutes. After the first raster sequence was made up, the Lyman-α was crossed with HV off and
the second raster was done with the same pointing. Furthermore, due to the rotation compensation, the instrument
introduced a 0.75 arcsec step every about 5 minutes to track the solar rotation. However, those 0.75 arcsec increments
are practically smeared within the instrument resolution, because the SUMER point spread function is ∼ 1.5 arcsec.

The spectra have been acquired by the detector B and compressed during the downlink. After the decompression, the
standard data reduction has been applied. The images have been flatfielded, destretched and corrected for geometric
distorsion, deadtime and local gain depression effects. The next step was the radiometric calibration, in order to
convert the intensity from counts into physical units. The procedure described by (60) has been used, including

4Note that this band contains the He I 584.33 Å at the second order.
5As for He I 584.33 Å, this band contains the O V 629.73 Å line, which is observed in the SUMER second order.
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a correction factor of 43% to take into account the decrease of sensitivity due to the loss of SoHO. This suggests
an uncertainty of the radiometric calibration of about 30% after the SoHO recovery. Regarding the units, it has
been decided to adopt photons cm−2 s−1 sr−1 for all the data from the three spectrometers, in order to get easier the
subsequent comparison and joint use. Finally, spectral pixels have been converted to wavelengths. Since there is no
absolute wavelength reference available in the spectrometer, various paths can be followed to establish a wavelength
scale. Firstly, reference wavelength positions have to be identified. Then, the knowledge of the dispersion curve on
the detector is used to measure the wavelengths of emission lines from their relative positions to the reference lines
in the same detector field. Here, the pixel-to-wavelength relation for each spectral window is achieved through three
main steps:

1. A reference wavelength has been selected, using preferably emission lines which are enough strong and un-
blended and for which the absolute wavelength are known with high accuracy. They can be “cool” chromo-
spheric lines, from neutral or singly ionised species, or “hot” coronal lines with relatively negligible average
absolute shifts.

2. The centroids of the reference lines have been determined by comparing shifts along various parts of the slit
length.

3. The wavelength scale is obtained using the reference wavelengths and the correlated line centroids by means of
the dispersion curve. It should be noted that for SUMER the dispersion changes as a function of wavelength.

Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show the 19 spectral windows calibrated in wavelengths. The first 13 bands are observed in
the first raster, the other six bands are from the second raster. The lines observed are specified in red. Both C II and
C III multiplets are split into two differents windows: band 11748 and band 11770 for C III and band 13345 and
band 13357 for C II. Unfortunately, as illustrated by figure 4.10, the overlap of the band pairs does not allow a good
reconstruction of the two multiplets. This can affect the fit of some of the lines involved in those multiplets. For this
reason, only the lines at 1174.93 Å, 1175.26 Å and 1176.37 for the C III multiplet and the line at 1334.53 Å and
1335.71 Å for the C II multiplet will be included in the subsequent analysis. For the C III multiplet (fig. 4.10(a)), the
main problem is that the two strongest lines (1175.59 Å and 1175.71 Å) are close to the edge of the two windows.
As a consequence the integrated intensity along the line profiles is not reliable. For the C II multiplet (fig. 4.10(b)),
the cut between the two spectral windows falls in the left wing of the two lines at 1335.66 Å and 1335.71 Å, so the
integrated intensities of these two C II lines may be still acceptable at least for forward checking analysis.

A complete list of lines observed by SUMER is provided in Table 4.4. The line identifications have been compared
with the work of (60). Further checks have been done looking at the relative intensities of the lines and at the centroid
positions along the slit. Also, the transitions have been specified for each line and the identified blends have been
marked with the letter “b” as a prefix of the ion symbol. This first line analysis will help to select the lines suitable
for the differential emission measure and line ratio investigation. In addition, table 4.4 gives the order at which the
identified lines are observed. Only two SUMER lines are in the second order, He I 584.33 Å and O V 629.73 Å, which
are essential for co-alignment mainly with CDS and eventually with EIS.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10: (a) Spectral interval spanning the C III 2s2p 3P − 2p2 3P multiplet with component identification. The
ordinate scale records the integrated intensity along the line of sight. The multiplet has been built up putting together
the two windows band 11748 and band 11770. The vertical green line shows the end of the band 11748 and the
beginning of the next band (band 11770). (b) Spectral interval spanning the C II 2s22p 2P − 2s2p2 2D multiplet
with component identification. The multiplet has been built up putting together the two windows band 13345 and
band 13357. Again, the ordinate scale records the integrated intensity along the line of sight and the green line shows
where the first band finishes and the second one starts.
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Figure 4.11: Average line profiles as a function of wavelength for the first SUMER raster (λ < λLy−α). The intensity
along the Y-axis is in arbitrary units, while the wavelength along the X-axis is given in Angstrom. The red vertical
lines with labels are the line identified for each spectral windows.
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Figure 4.12: Average line profiles as a function of wavelength for the second SUMER raster (λ > λLy−α). Same
comments as for fig. 4.11 can be done.
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Table 4.4: List of the selected lines observed by SoHO/SUMER. Ions,
wavelengths and atomic transitions are provided to allow the selection of
ions of which the atomic data will be reviewed in chapter 5. Additionally,
the order is given. Blends are indicaded by the letter “b”which is put just
before the ion.

Ion Wavelength/Å Transition Order
O+4 761.13 2s2p 3P1 − 2p2 3P0 First
O+4 761.99 2s2p 3P2 − 2p2 3P1 First
Mg+7 762.65 2s22p 2P1/2 − 2s2p2 4P3/2 First

Ne+7 770.42 1s22s 2S 1/2 − 1s22p 2P3/2 First

bO+3 779.73 2s2p2 2D5/2 − 2p3 2D3/2 First
bO+3 779.82 2s2p2 2D3/2 − 2p3 2D3/2 First
bO+3 779.91 2s2p2 2D5/2 − 2p3 2D5/2 First
bO+3 780.00 2s2p2 2D3/2 − 2p3 2D5/2 First
Ne+7 780.30 1s22s 2S 1/2 − 1s22p 2P1/2 First

O+3 787.72 2s22p 2P1/2 − 2s2p2 2D3/2 First

Mg+7 789.43 2s22p 2P3/2 − 2s2p2 4P1/2 First
Na+7 789.78 2s2 1S 0 − 2s2p 3P1 First
bO+3 790.11 2s22p 2P3/2 − 2s2p2 2D3/2 First
bO+3 790.19 2s22p 2P3/2 − 2s2p2 2D5/2 First

S+3 1072.99 3s23p 2P3/2 − 3s3p2 2D5/2 First
S+3 1073.53 3s23p 2P3/2 − 3s3p2 2D3/2 First

S+2 1077.14 3s23p2 1D2 − 3s23p3d 1D2 First

N+1 1083.99 2s22p2 3P0 − 2s2p3 3D1 First

bHe+1 1084.91 2p 2P1/2 − 5d 2D3/2 First
bHe+1 1084.91 2p 2P1/2 − 5s 2S 1/2 First
bHe+1 1084.91 2s 2S 1/2 − 5p 2P3/2 First
bHe+1 1084.92 2s 2S 1/2 − 5p 2P1/2 First
bHe+1 1084.97 2p 2P3/2 − 5d 2D5/2 First
bHe+1 1084.98 2p 2P3/2 − 5d 2D3/2 First
bHe+1 1084.98 2p 2P3/2 − 5s 2S 1/2 First
bN+1 1085.54 2s22p2 3P2 − 2s2p3 3D2 First
bN+1 1085.70 2s22p2 3P2 − 2s2p3 3D3 First

He+0 584.33 1s2 1S 0 − 1s2p 1P1 Second

C+2 1174.93 2s2p 3P1 − 2p2 3P2 First
C+2 1175.26 2s2p 3P0 − 2p2 3P1 First
bC+2 1175.59 2s2p 3P1 − 2p2 3P1 First
bC+2 1175.71 2s2p 3P2 − 2p2 3P2 First

C+2 1175.99 2s2p 3P1 − 2p2 3P0 First
C+2 1176.37 2s2p 3P2 − 2p2 3P1 First

C+0 1189.45 2s22p2 3P2 − 2s22p4d 3P1 First
C+0 1189.63 2s22p2 3P2 − 2s22p4d 3P2 First
S+2 1190.17 3s23p2 3P0 − 3s3p3 3D1 First
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Table 4.4: – continued

Ion Wavelength/Å Transition Order
Si+1 1190.42 3s23p 2P1/2 − 3s3p2 2P3/2 First

O+4 629.73 2s2 1S 0 − 2s2p 1P1 Second

Si+1 1264.74 3s23p 2P3/2 − 3s23d 2D5/2 First
Si+1 1265.00 3s23p 2P3/2 − 3s23d 2D3/2 First

Si+1 1304.37 3s23p 2P1/2 − 3s3p2 2S 1/2 First
O+0 1304.86 2s22p4 3P1 − 2s22p33s 3S 1 First

Si+1 1309.28 3s23p 2P3/2 − 3s3p2 2S 1/2 First

C+1 1334.53 2s22p 2P1/2 − 2s2p2 2D3/2 First

C+1 1335.66 2s22p 2P3/2 − 2s2p2 2D3/2 First
C+1 1335.71 2s22p 2P3/2 − 2s2p2 2D5/2 First

CDS

The CDS data employed in this work have been taken using the HELI80N (ID 122 var. 8/9) observing sequence.
This takes all the resonance lines of neutral helium which fall in the wavelength range of NIS2 and includes the
intercombination lines at 591.41 Å and the doublet of He II at 303.78 Å at the second order. These are the main
lines for helium line intensity prediction, together with the He II 256.32 Å doublet observed by EIS. In addition, lines
which cover a wide temperature range are observed to allow a complete analysis of the different layers of the solar
upper atmosphere. A full list of lines observed by CDS is given in table 4.5, which shows, as table 4.4 for SUMER,
the line identification and the order at which they are observed.

The 14 spectral windows as a function of wavelength, used in this thesis, are displayed in figure 4.13. Regarding
window 5, specified by AL 11 549 96, it should display a line at 550.03 Å, which was identified as Al XI by (18), and
a blend of two lines of the Si VII multiplet at the second order. However, their intensities and shapes are significantly
affected by the much stronger O IV multiplet, shown in window 6 (O 4 554 40).

The HELI80N var. 8 sequence builds up a raster using the 2 × 240 arcsec2 slit by moving it to 40 adjacent locations
to give an area of the Sun of 80 × 240 arcsec2, ignoring the contribution of solar rotation. For the HELI80N var. 9
sequence, instead of the 2 × 240 arcsec2 slit, the reduced 2 × 150 arcsec2 slit was chosen. The exposure time at each
raster step was 55 s and the whole sequence took 46 minutes and 50 seconds using variation 8 and 41 minutes and 40
second using variation 9. The HELI80N var. 8 sequence run four times, then the HELI80N var. 9 once and finally the
HELI80N var. 8 sequence once again. In total, the following six observational studies have been done: s40676r00,
s40676r01, s40676r02, s40676r03, s40677r00, s40678r00. However, the last sequence run from 15:50 to 16:37
UT, outside of the time covered by both SUMER and EIS (fig. 4.9 and table 4.2). Hence, it will not be included in
subsequent analysis. Only the first five CDS scans will be considered.
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Table 4.5: List of the selected lines observed by SoHO/CDS. Ions, wave-
lengths and atomic transitions are provided to allow the selection of ions
of which the atomic data will be reviewed in chapter 5. Additionally, the
order is given. Blends are indicaded by the letter “b”which is put just
before the ion.

Ion Wavelength/Å Transition Order
He+0 515.62 1s2 1S 0 − 1s5p 1P1 First

Si+11 520.66 2s 2S 1/2 − 2p 2P1/2 First
He+0 522.21 1s2 1S 0 − 1s4p 1P1 First

O+2 525.80 2s22p2 1D2 − 2s2p3 1P1 First
Ar+7 526.49 3p 2P3/2 − 3d 2D5/2 First

He+0 537.03 1s2 1S 0 − 1s3p 1P1 First
bC+2 538.08 2s2p 3P0 − 2s3s 3S 1 First
bC+2 538.15 2s2p 3P1 − 2s3s 3S 1 First
bC+2 538.31 2s2p 3P2 − 2s3s 3S 1 First
bO+1 537.83 2s22p3 2D3/2 − 2s2p4 2P1/2 First
bO+1 538.26 2s22p3 2D5/2 − 2s2p4 2P3/2 First
bO+1 538.32 2s22p3 2D3/2 − 2s2p4 2P3/2 First

Ne+3 542.07 2s22p3 4S 3/2 − 2s2p4 4P3/2 First
Ne+3 543.88 2s22p3 4S 3/2 − 2s2p4 4P5/2 First

Al+10 550.03 2s 2S 1/2 − 2p 2P3/2 First
bSi+6 275.35 2s22p4 3P2 − 2s2p5 3P2 Second
bSi+6 275.67 2s22p4 3P1 − 2s2p5 3P1 Second

O+3 553.33 2s22p 2P1/2 − 2s2p2 2P3/2 First
O+3 554.08 2s22p 2P1/2 − 2s2p2 2P1/2 First
O+3 554.51 2s22p 2P3/2 − 2s2p2 2P3/2 First
O+3 555.76 2s22p 2P3/2 − 2s2p2 2P1/2 First

bNe+4 572.11 2s22p2 3P2 − 2s2p3 3D2 First
bNe+4 572.33 2s22p2 3P2 − 2s2p3 3D3 First
Ca+9 574.01 3s 2S 1/2 − 3p 2P1/2 First

Ca+7 582.84 3s23p 2P1/2 − 3s3p2 2D3/2 First
He+0 584.33 1s2 1S 0 − 1s2p 1P1 First
Ar+6 585.75 3s2 1S 0 − 3s3p 1P1 First

bHe+0 591.41 1s2 1S 0 − 1s2p 3P1 First
bHe+0 591.41 1s2 1S 0 − 1s2p 3P2 First

O+2 597.82 2s22p2 1S 0 − 2s2p3 1P1 First
O+2 599.60 2s22p2 1D2 − 2s2p3 1D2 First

Si+10 303.33 2s2 1S 0 − 2s2p 1P1 Second
bHe+1 303.78 1s 2S 1/2 − 2p 2P3/2 Second
bHe+1 303.79 1s 2S 1/2 − 2p 2P1/2 Second
O+3 608.40 2s22p 2P1/2 − 2s2p2 2S 1/2 First

bMg+9 609.79 2s 2S 1/2 − 2p 2P3/2 First
bO+3 609.83 2s22p 2P3/2 − 2s2p2 2S 1/2 First
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Table 4.5: – continued

Ion Wavelength/Å Transition Order

O+4 629.73 2s2 1S 0 − 2s2p 1P1 First
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Figure 4.13: Average line profiles as a function of wavelength for the CDS study s40676r00. The intensity along the
Y-axis is in arbitrary units, while the wavelength along the X-axis is given in Angstrom. The red vertical lines with
labels are the lines identified for each spectral windows.
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The raw NIS data require a number of corrections to remove effects due to the various spectrometer components and to
convert counts to the same physical units adopted for SUMER and EIS. The reduction procedure has been thoroughly
discussed by (18) and improved by (61) and (62). A semi-automatic procedure has been used to apply the standard
reduction and calibration to the whole set of CDS observations. The correction path suitable for all data of the present
set of studies can be grouped in the following three steps.

1. Since a bias voltage is added to the signal from the CCD, the NIS data in each observation require debias
correction. This also takes care of the fact that the CCD is read out of four quadrants, so that it levels off

them. Then the data have to be divided by the appropriate flat-field image and corrections for non-linearity
in detector response has to be applied. Additionally, as expected, under exposure to radiation, the detector
micro-channel plate suffers degradation, which increases where intensities increase, that is in line cores. This
causes the responsivity to decline with photons detected, and so with time, and burn-in correction is needed.
These corrections have been applied using the routine nis calib.pro, within SolarSoft6. Also, the conversion
into physical units - that are, as for SUMER, photons cm−2 s−1 sr−1 - has been done.

2. Another problem arises from the fact that the dispersion plane from the grating is not exactly parallel to the
edges of detector. Hence, the whole NIS images are slanted relative to the CCD and the individual spectrum
lines within the images are tilted. The SolarSoft routine nis rotate.pro gives the appropriate slant and tilt
corrections to all the spectral windows.

3. Finally, random cosmic ray strikes can locally corrupt the NIS spectra. In order to locate and remove cosmic ray
strikes, the routine cds new spike.pro, available within SolarSoft, has been used. This routine marks the pixels
with values significantly larger compared to the adjacent pixels and replaces the aberrant values with a mean of
values from the adjacent pixels.

Taking into account all these corrections, the uncertainty budget in the observed intensity has been estimated between
15% and 30%, essentially due to the burn-in uncertainty and the uncertainties for the wavelength-dependent count to
photon conversion, as given by (61; 62). Also, an additional 10% error has been introduced for observations taken
after SoHO’s loss in 1998.

Recently, the burn-in corrections, discussed in the first step above, have been revised by (63), providing new long term
wavelength-dependent correction factors which give significant changes in the calibrated intensity, especially for the
strongest lines, such as He I 584.33 Å and O V 629.73 Å. In the context of this thesis, such lines are very important
for the co-alignment and cross-calibration between CDS and SUMER. Therefore, a correct estimate of their absolute
and relative intensity is vital to allow a reliable comparison of line intensity from the two instruments. Here these new
correction factors have been adopted and a comparison with the previous intensity calibration is given in figure 4.14
for the two lines, He I 584.33 Å and O V 629.73 Å, which will be used for the cross-calibration in subsection 4.2.4. A
large discrepancy has been found for He I 584.33 Å (plot 4.14(a)). The intensity was, in fact, overestimated by more
than a factor 2, when the previous standard long-time correction was adopted. Regarding the O V 629.73 Å intensity,
plot 4.14(b) shows an underestimate of about 14% compared with the new calibrated intensity.

As mentioned before, the wavelength range chosen for SUMER observations is split into two raster scans taken at
different times. By contrast, both for CDS and EIS, the required wavelength ranges are covered by each raster scan
(fig. 4.9). This implies that the temporal co-alignment between SUMER and the couple CDS-EIS is not valid for
each scan. As a consequence, it has been decided to take an average of the five CDS raster scans taken while the
first and the second SUMER rasters run. The same consideration will be done for EIS. In order to check the validity
of this approach, the change of integrated intensity along the five rasters has been examined for each spectral band.
As an example, figure 4.15 shows the averaged line intensity profiles for the window 1 (plot 4.15(a)), specified by
HE 1 521 39 in fig. 4.13, and window 7 (plot 4.15(b)), specified by NE 5 572 63 in fig. 4.13. Window 1 includes Si
XII 520.66 Å and He I 522.21 Å, while window 7 includes a blend of two Ne V lines observed at 572.30 Å and Ca
X 574.01 Å. The four lines have been selected to cover a large temperature range in order to investigate the possible
intensity change due to different plasma conditions through the atmosphere layers, from the upper chromosphere (He
I) to the corona (Si XII). The third plot (4.15(c)) displayes the integrated line intensities of each raster scan relative
to the first one. Due to the quiet Sun plasma condition, the integrated intensities of the four lines along the five CDS
rasters do not show a variability more than 6.8%.

6SolarSoft IDL distribution is a set of integrated software libraries, databases and system utilities that provide a common programming and data
analysis environment for solar physics (http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/).
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.14: Comparison between the new calibration (solid line) of (63) and the previous calibration (dashed line).
Plot (a) shows the He I 584.33 Å line profile while plot (b) shows the O V 629.73 Å line profile.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.15: Variation of intensity in the Si XII 520.66 Å and He I 522.21 Å lines (plot (a)) and in the Ne V 572.30 Å
and Ca X 574.01 Å lines ((b)), along the five CDS raster scans. Each color represents the respective scan. The letter
”b” in front of Ne V indicates a blend of two Ne V lines, as shown in tab 4.5. Finally, plot (c) shows the integrated
line intensities of each raster si with respect the first one, s0=s40676r00.
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EIS

As for CDS, the basic unit of observation for EIS is a consecutive set of exposures which scans a spatial region
on the Sun from west to east, i.e. a raster. The collection of a set of rasters is called, in the EIS context, ”study”
and is used to identify the particular science planning purpose. Two new studies have been written for this thesis:
RAL HE INT 1SLIT and RAL HE INT 2SLIT. Both the observing sequences consist of 7 spectral windows, as il-
lustrated in fig. 4.16. They were designed to be used both for quiet Sun and active region targets. Due to the quiet
Sun conditions of the present observations, the window specified by FE XVI 262.980 only shows a flat background.
Lines which arises from an ion such as Fe XVI cannot be observed in quiet Sun, but become much more intense in
active regions. Other lines included in this set of observations come essentially from oxygen, silicon and iron ions,
while the fourth window contains the He II 256.32 Å doublet. Again, as for SUMER and CDS, table 4.6 gives a
full list of the lines included in the EIS observations. The sequence RAL HE INT 1SLIT consisted of a 1 arcsec
slit raster covering a region 60 × 256 arcsec2 and with a duration of ∼41 minutes, while the RAL HE INT 2SLIT
used the wider 2 arcsec slit, with a duration of ∼11 minutes to complete the raster scan. The 1 arcsec slit study
was repeated four times, then the 2 arcsec slit study run five times, giving the following observing sequence, as
also illustrated in table 4.2: eis l0 20090417 120241, eis l0 20090417 124423, eis l0 20090417 132605,
eis l0 20090417 140748, eis l0 20090417 145842, eis l0 20090417 150933, eis l0 20090417 152025, eis l0 20090417 153117,
eis l0 20090417 154209. The last three scans run from 15:20 to 15:52 UT, outside the time covered by the two
SUMER rasters, but contemporaneous with the fifth CDS scan. Hence, the whole set of EIS observations has been
included in the analysis.

The reduction and calibration for the EIS datasets follow a procedure similar to CDS. Such a procedure is automated
using the EIS PREP routine available in the SolarSoft distribution, as described by (64). The raw data are collected in
the level-0 FITS files, while the outputs of EIS PREP are called level-1 FITS files and contain calibrated intensities at
each pixel and error bars. Firstly, the bad data points, due to pixel saturation or defective pixels on the CCD, have been
flagged and the CCD bias and dark current subtracted. Futhermore, anomalously bright pixels can be found on the
EIS CCD images. They arise from cosmic rays and single pixels, that have counts above a threshold specified by the
CCD manufacturer (hot pixel) or that fall below this threshold but are still clearly identified as anomalous compared
to the data (warm pixel).
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Figure 4.16: Average line profiles as a function of wavelength for the EIS study eis l0 20090417 145842. The
intensity along the Y-axis is in arbitrary units, while the wavelength along the X-axis is given in Angstrom. The red
vertical lines with labels are the lines identified for each spectral windows.
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Table 4.6: List of the selected lines observed by Hinode/EIS. Ions, wave-
lengths and atomic transitions are provided to allow the selection of ions
of which the atomic data will be reviewed in chapter 5. Additionally, the
order is given. Blends are indicaded by the letter “b”which is put just
before the ion.

Ion Wavelength/Å Transition Order
O+5 183.94 2p 2P1/2 − 3s 2S 1/2 First
O+5 184.12 2p 2P3/2 − 3s 2S 1/2 First
Fe+9 184.54 3s23p5 2P3/2 − 3s23p43d 2S 1/2 First

Fe+7 186.60 3p63d 2D3/2 − 3p53d2 2F5/2 First
bFe+11 186.85 3s23p3 2D3/2 − 3s23p23d 2F5/2 First
bFe+11 186.88 3s23p3 2D5/2 − 3s23p23d 2F7/2 First
bO+3 186.86 2s2p2 4P1/2 − 2p23p 4P3/2 First
bO+3 186.88 2s2p2 4P1/2 − 2p23p 4P1/2 First

bFe+10 192.83 3s23p4 3P1 − 3s23p33d 3P2 First
bO+4 192.75 2s2p 3P0 − 2s3d 3D1 First
bO+4 192.80 2s2p 3P1 − 2s3d 3D2 First
bO+4 192.80 2s2p 3P1 − 2s3d 3D1 First
bO+4 192.91 2s2p 3P2 − 2s3d 3D3 First
bO+4 192.91 2s2p 3P2 − 2s3d 3D2 First
bO+4 192.92 2s2p 3P2 − 2s3d 3D1 First
Fe+11 193.51 3s23p3 4S 3/2 − 3s23p23d 4P3/2 First

bHe+1 256.32 1s 2S 1/2 − 3p 2P1/2 First
bHe+1 256.32 1s 2S 1/2 − 3p 2P3/2 First
bSi+9 256.37 2s22p 2P1/2 − 2s2p2 2P1/2 First
bFe+12 256.42 3s23p2 1D2 − 3s3p3 1P1 First
bFe+9 256.41 3s23p5 2P3/2 − 3s23p43d 4D3/2 First

Si+6 275.35 2s22p4 3P2 − 2s2p5 3P2 First
Si+6 275.67 2s22p4 3P1 − 2s2p5 3P1 First

O+3 279.63 2s22p 2P1/2 − 2s23s 2S 1/2 First
O+3 279.93 2s22p 2P3/2 − 2s23s 2S 1/2 First

The cosmic ray removal is performed by eis despike.pro, which calls the same routine that remove cosmic ray strikes
for CDS. Hot and warm pixels are usually removed with the help of a map of their location generated every 2-4
weeks and stored in SolarSoft. Finally, radiometric calibration has been performed to convert the count values into
intensity units. eis prep.pro provides calibration in DN (data number), photon − events and ergs cm−2 s−1 sr−1 Å−1.
To be consistent with the units adopted for SUMER and CDS, calibration in photons cm−2 s−1 sr−1 is needed. Firstly,
EIS PREP has been set up to give the calibrated intensity in ergs cm−2 s−1 sr−1 Å−1. Then the intensity has been
converted to photons cm−2 s−1 sr−1 Å−1, using the conversion factor (hc)/λ, where h is the Planck constant in ergs s,
c is the light speed in cm s−1 and λ is the wavelength in cm. Finally, the intensity has been multiplied by the width
of a pixel in Å, that is ∼0.0223 to give the requested units photons cm−2 s−1 sr−1. The accuracy of the EIS absolute
intensity calibration was estimated to be around 20% before the launch (65), while the relative calibration is provided
by the eis prep.pro routine together with the calibrated data and depends on wavelength. Two further instrumental
corrections should be applied to the calibrated data. They arise from a spatial offset between different wavelengths
due to a misalignment of the EIS slits relative to the CCD (tilt correction) and the thermal changes occurring across
the instrument during the orbit (orbit correction). For intensity measurements, these corrections are not important, but
they become essential when multiple emissions from the same feature of the Sun have to be compared. The routine
eis wave corr.pro provides the wavelength offset of each spatial pixel, which can be subtracted from the line centroids
to remove the tilt and orbit effects.
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Once the calibration procedure has been completed, the variation of integrated line intensities along the nine EIS
rasters has been analysed, as has been done for CDS (fig. 4.15). Figure 4.17 displays, as an example, the line profiles
for the window 2 (plot 4.17(a)), specified by O V 193.280 in fig 4.16. The spectral window includes three identified
lines: Fe XI 193.3 Å (blended with three lines of the O V multiplet), O V 192.91 Å (which is a self-blend of other
three lines of the O V multiplet) and Fe XII 192.51 Å. The integrated line intensities of each scan relative to the
first scan, s0=eis l1 20090417 1202417, are plotted in fig. 4.17(b), showing a maximum deviation of 16% . This
allows averaging of line intensities derived from the nine EIS scans for the joint analysis with SUMER and CDS line
intensities.

7Note the notation eis l1 20090417 120241 instead of eis l0 20090417 120241 for the calibrated data.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.17: Variation of intensity in the Fe XII 192.83 Å, O V 192.91 Å and Fe XII 193.51 Å lines (plot (a))
along the nine EIS raster scans. Each color represents the respective scan. The letter ”b” in front of Fe XI and O V
indicates two blends (table 4.6). Plot (b) shows the integrated line intensities of each raster si with respect the first one
s0=eis l1 20090417 120241.
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4.2.2 Spatial co-alignment

The SUMER, CDS and EIS observations were nominally pointed at the same location of the Sun (0,-40) in heliospheric
coordinates. However, the actual pointings of the three instruments were not exactly at this location (table 4.3).
Additionally, the uncertainties in the pointing of each instrument should be taken into account. The pointing accuracy
of SUMER and CDS is within 5 arcsec, while typical values of EIS uncertainty pointing are 5-10 arcsec. However,
the field of view covered by the three spectrometers are wide enough to allow a good overlap (fig. 4.6). Several steps
have been followed to perform the co-alignment: (1) resize the images; (2) identify resolved solar structures; (3) align
the two SUMER rasters; (4) align the five CDS rasters; (5) align the nine EIS rasters; (6) align SUMER, CDS and EIS
rasters and crop the images.

1. Resize the images: The first problem which has been encountered during the co-alignment procedure is related
to the fact that the images gathered by the three instruments are characterised by different spatial resolution
along both X and Y axis. Table 4.7 displays the dimension in arcseconds covered by 1 pixel along X and Y
directions on the solar surface for each SUMER, CDS and EIS scan. In order to quantitatively compare the

SUMER
Scan Solar-X/arcsec Solar-Y/arcsec
raster 1 1.500 1.000
raster 2 1.500 1.000
CDS
Scan Solar-X/arcsec Solar-Y/arcsec
s40676r00 2.032 3.360
s40676r01 2.032 3.360
s40676r02 2.032 3.360
s40676r03 2.032 3.360
s40677r00 2.032 1.680
EIS
Scan Solar-X/arcsec Solar-Y/arcsec
eis l1 20090417 120241 1.000 1.000
eis l1 20090417 124423 1.000 1.000
eis l1 20090417 132605 1.000 1.000
eis l1 20090417 140748 1.000 1.000
eis l1 20090417 145842 2.000 1.000
eis l1 20090417 150933 2.000 1.000
eis l1 20090417 152025 2.000 1.000
eis l1 20090417 153117 2.000 1.000
eis l1 20090417 154209 2.000 1.000

Table 4.7: Distance on the solar surface covered by 1 pixel along the X and Y directions for SUMER, CDS and EIS.

images recontructed by the three spectrometers, it is necessary that each spatial pixel covers the same distance
on the solar surface. Since the present analysis deals with averages along the two spatial dimensions of each
raster, the spatial resolution is not a concern. Each image has been resized such that it is comparable with the
images recorded at lowest resolution in the set (which are the images included in the first four CDS scans). That
is to say, the 60 × 256 pixel arrays of the first four EIS scans and 30 × 256 arrays of the last five EIS scans have
been resampled to 30 × 76 arrays, the SUMER 60 × 120 arrays to 44 × 36 and the 40 × 89 array of the fifth
CDS scan to a 40 × 45 array. For the new resampled arrays each X-pixel corresponds to ∼2 arcsec and each
Y-pixel corresponds to ∼3.36 arcsec. It should be noted that for CDS and EIS the solar tracking was off. As
a consequence, the images gathered from them require a further resample. This gives the arrays 43 × 89 and
43 × 45 for the CDS scans. Regarding EIS, same consideration has been done for the first four scans, providing
new 33× 256 arrays, while no further correction was applied to the last five scans. This is because each of these
last five EIS rasters took a time short enough (∼11 minutes each) not to require correction for the solar rotation.

2. Identify resolved solar structures: Once the spatial arrays have been rescaled, several spectral lines have been
selected to look for some particular feature in their intensity distribution. This is required to allow co-alignment
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along north-south and east-west directions. Lines (or multiplets) which originate from same ions or which have
a close temperature of formation have been chosen:

- He I 583.33 Å (second order), O V 629.73 Å (second order) and Si II 1309.28 Å for SUMER;

- He I 583.33 Å, O V 629.73 Å and He II 304.78 Å, (second order) for CDS;

- He II 256.32 Å for EIS.

The figure 4.18 shows the intensity distribution for the selected lines. Fortunately, a horseshoe-shaped feature

Figure 4.18: Intensity distribution of the lines/doublets which have been selected to perform the co-alignment amongst
SUMER, CDS and EIS instruments. He I 584.33 Å and O V 629.73 Å lines are observed by both SUMER and CDS.
Si II 1309.28 Å, observed by SUMER, is formed at a temperature close to the temperature of He I line formation. As
a consequence, it shows an intensity distribution similar to the He I distribution. Finally, He II 303.78 Å and 256.32 Å
doublets are observed by CDS and EIS respectively.
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is visible, especially for the lines formed at the low temperature in the range log(T /K)∼ 4.2 − 4.9, including
lines of Si II, He I and He II, but also O V. This particular feature, together with the other little features, are very
useful in giving a first qualitative estimate of how much each image should be shifted to be aligned to the other
images.

3. Align the two SUMER rasters: In order to do a proper co-alignment of SUMER, CDS and EIS, first of all, the
alignment of the rasters gathered by each single instrument have to be done. SUMER observations consist of
two rasters, which contain different wavelength bands. However, as seen in fig. 4.18, lines formed at similar
temperature show a comparable intensity distribution. The alignment of the two SUMER rasters has been
done using He I 584.33 Å and Si II 1309.28 Å. The first line is observed in the first raster scan at the second
order, because its wavelength is shorter than the Lyman-α limit, while the second line is within the second
raster, being λS iII > λLy−α. The co-alignment of the two images has been performed using the cross corr2.pro
routine, available within SolarSoft. Such program uses the standard cross-correlation method for estimating the
degree of which two-dimensional image arrays are correlated. The cross-correlation is defined by the following
expression:

corr =
σx1 x2

σx1σx2

=

∑n
i=1(xi

1 − x1) (xi
2 − x2)√∑n

i=1(xi
1 − x1)2 ∑n

i=1(xi
2 − x2)2

(4.5)

where σ is the standard deviation, x1 and x2 the means of the corresponding series, xi
1 and xi

2, and n the dimen-
sion of each series. The same equation is applied to Y-directions. The relation 4.5 implies that the two image
arrays must have the same dimensions and calculates the cross-correlation by shifting the second array (xi

2,yi
2)

relative to the first array (xi
1,yi

1). The maximum correlation value has been found when the second SUMER
raster was shifted by 10 pixels along X-direction and 2 pixels along Y-directions. Overplotting the shifted Si
II contour (from the second raster) on the He I image (first raster), a satisfactory agreement between the two
aligned horseshoe-shaped features is found (fig. 4.19).

(a) (b)

Figure 4.19: Alignment between the two SUMER rasters. Image (a) shows the intensity distribution in the He I 584.33
Å spectral band, while image (b) displays the intensity distribution of Si II 1309.28 Å. The overplotted contours of
both the images are the Si II contours: the dashed contours are Si II contours without shift, the solid contour is Si II
contour shifted by 10 pixels along X-axis and 2 pixels along Y-axis.

4. Align the five CDS rasters: The same procedure has been applied for co-aligning the five CDS raster scans. He
I 584.33 Å has been used to determine the relative shift in the east-west direction. Again the cross-correlation
has been computed, giving maximum value when each raster is shifted with respect the next one by 3 pixels
along the X-direction. The study s40677r00 has been treated separately, because of the different dimension
along the Y-direction. Figure 4.20 displays, as example, the first three CDS rasters. The overplotted dashed
feature belongs to the third scan. The solid contour is the same feature shifted by the values calculated using
cross corr2.pro. As further check, the O V 629.73 Å has been used, providing same results.

5. Align the nine EIS rasters: EIS scans can be divided into two sets to be examined separately: (1) the first four
rasters; (2) the last five rasters. For the second group, the cross-correlation function gives a relative shift of ±1
pixel along the X-direction. Regarding the first group, the relative shifts along X-direction are the following:
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.20: Alignment of CDS rasters. Figures (a), (b), (c) show the first three scans, as example. The dashed
contours represent the overplotted scan 3 feature shifted by the values discussed in the text.

- eis l1 20090417 120241 – eis l1 20090417 124423 2 pixels

- eis l1 20090417 124423 – eis l1 20090417 132605 5 pixels

- eis l1 20090417 132605 – eis l1 20090417 140748 2 pixels

Then the images from the second set have been cut in order to have the same dimension as the first set of images
and the relative shift between the two sets has been estimated. The EIS raster alignment is shown in figure 4.21,
providing, as an example, the He II 256.32 Å intensity distribution for the first three rasters.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.21: Alignment of EIS rasters. Figures (a), (b), (c) show the first three scans, as example. The dashed contours
represent the overplotted scan 3 feature shifted by the values discussed in the text.

Finally, it should be noted that for both CDS and EIS rasters there is no shift along the Y-direction and the shift
provided for the X-direction is essentially due to the solar rotation.

6. Align SUMER, CDS and EIS rasters and crop the images: Once the rasters belonging to each of the three
observational sets have been aligned, the common feature observed in He I and He II line intensity distributions
has been used to co-align SUMER, CDS and EIS. As last step, all the images have been cropped to 16 × 32
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pixel arrays in order to have same dimensions along the X and Y directions. Figure 4.22 shows the final rasters,
which will be examined in the analysis that follows (sec. 4.2.3, 4.2.4 and chapter 6).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.22: Final cropped rasters of SUMER, CDS and EIS. He I 584.33 Å line intensity distribution is shown for
SUMER ans CDS (fig. (a) and (b)). He II 304.78 Å and He II 256.32 Å doublet intensity distributions are displayed in
fig. (c) and (d) respectively. The first one is observed by CDS, the second one by EIS. The white solid line overplotted
on each image is the contour of CDS He I 584.33 Å feature in order to show the good agreement in co-aligning the
three instrument scans.

4.2.3 Profile fitting procedure

One of the central goals of this work is the study of spectral line intensities. This requires an appropriate fitting
procedure to obtain the observed fluxes in the lines. The method used in this thesis to fit a theoretical spectrum to
the observed one is based on a program developed by (66) and implemented as code ADAS602 within ADAS, as
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described by (18). Given the observed spectra, the ADAS602 program gives positions, widths, integrated intensities
of the observed lines and background parameters. It also provides an estimate of standard error in the integrated
intensities, which has to be added to the calibration uncertainty, and in the individual output quantities.

Before applying the fitting procedure, the spatial average of each observed line intensity has been done using the new
spatial cropped arrays. In addition, following the considerations discussed in section 4.2.1 (see figures 4.15 and 4.17),
the line intensities derived from the five CDS scans and the nine EIS scans, have been, in turn, averaged. The final data
to be analysed consist, now, of a one-dimension array for each spectral window. Each array contains the spectrum with
intensity calibrated in photons cm−2s−1sr−1 as a function of spectral pixels. The conversion from pixel to wavelength
is not used to perform the fitting, but it has been discussed previously.

The spectra are fitted with a multi-Gaussian line profiles and a constant, linear or quadratic background using a
maximum likehood method to calculate the total integrated counts under line profiles. The observed data are fitted to
an equation represented by the following form:

Ik = b0 + b1xk + b2x2
k +

L∑
i=1

hiGi(xk) (4.6)

where Gi(xk) is the Gaussian term, defined as:

Gi(xk) = e
−

(
xk−xoi
wi

)2

(4.7)

while Ik is the observed counts; b0, b1 and b2 are respectively constant, linear and quadratic components of the
background; xk gives the pixel positions; L is the number of lines; hi gives the peak of each line, xoi gives the fitted
positions of the lines; finally wi is the width to fit each line. Such fitting program has been tested extensively on
SUMER and CDS spectra. Here, it is used successfully for fitting EIS spectra too. The SUMER and EIS integrated
intensities have been obtained by fitting Gaussian functions and linear background to the profiles, as stated by equation
4.6. The capability to separate the semi-overlapped components of multiplets is shown, for instance, in figure 4.23,
where two SUMER lines originate from the 3s23p 2P − 3s23d 2D multiplet are resolved. By contrast, a fit of two

Figure 4.23: Example of SUMER line profile fitting using ADAS602 fitting routine. Two Gaussian shapes have been
used to fit the two component of Si II multiplet.

completely resolved lines is displayed for EIS in figure 4.24. For CDS/NIS, the line profile is not described simply
by a Gaussian. After the SoHO satellite loss in 1998 the line profiles in both NIS1 and NIS2 had changed. The
post-recovery lines exhibit wings of different strength on each side, due to an irreversible distortion in the instrument
caused by the prolonged heating suffered by CDS. In this work, only NIS2 has been used. The wings in the NIS2
spectrum mostly affect the red sides of the lines. (67) developed special fitting routines to account for the changed
profiles. He modelled the line profiles as a combination of a Gaussian term, to which a component describing the
wings is added. The Gaussian term has been already specified by equation 4.7, whereas the wings are defined by the
following function:

W(xk) =
1

( xk−xoi
w′

)2 + 1
(4.8)
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Figure 4.24: Example of EIS line profile fitting using ADAS602 fitting routine. As for SUMER, the two lines present
in the spectral window here displayed, have been fitted using two Gaussian profiles and a linear background.

where w′ = 2wi
√

2ln2. Then, the combined line profile is described by the expression:

B(xk) = hi[(1 − α)Gi(xk) + αW(xk)] (4.9)

where α has different values for the left and right wings. For NIS2, a good fit is achieved when αright = 0.317 and
αle f t = 0.088. This broadened Gaussian profile has been added in the ADAS602 routine allowing to take into account
the CDS line profile distorsion. Figure 4.25 shows an example of the new line shape. It is visible especially in the
right wing of the strongest He II lines, overlapping the less intense line of O IV. Another weak line has been fitted in
the left wing on He II. It has been identified by (18) as Si XI 303.3 Å at the second order.

Figure 4.25: Example of CDS line profile fitting using ADAS602 fitting routine. The combined B(xk) profile has been
applied to fit the three lines included in the spectral window HE 2 303 50.

4.2.4 Cross-calibration

Since the intensities that will be used in this thesis were measured by three different instruments, it is essential that
their relative intensity calibration is accurate, to avoid systematic error in their comparison. As discussed in previous
sections, each instrument is well calibrated within its own wavelength range. However, the wavelength ranges covered
by the three instruments are very different: SUMER works at longer wavelengths between approximately 600 and
1600 Å, CDS at intermediate wavelengths in the range of ∼300-630 Å and EIS at very short wavelengths between
about 170 and 290 Å. This implies that the direct comparison of common emission lines is not always possible and the
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SUMER/CDS/EIS inter-calibration has to be checked with the further help of spectroscopic diagnostic methods. In the
context of this work, three approaches have been followed. Firstly, a direct comparison of common emission lines has
been done whenever possible. Secondly, spectroscopic diagnostics have been used to compare line intensities emitted
by ions belonging to the same element. Finally, the physical properties of the solar plasma have been determined with
each instrument independently and the results have been compared.

Before going into details and showing the results of the three methods employed for the cross-calibration, it is impor-
tant to focus on the SUMER raster construction and its effect on observed line intensities. As mentioned in subsection
4.2.1, each SUMER raster was built up repeating the stated sequence of a spectral band set followed by a slit step of
1.5 arcsec along east-west direction. The slit used for the present SUMER observations was 1 arcsec wide. Therefore,
in order to take into account the 0.5 arcsec gap between a slit position and the next one, SUMER line intensities have
been multiplied by a factor 1.5. This estimated correction factor will be verified using the following inter-calibration
procedures.

Direct line comparison

In the present joint observations, only SUMER and CDS cover wavelength ranges which overlap in the He I 584.33
Å and O V 629.73 Å spectral bands. This allows a direct comparison of the integrated intensities arising from those
two lines. The inter-calibration between SUMER and CDS/NIS was introduced and thoroughly discussed by (68; 69).
They examined the intensities measured by the two instruments before and after the SoHO’s attitude loss, including
He I 584.33 Å, Mg X 609.79 Å and Mg X 629.94 Å lines in the pre-loss datasets and adding O V 629.73 Å line in the
post-loss datasets. They found that in the He I line at 584.33 Å the CDS instrument measured 33-38 % higher values
than SUMER for the pre-loss period, while for the post-loss period the relative differences of the average intensity
amounted to 43 % for He I 584 Å and -4 % for O V 629.73 Å. In this thesis, the new burn-in correction of (63) has
been applied for the absolute calibration of CDS. As a result, the radiometric calibration of CDS has been modified
with respect to the previous one and a new comparison between the average intensity of SUMER and CDS in given
in table 4.8. The He I line intensity observed by CDS shows a value 10.1 % higher than the SUMER value, while

Line SUMER CDS Ratio
I/ph cm−2s−1sr−1 I/ph cm−2s−1sr−1

He I 584.33 Å 1.689e+13 1.879e+13 0.899
O V 629.73 Å 1.453e+13 1.273e+13 1.141

Table 4.8: Spatial averaged intensity in the He I 584.33 Å and O V 629.73 Å measured by SUMER and CDS.
Additionally, the ratio between SUMER and CDS intensity for each line in shown.

in the O V line the CDS instrument measures 14.1 % lower value than SUMER. In conclusion, the inter-calibration
between SUMER and CDS is correct within the standard error, when the new CDS radiometric calibration is used and
the SUMER line intensities is corrected by the factor 1.5, above specified.

Oxygen line comparison

Once the relative calibration between SUMER and CDS has been established, it has to be compared with the EIS
calibration to extend the cross-calibration to the whole set of instruments used for this work. Unfortunately, the
wavelength bands covered by the EIS observations do not overlap SUMER or CDS ranges. However, several spectral
lines observed by the three instruments are emitted by different ions of oxygen. Assuming that the relative line
intensities of SUMER and CDS is correct and the absolute calibration of each spectrometer is reliable, this enables
diagnostic techniques to predict the oxygen ion intensities and compare them to the observed intensities. The technique
used is differential emission measure, which will be extensively described and applied to the present observations in
chapter 6. Here, the technique is used as means to check the relative intensity between EIS and SUMER-CDS.
Furthermore, the relative intensity calibration between SUMER and EIS has been analysed and determined recently
by (70). They concluded that a good agreement between the intensities observed by the two spetrometers is found
when SUMER line intensities are multiplied by the 1.28 ± 0.17 correction factor, which was obtained to account
for the residual east-west misalignment of the two fields of view. The 1.5 correction factor here estimated from
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different considerations provides similar conclusion. The SUMER-CDS-EIS cross-calibration is tested calculating the
differential emission measure using four oxygen lines formed at different temperatures. Two of these lines are from

Figure 4.26: Differential emission measure obtained using the following oxygen lines: O III 599.598 Å from CDS,
O IV 787.711 Å from SUMER, O V 629.732 Å from CDS and O VI 184.117 Å from EIS. The dotted vertical lines
indicate the formation temperature of each ion. For the inversion, a constant electron pressure of 1015 cm−3 K has
been used.

CDS (O III 599.598 Å and O V 629.732 Å), one line is from SUMER (O IV 787.711 Å) and the last line is from EIS (O
VI 184.117 Å). Fig. 4.26 illustrates the differential emission measure curve reconstructed using the four oxygen lines,
which cover the narrow temperature interval log(T /K)=4.95-5.45. The advantage of using lines from the same element

Line log(T/K) Obs.Intensity Rec.Intensity Ratio
ph cm−2s−1sr−1 ph cm−2s−1sr−1

(i) O III 599.598 Å 4.95 1.289e+12 1.289e+12 1.000
(i) O IV 787.711 Å 5.20 2.989e+12 3.761e+12 0.833
(i) cO V 629.732 Å 5.35 1.273e+13 1.248e+13 1.019
(i) O VI 184.117 Å 5.45 7.506e+10 7.682e+10 0.978
(f) O III 597.818 Å 4.95 8.404e+10 7.808e+10 1.076
(f) O IV 279.933 Å 5.25 5.009e+10 5.308e+10 0.943
(f) bO IV 790.109 Å 5.15 4.828e+11
(f) bO IV 790.199 Å 5.15 4.538e+12
(f) b-sum 5.852e+12 5.020e+12 1.165
(f) O V 762.004 Å 5.30 3.389e+11 2.555e+11 1.326
(f) sO V 629.732 Å 5.30 1.453e+13 1.248e+13 1.164
(f) O VI 183.937 Å 5.45 3.966e+10 3.841e+10 1.033

Table 4.9: Oxygen lines used for checking the SUMER-CDS-EIS cross-calibration. The temperatures listed represent
the peak temperature of line formation. The letter “(i)” indicates the lines used in the inversion for obtaining the
differential emission measure, while the letter “(f)” specifies the lines compared with observations in the forward
sense. The letters “c” and “s” before the O V line at 629.73 Å indicate if the line is observed by CDS (“c”) or SUMER
(“s”). Finally, the letter “b” indicates an observed blend. For this O IV blend the intensity is reconstructed for each
line independently, then summed and compared to the observed intensity.

is that every error which arises from abundance values can be neglected. Also, the atomic data have been accurately
checked and revised, as will be described in detail in chapter 5. Table 4.9 lists the four lines selected for the inversion
with their relative formation temperatures and the other oxygen lines, included in the present observations, which have
been used as a forward intensity check. In addition, the table shows the observed intensities, the reconstructed values
and their ratios. A good agreement is found for all the oxygen lines displayed in the table, confirming that the current
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calibrations adopted for this work are consistent within uncertainties.

Structure of the emitting plasma comparison

Finally, the last approach for testing the cross-correlation is to perform a differential emission measure analysis inde-
pendently for each instrument and compare the results. Since the differential emission measure depends directly on the
absolute calibration of the instrument, a comparison between the values obtained with each instrument shows whether
they are relatively well calibrated or if a relative correction is needed. The main problem for the set of observations
here used is that only a few lines suitable for the integral inversion from the three different spectrometers overlap
in temperature. Moreover, a minimum number of lines is needed to provide a reliable integral inversion. However,
the lines selected as shown in table 4.10 allow the overlap of the differential emission measure curve in the small
temperature range log(T /K)'5.24-5.76.

The graphic output is displayed in figure 4.27. Each curve, specified by a color, represents the differential emission
measure calculated with a single instrument.

Although the various uncertainty sources in such an analysis (e.g. choice of abundance values, extrapolation of the
curve due to the limited number of lines used, value of electron pressure adopted and so on), a consistent overall be-
haviour is observed. Table 4.11 shows the differential emission measure values for each instrument in the overlapping
temperature region. The ratio SUMER/CDS increases for value higher than log(T /K)=5.54. This is due to the fact that
the SUMER differential emission measure curve is less constrained at high temperature than the CDS and EIS curves.
Also, the similarity in shape of the CDS and EIS curves in the common temperature region ensures that the present
results are consistent and can be used as further test to verify the relative calibration among the three instruments.

log(T/K) SUMER CDS EIS
4.30 Si II 1309.28 Å
4.85 C III 1174.93 Å
5.00 O III 525.80 Å
5.20 O IV 787.71 Å Ne IV 543.89 Å
5.25 O IV 279.63 Å
5.35 O V 629.73 Å O V 629.73 Å
5.45 O VI 184.12 Å
5.75 Ne VIII 770.41 Å Si VII 275.35 Å
6.00 Fe X 184.54 Å
6.15 Fe XII 193.51 Å
6.25 Si XII 520.66 Å

Table 4.10: Lines used to perform the differential emission measure independently for SUMER, CDS and EIS. Each
line is related to its formation temperature.
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Figure 4.27: Differential emission measure determined independently for SUMER, CDS and EIS as further cross-
calibration check. The two dotted vertical lines delimit the overlapping temperature region. A constant electron
pressure of 1015 cm−3 K has been used.The abundance values come from (71).

log(T/K) log(DEM) log(DEM) log(DEM)
SUMER CDS EIS SUMER/CDS SUMER/EIS

5.2430 20.9643 20.9823 21.2742 0.9593 0.4898
5.2718 20.9675 20.9547 21.2253 1.0299 0.5523
5.3032 20.9727 20.9315 21.1875 1.0995 0.6097
5.3324 20.9795 20.9128 21.1553 1.1662 0.6671
5.3636 20.9881 20.8976 21.1303 1.2316 0.7207
5.3944 20.9974 20.8854 21.1139 1.2942 0.7646
5.4248 21.0086 20.8756 21.1038 1.3581 0.8031
5.4548 21.0212 20.8686 21.0934 1.4208 0.8467
5.4843 21.0334 20.8627 21.0899 1.4814 0.8780
5.5145 21.0453 20.8585 21.0899 1.5374 0.9024
5.5453 21.0569 20.8549 21.0934 1.5921 0.9193
5.5751 21.0719 20.8513 21.0969 1.6619 0.9440
5.6063 21.0864 20.8476 21.1004 1.7329 0.9682
5.6364 21.1004 20.8432 21.1038 1.8077 0.9921
5.6665 21.1139 20.8370 21.1072 1.8922 1.0156
5.6972 21.1303 20.8299 21.1072 1.9970 1.0546
5.7275 21.1430 20.8195 21.1038 2.1060 1.0944
5.7574 21.1584 20.8075 21.1004 2.2429 1.1428

Table 4.11: List of the differential emission measure values for SUMER, CDS and EIS as a function of temperature,
calculated using a ∆(logT )∼0.03 interval. The differential emission measure (DEM) is in cm5 K. In addition, the ratio
between SUMER DEM and CDS DEM and the ratio between SUMER DEM and EIS DEM are shown in the last two
columns.
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Chapter 5

Atomic physics and data developments

As described in chapter 2 (par. 2.2) and in chapter 4 in more detail, SUMER, CDS and EIS instruments complement
each other very well, covering all together a very wide spectral range from 150 Å to 1610 Å. They allow obser-
vations of lines which enable determination and study of the physical parameters of the solar atmosphere from the
chromosphere and transition region to the hot corona. It is convenient to divide the type of analysis of spectral lines,
gathered by this instrumentation, into two main aspects, the spectral line profiles on one hand and the line intensities
on the other hand. The former is related to line shifts and broadenings, which return information on the local plasma
conditions, such as flow velocities, and give evidence of the dynamic nature of the atmosphere. This work however
focusses, instead, on the examination of line intensities as means of understanding solar measurements. To interpret
observational data and to relate them to plasma conditions, it is necessary to model and analyse the radiative behaviour
of atomic species in the plasma. This implies knowledge of the fundamental properties of the atoms, ions and elec-
trons in interaction which contribute to the spectral emission. In general, the study of spectral emission requires also
that account is taken of the transport of the radiation through the plasma. In fact, inside the plasma, the radiation
is subjected to processes such as emission, absorption and scattering. As a consequence, when the radiation travels
through a layer of thickness ds and mass density ρ, its intensity Iν increases, because of the emission of photons, by
the amount jνρds, where jν is the emissivity coefficient and represents the power radiated by unit of mass per unit
frequency interval per unit solid angle. At the same time, the absorption of the photons causes the intensity to decrease
by the amount −Iνχνρds, where χν is the absorption coefficient. Hence the change of intensity, along the line of sight,
can be described as following:

dIν = −Iνχνρds + jνρds (5.1)

if scattering processes are neglected. It is common to write the eq. 5.1 in terms of dτν instead of ds, where τν =
∫
χνρds

is called optical depth:
dIν
dτν

= −Iν +
jν
χν

(5.2)

The general solution of the relation 5.2, called the equation of radiative transfer, is very complex because, even if the
scattering is ignored, it requires solution of a large number of coupled integro-differential equations with coefficients
which vary in space and time and depend on frequency too. However, assuming a uniform plasma in a plane parallel
atmosphere and neglecting any spatial dependence of the processes, the resulting approximate solution can be written
as follows:

Iν =
jν
χν

(
1 − e−χνρD

)
=

{
jνρD for τν � 1
jν/χν for τν � 1 (5.3)

where D is the thickness in the direction in which the plasma is viewed and jν/χν is called the source function.
This simplified form shows an interesting feature. Since χνρ has the dimension of inverse of length, (χνρ)−1 can be
interpreted as a mean free path governed by the probability that the particles interact leading to absorption processes.
Hence, when τν = χνρD � 1, the mean free path χνρ is much larger than the source size D and the absorption is not
very effective. In this case, the plasma is said to be optically thin and the observed intensity is given simply by jνρD.
In the other extreme limit, when τν = χνρD � 1, the plasma is optically thick and the observed intensity is the ratio
between the emissivity and the absorption coefficient of the source. In particular, if the emission arises from a plasma
in thermal equilibrium, the source function is given by the Planck function and the plasma radiates like a black body.
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In the solar context, the high temperature and low density conditions of the upper atmosphere is such that, under most
circumstances, the plasma is optically thin. Therefore, the radiation is one of the main energy loss mechanisms and it
is potentially the only means to obtain any diagnostic information. In general, the intensity of radiation, emitted by the
Sun or any other astrophysical and laboratory source, depends on the probability that the atoms within the observed
plasma are in a condition to make transitions and on the probability that the photons produced by these transitions
escape from the volume of the plasma without being reabsorbed. The first aspect is related to the distribution of atomic
population among the various energy levels, which is established by collisions with other particles and by radiative
processes, and to the atomic probability of the transitions. The second issue concerns the effect of the interaction of
radiation with the plasma and in the optically thin case may be neglected, reducing significantly the complexity of
the problem. In the optically thin regime, in fact, the intensity of a spectral line arising from a transition between the
bound levels j and i, derived by eq. 5.3, is simply:

Iν = jνρD =
1

4π
A j→iN jψνD [photons cm−2s−1sr−1Hz−1] (5.4)

with
jν =

1
4πρ

A j→iN jψν (5.5)

where A j→i is the Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission, N j the population density of the level j and ψν is the
emission profile, normalised to unity when integrated over the frequencies. Concentrating on the total emissivity in
the transition, the eq. 5.5 becomes:

j j→i =
1

4πρ
A j→iN j =

1
4πρ

ε j→i (5.6)

The quantity ε j→i = A j→iN j is called photon emissivity for a transition between the upper level j and the lower level
i. Thus, generalizing, the radiative transfer equation can be reduced to the expression for the frequency-integrated line
intensity from a column of plasma of cross-sectional area A:

I j→i =
1

4πA

∫
ε j→idV [photons cm−2s−1sr−1] (5.7)

where the integral is taken over the volume of the plasma viewed. In these circumstances, to know the observed inten-
sity I j→i attention must be given to the component quantities making up the photon emissivity. A j→i, the spontaneous
transition probability, can usually be obtained by reference to the atomic physics literature or collected within database
such as NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology)1. The more difficult factor is the population density
N j of an ion in the excited level j. It can be expressed in terms of other parameters of the solar plasma through the
following relation:

N j =
N j

N+z
Z

N+z
Z

NZ

NZ

NH

NH

Ne
Ne (5.8)

where:

• N j/N+z
Z is the relative population density of the excited level j with respect to the total density of the ion of

charge z and nuclear charge Z;

• N+z
Z /NZ is the fractional abundance, which is the relative abundance with respect to the total density of ions

with nuclear charge Z;

• NZ/NH = A(Z) is the abundance of element of nuclear charge Z;

• NH/Ne is the density of hydrogen relative to the density of electrons, which is ∼ 0.8 for a totally ionised gas of
elemental cosmic abundances;

• Ne, finally, is the electron density.

Using the expression 5.8, the emissivity for the spectral line between the levels j and i can be written as:

ε j→i = A(Z)
NH

Ne

(
1

Ne
A j→i

N j

N+z
Z

) (
N+z

Z

NZ

)
N2

e = A(Z)G(Te,Ne)N2
e (5.9)

where the quantity G(Te,Ne) is called contribution function. Because NH/Ne is a generally known value, the contribu-
tion function in essentially formed by two main terms:

1http://www.nist.gov/pml/data/asd.cfm
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• a contribution due to the distribution of atomic population amongst excited levels:

1
Ne

A j→i
N j

N+z
Z

(5.10)

• a contribution relative to the fractional abundance for the ionisation state which includes the levels involved in
the considered transition:

N+z
Z

NZ
(5.11)

These two contributions are both essential to predict spectrum lines and analyse them, using a diagnostic method
such as the Differential Emission Measure (DEM) approach, that will be described properly in the next chapter. To
establish them, it is necessary to take into account all the rate coefficients of every participating atomic process which
contributes to the formation of the individual level population. However, the atomic structure of atoms and ions is in
principle an infinite assembly of levels with an infinite number of reactions between them. This makes the problem
complex to handle. Therefore, simplifying assumptions about the nature of the plasma, its dynamic character and the
relative importance of the various reactions have to be made. In the sections that follow, some of the common models
are described and it is shown that the Generalised Collisional-Radiative theory (GCR) is the most suitable approach
within the perspective of this thesis and its concentration on its application especially to helium ions. Nevertheless, a
realistic examination of helium line behaviour requires an accurate model of population not only of helium ions but also
of other ions which will be included in the DEM analysis. Particular attention will be given to silicon ions. SUMER
can observe, in fact, some Si II multiplets (chapter 4), that arise at the low temperatures (log(T/K) ≤ 4.5) at which
the helium lines are formed. So refined atomic data for silicon, together with a high quality set of observations, are
important and come within the scope of this work. In the following sections, in order to assemble precise and updated
contribution functions, fundamental and derived atomic data have been revised, incorporating recent calculations
presented in the general literature and atomic databases and including execution of new calculations using the full
GCR approach, which in principle treats all the atomic processes with the required accuracy.

5.1 The collisional-radiative modelling environment

This development is in the context of the ADAS project, which is designed to apply to all densities of plasma up to
and exceeding that of magnetic confinement fusion devices. Also it is oriented to dynamic plasma that is in which the
ionisation state and possibly excited population state is not relaxed to local thermal conditions. It is of course a core as-
sumption of differential emission measure analysis that contribution functions are calculated in ionisation equilibrium.
So the development here exceeds the immediate requirements. A further departure from usual solar analysis is the in-
dependent treatment of metastable states. These are handled on the same footing as ground states, that is allowing for
slowly relaxing populations. This is termed generalised collisional radiative (GCR) modelling. ADAS has extensive
derived data for applications in the GCR approximation for the light elements up to neon. For the present work it will
be necessary to extend the GCR calculations up to silicon. Also it will be appropriate to re-examine the precision of
the earlier calculations for the light elements and revise them where necessary. It is also noted that spectral emission
from silicon ions of as low charge state as 1 is used. From a collisional-radiative point of view and at chromospheric
densities, this places the problem in the “finite density” regime. This has two consequences. Firstly, the excited popu-
lation structure of Si+1 is modified by collisional redistribution amongst excited states, including quantum shells above
the emitting levels. Secondly, effective recombination, particularly the dielectronic recombination component of it, is
reduced by collisional re-ionisation of excited states. These issues cannot be ignored for precise calculations. In the
following subsections, the mathematical/matrix representation of collisional-radiative modelling is briefly repeated for
completeness, but then the work moves rapidly on to specific detail of the calculations. Although the results made
available here are general, illustration of the importance of the various effects will be drawn from the key ions, such
as Si+1.

5.1.1 Solving the collisional-radiative equations

Consider the populations of ionisation stage z, separated into the metastable populations N+z
ρ , indexed by the Greek

letter ρ, and ordinary excited populations N+z
i , indexed by the Roman letter i. The stage z has adjacent stages z− 1 and
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z + 1, its child and parent, with metastable populations labelled as N+z−1
µ and N+z+1

ν respectively. The time-dependent
equations 5.12 of the populations are written in matrix/suffix form5, where coupling to more distant ionisation stages
has been omitted.

d
dt


N+z−1
µ

N+z
ρ

N+z
i

N+z+1
ν

 =


Cµµ′ NeRµσ 0 0

NeSρµ′ Cρσ Cρ j Nerρν′
0 Ciσ Ci j Neriν′

0 NeS νσ NeS ν j Cνν′




N+z−1
µ′

N+z
σ

N+z
j

N+z+1
ν′

 (5.12)

This means that these equations are actually complete only for the stage z. Note that the ordinary populations of stages
z− 1 and z + 1 are not shown explicitly and that some of the sub-matrices are shown as script letters (eg. Cµµ′ and Rµσ)
whereas others are shown as standard letters (eg. Cρσ and S ν j). Technically, this is because a ‘quasi-static’ assumption
has been made about the ordinary populations of the stages z − 1 and z + 1 and the influence of their ordinary popu-
lations has been condensed onto their metastable populations. Note that the on-diagonal elements of C and C are -ve
quantities. C and C are linear in the electron density Ne. This procedure is demonstrated for the ordinary populations
of the stage z.

The quasi-static assumption is that dN+z
i /dt = 0 which means that these ordinary populations are assumed in in-

stantaneous statistical equilibrium with the various metastable populations6. This implies that
N+z−1
µ′

N+z
σ

N+z
j

N+z+1
ν′

 =


1 0 0
0 1 0
0 −C−1

ji Ciρ −NeC−1
ji riν

0 0 1


 N+z−1

µ

N+z
ρ

N+z+1
ν

 (5.13)

and then

d
dt

 N+z−1
µ

N+z
ρ

N+z+1
ν

 =

 Cµµ′ NeRµσ 0
NeSρµ′ Cρσ NeRρν′

0 NeSνσ Cνν′


 N+z−1

µ′

N+z
σ

N+z+1
ν′

 (5.14)

where we have the definitions of the effective metastable cross-coupling coefficient, effective recombination coefficient
and effective ionisation coefficients between the various metastables of stages z, z − 1 and z + 1

Qcd
σ→ρ ≡ Cρσ/Ne = (Cρσ −Cρ jC−1

ji Ciσ)/Ne

Acd
ν′→ρ ≡ Rρν′ = rρν′ −Cρ jC−1

ji riν′ (5.15)

S cd
σ→ν ≡ Sνσ = S νσ − S ν jC−1

ji Ciσ.

Also there is formally an addition to the Cνν′ term called the parent metastable cross-coupling coefficient

Xcd
ν′→ν ≡ −(S ν jC−1

ji riν′)/Ne (5.16)

which had already been incorporated as assumption. The superscript ‘CD’ denotes ‘collisional-dielectronic’ - a his-
toric synonym for ‘collisional-radiative’ and parallels the naming conventions in the ADAS data format adf11 used
for such data.

The matrix algebra and description above is the most complete formulation within the collisional-radiative frame-
work. The collisional-radiative matrix Ci j is composed of collisional and radiative terms and is infinite (having an
infinite number of levels) in general. The matrix is truncated in practice and the completeness of inclusion of the col-
lisional terms may be restricted according to the particular type of plasma application. In this thesis, the simplifying
approximations typically used in solar upper atmosphere spectroscopy are examined and the error introduced by these
assessed. In this section, the algebraic quantities which correspond to these omissions are identified so that they can
be evaluated in specific cases later. The simplifications of concern are (1) truncation; (2) zero-density assumptions;
(3) ionisation from excited states and top-up; (4) bundling and resolution level; (5) metastable correction (which spans
essentially three main aspects: (i) large metastable fractional populations with respect to the ground, (ii) recombination
contributions to metastable populations, (iii) unrelaxed metastable populations).

5In the following equations summation convention over repeated indices is adopted.
6No direct populating mechanism from stage z − 1 to ordinary excited state of stage z has been assumed.
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1. Truncation: It used to be common to assume that each ordinary excited state is coupled independently only to
the ground state and that there are no metastables. Thus the matrix Ci j has only non-zero diagonal elements
Cii = Neq(e)

i→1 + Ai→1. Also Ci1 = Neq(e)
1→i. So in equation 5.13 −C−1

ji Ciρ = Neq(e)
1→ j/(Neq(e)

j→1 + A j→1). This is
a severe oversimplification, justified only if the lowest resonance line is under consideration for observation.
Radiative transitions may take place between other levels besides the ground. Also cascade from higher levels
above the level j is ignored. This truncation error may be substantial depending on whether the level j is in the
same principal quantum shell as the ground. For higher n-shells the cascade correction is of order n0/2 where
n0 is the upper n-shell of the transition. The correction for these omissions is

−C−1
ji Ci1 − Neq(e)

1→ j/(Neq(e)
j→1 + A j→1) (5.17)

where Ci j is the full unabbreviated collisional-radiative matrix, and we are assuming only a ground state ρ = 1
(no metastables).

2. Zero-density assumptions: The collisional-radiative matrix element Ci j is of the form Neq(e)
j→i + A j→i for i < j

and of the form Neq(e)
j→i for i > j. In the zero-density limit, collisional de-excitation is usually neglected for

all excited levels, because the electron density times the rate coefficient is small, that is A j→i >> Neq(e)
j→i or

more precisely for the population structure
∑

i A j→i >> Ne
∑

i q(e)
j→i. The collisional excitation rate coefficient

q(e)
i→ j = ω j exp((I j − Ii)/kTe)q(e)

j→i/ωi, where the ωi, ω j are statistical weights and Ii, I j are ionisation potentials.
The excitation rate coefficient is generally smaller than the excitation energy apart from the statistical weight and
so the collisional excitation rates are ignored except for the ground state, since it has no radiative decay. This is
the coronal picture for excitation, namely excitation from the ground followed by radiative decay. The solution
for the excited populations with purely radiative decays, for the general atom or ion, was done by Seaton (1959)
and called the cascade matrix. An element C(cas)

i j of the cascade matrix is the probability of making a transition
to the level i from the level j by any route. It is analogous to a ‘propagator’. The name ‘propagator’ is used
hereafter as the theory is extended to the collisional-radiative case. In the collisional-radiative case, collisional
rate coefficients cannot be ignored and the collisional-radiative matrix Ci j includes both radiative and collisional
parts as shown in 1. above. Considering equation 5.17, it is evident that C−1

ji is effectively the propagator.
Thus the left-hand-side of this equation (see also equations 5.13) can be interpreted as the contribution to the
population of the level j by excitation from the ground state to a level i and then propagation to the level j by
any route, summed over all i. Note the implicit summation over repeated indices in the notation of this thesis.
Accepting C−1

ji as the definition of the propagator from i to j, then

C−1
ji (Ne → 0) =

1
A(i)

C(cas)
i j (5.18)

where A(i) =
∑

k,k<i Ai→k. The () indicates that there is no sum over the index i in equation 5.18. Seaton (1959)
was concerned with recombination on to highly excited n-shell followed by cascade, corresponding to the (3,3)
element in the equation 5.13. Here we are concerned with the excitation part from the ground only corresponding
to the (3,2) element. Finally the correction for the zero density assumption for the extended level set is

−C−1
ji Ci1 −C−1

ji (Ne → 0)Ci1 (5.19)

3. Ionisation from excited states and top-up: If one continues to increase the extended level set to high levels then
a point is reached at which collisional ionisation must become important. However, when collisional ionisation
becomes important then collisional transitions upwards and downwards to neighbouring n-shells must also be
important. Ionisation from highly excited states is unlikely to proceed stepwise through n-shell to the continuum
as directly to the continuum. So ionisation from excited states is properly treated as a top-up coming from a
study of the very high population structure above the extended truncated set. Because for those very high levels
the collisional de-excitation rate can exceed the radiative transition probability, they can satisfy the condition
of Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE) as the continuum. There is, therefore, a particular state in the
ion, called collision limit, above which the distributions of atomic population approximate to the thermal and
the population is given by the Saha-Boltzmann and Boltzmann equations. An electron in the collision limit is
equally likely to be ionised or to cascade downward. So the bound levels above this limit behave, in certain
respects, as the continuum. In fact, any transition to lower levels is equivalent to recombination, because the
hole that is left is immediately populated by a collisional transition from the continuum, and any excitation from
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lower levels to those upper levels is equivalent to ionisation. The principal quantum number ncl, representing
the collision limit in a hydrogen-like ion has been defined by (72) as following:

ncl =

5.57 × 1017 z6
1

Ne

(
kTe

IH

)1/21/7

(5.20)

where IH is the ionisation potential of hydrogen and k the Boltzmann constant. The dependence on electron
density of the collision limit represents the finite density collisional-radiative effects. For low electron densities,
the collision limit is very close to the ionisation limit and the coronal approximation is adequate, but as Ne

increases, the collision limit becomes lower and the coronal approach is not valid. To take into account these
effects on the very high populations, the diagonal elements of the collisional radiative matrix Ci j become Cii =∑

j<i Ai→ j + Neq(e)
i→ j + Neq(I)

i . They include one more term, Neq(I)
i , which describes the loss from the excited

level i due to the electron-impact ionisation. Note that in the solar atmosphere the most important processes
which contribute to ionisation are collisions driven by electrons. Collisional interaction involving atoms or
ions, rather than electrons, are often omitted from models, because of the much smaller relative velocities.
However for multi-electron ions and when the plasma temperature increases, especially collisions driven by
protons can be quite effective in populating and depopulating the excited levels and ionising them. Also, (73)
showed that collision excitation rates from proton-ion collisions increase when the energy separation between
the levels involved in the transition decreases. In that case, proton collisions become important and may affect
the level population. Ionisation due to heavy particle collisions is generally negligible except in very weakly
ionised plasma or in some other cases (e.g. (74), (75)) far from solar atmosphere conditions. Coming back to
the extended truncated set, if it spans levels up as far as the collision limit, from which an electron is equally
likely to be ionised or to cascade downward, then an approximation to the ionisation + top-up can be made
by lowering the threshold energy of the cross section for ionisation to the n-shell above the last included level.
This is a somewhat crude approximation. If collisional cross sections between neighbouring n-shells are large
then collisional redistribution cross sections between l-shells of the same n must be much larger again. In this
situation it is sufficient to treat the population of whole n-shells. This requires consideration of resolution, that
is item 4.

4. Bundling and resolution level: In ADAS generalised collisional-radiative model is implemented as so called ls
resolution, that is to say the population structure is evaluated for LS terms. This is appropriate for light ele-
ment ions for which the fine structure separation of levels is small. Although fine structure separation may be
observable through distinct components in high resolution spectroscopy. The levels are in relative statistical pro-
portion. As one moves to heavier species and more highly ionised ions, the relativistic terms in the hamiltonian
become larger, the fine structure separations become larger and the relative population become to deviate from
relative statistical. Here this is called ic resolution. On the other hand, in finite density plasma, as one moves
to higher quantum shells collisional redistribution becomes more efficient and populations move progressively
towards the LTE regime. Firstly, terms of the same nl-shell move into relative statistical proportions. This is
called ca resolution. Finally l-subshells of the same n-shell move into relative statistical populations. This is
referred to as bn resolution. This mnemonics indicate that at bn resolution it is only necessary to work with
whole n-shell population whereas at ic resolution it is necessary to work with individual level population. A
high precision study must deal with all the levels of an atom, but it is only required to treat the low levels,
particularly which are observed spectroscopically in high resolution, higher level population may be treated in
coarser resolution. Returning to the collisional-radiative matrix, it is helpful to consider sub-divisions of the
ordinary excited states spanned by Ci j. For the ionisation stage z, let n(ic)

c f be the number of configurations which
one needs to include in structure calculations at ic resolution for spectroscopy (subject also to the constraint
of computational resources). Let n(ca)

c f be the number of configurations which one needs to include in structure

calculations at ca resolution to ensure the excitation line power is sufficiently complete. One expects n(ca)
c f to

include configurations up to some principal quantum n-shell n(ca)
ns of the valence electron. Finally let n(bn)

ns be
number of principal quantum shells of the valence electron which must be considered to ensure dielectronic re-
combination is sufficiently complete (bn stands for ‘bundle-n’). Evidently the n(ic)

c f should be contained in the set

n(ca)
c f . Also n(ca)

ns should be contained in n(bn)
ns . It is of course unrealistic computationally to evaluate fully-coupled

ic-populations over all configurations n(ca)
c f and to evaluate fully-coupled ca-populations over all n-shells n(bn)

ns . It
is equally unrealistic from a physics point-of-view, since collisional processes in finite density plasmas ensure
that sub-shell populations of high-enough configurations approach statistical within each configuration and also
that l-sub-shell populations of high-enough n-shells approach statistical within each n-shell. This treatment is
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illustrated through three manageable collisional-radiative matrices, of progressively greater excited level span
but of progressively coarser resolution.

[
C(ic)

i j

]
,

 C(ca)
ī j̄

C(ca)
ī j′

C(ca)
i′ j̄

C(ca)
i′ j′

 ,


C(bn)
¯̄i ¯̄j

C(bn)
¯̄i j̄′

C(bn)
¯̄i j′′

C(bn)
ī′ ¯̄j

C(bn)
ī′ j̄′

C(bn)
ī′ j′′

C(bn)
i′′ ¯̄j

C(bn)
i′′ j̄′

C(bn)
i′′ j′′

 (5.21)

where partitioning delimits the progressively extending ranges. The notation means that C(ca)
ī j̄

spans the same

range of levels as C(ic)
i j , but in the former case the components are bundled-up for whole configurations, while

in the latter the levels are fully resolved. Again C(ca)
i′ j′ and C(bn)

ī′ j̄′
span the same range of configurations, but in

the latter case are bundled-up into principal quantum shells. Sophisticated population modelling, as is done
in GCR modelling of light elements, carries out a sequence of condensations (analogous to that of equations
5.12 → 5.14) and expansions from the three-by-three partition matrix to the two-by-two partition matrix and
finally to the one-by-one partition matrix. In illustration, the step from the two-by-two ca matrix is as follows:
Eliminate the direct couplings in the C(ca)

ī j̄
partition of the two-by-two matrix and call it C̄(ca)

ī j̄
. Then replace

it with ¯̄C(ca)
ī j̄

= C̄(ca)
ī j̄
− C(ca)

ī j′
(C(ca)

j′i′ )−1C(ca)
i′ j̄

. Expand the matrix ¯̄C(ca)
i j over the resolved manifold of C(ic)

i j through

replacing C(ic)
i j by C(ic)

i j + Wi ī
¯̄C(ca)

ī j̄
U j̄ j The pre-multiplier Wi ī is ωi/ωī if i ∈ ī otherwise 0. The ωs are statistical

weights. The post-multiplier U j̄ j is 1 if j ∈ j̄ otherwise 0. This prescription will be followed in this thesis for
silicon, with condensation and projection extended down to the low levels in ls resolution. As one progresses to
heavier atoms and ions up to iron, it becomes appropriate to condense and project down to the low levels in ic
resolution. So, the basic correction arising from the projection is an addition to the collisional radiative matrix
for the low set of levels in ic coupling, that is to C(ic)

i j , namely Wi ī
¯̄C(ca)

ī j̄
U j̄ j. The correction to the populations and

emissivity must be evaluated by following through the matrix inversion. However some clarification is required
about the low level target collisional radiative matrix and the high level projected matrices.

The target here remains silicon, but the prescription and expert system will be set up for extension to iron. In the
above general discussion, the identifiers ca and bn have been used as though they apply to all the levels, but in
practice it is the valence electron whose character is a concern. Thus from the collisionality it may be appropriate
to treat the valence electrons as in bundled nl- or n-shells, but the parent core should still be represented in a
resolved form - that is ls or ic, for example (S pLp)nl or (Jp)n. For a light element in a low state of ionisation
the parent is appropriately in the (S pLp) form with a valence n-shell, separately for each spin system S of the
whole ion. This is because provided one does not go to too high n-shell, there is good spin system separation.
For highly ionised heavy systems, it is appropriate to have (JP) coupled parent and an uncoupled valence n-shell
electron. Silicon ions tend to the first situation while tungsten ions are strongly in the second situation. Some of
the ions of iron are between these two extremes. It is appropriate to consider the various forms of coupling for
the high valence shells, the parent and the targeted low levels and the projection between them in more detail.
The table 5.1 summarises the situation and the methods which are open to be used in this thesis or which should
be developed in the future.

XXXXXXXXXXParent
Valence

ca bn bnl

ls ls-ca ls-bn ls-bnl
ic ic-ca ic-bn ic-bnl

Table 5.1: Scheme of different resolutions for a parent and a valence shell and forms of coupling between them. Note
that for the bnl model the coupling arises from a partial ca resolution, so that ic-ca coupled to bn gives ic-bnl and ls-ca
coupled to bn gives ls-bnl.

For this table some extension to resolution mnemonics is appropriate. The form ls-ca is used to denote the core
parent ion in ls resolution and the valence electron in ca resolution. There are many variants such as ic-bn,
some of which are useful and some of which are not. Then there are various options for projecting from these
combinations onto low levels. Clearly, the resolution of the targeted low level system must be consistent with
the resolution of the high level system shown in the table 5.1. A second table (table 5.2) summarises the useful
projection paths.
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hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhParent+Valence
Low levels

C(ls)
i j C(ic)

i j

ls-ca ls-ca→ C(ls)
i j ls-ca→ C(ic)

i j

ls-bn ls-bn→ C(ls)
i j
∗ ls-bn→ C(ic)

i j
�

ls-bnl ls-bnl→ C(ls)
i j ls-bnl→ C(ic)

i j

ic-ca ic-ca→ C(ls)
i j ic-ca→ C(ic)

i j

ic-bn ic-bn→ C(ls)
i j ic-bn→ C(ic)

i j
�

ic-bnl ic-bnl→ C(ls)
i j ic-bnl→ C(ic)

i j
�

Table 5.2: Scheme of the various options of coupling of parent and high valence shells and projection onto low levels.
The symbol ∗ indicates that the model exists. It is good for light and low charge elements, so it is a quite save approach
until silicon. The symbol � indicates that those models almost exist. In particular, ic-bn and ic-bnl projected onto C(ic)

i j
already exist for hydrogen and they are good for heavy species and high charge elements. This thesis is dealing with
ls-bn projected onto C(ic)

i j , using the statistical weight. The other models do not exist.

5. Metastable correction: Low lying metastable states have been a source of confusion and error in population
modelling for many years. This is because such a metastable in a plasma can have a population of the same order
as the true ground population. It is often assumed that the whole population of an ionisation stage of an element
is the ground state. However, for an ion such as C+2 the 2s2p 3P may exceed that of 2s2 1S ground state. So the
population count for the stage must include that metastable. Note that the true excited populations normally give
a negligible contribution (of order 10−4) to the population count. Equilibrium emissivity coefficients coming
from simple collisional-radiative calculations are often refered to the ground population, leading to potential
error when combined with ionisation balance fractions. The problem is more severe. A metastable ion, because
of its abundance, may be a target system for free electron recombination, but dielectronic recombination with
a metastable opens quite different Auger pathways from recombination with the ground. Naive calculation can
omit recombination with the metastable entirely. Other calculations treat the availability of target recombining
ions as the whole population of the ionisation stage with dramatically different result. Clearly the metastable
should be treated fully as an independent target system similar to the ground. This is the approach of generalised
collisional-radiative theory used here. A ion, in a metastable state, is such because it has a long radiative
lifetime. That is to say, it has a relaxation time which is long compared with true excited states, a lifetime
which may be of the order of that of the ground state. Evidently a dynamic plasma evolving in space or time
with scale length or characteristic time of order the relaxation time of ground and/or metastable population
cannot be treated as in ionisation equilibrium. The ionisation state and the dynamics are coupled. Generalised
collisional-radiative theory treats ground states and metastable states on the same footing and distinguish them
from ordinary excited states of fast (relatively) relaxation time. As has been described earlier, this validates
quasi-static approximations. The error arising from incomplete treatment of metastables are more severe in
dynamic plasma. Properly the dynamic time scale must be evaluated in association with the atomic time scales
and metastable identified and handled appropriately. Although the study in this thesis examines equilibrium
models this is with a view to establishing where they break down. So generalised collisional-radiative model is
a prerequisite here ((76), (77)).

Returning to the two-by-two submatrix partition of the full collisional-radiative matrix (equation 5.12), from the
quasi-static assumption and equations 5.13, the ordinary level populations of the stage z are given by

N+z
j = −C−1

ji CiσN+z
σ −C−1

ji riνNeN+z+1
ν

= F(exc)
jσ NeN+z

σ + F(rec)
jν NeN+z+1

ν (5.22)

where F(exc)
jσ = −(1/Ne)C−1

ji Ciσ and F(rec)
jν = −C−1

ji riν. The above expression shows that the ordinary level popu-
lations are made up of two parts, driven by excitation from the metastables of the stage z and by recombination
from the metastables of the stage z + 1 respectively. The equation 5.22 has a general character being valid for
both light and heavy elements. However, for heavy species with typically small energy differences between true
ground and populated metastables, the metastable-ground collisional coupling in Cρσ would be large and move
the relative populations to Boltzmann. Forcing the metastable relative populations of the stages z − 1 and z + 1
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to Boltzmann, the metastable populations become:[
N+z−1
µ

]
=

[
f Boltz
µ

]
N+z−1[

N+z+1
ν

]
=

[
f Boltz
ν

]
N+z−1 (5.23)

where f (z−1)Boltz
µ = ωµexp(Iµ/kTe)/

∑
µ′ ωµ′exp(Iµ′/kTe) and N+z−1 =

∑
µ N+z−1

µ . This manipulation has the
same effect as introducing artificial strong collisional coupling rates between the metastables, creating local
thermodynamic equilibrium within the metastable set. Since the sum of the populations of the ordinary levels is
very small compared with the sum of the metastable populations, N+z−1 is the effectively the whole population
of the stage z − 1. Similarly for f (z+1)Boltz

ν and N+z+1. The Iµ denote ionisation potentials. Then adding up
equations 5.16 over µ and ν and substituting from equations 5.23

d
dt

 N+z−1

N+z
ρ

N+z+1

 =


C(z−1) NeR

(z−1←z)
σ 0

NeS
(z−1→z)
ρ Cρσ NeR

(z←z+1)
ρ

0 NeS
(z→z+1)
σ C(z+1)


 N+z−1

N+z
σ

N+z+1

 (5.24)

where C(z−1) =
∑
µ Cµµ′ f Boltz

µ′ , R
(z−1←z)
σ =

∑
µ Rµσ , S

(z−1→z)
ρ = Sρµ′ f Boltz

µ′ and so on. Evidently, it is possible to
do the same for the metastables of ionisation stage z so returning completely to the collisional-radiative (CR)
picture. But equations 5.24 demonstrate how to mix GCR and CR data selectively. Using this simplification, the
equation 5.22 may be expressed as:

N+z
j = F(exc)

jσ f (z)Boltz
σ NeN+z + F(rec)

jν f (z+1)Boltz
ν NeN+z+1. (5.25)

Sometimes it is preferred to refer the ordinary populations to the ground state (lowest metastable) of the stage.
Putting f (z)Boltz

σ1 = f (z)Boltz
σ / f (z)Boltz

1 , then equation 5.25 is replaced by

N+z
j = F(exc)

jσ f (z)Boltz
σ1 NeN+z

1 + F(rec)
jν f (z+1)Boltz

ν1 NeN+z+1
1 . (5.26)

This treatment gives a complete picture of the simplifications that can be applied to the calculations for the level
populations of an ion, showing how the corrections provided by a full GCR approach allow a more accurate description
of the real condition of the examined plasma.

5.2 Data status and the solar requirements

A large amount of fundamental and derived atomic data is necessary to model the plasma in typical solar upper
atmosphere conditions. Its precision combines with the accuracy of observation and calibration to determine the
reliability of the diagnostic techniques. The precision of atomic physics calculations has improved considerably over
the past decades. Theoretical and experimental results are becoming available and more reliable for many ions, both
light and heavy. However, in previous studies, interpretation of data has sometimes been confused by uncertainties in
the appropriateness of simplifying assumptions in excited ion population and ionisation state models. An example is
the O IV line theoretical ratio examined by (78), which shows a significant deviation from the observed ratio due to
the fact that only transitions which involve the first five levels (as lower level) have been considered. This example
will be discussed in the next chapter, sec. 6.2. As mentioned, although the goal of this thesis is the study of the EUV
helium line intensities observed by CDS and EIS, the DEM analysis which is used as diagnostic technique requires
the revision and upgrade of atomic data for all the ions which give rise to the transitions listed in tables 4.4, 4.5 and
4.6. The main source for this work is the ADAS database. Some other sources of fundamental and derived atomic
data have been selected and reviewed. Also they have been compared with the data collection currently present in
ADAS. The main other databases with which the thesis is concerned, apart from ADAS, are NIST and CHIANTI
((79) and references therein). Furthermore, the most recent calculations from literature have been included in the
review. Finally, a recommendation has been provided, suggesting the preferred values of energy levels, transition
probabilities, collision strengths/effective collision strengths for collisional excitation and ionisation/recombination
rates that can be used to produce updated contribution functions.

This update is performed within the ADAS framework (8). The ADAS package consists of an archive of atomic data
and a set of codes. The atomic data are stored as ADAS data format files, called adf and followed by a two digit number,
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Data file Content
adf00 Ground and metastable configuration and ionisation potentials
adf04 Specific ion data collections
adf07 Electron impact ionisation coefficients
adf09 Dielectronic recombination coefficients
adf10 Iso-electronic master files for GCR coefficients
adf11 Iso-nuclear master files for GCR coefficients
adf17 Condensed projection coefficients
adf18 Cross-referencing data
adf20 Contribution functions
adf23 State selective electron impact ionisation coefficients
adf25 Driver datasets for ADAS204 calculation
adf32 Driver datasets for ADAS802 calculation
adf56 Promotional rules

Table 5.3: Key ADAS data formats used in this work.

which indicates the data class. The key adfs used in this work are listed in table 5.3. The adf data files are designed
such that they can be accessed by the ADAS codes. They are of two types, those which contain the calculated values of
a particular quantity on a grid of temperatures, densities or appropriate factors and those which are driver files for the
codes within ADAS. An example of the first type is the adf04 data file which provides the list of specified low levels
with their energies, the radiative atomic probabilities related to the transitions amongst them and the associated rate
coefficients as a function of temperature for an ion. An example of the second adf type is adf32, which is a driver file
containing configurations and other control parameters for distorted wave cross-section calculation using ADAS802.
The first type of ADAS data files with their associated reading routines are available online at http://open.adas.ac.uk.
The ADAS codes consists of eight series. Each series is identified by the first digit. For example, series 6 codes are

Series Code Description
ADAS204 Bundle-nS GCR recombination and ionisation

coefficient calculation
ADAS208 Production of GCR coefficients and line

emissivities
ADAS2 ADAS209 Change of resolution level by bundling

ADAS211 Addition of extra data lines for radiative
recombination

ADAS212 Addition of extra data lines for dielectronic
recombination

ADAS215 Change of the temperatures at which the specific
ion file is tabulated

ADAS403 Iso-electronic tabulation of GCR coefficients
ADAS4 ADAS404 Conversion from iso-electronic to iso-nuclear

collection of GCR coefficients
ADAS407 Preparation of iso-nuclear parameter sets
ADAS412 Contribution function calculation

ADAS6 ADAS601 Differential emission measure analysis
ADAS602 Gaussian spectral line fit

ADAS7 ADAS701 AUTOSTRUCTURE
ADAS704 Production of adf04, adf09 and adf18 by

post-processing the output from ADAS701
ADAS801 Cowan structure code

ADAS8 ADAS802 CADW ionisation cross-section calculation
ADAS807 Preparation of extra data lines for ionisation and

cross-reference and template files for GCR modelling

Table 5.4: ADAS codes used in this work.
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concerned with analysis of spectral data. Two key codes of these series are ADAS601 and ADAS602, which will be
extensively used in this thesis. Alternatively, if there is no atomic data present for a given calculation, it is possible to
generate them, often of basic/lower quality, using various ADAS routines. For instance, ADAS211 generates radiative
recombination data following the approach of (80), ADAS701 runs AUTOSTRUCTURE code of (81) and ADAS801
runs the Cowan code (82). Table 5.4 lists the ADAS codes used in this thesis with their general description.

As shown in table 5.3, the contribution functions are collected in the adf20 data files. A contribution function is
formed by two main terms (eq. 5.10 and 5.11), which take into account the atomic population of excited levels and the
ionisation fraction. Using the equation 5.22 for the excited level populations, the excitation and recombination Photon
Emissivity Coefficients (PEC) for a spectral line can be defined as following (11):

PEC(exc)
σ, j→i = A j→iF

(exc)
jσ (5.27)

PEC(rec)
ν′, j→i = A j→iF

(rec)
jν′ (5.28)

where A j→i and the coefficients F(exc)
jσ and F(rec)

jν′ have been already specified. So the contribution function can be
written as:

G[z]
j→i(Te,Ne) =

∑
σ

PEC[z](exc)
σ, j→i

(
N+z
σ

N tot

)
eq

+
∑
ν′

PEC[z](rec)
ν′, j→i

N+z+1
ν′

N tot


eq

(5.29)

where the fractional abundances, N+z
σ /N

tot and N+z+1
ν′ /N tot, are calculated in equilibrium - that is when the plasma is in

the steady-state of ionisation balance - and N tot =
∑

z
∑
σ N+z

σ is the ion density of the considered element in the whole
set of ionisation stages. All information about the structure of excited level populations comes inside the PECs, while
the processes responsible to ionisation and recombination come inside the ionisation balance terms. In order to update
the contribution functions, both contributions have to be reviewed. Within ADAS, the structure of excited population
is provided by the adf04 data files, which contain all required energy levels, radiative data and rate coefficient data
for specified low levels of an ion, while the ionisation balance calculations are supplied by the means of the adf11
data files, which provide the collisional-dielectronic ionisation and recombination coefficients. The adf20 collection is
built up using the adf04 and adf11 data files through the ADAS412 routine, which gives the contribution functions as
a function of electron temperature for a specific ion when the value of electron density or electron pressure are fixed
(for common assumptions on electron density and pressure used in astrophysics see chapter 6).

In the following sections the update of adf04s (sec. 5.2.1) and adf11s (sec. 5.2.2 and 5.3) are discussed. In addition, a
final table (table 5.6) shows a summary of recommended data for adf04 and adf11 data files and the adf20 status.

5.2.1 Energy levels, radiative data and collision strengths

In this section, the adf04 data files for the ions included in the DEM analysis are revised along the iso-electronic
sequences. An example of adf04 for neutral helium is shown in fig. 5.1. This ADAS data file consists of three main
parts: (1) energy levels; (2) radiative data (A-value); (3) collisional data (Y-value).

1. Energy levels: Accurate energy levels, and so accurate wavelengths, are very important in the solar context,
where the only means to examine the plasma is the observed spectrum. Precise theoretical wavelengths can
be extremely helpful to identify from which transitions the observed lines originate. However, the measured
energy levels for some of the coronal ions (such as iron and silicon ions) are not well known. The most notable
tabulation is the NIST database and is used as the main source in this work, but for many systems the number of
observed energy levels is too small or non-existent. Therefore, it has been necessary to supplement these data
with other laboratory measurements or theoretical values (e.g. Cowan calculations).

2. Radiative data: The radiative transition probabilities have been introduced with the eq. 5.4 to define the intensity
for an optically thin plasma and denoted by A j→i or simply by the word A-value. Also, in place of the A-value
the oscillator strength can be used. The latter is equivalent to the A-value and does not need further data to be
calculated except for a conversion factor. Details used in the calculation of such radiative data are provided by
(82), (83) (SUPERSTRUCTURE) and (81) (AUTOSTRUCTURE). As for the energy levels, the main source
adopted here is the NIST database, supplemented by preferred data from literature and from Cowan calculations
where necessary.
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Energy 
levels

Y-values

A-values

Figure 5.1: Example of adf04 data file for neutral helium. This dataset contains a list of energy levels, specified by
configuration, weight and energy (in cm−1), followed by electron impact excitation rate coefficients (Y-values) as a
function of electron temperature. For each transition, the radiative transition probability (A-values) is provided.
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3. Collisional data: The collisional data revised in the following subsections are those related to electron impact
excitation. An electron impact excitation reaction can be described by a cross-section denoted by σi→ j(εi) or
σ j→i(ε j) for the de-excitation, where εi is the energy of the incident electron and ε j the energy of the scattered
electron. Denoting by Ei and E j the energies of the lower and upper level respectively for an ion X+z, in order to
excite an electron from the level i to the level j it is required that εi ≥ E j − Ei = ∆Ei j. It is common to write the
collisional cross-section in terms of a dimensionless quantity called collision strength, Ωi j(ε), which is usually
tabulated as function of the kinetic energy of the exciting electron. The relationship between collision strength
and cross-section is:

Ωi j(ε) = ωi

(
εi

IH

) σi→ j(εi)

πa2
0

 = ω j

(
ε j

IH

) σ j→i(ε j)

πa2
0

 (5.30)

where again ωi and ω j are the statistical weights, IH is the ionisation potential of hydrogen and a0 is the Bohr
radius. For a thermal plasma where the free electrons can be described by a Maxwellian distribution, it is useful
to introduce the effective collision strength Υi j, which is function of the electron temperature, defined by:

Υi j =

∫ ∞

0
Ωi j(ε)e−ε/kTe d

(
ε

kTe

)
(5.31)

The effective collision strength is related to the excitation and de-excitation rate coefficients as follows:
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0
1
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Υi j =

ωi

ω j
e∆Ei j/kTe q(e)

i→ j(Te) (5.33)

where α is the fine structure constant and the relationship between the excitation and de-excitation rate coeffi-
cients has been already mentioned in the previous section.

Electron impact calculation methods

The electron impact excitation cross-section (and hence the collision strength and effective collision strength) cal-
culations can be provided by a variety of different sources. Several codes available for obtaining cross-sections are
summarised in table 5.5. The solution of the electron-ion scattering problem is notably complex. The accuracy of a
specific calculation depends mainly on the representation used for the target wavefunctions, which should take into
account of configuration interaction and allow intermediate coupling for higher ionisation stages, and on the choice
of scattering approximation type. Very accurate - real - results are given by Time Dependant Schrödinger Equation
(TDSE) measurements, but unfortunately this method is limited in terms of computational resources because it is
very slow. As it will be seen for the ionisation case, apart from the TDSE method, cross-section calculations can be
grouped into two sets: perturbative and non-perturbative types. The first type includes the plane wave Born (PWD)
approach and the distorted wave (DW) approximation. The PWD approach, as implemented for instance within the
Cowan code (82), does not take into account resonance structure and the coupling between different spin systems,
but it requires rapid computations and is generally applicable especially as top up - that is to add missed transitions
between higher levels where the interaction between spin systems is less important. The DW approximation, which
has been developed in the Hebrew University Lawrence Livermore Atomic Code (HULLAC) (84) and the Flexible
Atomic Code (FAC) (85), neglects the coupling of the target + scattering electron channels and give more reliable
results for systems which are a few times ionised.

Table 5.5: Main codes available for calculation of electron impact cross-
sections.

Code Method Usual application Precision Comments
AUTOSTRUCTURE/ Plane Wave Born: Low to medium/ < 40% Very general and stable.
COWAN Multi-config, Breit-Pauli, high z ls and ic coupling.

Thomas-Fermi and Slater- No spin change.
type parametric potential No resonances.
(for AUTOSTRUCTURE), Baseline data.
Multi-config, Breit-Pauli
and Hartree-Fock potential
(for COWAN)
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Table 5.5: – continued

Code Method Usual application Precision Comments
HULLAC/ Distorted Wave: Medium to ∼ 20% ic coupling.
FAC Multi-config, Dirac high z Includes spin changes.

Hamiltonian, j-j No resonances.
coupled basis

CCC Convergent Close-Coupling Low to medium/ < 5% Highest precision, inefficient for
high z, very many energies
1-2 valence and delimiting resonances.
electrons Limited ion scope.

RM-RMPS R-matrix with Low to ∼ 5 − 10% High precision. ls coupling.
pseudo-states medium z Tuned to AUTOSTRUCTURE

and shared algebra.
Resonances included.
Use also for ionisation and
implemented for iso-electronic
sequences.

RM-ICFT R-matrix with Medium/ ∼ 5 − 10% As for RM but extends to
ic frame transformation high z higher z ions in ic coupling.

DARC R-matrix close-coupling Medium to ∼ 5 − 10% As for RM but extends to
with radiation damping high z high z ions with significant

radiative/Auger branching of
resonances.

The second type includes the convergent close-coupling (CCC) (86) and R-matrix methods, which are more accurate,
but more expensive in terms of computing resources. The non-perturbative methods have the advantage to generate
consistently the complex target + projectile resonance structure in their collision strengths. Using this approach, in
fact, the scattering electron sees individuals target electrons and the channels are coupled. The R-matrix theory has
been implemented by means of different techniques and codes, such as R-Matrix with Pseudo-States (RMPS) (87), IC
Frame Transformation (ICFT) (88) and Dirac Atomic R-matrix Code (DARC) (89), which have been appropriately
described in the respective references. Commonly, the R-matrix calculations give rapid resonance resolution but they
are not valid at all energies, in contrast with the CCC computations. However they are computationally more feasible
than the CCC approach. In order to give a general estimate, the non-perturbative methods are accurate to better than
10%, while the perturbative approximations to about 25%. The preferred electron impact data in the following update
are those obtained from the most accurate CCC and R-matrix methods, when available. Alternatively, data from DW
are considered. Supplementation with Cowan code calculations are also made when appropriate.

The recommended data are discussed below and a comparison with other data sources is provided. A summary of the
main sources for energy levels, radiative and collisional data included in the revised adf04 data files will be listed in
table 5.6.

Moreover, it has to be noted that proton impact data are not included in the following review and analysis. Although
the role of proton impact may be relevant especially for Be-like an B-like ions, it is not essential for the purpose of
this thesis.

H-like ions

For He+1 the energy values of terms up to 5g are taken from NIST, as well as the radiative transition probabilities
for transitions between the terms 1s 2S − 2p 2P, 1s 2S − 3p 2P and 2p 2P − 5d 2D. The most recent collision strength
data included in the ADAS database come from the RMPS calculations of (90) and are adopted here. However,
because of the degeneracy, terms with the same principal quantum number n have been grouped (bn resolution).
The data from (90) have been incorporated in CHIANTI v.6 database too, but only transitions which involve the
first two configurations (1s and 2s) are included in CHIANTI computations. This affects the PEC values and, as a
consequence, the ratio of the two resonance doublets between the terms 1s 2S − 2p 2P and 1s 2S − 3p 2P, observed by
CDS and EIS. The plot in figure 5.2 shows an illustrative comparison between the PECs derived by the data of (90)
using the complete set of transitions (black line) and neglecting some of them (red line). This results in overestimated
PEC values by CHIANTI for the set of transitions between n = 1 and n = 3, while the PEC related to transitions
n = 1 → n = 2 are underestimated. This emphasises that the inclusion of all relevant transitions in the excitation
coefficient calculation is important, to avoid unnecessary truncation errors in the derived line emissivities. In the
specific case of the EUV resonance lines which arise from the He+1 ion, further details about their ratio and the
implications in the comparison with observations will be provided in chapter 6, sec. 6.2.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison between the PEC, for two selected sets of transitions for He+1, derived from the R-matrix
calculation of (90). The main difference between the black and red lines comes from the inclusion or exclusion of the
transitions which involve configurations above 2s. The electron density has been fixed at 1010 cm−3.

He-like ions

Along the He-like iso-electronic sequence, only lines from neutral helium are selected for the present work. These
lines are all the EUV resonance lines between the ground term 1s2 1S and the excited terms 1s np 1P, with n = 2, 3, 4, 5.
In addition, the intercombination line between the 1s2 1S in the singlet state and the 1s2p 3P term in the triplet state
is observed by CDS. The ls resolution is a good approximation for He+0, because levels belonging to the same term
are closer to degenerate. The first 29 energy terms up to 5p 1P have been included in the model. Energy levels
come from the NIST database. The A-value for the transition 1s2 1S − 1s2p 3P has been modified using the values
from (91) and performing the ls average. For the configurations up to 1s4 f recently assessed data are available in
the ADAS database. These data were assembled by (92), including earlier surveys of (93) and R-matrix calculation
of Ballance (2003). Cowan calculations have been performed to add transitions which involve n = 5 configurations
and then merged with the more accurate R-matrix calculations. Ionisation and recombination contributions have been
added following ADAS prescription. These revised data will be used to estimate theoretical ratios in the optically
thin approximation and compare them with observations in next chaper. It is important to remember that the EUV
resonance lines as observed in the Sun are affected by opacity effects, which causes deviation from the optically thin
behaviour.

Li-like ions

The lines observed during the April 2009 campaign, which belong to the Li-like sequence, arise from transitions
between the ground level 1s22s 2S 1/2 and the fine-structure levels 1s22p 2P1/2,3/2 of the ions Ne+7, Mg+9 and Si+11

(SUMER and CDS) and from transitions between these latter excited levels and the level 1s23s 2S 1/2 of the ion O+5

(EIS). For O+5, Ne+7 and Mg+9, the energy levels, A-values and collision strengths of (94) are adopted, as collected
in ADAS database (see also (95)). The data include fine structure resolved levels up to 5g 2G9/2. The relativistic DW
effective collision strengths of (94) were modified to correct the data for the effect of resonances and to increase or
decrease their values to bring them into closer agreement with the close-coupling data, as reviewed by (96). For Si+11

more details will be given in sec. 5.3.2.
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Be-like ions

The required ions of Be-like system are O+4, C+2, Na+7 and Si+10. Si+10 will be discussed in further detail later (sec.
5.3.2). The most important transitions arising from O+4 are 2s2 1S 0 − 2s2p 1P1, which gives rise to the resonance
line at 629.73 Å (observed both by SUMER in second order and by CDS), and 2s2p 3P1 − 2p2 3P2, which gives rise
to the line at 762.00 Å (observed by SUMER). Their ratio will be used as a density diagnostic in next chapter, sec
6.1.3. Also, the 2s2p 3P−2s3d 3D multiplet is observed by EIS. Transitions between the terms 2s2p 3P−2p2 3P from
C+2 are also relevant. For Na+7, only the intercombination line between the level 2s2 1S 0 − 2s2p 3P1 is present in the
current observations. It is a very faint line which lies in the wing of the more intense line of O+3 at around 790 Å. For
these Be-like ions, the first 20 levels up to 2s3d 1D2 have been included in the data. For O+4 and C+2 the energy levels
come from (97). Radiative transition probabilities from (98) have been adopted for O+4, while the main source for C+2

is (99). For Na+7 both the energy levels and A-values have been taken from (100), except for the forbidden transitions,
which come from (101). The electron impact excitation data have been taken following the recommendations of (102),
who reviewed and assessed the state of the fundamental atomic collision data for Be-like ions.

B-like ions

For C+1 and Mg+7, the first 18 and 15 fine-structure energy levels up to 2p3 2P3/2 are included. The energy levels
adopted for these two ions are from (103). The radiative transition probabilities between 1/2 and 3/2 levels of the
ground terms have been derived from the multi-configuration Hartree-Fock results of (104), while for the other transi-
tions the A-values of (105) have been used. The collision strengths have been taken from the review of (106). More
care has to be given to the O+3 ion. A recent assessment is provided by CHIANTI v.6, where 125 energy levels up
to 2p23d 2D3/2 have been included in the model. The observed energy levels come from NIST, while the theoretical
values come from the work of (107). However, only transitions which involve the first five levels belonging to the
2s22p and 2s2p2 configurations have been taken into account. Hence, the CHIANTI data have been merged with
the Sampson data collected in the ADAS database. This means that the radiative and collisional data for transitions
involving the first five levels come from CHIANTI, while the data for transitions amongst all the other levels included
in the model are taken from the Sampson collection. As for He+1, the omission of transitions can lead to interpretation
errors when comparing with observations. In particular, it affects the line ratio between the lines at 787.72 Å and
279.93 Å. Comparison with previous works will be given in chapter 6, sec. 6.2. Here the PECs obtained from the

Figure 5.3: Comparison between the PEC for the two transitions 2s22p 2P1/2 − 2s2p2 2D3/2 and 2s22p 2P3/2 −

2s23s 2S 1/2 arising from the O+3 ion. The solid and dashed red lines represent the data from ”pure” CHIANTI, while
the solid and dashed black lines are derived from the CHIANTI data supplemented with the Sampson calculations.

original CHIANTI data and the ones supplemented with the Sampson data are displayed (fig. 5.3). The transitions
involved are 2s22p 2P1/2 − 2s2p2 2D3/2 and 2s22p 2P3/2 − 2s23s 2S 1/2 and the electron density has been fixed at 1010
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cm−3. Finally, EIS observes the line at 256.38 Å which arises from the transition 2s22p 2P1/2−2s2p2 2P1/2 of the Si+9

ion. It is blended with the much more intense resonance line from the He+1 ion. Atomic data recommended for this
ion will be discussed with other silicon ions in sec. 5.3.2.

C-like ions

The C-like ions, from which lines included in the current observation sequences, are C+0, N+1, O+2 and Ne+4. For
O+2 and Ne+4, the data used are collected in the ADAS database. The first 46 fine-structure resolved energy levels
(belonging to the configurations 2s22p2, 2s22p3 and 2s22p ls with l = s, p, d) have been included in the model for
O+2. The energy levels come from NIST while the transition probabilities come from the critical compilation of
(108). The effective collision strengths have been computed by (109), using the R-matrix method. For Ne+4, the
ICFT R-matrix calculations of (110) are the main source of electron impact data. These data have been merged
with Cowan code calculations and data from (111; 112; 113). The energy levels up to n = 3 have been taken from
NIST. The other values come from Cowan calculations and (110). The A-value are those of (110) supplemented by
those of (111; 112; 113), and (114). For neutral carbon, only Cowan calculations with ls resolution are available
within ADAS. However, SUMER resolves the two lines at 1189.45 Å and 1189.63 Å, which arise from the transitions
2s22p2 3P2 − 2s22p4d 3P1 and 2s22p2 3P2 − 2s22p4d 3P2. This requires the ic resolution. Hence, ic PWB calculations
have been performed through ADAS801 for this ion. The energy levels and radiative data have been replaced by
values from NIST where available. Finally, for N+1, the R-matrix computations of (115) have been used. They
have been supplemented with Cowan calculation to include transitions between fine-structure levels belonging to the
configurations 2s22p3d, 2s22p4l with l = s, p, d, f and 2p4.

N-like ions

CDS observes the multiplet which arises from transitions between the terms 2s22p3 2D − 2s2p4 2P of O+1 blended
with the multiplet 2s2p 3P − 2s3s 3S of C+2 and two resolved lines (at 542.07 Å and 543.89 Å) of the multiplet
2s22p3 4S − 2s2p4 4P of Ne+3. For O+1 ls resolution is appropriate while for Ne+3 ic resolution is required. Data
for O+1 have been taken from the review of (116) and supplemented with Cowan calculations. The main source for
effective collision strengths is (117). For Ne+3, the energy levels from NIST have been taken where available. The
other values come from Cowan. Oscillator strengths of (118) have been adopted. The collision strengths are from
(119), calculated in the close-coupling approximation using the multichannel R-matrix method.

O-like ions

Along the O-like sequence, the two lines which arise from Si+6, observed by EIS, are very important in the context
of this work because their ratio will be used as density diagnostics. As for the other silicon ions, data available and
recommended for Si+6 will be reviewed in section 5.3.2. The other ion of such isoelectronic sequence included in
the present observations is neutral oxygen. The observed line originates from the transition between the fine-structure
levels 2s22p4 3P1 and 2s22p33s 3S 1. Since ic resolution is required, Cowan calculations have been performed. How-
ever, this line should be formed at temperature lower than 104 K, typical of the lower chromosphere, and so in plasma
conditions which depart from the optically thin regime. Therefore, any result that can be obtained by a DEM analysis
may not be reliable.

Na-like ions

For Na-like Ar+7, Ca+9 and Fe+15 ions, the first 21 fine-structure resolved levels up to 5g 2G9/2 are included in the
model. The data for this sequence have been taken from the work of (120), who calculated collision data in the
distorted wave approximation. The energy levels and A-values have been replaced by NIST values where possible.
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Mg-like ions

The most recent data for Ar+6, and here adopted, come from the ICFT R-matrix close-coupling calculations of (121).
The calculations include 25 terms and 45 levels belonging to the configurations 3l2, 3s3l and 3s4l with l = s, p, d,
l = p, d and l = s, p, d. The line at 585.75 Å from this ion, observed by CDS, lies in the wing of the strong resonance
line at 584.32 Å, which arises from neutral helium. Hence, the evaluation of its intensity is important so as not to
overestimate the helium line intensity.

Al-like ions

Data from Si+1 ion will be discussed in section 5.3.2. The other two Al-like ions with which this work is concerned
are S+3 and Ca+7. The line at 584.84 Å originated from Ca+7 is in the wing of the resonance line at 584.32 Å of
neutral helium. Again, as for the line arising from Ar+6, the knowledge of its intensity is relevant in the reconstruction
of the helium line intensity. The main source from which Ca+7 data have been taken is the CHIANTI v.6 database.
The ion model includes 47 levels belonging to the configurations 3s23p, 3s3p2, 3s23d, 3p3 and 3s3p3d. The energy
levels of (122) have been adopted. The radiative data and the effective collision strengths come from the work of
(123), who performed their calculations using the R-matrix approach. These data have been supplemented with
PWB calculations to add the 3s24l with l = s, p, 3s3d2 amd 3d3 configurations and transitions among higher levels.
Regarding S+3, SUMER allows observations of two lines which arise from the transitions 3s23p 2P3/2−3s3p2 2D5/2,3/2.
Calculations using the PWB approach in ls resolution are collected in the ADAS database. However, due to the need
for ic resolution, new Cowan calculations have been performed for S+3. Another data source for S+3 is the CHIANTI
v.6 database, which includes electron impact calculations of (124). The PECs for the two transitions observed by
SUMER have been examined, comparing Cowan calculations with those of (124) and the behaviour of data from
the two different sources for the transition 3s23p 2P3/2 − 3s3p2 2D5/2 is shown in figure 5.4. Due to the unexpected

Figure 5.4: Comparison between the PEC for the transition 3s23p 2P3/2 − 3s3p2 2D5/2 arising from the S+3 ion. The
red line represent the data from (124), while the black line are derived from the Cowan calculations performed using
the ADAS801 routine. The electron density is equal to 1010 cm−3.

behaviour of the PEC from (124) data for electron temperature higher than around 105 K, the data from Cowan have
been preferred.
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Si-like ions

As for the case of S+3, the main sources of electron impact data for S+2 are Cowan calculations or the data from
(125) collected in CHIANTI. Again, the uncommon behaviour of PEC derived from the (125) data leads to prefer the
collision strengths calculated in the PWB approximation. For Fe+12, the data come from the optimisation technique
developed by (126). The line at 256.42 Å from this ion is observed in a blend with the much stronger resonance line
arising from He+1, together with the line at 256.32 Å from Si+9, discussed later. Obviously, the contribution of an ion
such Fe+12 is negligible in quiet Sun conditions, but it may become significant in active regions.

P-like, S-like, Cl-like, K-like, and Ca-like iron ions

Lines which arises from Fe+11, Fe+10, Fe+9, Fe+7 and Fe+6 are at the shorter wavelength range which is covered by
EIS. The most recent data for the first three iron ions are collected in the CHIANTI v.6 database. For Fe+11, the
scattering calculation, performed by (127) using the R-matrix method, includes the lowest 58 ls terms which give
rise to 143 fine-structure levels. The energy levels and A-values come essentially from (128). These data have been
merged with Cowan calculation to add missing levels belonging to the 3s23p3d2 and 3s3p33d configurations and the
respective transitions. Here this supplemented set of data is used. A comparison between the data from CHIANTI
and the merged set is illustrated in figure 5.5 for the three observed transitions which give the wavelengths 193.51 Å,
186.89Å and 186.85Å. For Fe+10, the collision strengths have been taken from (129), while both energy levels and

Figure 5.5: Comparison of PECs for the three transitions 3s23p3 4S 3/2−3s23p23d 4P3/2, 3s23p3 2D5/2−3s23p23d 2F7/2
and 3s23p3 2D3/2−3s23p23d 2F5/2 arising from the Fe+11 ion and corresponding to the wavelengths 193.51 Å, 186.89Å
and 186.85Å respectively. The solid, dashed and dotted green lines represent the data from CHIANTI, while the
solid, dashed and dotted orange lines are derived from the CHIANTI data supplemented with Cowan calculations. An
electron density of 1010 cm−3 has been chosen, as for the other PEC examples.

radiative data come essentially from NIST. For Fe+9, energy levels, A-values and effective collision strengths up to
54 levels are from the review of (130). For the other 118 levels the DW approximation from the work of (131) is
adopted. As for Fe+11, the CHIANTI data have been supplemented with PWB calculations to fill the gap left by the
missing transitions. For the last two iron ions more accurate R-matrix calculations are collected within the ADAS
database. The ICTF R-matrix close-coupling calculations of (132), that include 33 terms and 77 levels belonging to
the configurations 3p63d, 3p53d2, 3p53d4s, 3p64s, 3p64l with l = p, d, f in the close-coupling expansion, have been
used for Fe+7. Finally, for Fe+6 the calculations of (133) have been adopted.
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5.2.2 Ionisation and recombination data

Methods to derive ionisation balance from ionisation and recombination rates and new atomic calculations related to
them will be discussed in the next section. Here the ionisation/recombination coefficients used for the DEM analysis
and currently within the ADAS database are mentioned. Ionisation and recombination data for all the ions of hydrogen,
helium, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and neon have been obtained following the GCR approach, as described in (11).
They are specified by the date mnemonic “96” within the ADAS database. For the ions of magnesium, sodium,
calcium, argon and sulphur the ionisation balance of (134) has been used, while for iron ions the (135) results have
been adopted. The calculation of (134) and (135) have been scaled in Ne, to take into account the effect of finite
electron density (136). Finally, for the silicon ions new calculations have been done, as will be illustrated in detail in
next section.

A summary of the updated data to build up the contribution functions used in this thesis are listed in tab 5.6. Only
the main sources have been included in the table. The ionisation balance is denoted by the date mnemonic “96” for
calculations from (11), “85” for calculations from (134), “92” for calculations from (135) and by the word new for
calculations performed in this thesis. Regarding the silicon ions, only those present in the observation sequences are
taken into account here. A detailed revision of all silicon ions will be done in section 5.3.2.
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Table 5.6: Recommended data sources. Note that this table simply shows the
principal source. For more information on each individual ion see sub-
sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 and section 5.3.

Iso-electronic sequence Ion adf04 sources adf11 sources adf20 status
Energy levels A-value Υ-value

H-like He+1 NIST NIST (90) 96 updated
He-like He+0 NIST NIST Ballance (2003) 96 updated

O+5 (94) (94) (94) 96 updated
Li-like Ne+7 (94) (94) (94) 96 updated

Mg+9 (94) (94) (94) 85 not updated
Si+11 NIST NIST (94) new updated
C+2 (97) (98) (102) 96 updated

Be-like O+4 (97) (99) (102) 96 updated
Na+7 (100) (100) (102) 85 not updated
Si+10 NIST NIST (137) new
C+1 (103) (104) (106) 96 updated

B-like O+3 NIST NIST (107) 96 updated
Mg+7 (103) (104) (106) 85 not updated
Si+9 NIST NIST (13) new updated
C+0 NIST NIST Cowan 96 updated

C-like O+2 NIST (108) (109) 96 updated
N+1 NIST NIST (115) 96 updated
Ne+4 NIST NIST (110) 96 updated

N-like O+1 NIST (116) (116) 96 updated
Ne+3 NIST (118) (119) 96 updated

O-like O+0 Cowan Cowan Cowan 96 updated
Si+6 NIST NIST (138) new updated
Ar+7 NIST NIST (120) 85 updated

Na-like Ca+9 NIST NIST (120) 85 updated
Fe+15 NIST NIST (120) 92 updated

Mg-like Ar+6 (121) (121) (121) 85 updated
Si+1 NIST NIST (139) new updated

Al-like S+3 Cowan Cowan Cowan 85 updated
Ca+7 (122) (123) (123) 85 updated

Si-like S+2 Cowan Cowan Cowan 85 updated
Fe+12 NIST SUPERSTRUCTURE (126) 92 updated

P-like Fe+11 (128) (128) (127) 92 updated
S-like Fe+10 NIST NIST (129) 92 updated
Cl-like Fe+9 (130) (130) (130) 92 updated
K-like Fe+7 (132) (132) (132) 92 updated
Ca-like Fe+6 (133) (133) (133) 92 updated

5.3 New atomic calculations

In this section the computational procedures for implementing the collisional-radiative modelling of section 5.1 are
described. There are several steps which are shown schematically in figure 5.6. In previous ADAS GCR studies a
number of these steps were performed as ad hoc hand manipulations. An objective of this thesis is to set up a basis for
implementing all of these steps automatically so that the work can be extended easily to further elements. At each step,
it is necessary to access and examine preferred data from the literature and also to perform computations which extend
or top-up these data. Extension or top-up data are inevitably at lower precision. In general for automatic processing, it
is a more efficient and easier practice to perform a complete data generation automatically, at as high a precision as is
feasible, and then to substitute these data from the preferred sources where available. In the following sub-sections, the
automatic generation procedures and then substitution procedures are described. In the next section a critique of the
quality of the automatically generated data is given, compared with other sources and choices of preferred substitution
data.

5.3.1 Step 1 - state selective ionisation rate coefficients

Electron impact ionisation rate coefficients from ordinary excited states in GCR modelling adopt the Exchange Clas-
sical Impact Parameter (ECIP) procedure of (140). This technique applies to any Rydberg level and is used in both
bn and bnl methods. It has been possible to examine the precision of this approximation in recent work by Loch in
the both Configuration Average Distorted Wave approximation (CADW) and in Monte Carlo approaches (141). The
energy behaviour of the ECIP approach is substantiated but multiplicative discrepancies ∼2 are found with some sys-
tematic character according to n-shell and target charge. A full assessment, as a correction to ECIP, has not yet been
provided by Loch. The potential error from use of ECIP at all astrophysical and fusion plasma densities is small, since
it concerns only the stepwise addition to the direct ionisation from the ground and/or metastable states. ECIP continues
to be used for the present work from ordinary Rydberg states. Ionisation from ground and metastables states is the
principal concern. There have been many studies from the early sixties (142; 143), up to present times (144), which
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Figure 5.6: Schematic of GCR processing steps. This is a summary of the main steps necessary to calculate the GCR
coefficients which are collected in the final adf11 data files. For each step the key output data file is shown.

have examined experimental cross sections and compared them with relatively simple empirical or semi-empirical
expressions. The intention has been to use these expressions universally. There has been no one fully theoretical
approach which has been of sufficient precision or computability to be used universally. However the CADW method
including proper Auger branching of excitation-autoionisation channels now comes close to fulfilling these require-
ments. Also CADW extended to resolved ls or ic fine structures is now available for a few systems including H-like
and He-like and this range is increasing. Here CADW is used for ground to ground state ionisation and some detail
comparison are given in section 5.4. For GCR studies, ionisation resolved into ground and metastable initial and final
states is required and at this time semi-empirical formulae must be used to assist this. The semi-empirical method
adopted here comes from the work of (145) as extended to a greater range of ions by (146) and to metastable resolu-
tion by (147). The expression for the electron impact rate coefficient, viewed as a formula for the direct ionisation of
an ion of charge z from a quantum shell (shell direct ionisation, with generic name S shd) of ionisation potential χ and
number of equivalent electrons in the shell, ζ, is

S bchid
shd = 2

√
παca2

0 C ζ(IH/χ)3/2(χ/kTe)1/2 ×

E1(χ/kTe)w (5.34)

where w = {ln(1 + kTe/χ)}β(1+kTe/χ) and β = [{(100z + 91)/(4z + 3)}1/2 − 5]/4. The constant 2
√
παca2

0 = 2.17 ×
10−8 cm3 s−1 and the multiplier C = 2.3 (as recommended by (146)). Since S bchid

shd (z, χ, ζ, Te) gives the direct ionisation
rate coefficient out of one nl shell, the total direct ionisation rate out of all the shells of a complex atom or ion in its
ground configuration (state), which is called the configuration shell direct ionisation, is

S bchid
c fg−shd =

Ns∑
i=1

S bchid
shd (z, χi, ζi,Te) (5.35)

Here the ground configuration is n1lq1
1 · · · nil

qi
i · · · nNs l

qNs
Ns

, ζi ≡ qi and χi is the binding energy of an electron in the
shell i. It is to be noted that such an expression is really only intended to apply to ionisation from the ground state
or possibly metastable states of an ion. Ionisation out of highly excited states is completely dominated by valence
electron loss alone to an adequate approximation. Also it has not been specified if the ionisation energy of the valence
shell electron is the ionisation potential of the ground state or the configuration average valence electron orbital binding
energy. Since the threshold region in temperature of the ionisation rate coefficient is important for ionisation balance,
in fact the ionisation potential is to be preferred for the valence electron shell, but the above formulation still has a
major omission, namely the contribution of excitation-autoionisation. The excitation-autoionisation contribution from
the ground state of an ion for promotion from a particular shell (generic name S ea) can be written as

S ea =

Nr∑
k=1

qk(Te)
Aa

k

Aa
k + Ar

k
=

Nr∑
k=1

qk(Te)Bk (5.36)
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where the sum is over resonance states k, with qk the excitation rate coefficient to resonance k from the ground
state and Bk is the branching ratio for autoionisation, assembled from Aa

k the autoionisation probability and Ar
k the

radiative stabilisation probability. For most ions, the details of equation 5.36 for all the contributing resonances are not
available or feasible to evaluate. It was a prescription for the inclusion of excitation/autoionisation in expressions of
the same form as equation 5.35 which allowed simple semi-empirical expressions to match higher quality results with
significantly lower standard error. This is especially important for heavy species ions for which the S ea contribution
often dominates shell direct ionisation. The use of this semi-empirical method for modern GCR is outlined in (11).
Since that work must be extended now to silicon and it is useful to have a prescription through to at least iron, the
method is reiterated here and developed as a automatic procedure (section 5.3.1).

Consider CADW and its links to other pure theoretical methods. These can essentially be divided into two categories:
non-perturbative (e.g. R-matrix or close coupling) and perturbative (e.g. DW approach) methods. The more elaborate
non-perturbative methods are normally required for neutral and near neutral systems, where the effects of all exchange
and coupling terms are not negligible. However, these effects become less important with increasing the ion charge
and orbital angular momentum. This allows the use of the distorted wave approximation, which performs well for
ionisation from ground or metastable states of systems more than a few times ionised. In such a context, the CADW
approach (148) allows evaluation of the direct ionisation and excitation to highly excited resonance states followed
by autoionisation or competing radiative decay. That is to say it is able to evaluate the four key constituent reactions,
namely:

• shell direct ionisation

(n1l1)q1 kili → (n1l1)q1 kelek f l f ,

with differential (in ejected electron energy) cross-section

dσion

dε
=

32
k3

i kek f
(q1 + 1)

∑
li,le,l f

(2li + 1)(2le + 1)(2l f + 1)M(e f ; 1i); (5.37)

• shell excitation

(n1l1)q1+1(n2l2)q2−1kili → (n1l1)q1 (n2l2)q2 k f l f ,

with cross-section

σexcit =
8π

k3
i k f

(q1 + 1)(4l2 + 3 − q2)
∑
li,l f

(2li + 1)(2l f + 1)M(2 f ; 1i); (5.38)

• Auger breakup

(n1l1)q1 (n2l2)q2 (n3l3)q3 → (n1l1)q1+1(n2l2)q2−1(n3l3)q3−1kele,

with autoionisation rate coefficient

Aa = q2q3
(4l1 + 2 − q1)(4l2 + 2)M(1e; 23)

ke
; (5.39)

• radiative damping

(n1l1)q1−1(n2l2)q2 → (n1l1)q1 (n2l2)q2−1,

with spontaneous emission coefficient

Ar =
8ν3

3c2

q2(4l2 + 3 − q2)D(12)
(4l1 + 2)(4l2 + 2)

. (5.40)

These reactions are assembled to yield expressions for S c fg−shd and S c fg−ea (see equations 5.35 and 5.36) with ap-
propriate integration over ejected electron and final colliding electron energies and Maxwellian averaging over initial
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projectile electron energy. In the above ki, k f and ke denote initial and final projectile wave numbers and ejected
electron wave number respectively. M(14; 23) denotes the squared two-body Coulomb matrix element and D(12) the
one-body dipole matrix element. Other notation is conventional.

The scheme in figure 5.7 shows the procedures here employed.
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generates configuration set
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elements and ions

category
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Figure 5.7: Scheme for step 1, showing offline version of ADAS8#2 (run adas802.pro) program flow for com-
plete ionisation rate coefficient calculations. This schematic example illustrates the various temporary and permanent
datasets created. The final adf07, which contains the ionisation rate coefficients, is created from the adf23 dataset
obtained as output of the procedure illustrated. Note that the programs are shown as rectangles while archived and
driver datasets are represented by circles.

The ionisation cross-section computations through the configuration average distorted wave code is performed by
the online version of ADAS802 and the offline version ADAS8#2. The starting point is to create the driver files for
the ionisation cross-section calculations. They are derived from the dataset adf56, which contains the promotional
rules for ionisation and excitation-autoionisation for all possible ground states of ions of an elements. The ground
configurations and ionisation potentials for the required ions are provided by the adf00 data files. This adf00 for
silicon is shown in figure 5.8.

In addition, there is a second category of adf00 data files, which include metastable configurations and excitation
energies between metastables as well as ionisation energies (metastable resolved ls type). A sample for Si+2-Si+7,
shown in figure 5.9, illustrates the metastable term choices and their energies. The original principal data source for
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Figure 5.8: Example of adf00 data file for silicon. This is a basic dataset which provides ground configurations
and ionisation potentials for each silicon ion. The ionisation potentials are given in eV. The dataset is followed by
comments which give information about the data sources.

ionisation potentials is the NIST database, but it is incomplete especially on progression towards heavier species. The
gaps can be filled from some literature sources but mostly through calculations of the required atomic energy levels
using the Cowan code in the form available in the ADAS project as ADAS801. The Cowan calculations do not have
the spectroscopic precision of the NIST tabulations, but for the current purpose energy differences are sufficiently
accurate. The driver files for ionisation cross-section calculations belong to ADAS data format adf32. They provide
configurations and other control parameters for distorted wave electron impact collisional ionisation rate coefficient
calculations. An example of a driver file for Si+11 is shown in figure 5.10.

As shown in the flow diagram of fig. 5.7, the specific rules for an element are extracted from the adf56 data
files by the routine adas8xx ionis promotion rules.pro. Then, the procedure adas8xx ionis promotion.pro estab-
lishes the actual configurations for both direct ionisation and excitation-autoionisation and the drivers are created
by adas8xx ionis write drivers.pro. Finally, the adf23 dataset is generated using the adf32 drivers, through the
adas8xx create ca adf23.pro routine. The adf23 datasets provide tabular selective ionisation rate coefficients be-
tween initial ionising and final ionised states at ca resolution. The data also may include electron impact excitation
rate coefficients to autoionising states and Auger yields allowing detailed evaluation of excitation-autoionisation chan-
nels, as shown for Si+11 in figure 5.11.

The final adf07 collection, which provides electron impact ionisation rate coefficients for all the ions of an element, is
built up from the adf23 dataset. A sample of the adf07 data file for three silicon ions (Si+1, Si+2 and Si+3) is illustrated
in figure 5.12.

Using S bchid for metastable resolution of ionisation rates

As for CADW, electron removal from shells of electronic configurations is considered along with the flexible attribu-
tion of shell ionisation potentials (I) and numbers of equivalent electrons (ζ). Also, the division of ionisation between
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Figure 5.9: Example of ls resolved adf00 data file for silicon. This is a second category of adf00 dataset, which
includes metastable configurations and excitation energies as well as ionisation potentials. The energy values are
given in eV.

shell-direct and excitation-autoionisation is treated flexibly. Firstly two illustrations are given and on the basis of these
an expert system is developed. This is then used to create a computational procedure. The two ions used as examples
are Si+8 and Si+1 ionising to Si+9 and Si+2 respectively, illustrating first period and second period systems.

• Si+8 ionising to Si+9: As a C-like system, the ion Si+8 includes four metastable terms, which are highlighted
in red in tables 5.7 and 5.8. The former table lists the metastable levels (including the ground level) for both
Si+8 and Si+9 and the levels to which the electron can be promoted. Of concern is the lowest autoionising
levels. The level energy values come from NIST database or, if not available, from Cowan calculations.The
latter calculations also give the orbital energy values.

Table 5.7: List of energy levels for Si+8 and Si+9. The first three columns contain con-
figurations, terms and J values for the metastables (indicated in red) of each ion and for
the levels to which the electron can be promoted. The fourth and fifth columns show re-
spectively level and term energy values. The term energies (Eav) have been obtained by
the weighted average of the level energies. In the last two columns, the orbitals and their
energies in Rydberg are listed. They have been taken from adf04 data files derived from
ADAS801. The ionisation potentials (I.P.) for both the ions are also given.

Si+9 I.P. (cm−1) 3237300.0 Si+9

Config Term J E(cm−1) Eav(cm−1) Orbital Energy (Ryd)
2s2 2p1 2P 0.50 0.0 4660.4 1s 165.27

1.50 6990.6 2s 32.21
2s1 2p2 2D 2.50 287880.0 287868.0 2p 29.10

1.50 287850.0 3s 12.87
2s1 2p2 4P 0.50 161010.0 164861.7 3s 12.87

1.50 163490.0 3d 11.47
2.50 167060.0

2s0 2p3 4S 1.50 509330.0 509330.0
2s1 2p2 2P 0.50 390040.0 392700.0
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Table 5.7: – continued

Config Term J E(cm−1) Eav(cm−1) Orbital Energy (Ryd)
1.50 394030.0

2s1 2p2 2S 0.50 367670.0 367670.0

Si+8 I.P. (cm−1) 2832000.0 Si+8

Config Term J E(cm−1) Eav(cm−1) Orbital Energy (Ryd)
2s2 2p2 3P 0.00 0.0 4411.7 1s 160.19

1.00 2545.0 2s 28.87
2.00 6414.0 2p 26.50

2s2 2p2 1D 2.00 52925.9 52925.9 3s 10.99
2s2 2p2 1S 0.00 107799.0 107799.0 3p 10.17
2s1 2p3 5S 2.00 150770.0 150770.0 3d 9.38
2s1 2p3 3D 3.00 292232.0 292295.1

2.00 292296.0
1.00 292441.0

2s1 2p3 3P 2.00 344118.0 344076.9
1.00 344009.0
0.00 344075.0

2s1 2p3 1D 2.00 440403.0 440403.0
2s1 2p3 1P 1.00 492755.0 492755.0
2s1 2p3 3S 1.00 446942.0 446942.0
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Effective 
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Figure 5.10: Example of adf32 data file for Si+11. This is a driver file created by the IDL routine
adas8xx ionis create drivers.pro, as illustrated in the schematic of fig. 5.7. It provides all the parameters needed for
distorted wave electron impact collisional ionisation rate coefficient calculations.
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Figure 5.11: Example of adf23 data file for Si+11. Both ionising and ionised ionisation stages are specified in the dataset
together with configurations and energy values (given in cm−1). This dataset contains tabular selective ionisation rate
coefficients needed to build up the final adf07 data files. It includes also Auger yields and electron impact excitation
rate coefficients to evaluate the contributions due to excitation-autoionisation.
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Figure 5.12: Example of adf07 data file for silicon, containing the final stage-to-stage CADW ionisation rate coeffi-
cients. The figure shows only a sample of the dataset including three silicon ions (Si+1, Si+2 and Si+3 ionising to Si+2,
Si+3 and Si+4). The temperature values are given in eV, while the rate coefficients are in cm3 s−1. Final comments are
provided at the bottom of the file.
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The ionisation potentials, corrected for the shift of the average are shown in table 5.8. Also, the possible
pathways promoting an electron from 2p and then from 2s are illustrated for each metastable. Consider, as
example, the term 2s22p2 3P of Si+8. Removing a 2p electron, the only possible pathway for ionisation is
2s22p 2P. Calling I(S i+8)=2832000.0 cm−1 the ionisation potential of Si+8, I(2s22p2 3P)=4411.7 cm−1 the energy of
the term 2s22p2 3P of Si+8 and I(2s22p 2P)=4660.4 cm−1 the energy of the term 2s22p1 2P of Si+9, the corrected
ionisation potential, Icorr, is given by Icorr=I(S i+8)-I(2s22p2 3P)+I(2s22p 2P)=2832248.7 cm−1.

Si+8 → Si+9

Pathway I.P. (cm−1) I.P. (Ryd)
2s2 2p2 3P → 2s2 2p1 2P 2832248.7 25.80936

→ 2s1 2p2 2P 3220288.3 29.34544
→ 2s1 2p2 4P 2992450.0 27.26922

2s2 2p2 1D → 2s2 2p1 2P 2783734.5 25.36727
→ 2s1 2p2 2D 3066942.1 27.94805

2s2 2p2 1S → 2s2 2p1 2P 2728861.4 24.86723
→ 2s1 2p2 2S 3091871.0 28.17522

2s1 2p3 5S → 2s1 2p2 4P 2846091.7 25.93551
→ 2s0 2p3 4S 3190560.0 29.07454

Table 5.8: Ionisation potentials corrected for the shift of the average, relative to every possible pathway.

Table 5.9 establishes in detail how to use different pathways for ionisation and how to make up the S bchid for-
mulae and finally correct them using CADW calculations performed for ground to ground state ionisation. For
Si+8, the ground state has the outer electron configuration 2s22p2. The ionisation potential for a 2p electron is
denoted by I(2p) and for a 2s electron is denoted by I(2s). The initial shell direct equivalent electron assign-
ments are ζ(2p)=2 and ζ(2s)=2 at these ionisation potentials respectively. The autoionising levels of the form
2s2p2nl lie densely through the threshold for 2p shell-direct ionisation and on into the 2s22p + e− continuum.
Excitation of a 2s electron to such levels leads to autoionisation into the continuum with probability near to the
unity. (145) calls this case (b). In this case the autoionising states lie well above the lowest excited inner-shell
electron state. So there are many of these states near to the outer-shell ionisation electron state and they lie
densely up to the inner-shell direct ionisation threshold. In the case of Si+8, the 2s2p23p states, for example,
are closely packed between the 2p and 2s ionisation thresholds. Furthermore, all of the states arising from
these configurations have a very high probability to be autoionising, because they lie in the continuum. These
excitation-autoionisation effects can be included in the shell direct part by lowering the effective ionisation po-
tential for the 2s electron to I(2p). This is illustrated in table 5.9 along the first row, where the total contribution
to ionisation from ground level is considered. Then it is compared with the CADW calculations to adjust the
formula employed. Same consideration has been done for each metastable term. Each formula (indicated by
the indices f1, f2, f3 and so on) is a combination of ionisation potentials Ii and number of equivalent electrons
ζi, following the semi-empirical approach of (146), as described in eq. 5.34. The scale factors, by which the
formulae are multiplied, take into account the statistical weights of the terms involved in the computation.
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• Si+1 ionising to Si+2: The same consideration, as the previous example, can be done for tables 5.10 and 5.11.
The ion Si+1, more complex than Si+8, belongs to Al-like system. Hence, it is characterised by two metastable
terms (again shown in red in tables 5.10 and 5.11). The comment ”cowan” in table 5.10 indicates that the
level energy values for the configurations in which a 2p or 2s electron has been promoted to higher n-shell
come from Cowan calculations. All these levels show energy values larger than the ionisation potential for Si+1

I.P.=270139.3 cm−1. So they may be autoionised.

Again, the detailed use of different ionisation pathways, as identified in table 5.11, is illustrated in table 5.12.
For this ion, the ground state outer electron configuration is 3s23p. As for the first example, because the
autoionising levels 3s3pnl lie densely through the 3s2 ionisation threshold, the case (b) of (145) can be applied,
lowering the effective ionisation potential for the 3s electron to I(3p). However, the complete shell structure is
1s22s22p63s23p. The shell direct part from inner shell 2p6 has a large ζ weighting and must be included. The
first autoionising configuration from promotion of a 2p electron is 2p53s23p2 and it lies considerably above the
3s2 ionisation threshold. As a consequence, such excitation-autoionisation effect is included by reducing the
ionisation potential of the 2p electron from I(2p) to I(2p)-I(3p). (145) calls this situation case (a). In practice,
since the real first resonant state is not precisely known, it is a reasonable approximation to take such inner shell
contribution into account by setting the ionisation potential of the 2p electron equal to the energy needed to
remove such electron from the 2p orbital. This is done in the table 5.12 both for the 2p and 2s inner shells.
Regarding the metastable terms, concentrate, along this second example, on how the separate contributions to
ionisation are built up. As discussed, Si+1 has two metastables, as well as Si+2. The first Si+1 metastable term,
3s23p 2P can be ionised both to 3s2 1S and 3s3p 3P. Other possible pathways are provided by the state 3s3p 1P
and all states obtained by the promotion of a 2p electron (see table 5.11). However, these latter states are not
metastables and the electron tends to decay to lower energy states. The separate contributions for ionisation due
to the first Si+1 metastable to 3s2 1S and 3s3p 3P of Si+2 are given by the combinations of Sbchid formulae, as
shown in table 5.12, considering the statistical weights of the final states. For 3s23p 2P → 3s2 1S , it has been
taken into account the following processes:

1. direct ionisation of the 3p via 1S , described by the formula index f2;

2. ionisation of a 3s electron via 1P including autoionisation, described by the formula index f3;

3. ionisation of a 3s electron via 3P including autoionisation, described by the formula index f4;

4. ionisation of a 2p via 1S , 1P and 1D, described respectively by the formula indices f9, f10 and f11;

5. ionisation of a 2s and a 1s electron including autoionisation, which have been multiplied by 0.25 to con-
sider the statistical weight of 3s2 1S state. They are described by the formula indices f12 and f14.

These five contributions have been summed and the direct ionisation of a 3s electron via 3P (described by the
formula index f5) has been subtracted. By contrast, for 3s23p 2P→ 3s3p 3P the pathways included to calculate
the total ionisation contribution relative to the second metastable only are the following:

1. direct ionisation of the 3s via 3P, described by the formula index f5;

2. ionisation of a 2p via 3S , 3P and 3D, described respectively by the formula indices f6, f7 and f8;

3. ionisation of a 2s and a 1s electron including autoionisation, which have been multiplied by 0.75 to con-
sider the statistical weight of 3s3p 3P state. They are described by the formula indices f12 and f14.

Again, these three contributions have been summed together. The second Si+1 metastable term, 3s3p2 4P can be
ionised to 3s3p 3P. As before, the appropriate contributions for ionisation have been summed together, giving
the final formula for 3s3p2 4P→ 3s3p 3P.
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Table 5.10: List of energy levels for Si+1 and Si+2. See table 5.7 for more explanation.

Si+2 I.P. (cm−1) 270139.3 Si+2

Config Term J E(cm−1) Eav(cm−1) Comment Orbital En.(Ryd)
2s2 2p6 3s2 1S 0.00 0.0 0.0 1s 140.15
2s2 2p6 3s1 3p1 3P 0.00 52724.7 52984.4 2s 14.42

1.00 52853.3 2p 10.58
2.00 53115.0

2s2 2p6 3s1 3p1 1P 1.00 82884.4 82884.4 3s 2.76
2s2 2p6 3p2 (3P) 3P 0.00 129708.5 129970.8 3p 1.92

1.00 129842.0 3d 1.20
2.00 130100.5

2s2 2p5 (2P) 3s2 3p1(2P) 3S 1.00 833382.1 833382.1 cowan
2s2 2p5 (2P) 3s2 3p1(2P) 3P 0.00 846731.5 845281.9 cowan

1.00 847563.6 cowan
2.00 843623.0 cowan

2s2 2p5 (2P) 3s2 3p1(2P) 3D 1.00 842136.4 840461.5 cowan
2.00 840547.8 cowan
3.00 839682.1 cowan

2s2 2p5 (2P) 3s2 3p1(2P) 1S 0.00 884086.1 884086.1 cowan
2s2 2p5 (2P) 3s2 3p1(2P) 1P 1.00 845909.2 845909.2 cowan
2s2 2p5 (2P) 3s2 3p1(2P) 1D 2.00 847150.9 847150.9 cowan
2s2 2p5(2P) 3s1 3p2 (4P) 5S 2.00 887446.1 887446.1 cowan
2s2 2p5(2P) 3s1 3p2 (4P) 5P 1.00 876131.7 874991.7 cowan

2.00 875231.0 cowan
3.00 874332.1 cowan

2s2 2p5(2P) 3s1 3p2 (4P) 5D 0.00 882367.3 880133.5 cowan
1.00 881889.8 cowan
2.00 881073.5 cowan
3.00 880053.5 cowan
4.00 878840.0 cowan

2s2 2p5(2P) 3s1 3p2 (4P) 3S 1.00 891400.1 891400.1 cowan
2s2 2p5(2P) 3s1 3p2 (4P) 3P 0.00 891658.7 893035.5 cowan

1.00 892853.9 cowan
2.00 893419.8 cowan

2s2 2p5(2P) 3s1 3p2 (4P) 3D 1.00 887134.2 888887.3 cowan
2.00 888513.5 cowan
3.00 889905.7 cowan

2s1 2p6 (2S) 3s1 3p2 (4P) 5P 1.00 1305905.8 1306116.7 cowan
2.00 1306047.1 cowan
3.00 1306256.8 cowan

2s1 2p6 (2S) 3s1 3p2 (4P) 3P 0.00 1321869.5 1322088.9 cowan
1.00 1321979.6 cowan
2.00 1322198.4 cowan

Si+1 I.P. (cm−1) 131838.1 Si+1

Config Term J E(cm−1) Eav(cm−1) Comment Orbital En.(Ryd)
2s2 2p6 3s2 3p1 2P 0.50 0.0 191.5 1s 139.21

1.50 287.2 2s 13.51
2s2 2p6 3s1 3p2 4P 0.50 42824.3 43002.2 2p 9.67

1.50 42932.6 3s 1.94
2.50 43107.9 3p 1.27

2s2 2p6 3s1 3p2 2P 0.50 83802.0 83936.8 3d 0.62
1.50 84004.3

2s2 2p6 3s1 3p2 2S 0.50 76665.4 76665.4
2s2 2p6 3s1 3p2 2D 1.50 55309.4 55318.8

2.50 55325.2
2s2 2p5 (2P) 3s2 3p2 (3P) 4D 0.50 812238.2 808961.5 cowan

1.50 809697.1 cowan
2.50 808835.5 cowan
3.50 807869.0 cowan

2s2 2p5 (2P) 3s2 3p2 (3P) 4P 0.50 805772.6 804586.0 cowan
1.50 804916.0 cowan
2.50 803970.4 cowan

2s2 2p5 (2P) 3s2 3p2 (3P) 4S 1.50 816394.1 816394.1 cowan
2s2 2p5 (2P) 3s2 3p2 (3P) 2D 1.50 813646.1 814319.6 cowan

2.50 814768.6 cowan
2s2 2p5 (2P) 3s2 3p2 (3P) 2P 0.50 809397.4 810247.7 cowan

1.50 810672.9 cowan
2s2 2p5 (2P) 3s2 3p2 (3P) 2S 0.50 816312.1 816312.1 cowan
2s1 2p6 (2S) 3s2 3p2 (3P) 4P 0.50 1239576.3 1239771.2 cowan

1.50 1239694.1 cowan
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Si+1 → Si+2

Pathway I.P. (cm−1) I.P. (Ryd)
2s2 2p6 3s2 3p1 2P → 2s2 2p6 3s2 1S 131646.6 1.19965

→ 2s2 2p6 3s1 3p1 3P 184631.0 1.68248
→ 2s2 2p6 3s1 3p1 1P 214531.1 1.95495
→ 2s2 2p5 (2P) 3s2 3p1(2P) 3S 965028.7 8.79399
→ 2s2 2p5 (2P) 3s2 3p1(2P) 3P 976928.6 8.90243
→ 2s2 2p5 (2P) 3s2 3p1(2P) 3D 972108.2 8.85851
→ 2s2 2p5 (2P) 3s2 3p1(2P) 1S 977555.8 8.90815
→ 2s2 2p5 (2P) 3s2 3p1(2P) 1P 977555.8 8.90815
→ 2s2 2p5 (2P) 3s2 3p1(2P) 1D 978797.5 8.91946

2s2 2p6 3s1 3p2 4P → 2s2 2p6 3s1 3p1 3P 141820.3 1.29236
→ 2s2 2p6 3p2 (3P) 3P 218806.7 1.99391
→ 2s2 2p5(2P) 3s1 3p2 (4P) 5S 976282.0 8.89654
→ 2s2 2p5(2P) 3s1 3p2 (4P) 5P 963827.6 8.78305
→ 2s2 2p5(2P) 3s1 3p2 (4P) 5D 968969.5 8.82990
→ 2s2 2p5(2P) 3s1 3p2 (4P) 3S 980236.0 8.93257
→ 2s2 2p5(2P) 3s1 3p2 (4P) 3P 981871.4 8.94748
→ 2s2 2p5(2P) 3s1 3p2 (4P) 3D 977723.3 8.90967
→ 2s1 2p6 (2S) 3s1 3p2 (4P) 5P 1394952.6 12.71175
→ 2s1 2p6 (2S) 3s1 3p2 (4P) 3P 1410924.8 12.85730

Table 5.11: Ionisation potentials corrected for the shift of the average, relative to every possible pathway.

Table 5.10: – continued

2.50 1239887.5 cowan
2s1 2p6 (2S) 3s2 3p2 (3P) 2P 0.50 1245004.7 1245159.1 cowan

1.50 1245236.3 cowan
2s2 2p5 (2P) 3s2 3p2 (1D) 2P 0.50 838236.9 836367.4 cowan

1.50 835432.6 cowan
2s2 2p5 (2P) 3s2 3p2 (1D) 2D 1.50 825390.2 825235.8 cowan

2.50 825132.9 cowan
2s2 2p5 (2P) 3s2 3p2 (1D) 2F 2.50 820249.2 818695.4 cowan

3.50 817530.0 cowan
2s1 2p6 (2S) 3s2 3p2 (1D) 2D 1.50 1251877.7 1251876.7 cowan

2.50 1251876.1 cowan
2s2 2p5 (2P) 3s2 3p2 (1S) 2P 0.50 845415.4 845450.1 cowan

1.50 845467.5 cowan
2s1 2p6 (2S) 3s2 3p2 (1S) 2S 0.50 1267343.7 1267343.7 cowan
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Following these procedures and considerations, a new metastable resolved adf07 data file has been produced. An
example of such a set for the two ions discussed above is shown in figure 5.13.

  

Number of  
reactions

Ionisation
rates

Ionisation
potential

Initial ion charge Final ion charge Reaction 
index

Electron
temperatures

Number of  
temperatures

Final ion charge

Figure 5.13: Example of adf07 data file for silicon, containing the resolved ionisation rate coefficients. The figure
shows a sample of the dataset including Si+1 ionising to Si+2 and Si+8 ionising to Si+9. As for figure 5.12, the
temperature values are in eV and the ionisation rate coefficients are in cm3 s−1.

It illustrates the total contribution to ionisation rate due to ionisation from each metastable term of the ion in the
ionising state to the ion in the ionised state and the single contribution of each metastable term of the ion in the
ionising state to each metastable of the ion in the ionised state. Finally the figure 5.14 shows the comparison between
the unresolved ground to ground ionisation rates and the split by metastable set. Also, the ratio between the unresolved
ionisation rate and the resolved rates is displayed in order to examine the partial contribution of each metastable with
respect to the total ionisation rates.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison between the ground to ground ionisation rates, calculated using the CADW approach and
the contributions due to the single metastable terms, calculated following the semi-empirical approach of (146) and
adjusting the results using the ground to ground ionisation rates.

5.3.2 Step 2 - specific ion files for low levels

The second step is to revise the adf04 data files collected in ADAS, from literature selection and eventually merging
the data already existing with the Cowan code calculations to add missed transitions. Lists of main sources for the
silicon ions are shown in table 5.13 to 5.26.

Only plane wave Born calculations are available for neutral silicon (tab. 5.13). The ADAS801 routine has been used to
compute the energy levels, A-values and effective collision strengths, using the configurations 3s23p2, 3s3p3, 3s23p4s,
3s23p4p, 3s23p3d, 3s23p4 f , 3s23p4d and 3p4. Then, energy levels have been replaced with the more accurate values

Ion Si+0

Energy levels NIST
A-value Cowan
Υ-value Cowan

Table 5.13: Recommended data for Si+0.

from NIST.

The Si+1 ion is of fundamental importance for this work. In fact, lines which arise from such an ion are formed
at a temperature as low as that of neutral helium. Furthermore, as suggested by (149), they may be slightly af-
fected by opacity, which makes this analysis more complicated. The role of opacity in the silicon lines will be
discussed in the next chapter, sec. 6.1.4. Hence, the precision and reliability of atomic data for this ion are essen-
tial. The only calculations included in the ADAS database for Si+1 have been derived using the PWB approach.
More accurate calculations have been done by (139). They included in their model 15 fine-structure levels up to
3s3p2 2P3/2 and calculated collision strengths using the R-matrix approach for transitions amongts the lowest 7 lev-
els and for transitions from the ground state 3s23p 2P j (with j = 1/2, 3/2) to all the other levels. These collision
strengths have been included in the CHIANTI v.6 database, together with energy levels from NIST and radiative data
from (150) and (151). Here these data have been supplemented with Cowan calculations to add the higher levels
belonging to the configurations 3s3p3d and 3p3 and transitions amongst them. A comparison of the PECs from
CHIANTI (dashed lines) e those supplemented with Cowan (solid lines) have been displayed in figure 5.15. The
five transitions, 3s23p 2P3/2 − 3s23d 2D5/2, 3s23p 2P3/2 − 3s23d 2D3/2 (plot 5.15(a)) and 3s23p 2P3/2 − 3s3p2 2S 1/2,
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Ion Si+1

Energy levels NIST
SUPERSTRUCTURE

A-value NIST
(150)
(151)

Υ-value (139)
Cowan

Table 5.14: Recommended data for Si+1.

3s23p 2P1/2 − 3s3p2 2P3/2, 3s23p 2P1/2 − 3s3p2 2S 1/2 (plot 5.15(b)), which are shown in the figure, give rise to the
five lines observed by SUMER at the wavelengths 1264.74 Å, 1265.00 Å and 1309.28 Å, 1190.42 Å, 1304.37 Å
respectively.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.15: Comparison between PECs of Si+1. The dashed lines are the data from CHIANTI, while the solid lines
represent the data from CHIANTI supplemented with Cowan calculations. Each color indicates a particular transitions.
In the plot 5.15(a): 3s23p 2P3/2 − 3s23d 2D5/2 at 1264.74 Å and 3s23p 2P3/2 − 3s23d 2D3/2 at 1265.00 Å. In the plot
5.15(b): 3s23p 2P3/2−3s3p2 2S 1/2 at 1309.28 Å, 3s23p 2P1/2−3s3p2 2P3/2 at 1190.42 Å and 3s23p 2P1/2−3s3p2 2S 1/2
at 1304.37 Å. The electron density has been fixed at 1010 cm−3.

For Si+2, the most recent calculations are from the work of (121), as for the other ion of Mg-like iso-electronic
sequence (Ar+6), previously discussed (5.2.1). They are collected within the ADAS database and adopted here.

Ion Si+2

Energy levels NIST
A-value (121)
Υ-value (121)

Table 5.15: Recommended data for Si+2.

Excitation data for Si+3 come essentially from two sources within the ADAS database: ic and ls PWB calculations
and the relativistic DW collision strengths of outer-shell excitations with n ≤ 5 of (120). The latter has been also
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in the CHIANTI v.6 database, but considering only transitions among the lowest 5 levels and from them to all the
higher levels. New calculations have been done by (152). They computed the outer-shell electron impact excitation
of Na-like iso-electronic sequence from Mg+1 to Kr+25, using the ICFT R-matrix approach. The first 32 fine-structure
resolved energy levels up to 6h 2H11/2 have been included in their model. Their values have been obtained from
AUTOSTRUCTURE, as well as the radiative data, and compared with the NIST values, providing an agreement
within 1%. Here these data have been used, as shown in tab. 5.16.

Ion Si+3

Energy levels NIST
A-value (152)
Υ-value (152)

Table 5.16: Recommended data for Si+3.

As for Si+1, only Cowan calculations for Si+4 are available within ADAS. DW calculations have been performed by
(153) to provide collision strengths in ic coupling. They included 27 levels belonging to the 2p6 and 2p53l with
l = s, p, d configurations and transitions amonst them. Such data are included in the ADAS database and used for this
thesis. Energy levels and transition probabilities have been replaced with the NIST values where possible. Table 5.17
shows the suggested data.

Ion Si+4

Energy levels NIST
(153)

A-value NIST
(153)

Υ-value (153)

Table 5.17: Recommended data for Si+4.

For Si+5, data from Cowan code calculations are collected within the ADAS database. In addition, it provides the
results of R-matrix calculations using the ICFT method. They have been performed by (154) and automated by offline
ADAS code ADAS8#3. Previous calculations using R-matrix approach have been done by (155) and (156). Such
data were collected in CHIANTI v.5.2.1, but they did not include transitions between levels related to configurations
2s22p43s, 2s22p43p and 2s22p43d. By contrast, the last CHIANTI version (v.6) includes the data of (154), but
again only transitions between the lowest two levels and amongst them and all the other 193 levels are considered.
For an astrophysical point of view, there are some lines observed by SUMER - but not used for this thesis - (such
as 2p43s 4P5/2-2p43p 4D3/2 at 1131.01 Åand 2p43s 4P3/2-2p43p 4D5/2 at 1148.69 Å), which involve those levels.
Hence, because of the accuracy of ICFT R-matrix method and the larger number of levels included with respect to the
previous R-matrix calculations, the computations of (154) are recommended, as shown in table 5.18.

Ion Si+5

Energy levels (154)
A-value (154)
Υ-value (154)

Table 5.18: Recommended data for Si+5.

Two lines which rise from Si+6 are observed by EIS and their ratio will be used as density diagnostics in chapter 6
sec. 6.1.3. So, appropriate atomic data for this ions are important to provide a reliable estimate of electron density.
Besides the baseline PWB calculations, excitation data available in ADAS for Si+6 have been taken from CHIANTI
v.1. They include 10 energy levels related to the configurations 2p4, 2s2p5 and 2p6. The experimental energy level
come from NIST, while theoretical calculations for energy levels, oscillator strengths and collision strengths are from
(157). The data have been updated in CHIANTI v.6, giving rise to 86 fine-structure energy levels up to 2s22p33d 1P1
in intermediate-coupling. The calculations have been performed by (138), using the distorted wave approximation.
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However, CHIANTI v.6 takes into account effective collision strengths only for transitions among the first five levels
and from them to the other higher levels. This requires Cowan calculations to add the missing transitions. Such
supplemented data are adopted here (tab. 5.19). Also a comparison of the PECs from the three sources discussed above

Ion Si+6

Energy levels NIST
(138)

A-value NIST
(138)
Cowan

Υ-value (138)
Cowan

Table 5.19: Recommended data for Si+6.

is given in fig. 5.16 for the two transitions of interest (2s22p4 3P2−2s2p5 3P2 at 275.35 Å and 2s22p4 3P1−2s2p5 3P1
at 275.67 Å). For the illustration, the electron density has been fixed at 1010 cm−3, although the ratio between the
PECs derived by the two transitions depends on the density.

Figure 5.16: Comparison of the PECs for the two transitions 2s22p4 3P2 − 2s2p5 3P2 and 2s22p4 3P1 − 2s2p5 3P1
arising from the Si+6 ion and corresponding to the wavelengths 275.35 Å and 275.67 Å respectively. The solid and
dashed green lines are the data from CHIANTI v.1; the solid and dashed red lines are derived from the CHIANTI v.6
data supplemented with Cowan calculations; finally the solid and dashed blue lines represent data from CHIANTI v.
6.

As for the previous silicon ions, Cowan calculations for Si+7 are provided by ADAS. The other source included in the
database is the work of (158), which includes intermediate-coupling energy levels, oscillator strengths and collision
strengths for transitions which involve the configurations 2s22p3 and 2s2p4. An improvement of these data can be
found in CHIANTI v.6.0. More configurations have been included, considering 72 fine-structure levels in intermediate-
coupling. Effective collision strengths within ground configuration have been calculated by (159) in the close-coupling
approximation using the ab initio R-matrix method. For all other transitions, the scattering problem has been carried
out using distorted wave calculations performed by (160) and (161). These data have been supplemented with Cowan
calculations to add all missing transitions. Table 5.20 shows the suggested sources for energy levels, A-values and
collision strengths.

Apart from the ic and ls Cowan calculations, the other adf04 for Si+8 provides oscillator strengths and collision
strengths taken from the work of (163). In the last version of CHIANTI database (v.6), 46 levels, belonging to the
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Ion Si+7

Energy levels NIST
(162)
(160)
(161)

A-value NIST
(162)
(160)
(161)
Cowan

Υ-value (159)
(160)
(161)
Cowan

Table 5.20: Recommended data for Si+7.

configurations 2s22p2, 2s2p3, 2p4, 2s22p3s, 2s22p3p and 2s22p3d, are available and the excitation data have been
taken again from the work of (163). Additionally, the work of (164) has been included. He used the more accurate R-
matrix approach, but only calculations for the transitions arising within the configuration 2s22p2 have been performed.
However, only transitions among the first six levels and from them to the other 40 levels are considered. To fill the
gap, Cowan calculations have been performed. The sources of data here adopted are listed in table 5.21.

Ion Si+8

Energy levels NIST
(163)

A-value NIST
(163)
Cowan

Υ-value (164)
(163)
Cowan

Table 5.21: Recommended data for Si+8.

As discussed in section 5.2.1, for Si+9, only the line which arises from the transition between the ground level
2s22p 2P1/2 and the excited level 2s2p2 2P1/2 is present in the observations analysed in this thesis. This line is observed
in a blend with the strong resonance line of He+1 at 256.32 Å. Hence, a correct estimate of its absolute intensity is
important to evaluate how much it contributes to the blend. The ADAS database includes Cowan calculations and data
both from (165) and from (107). The first source gives relativistic distorted wave collision strengths and oscillator
strengths respectively for transitions between 15 levels with n=2 and for transitions between 125 levels with n=2,3.
The second source provides collision strengths which have been derived using the R-matrix method and including fine
structure and relativistic effects. These calculations take into account 105 transitions among 15 fine-structure levels
with n=2. CHIANTI v.6 collects such latter calculations for the first 15 levels and the results from (165) for the other
110 levels. However, it only includes transitions among the first five levels and transitions from them to the higher
120 levels. New electron impact collision strength results have been reported by (13). Their calculations have been
performed using ICFT R-matrix calculation and are included in the ADAS database. Here, the collision strengths from
(13) have been adopted, while the energy levels have been taken from NIST when possible. Table 5.22 summarises the
recommended sources. Also a comparison of the PECs derived from the available data is shown in the plot in figure
5.17.

Data for Si+10 collected in the ADAS database come from different sources. The baseline adf04 in ic and ls resolutions
have been calculated using PWB approach. More accurate calculations have been taken from (100). They gives
the transition energies, electric dipole oscillator strengths and relativistic distorted wave collision strengths for 45
transitions among 10 levels belonging to the configurations 2s2, 2s2p and 2p2. Further data has been created from a
general z excitation file of type adf05 for the Be-like sequence, using the ADAS203 routine. The collision strengths
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Ion Si+9

Energy levels NIST
(13)

A-value NIST
(13)

Υ-value (13)

Table 5.22: Recommended data for Si+9.

Figure 5.17: A comparison of PEC for Si+9 derived from the following sources: (1) (13) (gl); (2) (107) (jl); (3)
CHIANTI v.6 (ch). The transition which has been selected gives rise to the line at 256.38 Å, observed by EIS. The
electron density has been fixed at 1010 cm−3.

have been calculated by (166) using R-matrix method for the first 10 levels, while A-values come from (101). Data for
more levels are included in CHIANTI v.6 database. Collision strengths from (166) are still used for the 10 first levels.
For the other 82 levels, belonging to the configurations 2l3l′, 2l4l′ and 2s5l′ with l = s, p and l′ = s, p.d, the data have
been derived by (137), using the distorted wave approximation. These data have been adopted here and supplemented
with Cowan code calculations to add missing transitions. Figure 5.18 provides a comparison of the data available and
above discussed. The transition which is shown give rise to the line at 303.33 Å observed by CDS in the second order.
Table 5.23 lists the suggested data for energy levels, radiative transition probabilities and effective collision strengths.

Ion Si+10

Energy levels NIST
(137)

A-value NIST
(137)

Υ-value (166)
(137)
Cowan

Table 5.23: Recommended data for Si+10.

The adf04 data files present in ADAS for Si+11 include the Cowan code calculations, as for the other silicon ions. Also,
more accurate relativistic distorted wave calculations for the 3 transitions amongst the 2s 2S 1/2, 2p 2P1/2 and 2p 2P3/2
levels and the 63 transitions from these levels to the excited levels with n = 3, 4, 5 are collected in the database. In
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Figure 5.18: A comparison of PEC for Si+10 derived from the following sources: (1) (100) (zs); (2) data created using
ADAS203 (jl); (3) CHIANTI v.6 (ch); (4) CHIANTI v.6 supplemented with Cowan calculations (nw). The transition
which has been selected gives rise to the line at 303.33 Å, observed by CDS at the secpnd order. The electron density
has been fixed at 1010 cm−3.

addition, the energy values and the electric dipole oscillator strengths are given. Such data have been taken from (94)
and extended with impact parameter data for transitions between higher levels, as for the other Li-like ions. Again,
some modifications have been done to correct the data accorging to the (96) approach. The data have been updated in
CHIANTI v.6, including the calculations performed by (167). Collision strengths have been obtained using Coulomb-
Born-Exchange method for inner-shell excitation from levels of the 1s22s and 1s22p configurations to all fine-structure
levels of the 1s2l2l′ configurations. However, transitions which involve configurations above 1s22p have been omitted.
This entails the need to merge the CHIANTI data with the (94) or the Cowan calculations. Recommended data have
been listed in table 5.24.

Ion Si+11

Energy levels NIST
(94)
(167)

A-value NIST
Υ-value (94)

(167)

Table 5.24: Recommended data for Si+11.

Only the baseline PWB ic and ls calculations are present in the ADAS database for Si+12. Collision strengths using a
Coulomb-Born-Exchange method have been computed by (168). They included in their ion model 49 fine-structure en-
ergy levels and calculated intermediate-coupling collision strengths for transitions of the kind 1s2p 2S +1P j−1snl′ 2S ′+1L′j′ ,
with n = 3, 4, 5 and l′ ≥ 1 (i.e. p, d, f , g). This work has been improved by (169), who considered all components
1s2 1S 0 − 1s2l′ 2S ′+1L′j′ and 1s2l 2S +1L j − 1s2l′ 2S ′+1L′j′ and concentrated on their resonance contribution. These data
have been assembled within the CHIANTI v.6 database and used here. In addition, since only the transitions among
the first 6 levels and among them and the other 43 higher levels have been included, new Cowan calculations have
been performed to fill the gap. Table 5.25 illustrates the suggested data sources for Si+12.

For Si+13 ion, apart from Cowan calculations, both in ic and ls resolution, the ADAS database contains data from
(170). They are scaled hydrogenic collision strengths, obtained following the Coulomb-Born-Oppenheimer method
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Ion Si+12

Energy levels NIST
(168)

A-value NIST
(168)
Cowan

Υ-value (169)
(168)
Cowan

Table 5.25: Recommended data for Si+12.

for all transitions of the type nl− n′l′ with n′ ≥ 5. More recent calculation can be found in the CHIANTI v.6 database,
where collision strengths have been taken from (171) and the fine structure is derived assuming distribution according
to statistical weights. These data have been computed in ls coupling scheme using R-matrix approach. However, since
transitions which involve the first two configurations (1s and 2s) only have been included, CHIANTI data have been
merged with the (170) calculations to give a more complete set of values (tab. 5.26).

Ion Si+13

Energy levels NIST
A-value NIST

(172)
Υ-value (171)

(170)

Table 5.26: Recommended data for Si+13.

The revised adf04 for all silicon ions are provided in ic resolution. The need of these J-resolved datasets is motivated
by the available spectral resolution of the instruments involved in the present analysis. As seen in Tab. 4.1, the spectral
resolutions of SUMER, CDS and EIS are in the range of 0.02-0.14 Å depending of the wavelength. Therefore, these
spectrometers actually see J-resolved subcomponents of emission lines and may require appropriate data for analysis.
However, ic resolution of all transitions does not necessarily imply the need for a full ic treatment of ionisation balance.
As discussed in section 5.1.1, ls resolution is required for silicon ionisation calculations. Therefore, the adf04 data
files obtained above have been processed using the ADAS209 routine. This program allows conversion of the adf04 to
a smaller file by bundling together J-resolved levels of the same term. Hence, in this case the ls resolution is derived
from the ic resolution according to the following prescription for the “bundled” energy levels, “bundled” A-values and
the “bundled” effective collision strengths respectively:

EJ→I =

∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J ω jE j→i∑
j∈J ω j

(5.41)

AJ→I =

∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J ω jA j→i∑
j∈J ω j

(5.42)

ΥIJ =
∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

Υi j (5.43)

where the index I and J refer to a transition in ls coupling and ωi, ω j are again the statistical weights.

5.3.3 Step 3 - specific ion file supplementation with s- and r-lines

The third step is to add the ionisation and recombination data lines to the adf04 data files. The input data are the
adf04, the resolved adf07 as produced in sec. 5.3.1, and the adf09, which includes the dielectronic processes. This
step is concerned with the state selective low level data for adf04 file. Regarding the DR part, there are substantial
contributions via highly excited levels, as will be described in sec. 5.3.4. These contributions will be handled by the
ADAS204 routine.
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The adf04 and resolved adf07 files have been illustrated in figures 5.1 and 5.13. An example of adf09 is shown in
fig. 5.19. The adf09 data file archives state selective dielectronic recombination coefficients in ls and ic resolution.

  

CouplingIso-electronic 
sequence of 

recombined ion

Atomic 
number

 Recombining 
ion levels and 

energies

 Recombined 
ion levels and 

energies

Recombining 
parent

Recombined 
parent

Total DR rate 
coefficients

Figure 5.19: Example of adf09 data file for the recombining ion Si+9. This dataset includes high precision dielectronic
recombination data, which have been produced using the multi-electron, multi-configuration structure and radiative
transition code AUTOSTRUCTURE (10). The initial (recombining) and final (recombined) parents are specified as
well as the n-shell indexing and Auger rates and the resolved DR coefficients as a function of electron temperature.
A final sum of all contributions are given for each initial parent. The dataset is in ls resolution and refers to parent
n = 2 − 3 transition type.

For the present purpose the ls coupling has been used. The data are resolved by initial and final parent metastable
and includes captures to ls or ic resolved low levels, nl- and n-shells to very high n. Each dataset is distinguished
according the recombining ion iso-electronic sequence, element, coupling and parent principal quantum shell, for
example n = 2 → n = 3 transition group ”23” (e.g. for the file ”za00#b si9ls23.dat”, shown in fig. 5.19, ”b”
is the recombining iso-electronic sequence, ”si” is the elements, ”ls” is the coupling and ”23” is n = 2 → n = 3
transition group). The adf09 data files used for the present work are those obtained by AUTOSTRUCTURE code
calculations of (10) (and references therein), as implemented within ADAS through the ADAS701 routine. Such
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files include high precision dielectronic recombination data for iso-electronic sequences up to Mg-like. For Al-like
sequence, dielectronic recombination data produced using an extension of the Burgess General Formula (173), called
Burgess-Bethe General Program (BBGP) has been employed. A comparison between the two methods is provided by
(10), showing a good convergence of BBGP to AUTOSTRUCTURE. The consistency between these two approaches
justifies the use of BBGP to complete the set of DR data needed for this thesis.

The three input files above discussed (adf04, adf07 and adf09) are handled by the ADAS807 routine, as illustrate
schematically in figure 5.20. This program gives the ionisation coefficients as a function of electron temperature,

ADAS807

adf08_adas807

adf18_a09_a04

ADAS211

ADAS212

adf04

adf07

adf09

adf04

with S lines

adf04

with RR lines

final

adf04

adf08

RR lines

RR+DR lines

Figure 5.20: Scheme of step 3, showing a program flow for supplementing the adf04 data files with ionisation and
recombination contributions. The routines are represented by rectangles, whilst the datasets are specified by circles or
ellipses.

specified as S lines, to add to the target adf04. Moreover, it prepares the set of template and driver files which are
required for a complete GCR modelling, using the ADAS211 and ADAS212 codes. ADAS211 produces the radiative
recombination data, called RR lines, which are used to supplement the target adf04 file. State selective radiative
recombination coefficients to ls-coupled terms are calculated using a one-electron Slater type model potential adjusted
to observed energies (see (80) for detail). In addition, the program provides a further output, in the adf08 format,
which includes the energy level lists, the requested temperature values and the line coefficients. This file is suitable
for archiving. ADAS807 prepares also cross-reference files to the bundled-nl and bundled-n data which are required
for the very high level population calculations and evaluation of the projection matrices by ADAS204 (step 4). The
final R lines are given by ADAS212, adding the dielectronic recombination contribution (as specified by the selected
adf09s) to the RR lines.

5.3.4 Step 4 - projection data

Although the exclusion of collisional-radiative effects has been often justified for solar coronal density by suggesting
that zero density calculations only are necessary, in reality this is not so (sec. 5.1). At finite density, in fact, the
effective contributions to the evolution of the dominant populations include not only direct transitions to the domi-
nant states, but also transitions via indirect pathways. Examples are stepwise excitation which leads to ionisation via
highly excited states and recombination into highly excited states followed by recombination cascade. Dielectronic re-
combination particularly is strongly mediated by highly excited states, yet the low level character of the recombining
system, including its metastables cannot be ignored. Differential Auger behaviour markedly distinguishes different
metastables in recombination. High levels, but within a GCR framework, are essential. The vulnerability of dielec-
tronic recombination to secondary collisions causing redistribution before stabilisation and causing re-ionisation from
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highly excited states after stabilisation is well known. Dielectronic recombination occurs when an incident electron
excites an electron in a target parent ion while simultaneously losing sufficient energy to be captured into a bound
state nl with large n and l. As a consequence, dielectronic recombination is efficient in populating very excited states.
This implies that detailed calculation for those highly excited states is required for a proper theoretical treatment of
dielectronic recombination. However, at the same time, the main interest in the context of this thesis is in transi-
tions involving low lying states (including metastables), so that it is important to focus attention on the transitions in
question but attempting to maintain the effect of highly excited states. Step 4 approaches this issue by providing the
condensed influence on the low n-shells as projection matrices in the adf17 format. The condensation and projection
method used for light elements has been fully described by (11) and mentioned in section 5.1.1. A schematic view is
shown in figure 5.21.

ADAS407
adf04

adf17

adf25

ADAS204

adf07

adf18

a09_p204

Figure 5.21: Scheme of step 4, illustrating a program flow for projection data calculations. Note that the adf25 driver
file, required for bundle-nS calculations through ADAS204, is linked to the adf07 built up in step 1 (sec. 5.3.1) and
the adf18/a09 p208 driver produced by ADAS807 in step 2 (sec. 5.3.2). Again, the programs are shown as rectangles
and the data files as circles.

Firstly, ADAS407 produces the driver files in the adf25 format for ADAS204 bundle-n population calculation. Then,
the adf25 drivers are edited to access to zero density metastable resolved ionisation rate coefficients data, collected in
the adf07 format and to recombination rate coefficients through the cross-referencing file adf18. The routine ADAS204
is designed to deal with very many n-shells in order to guarantee a correct and consistent treatment of dielectronic
recombination and the effect of finite plasma density on it. The bundle-n approach is justified by the fact that collisional
processes fully mix sub-levels of the same principal quantum shell (because of their virtual degeneracy), so that the
highly excited level populations may be considered for whole principal quantum shells. However, the program does not
handle low level individual line emission and power with sufficient accuracy for spectroscopy. The solution generates a
condensed projection matrix, which can be expanded using statistical weight factors over the resolved low level group
separated into terms and combined with the detailed direct couplings, using the high precision low level population
code ADAS208 (step 5).

Particular attention has to be given to the cross-referencing file adf18/a09 p204. It provides a parent cross-reference
list for the dielectronic recombination adf09 data files, which take into account the relevant Auger rates for transi-
tions allowed by ls-coupling selection rules. However, Auger break-up can occur from n-shells built up on a parent
metastable to another metastable via a different spin system. These supplementary ls-breakdown autoionisation rates
are also provided by the adf18/a09 p204 driver. They are obtained from an intermediate coupling AUTOSTRUCTURE
run using ADAS701 and by extracting the required Auger transition probabilities using the ADAS704 post-processor.
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5.3.5 Step 5 - fractional abundances

The final step, as shown schemalically by figure 5.22, provides the generalised collisional-radiative (or collisional-
dielectronic) coefficients for ionisation and recombination, as defined by equations 5.15. The projection matrices
produced in the previous step are picked up, through the cross-reference driver files adf18/a17 p208, by the ADAS208
routine. This code is based on the low-level resolved population model, which draws its key data from the fundamental
energy levels and rate coefficients collected in the fully configured adf04 (which has been prepared by the step 3, sec.
5.3.3) and supplements these with projection data (which has been prepared by the step 4, sec. 5.3.4). Three-body
recombination is included consistently as the inverse process to ionisation in the population equations, together with
the radiative and dielectronic recombinations, already discussed. The primary GCR output from ADAS208 provides
the evaluation of the population structure at an extended set of z-scaled electron temperatures and densities2 suitable
for interpolation along the iso-electronic sequences. Such initial tabulation of GCR coefficients is handled by the
ADAS403 routine, which supplies the full iso-electronic datasets in the adf10 format. The subsequent conversion to
iso-nuclear collections for a specific element, silicon in this case, is done by the ADAS404 program. The iso-electronic

ADAS208

adf07 adf18/a17_p208

adf04

full GCR adf10 fragment

ADAS403

adf11ADA404

ADAS403

adf10 isoelectronic

Figure 5.22: Scheme of step 5, showing the final program flow for the GCR rate coefficient production in the adf11
ADAS data format. The adf07 (step 1) and the full GCR adf04 (step 2) data files are combined together with the projec-
tion data provided by the adf17 data file (step 3). The projection data are supplied by the means of the adf18/a17 p208
driver file. As for the previous schemes, the programs are represented by rectangles while the datasets by circles or
ellipses.

master files adf10 for silicon contain the generalised metastable resolved collisional-radiative coefficients, which are
handled by ADAS404 to provide both stage to stage (called Standard) and metastable to metastable (called Partial)
forms in the adf11 output datasets. These files collect the final data needed for the ionisation balance calculation at
equilibrium, that is when dN+z

σ /dt = 0. Once defined the GCR coefficients by equations 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16, the
fractional abundances, N+z

σ /N
tot, are derived solving the following equation:

dN+z
σ

dt
= N(+z−1)

µ′ NeS cd,(+z−1)→+z
µ′→σ + N(+z+1)

ν′ NeAcd,(+z+1)→+z
ν′→σ (5.44)

+ N+z
σ

(
NeQcd,+z→+z

τ→σ + NeXcd,+z→+z
τ→σ

)
− N+z

σ

(
NeS cd,+z→(+z+1)

σ→ν′ + NeAcd,+z→(+z+1)
σ→µ′

)
+ N+z

σ

(
NeQcd,+z→+z

σ→τ + NeXcd,+z→+z
σ→τ

)
= 0

2Scaled (or reduced) temperatures and densities of the form θe ∝ Te/z2
1 and ρe ∝ Ne/z7

1, with z1 = z + 1, are introduced to make the calculation
suitable for interpolation within an iso-electronic sequence.
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which describes the population evolution of each metastable σ of each ionisation stage +z. As before, the symbols µ′

and ν′ index the metastables of the (+z − 1)th and (+z + 1)th ionisation stages respectively, while σ and τ, with σ , τ,
are the metastables of the zth ionisation stage. Again, summation over repeated indices is adopted.

5.4 Comparison of data sources, methods and data precision

The data for fractional abundances used in solar physics and in astrophysics have gone through numerous updates
over the years as more precise atomic data have become available from theoretical calculations or laboratory measure-
ments. As thoroughly illustrated in previous sections, reliable DEM estimate requires accurate fractional abundances
for all the ionisation stages of the elements observed in the plasma. In turn, fractional abundance calculations need
comprehensive knowledge of the rate coefficients for all the relevant ionisation and recombination processes. The
most longstanding reliable analysis of fractional abundances was performed by (134) and (135) (for iron). In their
ionisation balance calculations, as well as in the subsequent work of (174) and the most recent papers of (175; 176),
ionisation is a result of electron impact ionisation with the additional contribution of excitation-autoionisation pro-
cesses. Recombination is due to radiative recombination (RR) and dielectronic recombination (DR). Also, the zero
density assumption is made. However, it has been pointed out that, although it is common to assume that the observed
solar upper atmosphere plasma is optically thin, low-density and in steady or quasi-steady state, the effects of finite
density and population redistribution cannot be ignored. Furthermore, three-body collisions may become important
when higher density regions are approached, that is when the observations are extended in order to include lines
formed in the upper chromosphere.

Considering the ionisation contribution, there have been recent attempts to improve the state of the electron impact
ionisation rate coefficients, due to the development of new atomic codes (such as the Flexible Atomic Code, FAC), to
enable calculations of ionisation cross sections, as well as new experimental measurements. (177) gave an update of
the ionisation data proposed in the previous review papers of (174) and (178). Their work provides electron impact
ionisation cross sections for all elements from hydrogen to germanium, but they did not take into account all ionisa-
tion stages of every elements. The most complete study is that of (144), who produced recommended ground level
ionisation cross sections and rate coefficients for all ionisation stages of the elements from hydrogen through zinc.
He combined the analysis of measurements of ionisation cross sections with theoretical calculations, which have been
performed using FAC. Scaling laws, such as those developed by (179) for collisional excitation, have been used to
facilitate his analysis. Here, the electron impact ionisation rates for the silicon ions, obtained by the CADW approxi-
mation as described in the subsection 5.3.1 for ionisation from ground states, are compared with the (144) ionisation
rates. Table 5.27 gives an average estimate in percentage of how much the ionisation rates for each ion calculated by
the CADW approach move away from the (144) calculations. As expected, the largest discrepancy between the two

Ion Difference Ion Difference
Si+0 78.8% Si+7 23.9%
Si+1 10.3% Si+8 12.3%
Si+2 28.9% Si+9 4.5%
Si+3 19.6% Si+10 6.6%
Si+4 33.3% Si+11 5.6%
Si+5 6.6% Si+12 6.0%
Si+6 22.6% Si+13 6.7%

Table 5.27: Averaged difference in percentage between the electron impact ionisation rates from ground states obtained
by CADW and (144) calulations. For each ion, the averaged difference has been estimated within the temperature
ranges shown in figures. 5.23 and 5.24.

ionisation rates is found for the neutral silicon, while for the other ions the differences in their ratio do not exceed
about 30%. The ionisation rate coefficients for all silicon ions developed here through the CADW approach (red lines)
are plotted as function of temperature together with the rates from (144) (black lines) in figures 5.23 and 5.24. Also
the ratios between them are plotted. The temperature ranges for each ion have been selected by taking into account
their temperature of formation.

Regarding the contribution due to the recombination, the most recent RR and DR coefficients have been calulated by
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Figure 5.23: Comparison between ionisation rate coefficients for silicon ions from Si+0 to Si+6. The plots on the left
show the ionisation rates calculated by CADW with the red lines, while the ionisation rates from (144) are indicated
by the black lines. The plots on the right show the ratio between the (144) and CADW rates with respect to unity
(solid line).
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Figure 5.24: Comparison between ionisation rate coefficients for silicon ions from Si+7 to Si+13 as for figure 5.23.
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(85) and (180; 181; 182), using the relativistic FAC and the semirelativistic AUTOSTRUCTURE code respectively,
for H-like through Mg-like isolectronic sequences of all elements from hydrogen up to zinc. A review and comparison
between them and with the recombination rate coefficients recommended by (174) has been extensively done by
(175). In the context of this work, the new fully GCR recombination coefficients are compared with the summed
RR+DR data of Badnell in the zero density approximation for five key ions, Si+1, Si+6, Si+9, Si+10 and Si+11. The
comparison has been done including a large range of temperature from 103 K to 108 K for all silicon ions. However,
it is important to concentrate on the temperature region where the fractional abundances assume significant values,
which is called the ionisation equilibrium formation zone. Following the definition of (175), such a region covers the
temperature range where the fractional abundance of an ion is greater than 0.01 and so where the specific ion is most
likely to be formed. Table 5.28 shows that an agreement within 30% is found for the recombined ions Si+6, Si+10

and Si+11. The agreement is significantly poorer for the other two recombined ions, Si+1 and Si+9. The deviation

Ion Difference
Si+2→Si+1 110.7%
Si+7→Si+6 28.0%
Si+10→Si+9 66.6%
Si+11→Si+10 28.7%
Si+12→Si+11 26.0%

Table 5.28: Averaged difference in percentage between the total GCR recombination rate coefficients close to zero
density and the RR+DR Badnell calculations.

in percentage in tab. 5.28 is referred to an average estimate along the whole range of temperature (103 K-108 K).
Considering the ionisation equilibrium formation zone only, an agreement around 30% in found for Si+9 too. A more
detailed comparison is illustrated in the plots in figure 5.25. The GCR recombination rate coefficients are plotted as a
function of electron temperature at three different densities (red lines) together with the summed RR+DR zero density
coefficients of Badnell (black lines). The three density values are chosen in order to illustrate the effects of the finite
density on the recombination rate coefficients. As said, the adf10 master files collect the GCR coefficients as a function
of reduced densities, as well as reduced temperatures. This implies that the lowest and highest densities, which have
been chosen here, depend on the considered ionisation stage. An intermediate density, Ne = 1010 cm−3, has been
chosen, because it reflects the solar plasma conditions of the observed regions selected for this thesis. Additionally,
the ratios between recombination coefficients from Badnell and from GCR calculations close to the zero density limit
are plotted in fig. 5.25. Approaching zero density, recombination is due primarily to DR and RR. At the temperature
of the peak of fractional abundances, DR dominates over RR for most ions. At lower temperature, RR dominates over
DR. Increasing the density (dotted red lines), the three body recombination contribution increases significantly leading
to a large deviation from the Badnell rate coefficients. The biggest discrepancy in the recombination coefficients of
Si+1 is essentially due to the finite density effects. In fact, as shown in the first plot of fig. 5.25, the GCR recombination
coefficients for this low ionisation stage, as well as for Si+2 and Si+3, depends drastically on density. This will affect
the fractional abundance calculations in a finite density regime, even at the low coronal densities (108-1010 cm−3).
This explains the need of a full GCR approach in the fractional abundance calculation in order to provide a consistent
DEM analysis.

Finally, figure 5.26 shows the silicon fractional abundances calculated here compared to those of (176). These authors
incorporated into their collection the ionisation rates of (144) and the RR+DR recombination rates of (183) up to Mg-
like and those recommended by (174) for the two remaining ions. Moreover, they worked in the coronal approximation
where each ionisation stage is represented by its ground population only (that is by assuming equals to zero the
metastable populations). Also, they neclected the effects of three-body processes and electron density. The main
differences can be attributed to the effect of the finite density (even if it is as low as 108 cm−3). The density effects
affect especially the fractional abundances of the low ionisation stages up to Si+3, leading to a shift of their peaks
towards lower temperature values, as shown in tab. 5.29. The differences in the GCR fractional abundances relative
to those of (176) are less than 15% at their peaks for Si+4 up to Si+13. For the first three silicon ions, peak abundance
differences up to 84% are found.

In conclusion, the present results for silicon fractional abundances represent a significant improvement over both the
past calculations (such as those of (174)) and the most recent calculations of (176). This impacts directly on the
analysis of the plasma conditions inferred from the spectral observations employed for this thesis. The final results,
which will be obtained using the DEM diagnostics method (chapter 6), will take the advantage of such a consistent
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Figure 5.25: Comparison between recombination rate coefficientsfor the five key ions Si+1, Si+6, Si+9, Si+10 and Si+11.
The plots on the left show the full GCR recombination rates at three different densities (in cm−3) with solid, dashed and
dotted red lines, while the zero density summer RR+DR rate coefficients from Badnell are indicated by the black lines.
The plots on the right show the ratios between recombination coefficients from Badnell and from GCR calculations
using the lowest plotted density (solid red lines).
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Figure 5.26: Fractional abundances versus electron temperature for all silicon ions. The upper plot shows the full GCR
results approaching zero density (Ne = 108 cm−8), represented by the solid curves and labeled GCR, and the (176)
zero density results, represented by the dashed curves and labeled B9. The lower plot shows the ratios between them.

Ion log(Te) log(Te) Diff./dex Diff.
(GCR) (B9)

Si+0 3.00 3.80 0.80 84.2%
Si+1 4.09 4.15 0.07 14.3%
Si+2 4.51 4.67 0.17 32.0%
Si+3 4.77 4.89 0.12 23.6%
Si+4 5.17 5.17 0.00 0.0%
Si+5 5.59 5.61 0.02 3.8%
Si+6 5.73 5.78 0.05 10.9%
Si+7 5.88 5.93 0.05 10.9%
Si+8 6.01 6.04 0.03 7.4%
Si+9 6.11 6.14 0.03 7.4%
Si+10 6.18 6.21 0.03 7.4%
Si+11 6.24 6.31 0.07 14.3%
Si+12 6.66 6.66 0.00 0.0%
Si+13 7.08 7.11 0.03 7.4%

Table 5.29: List of fractional abundance peak temperatures (in Kelvin) for the GCR calculations and those of (176)
(B9). Also, for each silicon ion the differences in peak temperature both in dex and in percentage are shown.
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and accurate approach for the GCR coefficient calculations, as described through the previous sections of this chapter.
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Chapter 6

Revised integrated analysis

6.1 Differential emission measure

The derivation of the emission measure from spectra of the solar upper atmosphere is a first step in extracting physical
quantities from observations and hence in understanding the morphology of these higher layers of the solar atmosphere.
A further refinement is to determine the Differential Emission Measure (DEM), which describes the temperature and
density structure of the solar atmosphere plasma and allows the reconstruction of the observed emission in terms of
theory. It is derived from the inversion of the equation:

I j→i =
1

4πA

∫
A(Z)G j→i(Te,Ne)N2

e dV (6.1)

obtained from equations 5.7 and 5.9 in chapter 5. The contribution function G(Te,Ne) has been already introduced in
chapter 5 and specified by eq. 5.29, which take into account the structure of the atomic population of excited states
through the PECs and the fractional abundances calculated in equilibrium through the terms N+z

σ /N
tot and N+z+1

ν′ /N tot.
Also, in solar physics, the abundance of hydrogen relative to electrons NH/Ne is often incorporated in the definition
of the G(Te,Ne). It has been done in equation 6.1. Moreover, only a contribution due to excitation, described by
PEC[z](exc)

σ, j→i is usually considered, because the contribution due to the recombination is negligible for most of the ions
in the solar upper atmosphere conditions. The measure of the amount of plasma at temperature Te and density Ne is
described by the quantity N2

e dV in equation 6.1, the so-called Differential Emission Measure to which this chapter
is mainly addressed. In principle, for a set of lines whose intensities I have been observed and whose contribution
functions G(Te,Ne) are known, it is possible to derive the DEM. However, there are three main sources of uncertainties
involved in the inversion. The first source is the inversion process itself, which requires some assumptions about the
nature of the solution, as reviewed thoroughly by (184), (185), (186) and references therein. The second source is
related to the errors in the measured intensities, as described in chapter 4. Finally, the third source concerns the atomic
physics underlying the calculation of the contribution functions. Firstly, the G(Te,Ne)s are strongly peaked functions
in temperature and weakly dependent on density, so the inverse problem is very poorly conditioned in the density
dimension. Secondly, it is important to take into account the accuracy of the atomic data employed in the calculation
of the PEC and the fractional abundances, as discussed in sections 5.2-5.4.

For the present analysis, it is convenient to transform the volume integral 6.1 to an integral over a corresponding
temperature domain. Following the treatment of (184), the variable dV is written as:

dV = | 5 T |−1dS T dT (6.2)

where dS T is an element of surface of constant temperature in some region. The volume increment enclosing material
in the range T to T + dT associated with this surface is then:

dVl =

(∫
S T

| 5 T |−1dS
)

l
dT (6.3)
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where l indicates each of the N surfaces of constant T . Hence, the total volume of material between T and T + dT is

dV =

N∑
l=1

(∫
S T

| 5 T |−1dS
)

l
dT = Ψ(T )dT (6.4)

where Ψ(T ) =
∑N

l=1

(∫
S T
| 5 T |−1dS

)
l
. As a consequence, the equation 6.1 can be written in terms of T as following:

I j→i =
1

4πA

∫
T

A(Z)G j→i(T,Ne)
N∑

l=1

(∫
S T

N2
e (V)| 5 T |−1dS

)
l
dT (6.5)

The relation 6.5 allows the definition of the Differential Emission Measure in temperature, Φ(T ), as:

Φ(T ) =
1
A

N∑
l=1

(∫
S T

N2
e (V)| 5 T |−1dS

)
l

(6.6)

This definition implies that Φ(T )dT = N̄2
e (T )dV , which is true when N̄2

e (T ) is interpreted as the mean square electron
density over the N surfaces at temperature T , weighted with respect to the inverse temperature gradients (| 5T |−1) over
these surfaces, that is:

N̄2
e (T ) =

∑N
l=1

(∫
S T

N2
e (V)| 5 T |−1dS

)
l∑N

l=1

(∫
S T
| 5 T |−1dS

)
l

(6.7)

Then, the intensity becomes:

I j→i =
1

4π

∫ T2

T1

A(Z)G j→i(T,Ne)Φ(T )dT (6.8)

where the DEM, Φ(T ), is the average value over the area covered by the spectrometers, while the limits T1 and T2
are the minimum and maximum electron temperatures in the part of the atmosphere which contribute to the spectrum.
Regarding the G(Te,Ne) functions, they depend both on electron temperature and electron density, so some assumption
about the relation between them must be done. Two assumptions are that the plasma electron density or pressure is
constant over the relatively small range of temperature where the G(Te,Ne) assume significant values, that is the most
probable region where the lines are formed. The constant pressure assumption implies a relation Ne = Ne(Te), so that
G = G(Te,Ne(Te)) is effectively only function of Te.

Summarising, in order to derive the DEM in temperature defined above, it is necessary to adopt a number of underlying
assumptions (187):

1. the plasma should be optically thin to the radiation that can effect the level population of the ions which produce
the observed lines;

2. statistical equilibrium has to be a good approximation (that is dN j/dt = 0 for all j) (see chapter 5);

3. the distribution function of free electrons has to be Maxwellian, which allows the calculation of the GCR coef-
ficients as used in this thesis;

4. emission sources of photons should be negligible except for those which come from the atomic transitions;

5. the plasma should be completely ionised, which allows use of the assuption of NH/Ne=constant or use of the
tabulated values of (188);

6. the elemental abundance does not change with the optical depth of the solar atmosphere, which justifies moving
the term A(Z) outside the integral, so that the intensity can be written as:

I j→i =
A(Z)
4π

∫ T2

T1

G j→i(T,Ne)Φ(T )dT (6.9)

Despite doubts generated by the previous assumptions and limitations, the DEM method remains very powerful for
providing the most information that can be learned about the structure of the solar atmosphere from the analysis of
spectral intensities.
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In the context of the helium problem, the main difficulty arises from the fact that the resonance lines of He I and
He II are expected to be optically thick and, therefore, they are not usually included in the analysis of EUV line
intensities from which models are made. As a consequence, it is important to focus on to what extent emission
measure distribution can reproduce the observed flux of the EUV helium resonance lines, as observed by CDS and
EIS. As support, the intercombination line of neutral helium observed by CDS at 591.41 Å can be used to examine the
behaviour of helium line intensities without including opacity effects. In this environment, the form of equation 6.9
explains why such a study requires spatially and spectrally resolved observations in EUV range as well as sophisticated
atomic modelling. This clarifies the need of the new joint observations described in chapter 4 and the revisit of atomic
data to build up updated contribution functions (chapter 5).

The first approach in this analysis is to reconstruct the helium line intensities using the DEM as a diagnostic method
to compare theoretical and observed intensities in the optically thin case. In order to achieve this purpose, an inversion
technique is chosen, then electron density and pressure values are derived from observations and selected for this
analysis. Finally, all these ingredients are put together to reconstruct the measured intensities of the lines included in
the set of observations of the April 2009 campaign.

6.1.1 Review of different inversion techniques

Many mathematical procedures have been developed to deduce the DEM in temperature (Φ(T )) by inverting systems
of integral equations 6.9. However, the validity of most of the inversion methods is controversial and lots of problems
are usually encountered in computing DEM models. From a mathematical point of view, the determination of DEM
involves the inversion of a linear integral equation of the form:

g(x) =

∫ b

a
k(x, y) f (y)dy (6.10)

where a and b are constants (the limits T1 and T2), f (y) is termed the source function which is to be determined (the
Φ(T )), g(x) the data function which is given (the I) and k(x, y) is the kernel (the G(T,Ne)). The expression 6.10 is a
Fredholm type integral equation of the first order, which is in general an ill-conditioned problem. This means that, as
frequently happens, the solution may be not unique or may depend discontinuously on the data function (see (185)
for details), producing instabilities in the deduced DEM. From a physical point of view, all the limitations have been
already enumerated and discussed in the previous section.

A careful study of different integral inversion techniques to solve the DEM problem has been carried out by (189),
who compared various methods using a known DEM distribution as a test case with specified values of contribution
functions. Also, some more recent techniques have been listed and described by (190). The techniques most frequently
used are an iterative procedure and a maximum entropy method. The first one is essentially based on a progressive
iteration of a trial function (e.g. Φ0(T )) until the best agreement is reached between the observed and predicted line
intensities. The second one is often needed to avoid non-unique and oscillatory solutions, by imposing the condition
of the constancy of the quantity S =

∑
i ΦilnΦi/wi, where wi is an appropriate weight and S is called entropy of the

function Φi.

An iterative technique that starts from a mean value of Φ around the peak of G(T ) (assuming Ne constant) has been
developed by (191). Assuming Φi the initial estimate of Φ, he obtained a new estimate for DEM of the form:

Φi+1(T ) = Φi(T )
∑

l(Il/Iil)Wl(T )∑
l Wl(T )

(6.11)

where Wl(T ) is a weighting function to ensure that the correction Il/Iil is applied most heavily to those values of Φi

where the line is formed and is defined by:

Wl(T ) = Gl(T )Φi(T )

∫
T Gl(T )Φi(T )dT∫

T [Gl(T )Φi(T )]2dT
. (6.12)

This method was afterwards improved by (192) and tested by (193). Also, it was compared with the non-linear least
squares procedure carried out by (194), to take into account the case of a model in which the number of temperature
points is greater than the number of spectral lines (e.g. the number of equations) used. The main problem which arises
from the (191) iterative technique is that it is very sensitive to errors in data. This implies that, in the presence of
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errors, the method gives discontinuous DEM if it is not stopped after only a few iterations. An improvement of this
procedure has been provided by (48). Their method is based on the observation that the dependence of contribution
function on electron temperature and electron density is such that it is possible to express G(Te,Ne) as the product
of a function g(T ), mainly due to the ionisation equilibrium, and a function ω(T,Ne), essentially determined by the
population of the upper level from which the line is originated. Once defined the ω(T ) correction function at a fixed
density, they assumed that a trial Φ0(T ) is known and the true Φ(T ) is given by

Φ(T ) = ω(T )Φ0(T ) (6.13)

where

ω(T ) = ω(T0) +

(
∂ω

∂logT

)
T0

(logT − logT0) (6.14)

and

logT0 =

∫
G(T )Φ0(T )logTdT∫

G(T )Φ0(T )dT
. (6.15)

Thus, the total observed intensity ca be expressed as

I =
1

4π
ω(T0)

∫
G(T )Φ0(T )dT (6.16)

from which the correction ω(T0) for each line can be computed and the first approximation of Φ(T ) at T = T0
evaluated. Then the procedure is repeated until the correction ω(T ) reaches the unity within the uncertainties. The
advantage of such method is that it gives a self-consistent definition of the temperature at which the corrections to an
initial arbitrary DEM are applied. However, it requires an interpolation of the ω(T ) values, which implies a smoothing
of the corrections from those lines that provide ω(T0) at similar values of logT0 to avoid instabilities in the solution.

One of the main problems which was identified is how to specify the constraints on the method, whichever it is. In
fact, it usually happens that the solution values are not “fine shaped”, they may oscillate from one to the next and they
may be not positive. Also, following the procedure of (195), more difficulty can arise from the choice of contribution
functions that overlap. Their approach to the study of the equation 6.9 was to perform initially a discretisation of the
variable interval (T1, T2,...,Tn). Then, they assumed that Φ(T ) is constant (e.g. Φ(T ) = Φi) within the interval Ti−Ti+1
and defined the kernel as

Ksi = k
∫

Gs(T )dT (6.17)

to get the intensity Is =
∑

i KsiΦi. Information on the Φi were obtained by inserting a trial set of values Φi in the sum
and changing them until the evaluated intensities match the observed values Is, within the errors σs. This procedure
was carried out by minimising the quantity:

χ2 =
∑

s

(I − Is)2

σ2
s

(6.18)

that means d(χ2)/dΦi = 0 for every i, which can be put in matrix form as:

KT KΦ = KT I. (6.19)

Therefore, if some Gs(T ) partially overlaps, some of the rows of the determinant which solves the system 6.19 have
similar values and the determinant is near to zero. This entails that any small variation of the Is results in large
changes in the solution. To avoid all the problems above discussed, (195) added some further condition using the
entropy method. They found that such a method appears to be very efficient, because it doesn’t put constraint on the
shape of the DEM and gives always positive values of the solution. Furthermore, it allows the attainment of a good
reproduction of the data from the fit to the DEM, with a reasonable χ2. However, the disadvantage of this method is that
it is very sensitive to errors in atomic physics quantities affecting the kernel K. To address and overcome difficulties
presented by uncertainties in atomic parameters, (196) developed a line ratio-like methodology to infer the DEM in
temperature. He still used the maximum entropy approach to derive the solution Φ(T ), but he introduced a revised χ2,
which involve the observed and estimated line ratios, Rl

obs and Rl
th respectively. So, in this case, the inversion problem

is addressed to solve a system of N line pairs equations, with respective integrated intensities Ii and I j

Ri j =
Ii

I j
=

∫
T Gi(T )Φ(T )dT∫
T G j(T )Φ(T )dT

(6.20)
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by seeking the form of Φ(T ) which satisfy the least-square expression:

χ2 =

N∑
l=1

 (Rl
obs − Rl

th)2

(σ2
lobs

+ σ2
lth

)

 ∼ 1 (6.21)

including both the observed and theoretical errors σobs and σth for each ratio. He showed that their Ratio Inversion
Technique (RIT) in not influenced seriously by large systematic errors in the atomic rate coefficients that could make
the results of standard intensity inversions highly ambiguous. Another problem, which is likely to be encountered for
the DEM curves derived from the solar atmosphere, is that the spectral inversion can involve data functions which
span many decades in amplitude. Such a problem is often handled by means of regularising functions, including the
maximum entropy. However, if the source function has a large dynamic range, the regularisation techniques tend to
oversmooth the parts of it with large amplitudes and to undersmooth the parts of it with low amplitudes. In order to
minimise this problem, (197) suggested a data adaptive smoothing approach, which as been implemented through the
Glasgow code and automated within ADAS. In the context of this thesis, it is such technique that has been chosen
as inversion method to derive the DEM and reconstruct the observed intensities. In addition to be fully automated,
in fact, this method reduces the problem of uneven smoothing to more acceptable levels while still taking advantage
of the use of the maximum entropy approach. The procedure will be summarised in the next section. Finally, for
completeness, the Monte Carlo technique has to be mentioned. It has been developed by (198) to be applied to
problems with a large set of unknown parameters, such as the abundances. Furthermore, this approach deals with the
smoothing problem, reducing the common assumptions adopted by the other techniques (especially the iterative ones)
by confining smoothing only to local scales which have the same order of the contribution function widths. However,
although this method is suitable for situations where the number of parameters is large, in some cases convergence is
slow.

6.1.2 The Glasgow code

In order to derive the differential emission measure, the integral equation 6.9 has to be solved for a set of n lines. Con-
sidering the assumptions on the electron density and its relation with the electron temperature previously mentioned,
the integral equation can be rewritten only in terms of T :

Ii =
A(Z)
4π

∫ T2

T1

Gi(T )Φ(T )dT i = 1, 2, ...,m (6.22)

To obtain numerical solutions of such integral equations, it has to be reduced to a matrix form. Firstly the integral is
discretised, using the product integration method of (199), so that from the form 6.22 the intensity becomes:

Ii =
A(Z)
4π

n∑
j=1

∫ T j

T j−1

Gi(T )Φ(T )dT

=
A(Z)
4π

n∑
j=1

Φ∗j

∫ T j

T j−1

Gi(T )Φ0(T )dT (6.23)

where Φ∗j represents a weighted average of Φ(T )/Φ0(T ) between T j−1 and T j, that is:

Φ∗j =

∫ T j

T j−1
Gi(T )Φ(T )dT∫ T j

T j−1
Gi(T )Φ0(T )dT

(6.24)

and Φ0(T ) is an initial estimate of Φ(T ). Although such a discretisation process introduces errors into the inversion
process, it is possible to choose T j such that the discretisation errors are much smaller than the data noise. Following
the product integration method described above, the integral can be reduce to discrete form:

gi =

n∑
j=1

Hi j f j + εi (6.25)

and in the matrix form:
(HT H + λΦ)f = HT g (6.26)

These are the canonical forms for inverse problems. The variables in eq. 6.25 are listed below:
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- gi, with i = 1, 2, ..., n, is the data and is equal to Ii/si, where Ii is the observed intensity of the ith line and si is a
weighting parameter or an estimate of the noise variance on each line;

- Hi j, with j = 1, 2, ...,m, contain the elemental abundances, the contribution functions and the first estimate of
Φ(T ) in the form

Hi j =
A(Z)
4π

∫ T j

T j−1
Gi(T )Φ0(T )dT

si
; (6.27)

- f j is the quantity to be estimated, that is Φ∗j;

- εi can be considered as a Gaussian error of constant variance so that the product εisi is the data noise.

Although it is usually possible to solve the eq. 6.25 by evaluating the least squares solution, a regularisation approach
is followed instead. This allows one to avoid that the solution is unstable to the errors in the data (which is a typical
problem of the least squares method) and to stabilise the inversion. Following such procedure, a solution is derived by
solving the optimisation problem

min
f̂

 m∑
i=1

gi −

n∑
j=1

Hi j f̂ j

2

+ λΦ( f̂ )

 (6.28)

where Φ( f̂ ) is a linear functional of f̂ , which is the estimate of f , and λ is a smoothing parameter, to be determined.
The regularising function Φ( f̂ ) contains the a priori information about the function f . A second order quadratic
choice of the linear functional Φ( f̂ ) is adopted as solution of eq. 6.25 for this particular problem. It derives from the
minimisation of the norm of the second derivative of the solution and can be expressed as:

Φ( f̂ ) =

n∑
j=1

(
f̂ j+1 − 2 f̂ j + f̂ j−1

)2
(6.29)

which is obtained by representing the second order derivative through second order differences and with the conditions
f̂0 = f̂n+1 = 0. The smoothing parameter λ is chosen using the method proposed by (200), as described by (197),
according to:

min
f̂

 ‖Hf̂ − g‖2

(trace[HT H + λC])2

 (6.30)

where C is the Hessian matrix of Φ( f̂ ) (i.e. the square matrix of second-order partial derivatives of such function) and
the matrix form 6.26 has been used. This method has the advantage that it is based purely on the data and does not
require additional information such as the absolute value of the noise variance of the data points, but only their ratio.
This means that the scaling factor σ0 of the true standard deviation of the noise on the ith elements σi = σ0si can be
calculated a posteriori using the following relation:

σ2
0 =

‖Hf̂ − g‖2

(trace[HT H + λC])
. (6.31)

It now remains to evaluate the prior function Φ0(T ), in order to obtain a solution to the inverse problem from eq. 6.22.
As mentioned in the previous subsection, in general, regularisation techniques tend to give an uneven smoothing when
source functions span a large dynamic range. This explains the use of the alternative approach (data adaptive smooth-
ing), proposed by (197), which would reduce the dynamic range of the underlying source function by transforming
the kernel. Returning to the eq. 6.10, let f ∗(y) be a smooth function which corresponds to a data function g∗(x) that
fits the data crudely to, for instance, an order of magnitude, then:

g∗(x) =

∫ b

a
k(x, y) f ∗(y)dy. (6.32)
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This parametric model can be used to reconstruct the source function. Using the eq. 6.32, it is possible to re-write the
eq. 6.10 as follows:

g(x)
g∗(x)

g∗(x) =

∫ b

a
k(x, y)

f (y)
f ∗(y)

f ∗(y)dy ⇒

g+(x)g∗(x) =

∫ b

a
k(x, y) f +(y) f ∗(y)dy ⇒

g+(x) =

∫ b

a

k(x, y)
g∗(x)

f ∗(y) f +(y)dy ⇒

g+(x) =

∫ b

a
k∗(x, y) f +(y)dy (6.33)

where g+(x) = g(x)/g∗(x), f +(y) = f (y)/ f ∗(y) and k∗(x, y) = (k(x, y)/g∗(x)) f ∗(y). The form 6.33 allows one to reduce
the dynamic range of the source function f (y) to the dynamic range of the new source function f +(y). Applying a
standard regularisation techniques, such as a first or second order quadratic regularisation (e.g. eq. 6.29), to invert the
eq. 6.33, the reconstruction of the f (y) will no longer be smoothed towards a straight line but towards a function with
a specific shape f ∗(y). Considering the discretised form, the eq. 6.33 becomes:

g+
i =

n∑
j=1

H∗i j f +
j . (6.34)

If the kernel Gi(T ) is approximated by Ḡiδ(T − T max
i ), where

Ḡi =

∫ ∞

0
Gi(T )dT (6.35)

and using the notation of the relation 6.23, a rough estimate of Φ(T ) is derived from eq. 6.34 as follows:

Ii =
A(Z)
4π

ḠiΦ̄(T max
i ) ⇒ Φ̄(T max

i ) =
4π

A(Z)
Ii

Ḡi
(6.36)

where T max
i is the temperature corresponding to the maximum of the Gi(T ). In order to obtain a smooth representation

of the Φ0(T ), the values log(Φ̄(T max
i ) are fitted using a cubic B-spline, following the procedure of (201) (see also (202)

and (203)). This evaluation can only provide features with a width comparable to the typical kernel width, which is
estimated to approximately 1/2 decade. Therefore, the knot points for the spline are selected around 1/2 decade apart.
Denoting the B-spline fit (with interior knot points about 1/2 decade apart) with S (log(T )), one obtains:

log(Φ0(T )) = S (log(T )) (6.37)

Such a B-spline fit gives an acceptable estimate of Φ0(T ) between the maximum and the minimum values of T max
i -

which means between the temperature corresponding to the maximum of the Gi(T ) representing the coldest observed
line and the temperature corresponding to the maximum of the Gi(T ) representing the hottest observed line. However,
in order to evaluate the eq. 6.27, it is necessary to extrapolate the prior function Φ0(T ) beyond these boundaries.
According to the prescription illustrated by (95), the following procedure to extrapolate Φ0(T ) is adopted:

• for T < min(T max
i ):

if
(

dΦ0

dt

)
min(T max

i )
> 0⇒ Φ0 is extrapolated linearly,

if
(

dΦ0

dt

)
min(T max

i )
< 0⇒ log(Φ0) is extrapolated linearly;

• for T > max(T max
i ):

if
(

dΦ0

dt

)
max(T max

i )
> 0⇒ log(Φ0) is extrapolated linearly,

if
(

dΦ0

dt

)
max(T max

i )
< 0⇒ Φ0 is extrapolated linearly.
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The linear extrapolation of log(Φ0(T )) would allow the value of Φ0(T ) to decrease smoothly and ensure that it is
always positive, while the linear extrapolation of Φ0(T ) is done because any rapid power-law variation in Φ0(T )
beyond the maximum and minimum of T max

i would give a large discrepancy between the values of Φ̄(T max
i ) and the

corresponding average value of Φ0(T ). However, in the context of this thesis, the trend of the extrapolated function for
T < min(T max

i ) is likely to lead to inconsistent interpretations. Since the study of this work is focussed on the analysis
of the low temperature range (where helium ions are formed) a linear extrapolation of Φ0(T ) has been applied for
T < min(T max

i ) both if (dΦ0/dT )min(T max
i ) > 0 and if (dΦ0/dT )min(T max

i ) < 0. A comparison between the extrapolation
at low temperature used by (95) and the extrapolation here adopted is displayed in the plot in figure 6.1. The vertical

Figure 6.1: Illustrative plot of DEM as a function of temperature. The red dotted line is the DEM curve obtained using
the extrapolation from (95), while the red solid line comes from the extrapolation adopted here. The box shows the
region affected by the extrapolation.

dotted lines indicate the formation temperatures of the spectral lines employed for the inversion. Such a plot, only
by way of illustration, shows that a linear extrapolation of Φ0(T ) at low temperatures allows one to avoid strange
behaviour of the DEM curve. This can be useful, for instance, when only a few spectral lines are available in the
lower temperature range (e.g.: in the plot in fig. 6.1 only two points are available between log(T/K) = 4.5 and
log(T/K) = 5.0.

Once the three unknown quantities, λ, Φ( f̂ ) and Φ0(T ) have been determined, the eq. 6.28 can be solved to obtain an
approximation to Φ(T ) given by

Φ

(
T j + T j+1

2

)
= f̂ jΦ0

(
T j + T j+1

2

)
(6.38)

In practice, the DEM is calculated by the ADAS601 routine, which evaluates an estimate of the DEM in temperature,
using the Glasgow code. A schematic view of the program is shown in figure 6.2. The input data are the following:

• the elemental abundances, A(Z),

• the set of observed intensities, Ii,

• the kernel, which collects the contribution functions Gi(T ).

The observed intensities have been derived and discussed thoroughly in chapter 4. The contributions functions have
been updated and built up in chapter 5, sections 5.2-5.3. Regarding the elemental abundances, a dual analysis is done,
as will be described in section 6.1.5. Firstly, known values are used from (204), (71), (190) and (205); secondly, once
selected the observed lines to perform the integral inversion, the elemental abundances are adjusted to get the minimum
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intensity
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Figure 6.2: Scheme of the ADAS601 routine. The input data files (which include the elemental abundances, the
observed intensities and the kernel) are collected in the directory arch601, within the ADAS database. The program
evaluates an estimate of Φ(T ), using the integral algorithm of (197), as described in the section.

deviation from observations. Such a procedure needs an estimate of electron density and/or electron pressure from the
observations, in order to provide those kernel values which can give a satisfactory description of the plasma conditions
of the observed solar region.

6.1.3 Electron density from line ratios

A preliminary study using intensity ratios of lines emitted by the same ion is performed for deducing the most likely
electron density to be used in the evaluation of the kernel. Also, it is known that any spectral analysis based on the
DEM requires caution in many aspects. Of fundamental importance is, in fact, the choice of lines used in the integral
inversion. Not only accurate atomic data must be available, but also the lines employed for the inversion should be
free from blend as much as possible. This initial analysis may help to select, for the integral inversion, lines not
significantly affected by blending. Other methods are sometimes adopted to measure the electron density. For the
solar upper atmosphere, reviews of early work have been provided by (206), while more recent assessments have been
done by (207) and (190). However, diagnostics based on line ratios which are density sensitive remain a very accurate
method. The power of such diagnostic techniques lies in the fact that, especially when the plasma is optically thin, the
derived density depends purely on the atomic data for the emitting ion and is free of any physical assumptions about
the volume, abundances or temperature structure within the plasma.

Considering the equation 6.8, the intensity ratio of two lines emitted by the same ion is given by the following relation:

I1

I2
=

∫
G1(T,Ne)Φ(T )dT∫
G2(T,Ne)Φ(T )dT

. (6.39)

Because the density dependence is contained in the atomic data, the contribution functions are functions also of
Ne. In this case, some assumption about the relation between density and temperature is made. As seen above, the
most common assumptions are that the plasma density or pressure is constant over the relatively restricted range of
temperature where the lines are emitted. This allows derivation of both Ne and Pe ' NeTe in the temperature region
where contribution functions have their peaks (the G functions are predominantly peaked functions of the temperature).
If the range of temperature ∆T , where the contribution functions peak, is small enough to consider the DEM constant
in that range, the equation 6.39 becomes:

I1

I2
=

∫
∆T G1(T,Ne)dT∫
∆T G2(T,Ne)dT

. (6.40)

Since most of the emission of the lines originates at the temperature of the peaks of the contribution functions, a further
simplification is that to estimate each G(T,Ne) at the temperature of its peak. Because the ion is the same for the lines
involved in the ratio, the fractional abundances, which are needed for the calculation of the two contribution functions
at that fixed temperature (T = T peak), show the same value when the density is fixed too. This allows one to write the
intensity ratio as the PEC ratio only:

I1

I2
=

PEC1(T peak,Ne)
PEC2(T peak,Ne)

. (6.41)
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Using such an approach, the density sensitive line ratio can be plotted as a function of electron density at the fixed
temperature T peak and the density can be evaluated overplotting the ratios of observed line intensities gathered from
each raster.

The first step in this process is to look for density sensitive line ratios using the lines available in the observations
performed for this work. Despite the large number of observed lines during the joint observations of 17th April 2009,
only three density sensitive line ratios are not affected by known blends. From an atomic point of view, the choice of
these ratios is related to the density sensitivity of the population ratio, which can be due to the competing importance
of collisional and radiative de-excitation from the upper level or to the dependence on density of the population of the
lower levels from which the upper level is populated.

Looking through the isoelectronic sequences, the first density sensitive line ratio which has been investigated belongs
to the Be-like system. Figure 6.3 shows a partial diagram of atomic levels for O V. The first excited configuration 2s2p

2s2 1S0

2s 2p 1P1

629.73 Å
2s 2p 3P

2p2 3P

2
1
0

2
1
0

Figure 6.3: Partial level diagram for O V. The transitions which give rise to the two O V lines employed for a density
diagnostics are marked in red.

results in a 1P and a 3P term. The 1P term is excited from the ground state 1S and produce the strong resonance line
at 629.73 Å, observed both by CDS and SUMER in the second order. The 2s2p 3P term is also excited by the ground
state, but it is metastable. As a consequence, lines related to collisional excitations from it are density sensitive. The
SUMER sequence allows observation of the 2p2 3P1 − 2s2p 3P2 line at 762.00 Å. The I(762.00)/I(629.73) ratio gives
an estimate of the electron density at log(Te/K)∼5.40.

The second line ratio is less common. It involves two Si VII lines observed by EIS and belonging to the O-like
isoelectronic sequence. They are the 2s22p4 3P2−2s2p5 3P2 at 275.35 Å and the 2s22p4 3P1 −2s2p5 3P1 at 275.67 Å.
In general, the 2s22p4 3P− 2s2p5

3P transitions give rise to six closely spaced lines (figure 6.4) which, for higher ions
such as Si+6, show some relative density sensitivity. The I(275.35)/I(275.67) ratio allows one to estimate the electron
density at log(Te/K)∼5.75.

Finally, the third ratio belongs to the P-like isoelectronic system. The circumstances are similar to the O V case. The
term 3s23p3 2D is, in fact, metastable and, therefore, lines which involve this term are density sensitive. The transitions
between the 2D and 2F terms produce three lines. EIS allows observation of the line 186.88 Å, which is a self-blend
of the 3s23p3 3D5/2 − 3s23p23d 2F7/2 transition with the 3s23p3 3D3/2 − 3s23p23d 2F5/2 transition1. The other line,
marked in red in figure 6.5, is a strong resonance line at 193.51 Å between the ground state and the 3s23p23d 4P3/2
level. The I(193.51)/I(186.88) ratio provides a good density diagnostic at log(Te/K)∼6.10.

The three density sensitive line ratios, which as been chosen for this work are listed in table 6.1. This table reports
the peak temperature of line formation and the density and pressure values deduced by the plots in figure 6.6. The
theoretical ratios have been calculated within ADAS, using the equation 6.41 and plotted as a function of electron
density. The temperatures of line formation have been established as the temperature where the contribution functions
peak. The data points, marked in red in the plots in figure 6.6, show the measured ratios of the lines discussed above.

1Other two lines of O+3 ion may contribute to the blend. However, table 6.6 shows that they contribute for less than 0.01% to the blend. So,
they can be safely neglected.
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Figure 6.4: Partial level diagram for Si VII. Again, the transitions which provide the two Si VII lines used for a density
diagnostics are marked in red.
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Figure 6.5: Partial level diagram for Fe XII. The three transitions marked in red are used for the density diagnostics.
EIS observes the two lines at 186.86 Å and 186.88 Å between the 2D and 2F terms as a blend at the wavelength of
186.88 Å. So they are used as a “single line” in the ratio here investigated.

To minimise the errors which arise from the calibration and fitting procedures (data reduction and calibration, co-
alignment and cross-calibration and fitting), every line intensity is averaged over the entire raster. Firstly the line
ratio from each raster has been investigated separately and then the average density value has been derived. The
O V I(762.00)/I(629.73) ratio is characterised by seven observational data points. The line at 762.00 Å, as said, is
observed by SUMER in the first raster, while the line at 629.73 Å is observed both by SUMER (in the second order)
in the second raster and by CDS through its set of five rasters, which were taken simultaneously with the two SUMER
rasters (see chapter 4 for details). For reducing the problems due to the temporal misalignment and cross-calibration,
the ratio between the 762.00 Å and 629.73 Å line intensities both from SUMER have been plotted together with the

Ion Ratio (Å) log(T peak) log(Ne) log(Pe)
O+4 762.00/629.73 5.40 10.0±0.2 15.4±0.2

Si+6 275.35/275.67 5.75 9.4±0.3 15.1±0.3

Fe+11 193.51/186.88 6.10 8.9±0.1 15.0±0.1

Table 6.1: Selected density sensitive line ratios for the evaluation of the kernels. T peak is the peak temperature of
line formation, Ne the density values deduced from the plots in fig. 6.6, using the ADAS database to calculate the
theoretical ratios, and Pe the pressure values respectively.
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Figure 6.6: Plots of line ratios as a function of density for the three density diagnostic pairs, observed by SUMER, CDS
and EIS. The observed ratios are compared to the theoretical ratios derived from ADAS database at the temperature
where the contribution functions peak. The larger point spread for O V and Si VII line ratios is due to the Y-scale
adopted.

five ratios between the 762.00 Å line intensity from SUMER and the 629.73 Å line intensities gathered by the CDS
rasters. Also, the ratio between the 762.00 Å line intensity from SUMER and the averaged intensity of SUMER and
CDS 629.73 Å line has been plotted for completeness. The O V ratio suggests a density of about 1010 cm−3. Regarding
the Si VII I(257.35)/I(275.67) and Fe XII I(193.51)/I(186.88) ratios, the whole set of lines involved is observed by
EIS and collected in nine rasters. However, for Si VII the ratios from the first two rasters have been excluded from
the density diagnostic analysis because of some discrepancy probably due to underestimated intensity of the line at
275.67 Å during the fitting procedure. The Si VII and Fe XII ratios indicate an electron density of about 3 × 109 cm−3

and 8 × 108 cm−3 respectively.

The electron densities which have been inferred from the comparison of the measurements with the theoretical ratios,
would lead to the conclusion that the plasma is closer to having constant Pe rather than constant Ne. The most likely
pressure indicated by table 6.1 is around 1015 cm−3 K. However, due to the non-negligible scatter especially in the
O V I(762.00)/I(629.73) and Si VII I(257.35)/I(275.67) ratios, a larger grid of uniform Pe will be considered for the
evaluation of the kernels, dwelling on the following three values: P(1)

e ' 5 × 1014 cm−3 K, P(2)
e ' 1 × 1015 cm−3 K and

P(3)
e ' 4×1015 cm−3 K. Additionally, in order to investigate the consequences of assuming a constant electron density,

constant Ne approximation for evaluation of the contribution functions will be used, by setting the electron density at
a value equal to 1010 cm−3.

6.1.4 Si II, C II and C III line intensities

A general problem related to the solar models of the upper chromosphere/lower transition region arises from the uncer-
tain structure of these atmosphere layers. The present observations include five Si II lines, which sample progressively
higher layers of the upper chromosphere reaching the lower transition region. Therefore, they provide useful constraint
on these atmospheric layers and permit deduction of information on the behaviour of other lines formed in these re-
gions, such as He I and He II lines. From the modelling point of view, the analysis of the Si II resonance multiplets,
performed by (149), led to the conclusion that the lines belonging to the 3s23p 2P−3s3p2 2S and 3s23p 2P−3s23d 2D
multiplets are moderately optically thick. This affects the observed intensities, which may result lower than the inten-
sities in the pure optically thin case. Since an appropriate DEM analysis requires that the lines involved in the integral
inversion are strictly optically thin, these Si II lines should be rejected or their intensities have to be adjusted to be
consistent with an optically thin study. In this thesis, the latter solution has been adopted. In addition, several lines of
C II and C III are observed. The multiplets to which they belong have been extensively examined by (5) and the spec-
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tral lines emitted by these two carbon ions have been classified according to how much they are affected by opacity.
The work of (5) has been taken as point of reference to derive the correction factors for the silicon line intensities and
as source for the intensity corrections applied to the C II and C III lines included in the present observations. They
analysed the emergent fluxes using an escape probability model to deduce the optical thickness of the considered lines.
This technique is a relatively simple approach because it allows one to avoid the need to solve the full set of radiative
transfer equations. It adopts the basic idea, established by (208), of extracting optical depths from observed intensity
ratios of lines arising from a common upper level, together with the escape probability model introduced by (209) and
(7). Returning to eq. 5.1, the radiative transfer equation for the photon intensity Iν was given by the expression:

dIν = −Iνχνρds + jνρds (6.42)

where the emissivity coefficient is:

jν =
1

4πρ
A j→iN jψ

(e)
ν (6.43)

if stimulated emission is ignored, and the absorption coefficient is specified by:

χν =
hν

4πρ
Bi→ jNiψ

(a)
ν (6.44)

where ψ(e)
ν and ψ(a)

ν are the emission and absorption profiles and Bi→ j is the Einstein coefficients for absorption. The
Ni and N j population densities refer to the lower level i and the upper level j between which the considered spectral
line arises. The two extreme cases with τν = χνρD � 1 (opticaly thin case) and τν = χνρD � 1 (optically thick)
have been discussed, focussing on the optically thin plasma condition. For intermediate optical depths, the absorption
coefficient cannot be neglected and the solution of radiative transfer for the intensity averaged over direction, under
the whole set of assumptions discussed in chapter 5, is:

Iν =
jν
χν

(
1 − e−τν

)
(6.45)

using the same form as eq. 5.3. Using the expressions for the emission and absorption coefficients (equations 6.43 and
6.44), the source function jν/χν can be re-written as:

jν
χν

=
2ν2

c2

ωi

ω j

N j

Ni

ψ(e)
ν

ψ(a)
ν

(6.46)

where all quantities have been previously defined. Assuming that the source function is independent of frequency,
ψ(e)
ν = ψ(a)

ν = ψν, so that the ratio ψ(e)
ν /ψ

(a)
ν is equal to 1. Also, it is assumed that the line profiles are mainly determined

by Doppler effect. This allows one to introduce the absorption line profile, with the central frequency ν0 (corresponding
to the wavelength λ0 at the peak of the spectral line), using the following relation:

ψν =
1

√
π∆νD

e
−

(
ν−ν0
∆νD

)2

(6.47)

with

∆νD =

√
2RT
µc2 ν0 (6.48)

where R is the gas constant, T is the temperature of the emitting ion and µ is its atomic weight. For ν = ν0 the optical
depth is:

τ0 = χν0ρD =
hν0

4πρ
Bi→ jNiψν0 ρD =

hν0

4πρ
Bi→ jNi

1
√
π∆νD

ρD (6.49)

=
1

4π
1

√
π∆νD

NiD
ω j

ωi

c2

2ν2
0

A j→i =
e2

4ε0mec
1

√
π∆νD

D fi j

where e is the electron charge, ε0 the permittivity of free space, me the electron mass. In addition, the relation
Bi→ j/A j→i = (c2ω j)/(2hν3ωi), between A- and B- Einstein coefficients and the relation A j→i = (2πe2ν2

0ωi fi j)/(ε0meω jc3)
between A-value and absorption oscillator strength fi j are used. Hence:

τν = τ0e
−

(
ν−ν0
∆νD

)2

. (6.50)
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Substituting equations 6.46 and 6.50 into equation 6.45, the expression for the intensity becomes:

Iν =
2ν2

c2

ωi

ω j

N j

Ni

1 − e−τ0e
−

(
ν−ν0
∆νD

)2  (6.51)

A usual effect of opacity is to decrease the observed line intensity, along the line of sight, compared to the optically
thin case. This is essentially due to the loss of photons out of the line of sight and the modification to the population
structure caused by the photo-absortion. For a collisional-radiative model plasma in which there may be radiation
trapping, the population rate equations (see eq. 5.12) have to be modified in order to include a term which takes into
account the absorption of the radiation. Taking into account explicitly the first two terms only, by way of illustration,
the population of excited level j of an ion in a specific ionisation stage is described as follows:

dN j

dt
= −N jA j→i + NiBi→ j

∫ ∞

0
Iνψνdν + other collisional-radiative terms. (6.52)

Using the relation between A j→i and Bi→ j and the equation 6.51which specifies the photon intensity, equation 6.52 can
be written as:

dN j

dt
= −N jA j→i

(
1 −

c2

2ν2

ω j

ωi

Ni

N j

∫ ∞

0
Iνψνdν

)
+ other collisional-radiative terms (6.53)

= −N jA j→i

(
1 −

1
√
π

∫ +∞

−∞

e−x2
(
1 − e−τ0e−x2

)
dx

)
+ other collisional-radiative terms

= −N jA j→ig(τ0) + other collisional-radiative terms

where x = (ν − ν0)/∆D, τ0 is the mean optical depth at the central frequency of the line and g(τ0) is the escape
factor. In other words, the effect of opacity can be described with a correction factor applied to the radiative transition
probability A j→i, so that Athick

j→i = Athin
j→ig(τ0). In terms of intensity, equation 5.7 becomes:

Ithick
j→i =

1
4πA

∫
Athin

j→ig(τ0)N jdV = g(τ0)Ithin
j→i (6.54)

assuming that g(τ0) depends only on the optical depth at the centre of the line. The purpose of such an approach is
to derive suitable correction factors which account for the photon-absorption along the line of sight and use them to
adjust the observed intensity for those lines that need to be included in the DEM analysis. Calling Iobs the observed
intensity of a line and Icorr the intensity of the same line in an optically thin regime, from eq. 6.54 one obtains:

Icorr =
Iobs

g(τ0)
. (6.55)

Once the previous relation has been deduced, the escape factor g(τ0) has to be estimated for the five silicon lines
included in this work. Following the idea of (208), implemented by (5) and (4), an intensity ratio between two lines
which originate from a common upper level u in conditions of moderate opacity is:

Iu→l1

Iu→l2
=

Au→l1g(τ0,l1→u)
Au→l2g(τ0,l2→u)

(6.56)

and from eq. 6.49 the ratio between τ0,l1→u and τ0,l2→u can be derived as follows:

τ0,l1→u

τ0,l2→u
=

Nl1

Nl2

fl1u

fl2u
(6.57)

where l1 and l2 represent the lower levels of the two transitions. The equation 6.57 shows that the ratio between the
two optical depths, τ0,l1→u and τ0,l2→u, depends on known quantities: the lower level population densities (Nl1 and Nl2 )
and the oscillator strengths related to the two transitions ( fl1u and fl2u). Equations 6.56 and 6.57 provide the route for
estimating the optical depths of the two lines and the respective escape factors, as defined in equations 6.49 and 6.53.

Practically, the first step is the choice of the Si II lines suitable for applying such a procedure. Figure 6.7 displays a
partial diagram for the Si II lines observed by SUMER. The key doublet components that can be used for the opacity
analysis are 3s23p 2P1/2 − 3s3p2 2S 1/2 and 3s23p 2P3/2 − 3s3p2 2S 1/2, which give rise to the lines at 1304.37 Å and
1309.28 Å respectively. The common upper level is:

u = 3s 3p2 2S 1/2
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Figure 6.7: Partial level diagram for Si II. The two lines at 1304.37 Å and 1309.28 Å arise from the same upper levels,
indicated in red, and have been used to calculate the escape factors.

while the lower levels are:

l1 = 3s23p 2P1/2

l2 = 3s23p 2P3/2.

(6.58)

In order to calculate τ0,l1→u/τ0,l2→u, some consideration on the the lower levels has to be done. Assuming that distri-
bution of their population densities is given by the Boltzmann equation and considering the energy difference between
the two levels and the temperature of line formation, Nl1/Nl2 can be estimated as follows:

Nl1

Nl2
=
ωl1

ωl2
e−

( E1−E2
kT

)
=

1
2

e0.016 '
1
2

(6.59)

and
τ0,l1→u

τ0,l2→u
= 0.58 (6.60)

Also, the observed ratio is:
Iobs
S iII1304

Iobs
S iII1309

=
Au→l1g(0.58 × τ0,l2→u)

Au→l2g(τ0,l2→u)
= 0.61 (6.61)

Table 6.2 shows the results obtained by solving eq. 6.61, from which g(τ0,l2→u) can be derived and then τ0,l1→u and
τ0,l2→u. Once the escape factors are known for these two lines, those of all the other silicon lines can be evaluated using

Transition λ/Å f τ0 g(τ0)
3s23p 2P − 3s3p2 2S
1/2 - 1/2 1304.37 0.093 0.38 0.77
3/2 - 1/2 1309.28 0.080 0.53 0.64

Table 6.2: Si II doublet selected to classify the observed silicon lines according their opacity and to derive the intensity
correction factors.

the following relation between observed ratios, Robs = Iobs
1 /Iobs

2 and the theoretical ratios in optically thin conditions,
Rthin = Ithin

1 /Ithin
2 :

Robs =
g(τ1)
g(τ2)

Rthin. (6.62)

The final table 6.3 lists the whole set of lines to which the optically thick correction has been applied and the cor-
responding enhanced intensity indicated by Icorr. In this treatment, it has been assumed that all the observed Si II
lines originate from the same atmospheric layer. However, as pointed out by (149), the region of formation of the Si II
multiplets embraces regions with different depth of formation. This can affect the results obtained for the two observed
components of the Si II 1265 Å multiplet and the line at 1190.42 Å. For this reason, the strongest component of the
3s23p 2P−3s3p2 2S multiplet has been selected to perform the integral inversion, while the other Si II lines have been
used in the forward sense, in order to test the reliability of this approach.
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Line g(τ0) Iobs Icorr

ph cm−2s−1sr−1 ph cm−2s−1sr−1

bC III 538.20 Å 0.99(a) 3.428e+11 3.463e+11
C III 1174.93 Å 0.93(a) 2.552e+12 2.744e+12
C III 1175.26 Å 0.94(a) 2.155e+12 2.292e+12
C III 1176.37 Å 0.93(a) 2.412e+12 2.594e+12

Si II 1190.42 Å 0.61 1.195e+12 1.953e+12
Si II 1264.74 Å 0.27 7.621e+12 2.804e+13
Si II 1265.00 Å 0.95 3.102e+12 3.267e+12
Si II 1304.37 Å 0.77 3.419e+12 4.433e+12
Si II 1309.28 Å 0.64 5.600e+12 8.693e+12

C II 1334.53 Å 0.73(a) 5.467e+13 7.489e+13
C II 1335.66 Å 0.84(a) 4.152e+12 4.943e+12
C II 1335.71 Å 0.64(a) 6.871e+13 1.074e+14

Table 6.3: Intensity corrected using the escape factor g(τ0) for those lines which are affected by moderate opacity. The
note (a) indicates the escape factors taken from (5). For the silicon lines the escape factors have been calculated using
the same procedure as (5). Note that the multiplet of C III at ∼538 Å, which results in a blend, is classified as optically
thin, because its escape factor is almost equal to the unity and so its optical thickness is close to zero. However, it is
added to the table for completeness.

6.1.5 Elemental abundances

As mentioned in section 6.1.2, one of the three main input data for calculating DEM and reconstructing line intensities
is the set of abundances relative to hydrogen for all the 13 elements included in the present observations. These
elements are listed in table 6.4 and their atomic abundances are given using a common logarithmic astronomical scale.
The value for an element E on this scale is designated as A(E)=logN(E) and the number of hydrogen atoms is set to
A(H)=logN(H)=12, so that A(E)=logN(E)= log[N(E)/N(H)]+12. The elements in the table can be divided into two

Element FIP/eV Ph. ab. Cor. ab.(fm) Cor. ab.(m) Hyb. ab.(fd) Cor. ab.(p) New ab.
H 13.6 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00
He 24.6 10.90 10.93 10.99 10.80 10.90 10.99
C 11.3 8.58 8.52 8.37 8.41 8.58 8.16
N 14.5 8.02 7.92 7.59 7.81 8.02 7.10
O 13.6 8.88 8.83 8.39 8.74 8.88 8.80
Ne 21.6 8.10 8.11 7.55 7.94 8.10 8.00
Na 5.1 6.30 6.62 6.44 6.63 6.90-7.10 7.50
Mg 7.6 7.55 7.88 7.57 7.90 8.15 7.90
Si 8.2 7.54 7.86 7.59 7.87 8.14 7.58
S 10.4 7.34 7.33 6.94 7.32 7.34 6.94
Ar 15.8 6.45 6.59 6.33 6.39 6.45 6.50
Ca 6.1 6.34 6.65 6.47 6.66 6.94-7.14 7.30
Fe 7.9 7.47 7.80 7.59 7.83 8.07 7.55

Table 6.4: Elemental abundances in the solar photosphere and corona, using the logarithmic astronomical scale, for
the 13 elements included in the present observations. Photospheric abundances are from the recent collection of (190).
The solar upper atmosphere abundances come from the coronal values of (204) (fm), (71) (m), (190) (p) and the hybrid
values of (205) (fd). In addition, the relative abundances derived in the present work or adopted from literature are
listed in the last column.

groups. The first group includes the non-volatile elements Na, Mg, Si, S, Ca, Fe. The second group includes the
volatile elements H, C, N, O and the noble gases He, Ne, Ar. The abundances of the non-volatile elements can be
obtained directly from the analysis of a particular class of meteorites (C I carbonaceous chondrite meteorites). It is
thought that these formed together with the rest of the solar system and did not undergo any further processes. For this
reason, (210) suggested that their elemental composition agrees with the solar photosphere composition. For volatile
elements, the photosphere is the best source to derive their abundance values. Direct measurements from the chondrite
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meteorites are more difficult in this case, because volatile elements are not completely retained in meteoritic material.
Noble gases are not well represented in photospheric spectra, so their abundances can be taken from measurements
of spectra emitted by the solar upper atmosphere. A recent revised list of laboratory-derived abundances of the C
I carbonaceous chondrites has been published by (211) and adopted as main source of photospheric abundances by
(190) (photospheric abundance values in table 6.4). These recent reviews and earlier analysis (see for instance (212)
and (213)) show that the abundances of the solar photosphere have been measured accurately and are known with low
uncertainties (on the order of 15%). Different consideration applies to the solar upper atmosphere composition. The
solar transition region and corona are, in fact, highly dynamic and inhomogeneous leading to variation in the chemical
composition in various coronal structures. Differences between elements from photospheric measurements appear
to be related to the first ionisation potential (FIP) of the atoms. (71) reviewed the literature published before 1984
regarding elemental abundances in the solar upper atmosphere and established that elements with FIP ≥10 eV (high-
FIP) are depleted by a factor of four to six compared to their photospheric values, while elements with FIP ≤10 eV
(low-FIP) retain photospheric abundances. In a series of later papers (214), he changed his view, concluding that the
low-FIP elements are enhanced with respect to their photospheric values instead of a high-FIP element depletion. This
second model has been the preferred option for most of the subsequent analysis reviews, such as (215), (216), (204) and
(217). A combination of the two models (low-FIP enhancement as well as high-FIP depletion) has been examined by
(205), leading to hybrid abundance values. A unified picture of the FIP effects in the solar corona has been illustrated
by (218). He demonstrated that the absolute magnitude of any enhancement or depletion factor depends sensitively on
the chromospheric wave energy density and changes with the solar plasma conditions. Here coronal abundances from
the three different models have been investigated: low-FIP enhancement from (204) (indicated by (fm) in table 6.4),
high-FIP depletion from (71) (indicated by (m) in table 6.4) and hybrid from (205) (indicated by (fd) in table 6.4).
Also, the recent collection of (190) (indicated by (p) in table 6.4) has been included. In addition, a further analysis to
provide new relative abundances has been performed and the results are listed in the last column of table 6.4. A DEM
curve has been obtained using each coronal set of abundances and plotted in figure 6.8. A constant electron pressure
model has been used with Pe=1015 cm−3 K. The preferred set of new abundances values gives the dashed DEM curve.

Figure 6.8: Comparison of DEM curves obtained using the different abundance sets listed in table 6.4. The new
abundances are indicated by (n). For further description see table 6.4 caption.

In order to deduce relative elemental abundances from the present observations, two elements have been selected as
starting point: oxygen, which is a high-FIP element, and silicon, which is a low-FIP element. Firstly, for the available
ions of each of these two elements, lines which do not show evident blend or problems in atomic data have been
selected. A preliminary DEM analysis has been performed independently for oxygen and silicon. This is necessary
to check whether the relative intensities of the ions of oxygen and silicon are well calibrated and their theoretical re-
construction is reliable within the observational uncertainties, without involving abundance values. Then, oxygen and
silicon ions have been analysed together, by means of DEM. In evaluating their abundances, it has been assumed that
the oxygen abundances (with respect to hydrogen) in the transition region and corona is the same as in the photosphere.
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The initial value, on the logarithmic scale defined above, has been taken from the photospheric abundances of (190).
The silicon abundance have been adjusted in order to get the minimum deviation from observations. Once the relative
abundance between oxygen and silicon has been estimated, the available neon ions have been added to the analysis.
Following the suggestion of (217), the neon abundance as been assumed to be ∼0.15 of the oxygen abundance. Thus
a decrease in the oxygen abundance implies a similar decrease in the neon abundance. Again the three abundance
values have been adjusted using the observations through the DEM approach. The values obtained by this analysis
are the following: A(O)=8.80, A(Ne)=8.00 and A(Si)=7.58. After the abundances of oxygen, neon and silicon have
been established, available ions from carbon and iron have been added and their abundance have been determined
using the same procedure. For the other elements included in the present observations (Mg, Na, S, N, Ar and Ca),
but which cannot be included in the set of lines used to perform the integral inversion, the abundances have been
estimated comparing their observed intensities with the predicted intensities. For helium, the abundance from (71) has
been adopted. The new abundances values are displayed in figure 6.9 together with the (190) coronal abundances for
comparison. The abundances are shown as ratios to their photospheric values, taken from (190). A big discrepancy

Figure 6.9: Elemental abundances for the SUMER/CDS/EIS joint observations of April 2009 compared with the
(190) coronal abundances. The target is a quiet Sun region (see chapter 4). Abundances are plotted as ratios with the
photospheric values taken from the recent collection of (190).

is found for N abundance. However, the determination of its abundance is quite uncertain because it is based on N
II lines only. Although atomic data come from the preferred R-matrix calculations, these lines may be affected by
opacity. However, a detailed examination of these lines is outside the scope of this work. Interesting results are found
for Si and Fe abundances. Their values are close to photospheric values, even if their FIP values are lower than 10 eV.
Similar results have been found by (95) in the analysis of data of an active region observed by SERTS-89. Here, the
same behaviour of Si and Fe abundances is found for the quiet Sun too, suggesting a lower cut-off for the FIP effect.

6.1.6 Analysis of SUMER/CDS/EIS spectra

Once the elemental abundances have been evaluated using the preferred constant pressure model with Pe=1015 cm−3 K
and tested using both a constant pressure and a constant density model (with their values obtained in section 6.1.3),
a proper DEM approach can be followed. It will be used to estimate the intensities of all lines included in the set of
observations performed by the three EUV spectrometers SUMER, CDS and EIS together. The main goal is the recon-
struction of helium line intensities in the optically thin case and the estimate of new enhancement factors. However,
this requires a more general analysis of the spectra gathered by the three instruments here employed, in order to ensure
the reliability of the method currently adopted. The DEM approach will be supported by line ratio diagnostics as will
be described in next section for several selected ions.

The preliminary analysis performed in section 6.1.3 for deducing electron density and pressure had the further purpose
to eliminate lines known to be affected by blends or inconsistent with density-insensitive line ratio, in order to help
to select lines suitable for the integral inversion. The choice of these lines is of fundamental importance to obtain
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an accurate line intensity reconstruction and requires caution to avoid erroneous results. The main criteria for the
selection of suitable lines are essentially the following:

1. free from blends;

2. optically thin;

3. density insensitive;

4. corresponding accurate atomic data;

5. large temperature range coverage.

Such criteria give critical constraints to the number of lines that can be used and would lead to a too small set of
lines for the integral inversion. For this reason, it is not always possible to apply the full set of criteria listed above.
However, the joint use of the complete set of the EUV spectrometers available at the time of observations allow to
fill the missing line gap and make possible to apply nearly all of the criteria. The lines used in the present integral
inversion and in the evaluation of elemental abundances for C, O, Ne, Si and Fe are listed in table 6.5.

Line log(T peak) Iobs errobs Irec(P(1)
e ) Irec(P(2)

e ) Irec(P(3)
e ) Irec(Ne)

Si II 1309.276N 4.30 131.889 42.252 131.898 131.890 131.889 131.893
C III 1174.933N 4.85 46.395 15.582 46.230 46.364 46.393 46.370
O III 599.598N 4.95 42.718 13.866 42.828 42.743 42.719 42.729
Ne IV 543.886E 5.20 8.094 2.694 8.047 8.065 8.093 8.082
O IV 279.631N 5.25 1.964 0.813 2.348 2.278 2.063 2.255
O V 629.732N 5.35 458.502 128.282 454.190 457.300 457.631 456.299
O VI 184.117N 5.45-5.50 8.098 2.291 7.819 7.941 8.150 8.212
Fe VIII 186.601N 5.70 21.674 5.216 22.003 21.809 21.685 21.723
Si VII 275.667N 5.75 2.776 0.891 2.847 2.814 2.776 2.774
Fe XII 193.509N 6.15 43.276 9.538 43.179 43.185 43.241 43.152
Si XII 520.662E 6.25 3.663 1.310 3.689 3.702 3.676 3.705

Table 6.5: Lines used for integral inversion. The wavelengths used are the preferred laboratory wavelengths in Å (N
is for NIST; E is for Edlèn,1983-1985). T peak is the peak temperature of line formation: in this case it is the tem-
perature of the G(T) peak. Iobs and errobs are the observed intensities and the respective uncertainty (fit+calibration).
Reconstructed intensities are given in four cases where the G(T) functions are computed in the uniform pressure ap-
proximation (P(1)

e = 5 × 1014 cm−3 K, P(2)
e = 1 × 1015 cm−3 K and P(3)

e = 4 × 1015 cm−3 K) and uniform density
approximation (Ne = 1010 cm−3). Intensities are in erg cm−2s−1sr−1 instead of photons cm−2s−1sr−1 in order to make
easier the comparison between numbers.

For SUMER and CDS, the numerous spectral analysis performed in the previous literature (e.g. (60) for SUMER, (18)
for CDS) are used as a starting point for lines and blend identification and selection. More care must be taken for EIS.
As reference, the paper of (219) is used to select the five lines included in the integral inversion. Their reconstructed
values are well within the observational uncertainties, supporting their choice. For Si II and C III lines the corrected
intensities, derived in section 6.1.4, are used, to satisfy the second criterion. Also, it should be noted that the use of
more than one line within ∆log(T peak)=0.05, where T peak is the temperature at which the G(T) peaks), is avoided.
This limitation is adopted because the selection of lines forming at overlapping temperatures makes the Hi j matrix
(eq. 6.27) numerically ill-conditioned, resulting in a over-smoothed solution which fails to reproduce the observed
intensities within the observational uncertainties. This would implies the selection of one line per ion at most. Figure
6.10 shows the DEM obtained assuming a uniform Pe model in the evaluation of the contribution functions compared
with the DEM obtained assuming uniform Ne = 1010 cm−3. Three pressure values have been tested: P(1)

e = 5 × 1014

cm−3 K, P(2)
e = 1×1015 cm−3 K and P(3)

e = 4×1015 cm−3 K. The difference of the DEM derived from the three constant
Pe approximations and the constant Ne model is within 15%, except for the temperature ranges log(T/K)=4.40-4.60
and log(T/K)=5.90-6.10, where the model using P(3)

e and P(2)
e depart from the uniform Ne approximation between 30-

40%. For the spectral lines not included in the integral inversion, the intensities predicted using the DEMs of fig. 6.10
are compared with the observed intensities. A full list of the results is shown in table 6.6. The analysis is presented for
each instrument, beginning from the shorter wavelengths (lines observed by EIS) up to the longer wavelengths (lines
observed by SUMER).
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Figure 6.10: Differential emission measure (DEM) for the averaged solar quiet region using EUV line intensities ob-
served by SUMER, CDS and EIS. The DEMs are derived assuming uniform Pe or Ne in the evaluation of contribution
functions. Following the discussion in section 6.1.3, uniform Pe models at P(1)

e = 5 × 1014 cm−3 K, P(2)
e = 1 × 1015

cm−3 K and P(3)
e = 4 × 1015 cm−3 K and a uniform Ne model at Ne = 1010 cm−3 are considered.
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Table 6.6: Comparison of the observed intensities with those derived from the DEM. See table 6.5 for
description.

Line log(T peak) Iobs errobs Irec(P(1)
e ) Irec(P(2)

e ) Irec(P(3)
e ) Irec(Ne)

EIS
O VI 183.937N 5.45 4.283 1.518 3.913 3.975 4.079 4.110
Fe X 184.542N 6.00 73.458 16.363 30.473 31.873 36.236 41.957
bFe XII 186.856N 6.10 1.704 2.836 7.828 14.827
bFe XII 186.880N 6.10 8.920 12.336 19.831 27.309
bO IV 186.868N 5.25 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
bO IV 186.884N 5.25 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
bsum 13.563 3.364 10.626 15.175 27.663 42.140
bFe XI 192.819N 6.05 7.765 8.078 8.674 9.359
bO V 192.751N 5.35 0.695 0.700 0.743 0.693
bO V 192.799N 5.35 1.271 1.290 1.421 1.302
bO V 192.799N 5.35 0.522 0.526 0.558 0.520
bsum 22.895 5.188 10.253 10.594 11.395 11.874
bO V 192.904N 5.35 3.995 3.987 4.034 3.856
bO V 192.911N 5.35 0.423 0.429 0.472 0.433
bO V 192.915N 5.35 0.035 0.035 0.037 0.035
bsum 7.883 1.982 4.452 4.451 4.543 4.323
bHe II 256.317N 4.95 28.162 29.046 29.796 28.715
bSi X 256.384N 6.15 8.629 8.604 9.154 10.572
bFe XIII 256.420N 6.20 0.373 0.389 0.436 0.477
bFe X 256.410N 5.95 1.584 1.766 2.322 2.851
bsum 222.829 47.383 38.748 39.805 41.708 42.615
Si VII 275.353N 5.75 16.239 3.854 17.338 16.436 15.343 15.132
O IV 279.933N 5.25 3.555 1.270 4.699 4.558 4.129 4.513

CDS
He I 515.620N 4.50 13.623 4.310 15.928 15.574 13.885 14.801
He I 522.213N 4.50 24.968 7.975 14.819 14.570 14.942 14.011
O III 525.797N 4.95 23.685 7.526 18.387 18.463 18.246 18.107
Ar VIII 526.496E 5.55 0.697 0.406 0.128 0.130 0.131 0.128
He I 537.030N 4.50 71.831 22.949 44.553 40.230 34.076 44.528
bO II 538.100N 4.70 7.959 7.079 6.185 8.469
bC III 538.080N 4.85 0.584 0.595 0.625 0.603
bC III 538.149N 4.85 1.755 1.786 1.876 1.811
bC III 538.312N 4.85 2.928 2.980 3.131 3.023
bsum 12.783 4.408 13.227 12.441 11.818 13.908
Ne IV 542.070E 5.15 5.310 1.816 5.372 5.382 5.400 5.394
O IV 553.329N 5.20 30.322 9.752 32.302 32.378 30.954 32.232
O IV 554.076N 5.20 56.026 18.797 63.452 63.676 61.122 63.440
O IV 554.513N 5.20 135.686 42.961 161.696 162.084 154.973 161.354
O IV 555.263N 5.20 30.178 9.825 32.792 32.907 31.585 32.785
bNe V 572.112E 5.40 3.038 2.989 2.796 2.684
bNe V 572.334E 5.40 19.039 18.736 17.525 16.825
bsum 11.231 3.672 22.084 21.733 20.327 19.516
Ca X 574.007E 5.80 8.599 2.855 8.665 9.189 11.048 12.506
Ca VIII 582.845N 5.70 16.932 8.044 5.578 5.379 5.095 4.743
He I 584.334N 4.45 638.842 203.928 1278.445 1158.110 904.674 1267.226
Ar VII 585.754N 5.50 5.325 3.734 5.754 5.736 5.338 4.954
He I 591.412N 4.45 0.160 0.081 0.104 0.094 0.073 0.103
O III 597.818N 4.95 2.793 1.191 2.510 2.520 2.491 2.472
Si XI 303.326E 6.20 395.668 205.699 34.204 35.320 38.223 42.699
He II 303.780N 4.90 5383.697 1717.610 409.286 419.531 431.826 426.598
bMg X 609.790E 6.05 60.857 66.255 82.608 102.371
bO IV 609.829N 5.15 47.179 47.487 45.807 47.232
bsum 93.087 31.571 108.039 113.745 128.418 149.606

SUMER
O V 761.128N 5.30 0.674 0.336 0.704 1.040 3.002 1.734
O V 762.004N 5.30 8.835 2.897 8.175 8.580 10.659 9.294
Mg VIII 762.650N 5.90 0.310 0.159 0.268 0.280 0.327 0.357
Ne VIII 770.409N 5.75 96.682 30.682 100.893 104.051 117.232 126.033
bO IV 779.736N 5.20 0.140 0.142 0.146 0.144
bO IV 779.821N 5.20 1.217 1.235 1.269 1.252
bO IV 779.912N 5.20 1.875 1.901 1.962 1.926
bO IV 779.997N 5.20 0.138 0.140 0.145 0.142
bsum 1.875 0.691 3.372 3.419 3.532 3.465
Ne VIII 780.324N 5.75 42.421 13.283 50.127 51.692 58.240 62.594
O IV 787.711N 5.15 75.372 29.572 90.725 92.726 92.557 91.951
Na VIII 789.810N 5.85 2.131 1.918 2.217 2.350 2.828 3.201
bO IV 790.109N 5.15 17.394 17.777 17.744 17.630
bO IV 790.199N 5.15 163.838 167.145 166.095 165.631
bsum 147.152 45.895 181.251 184.941 183.857 183.280
S IV 1072.990N 5.00 7.122 2.266 1.327 1.377 1.437 1.302
S IV 1073.530N 5.00 0.542 0.223 0.127 0.132 0.137 0.124
S III 1077.140N 4.80 2.799 0.907 3.195 2.999 2.721 3.228
N II 1083.990N 4.65 7.570 2.442 8.929 8.505 7.322 8.513
He II 1084.940N 4.95 12.822 5.911 0.368 0.380 0.389 0.377
bN II 1085.540N 4.65 6.484 6.173 5.311 6.184
bN II 1085.700N 4.65 37.363 35.557 30.579 35.644
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Table 6.6: – continued

Line log(T peak) Iobs errobs Irec(P(1)
e ) Irec(P(2)

e ) Irec(P(3)
e ) Irec(Ne)

bsum 42.848 16.725 43.852 41.735 35.894 41.834
He I 584.334N 4.45 574.081 177.362 1278.445 1158.110 904.674 1267.226
C III 1175.263N 4.80 38.744 13.238 37.652 37.825 37.899 37.733
C III 1176.370N 4.80 43.797 8.431 46.897 47.114 47.204 46.996
C I 1189.450N 4.15 0.228 0.202 0.308 0.317 0.353 0.333
C I 1189.630N 4.15 1.115 0.566 1.086 1.110 1.187 1.176
S III 1190.170N 4.75 1.993 0.781 2.312 2.088 1.781 2.380
Si II 1190.416N 4.30 32.595 10.505 44.324 43.870 41.979 44.222
O V 629.732N 5.30 411.784 132.277 454.190 457.300 457.631 456.299
Si II 1264.738N 4.35 440.459 142.331 482.279 479.455 465.925 482.461
Si II 1265.002N 4.35 51.296 17.315 56.964 56.634 54.992 56.947
Si II 1304.370N 4.35 67.516 23.973 66.606 66.604 66.605 66.610
O I 1304.860N 4.15 644.659 205.397 77.691 75.992 63.085 83.470
C II 1334.532N 4.45 1114.748 367.886 1506.441 1478.155 1355.413 1399.470
C II 1335.660N 4.45 73.515 36.650 297.302 291.707 267.506 276.179
C II 1335.708N 4.45 1596.661 523.752 2708.936 2655.672 2433.413 2521.212
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The EIS line intensities are reproduced within the observational uncertainties except for Fe X 184.54 Å, the blend of
Fe XI 192.82 Å+O V 192.7 Å multiplet and the blend of O V 192.9 Å multiplet. Their reconstructed intensities are
underestimated by a factor 1.7-2.4 for Fe X, 1.9-2.2 for Fe XI+O V and 1.7-1.8 for O V. Regarding Fe X, atomic data
for this line come from the recent assessment of (130), as reviewed in chapter 5. Excluding that the discrepancy is
due to the fit, and assuming a good quality of atomic data, a possible unknown blend may explain the higher observed
Fe X intensity. On the other hand, Fe XI+O V and O V lines are seven components (one from Fe XI and six from
O V) of a complex blend. As discussed by (219), the Ca XVII 192.82 Å line is in that region. It can affect the two
observed blends resolved by the fitting procedure, increasing the observed intensity. Its contribution has not been
estimated here, because data for Ca XVII have not been reviewed yet. Future work will be carried out in order to
check and eventually fix these inconsistencies. In addition, a big discrepancy is found in the blend that includes one
of the resonance lines of He II, which will be discussed in section 6.3.

The comparison between observed and reconstructed intensities for CDS lines is good for most of the lines (within
observational uncertainties). Some discrepancy is found for the two weak lines of Ar VIII 526.50 Å and Ca VIII
582.84 Å, which are underestimated by the DEM reconstruction, likely because of fit problems. In fact, these two
lines lie in the wings of the much more intense lines of O III 525.80 Å and He I 584.33 Å. After the SoHO loss,
the line profile was altered resulting in an additional loss of spectral resolution. This makes less reliable the fit for
such small lines. Another problem is encountered in the prediction of the blend of two components of the Ne V
2s22p2 3P − 2s2p3 3D multiplet (at around 572 Å). This multiplet is overestimated by the DEM reconstruction by
around 50%. The same discrepancy was found by (220). An improvement of more than 10% compared with the
value presented by (220) is obtained, probably due to the more accurate atomic data here used (R-matrix from (110)
instead of DW from (114)). However, the discrepancy is not clarified and a more detailed investigation is required. A
further inconsistency is found in the reconstructed intensity of Si XI 303.33 Å line, which is observed in the second
order. For this line, Iobs/Irec ∼ 13 − 15. Again, this discrepancy is consistent with (95; 220) spectral analysis, where
Iobs/Irec ∼ 10. Possible blends were investigated by (220), but none of those considered contribute appreciably to the
observed intensity. Moreover, this Si XI line may suffer from radiative pumping due to the its close vicinity to the
strong He II 303.78 Å doublets. However, another cause may be sought in the CDS calibration at the second order,
after the SoHO loss. Obviously, this can affect the He II line too, which will be discussed in section 6.3, together with
other helium lines.

Most of the observed SUMER lines are predicted within the observational uncertainties. As for CDS, some fitting
problems are found for small lines in the wings of much more intense lines. This is the case of the O IV multiplet at
around 779.8 Å. Other discrepancies, which are found for the two S IV lines (at 1072.99 Å and 1073.53 Å) and for the
O I line (at 1304.86 Å), are essentially due to the lack of accurate atomic data and possible opacity effects, especially
in the case of neutral oxygen. Regarding the two C II lines at 1335.66 Å and 1335.71 Å, as discussed in subsection
4.2.1, the cut between the two spectral windows affects strongly the line at 1335.66 Å providing an observed intensity
overestimated by a factor 3, that makes its observed intensity not reliable. Moreover, the cut between the two spectral
windows affects slightly the observed intensity of the line at 1335.71 Å, resulting in a overestimate by a factor 1.5-1.6.
The biggest problem in the analysis of SUMER line intensities is with the He II 1084.94 Å. This is not a resonance
line, as the other He I and He II lines observed by CDS and EIS, and its predicted intensity is underestimated by a huge
factor (∼ 33), which cannot be explained only by the underlying atomic physics or errors in the observations. Possible
unknown blends may help to clarify the issue. However, this line would require a more robust analysis using different
set of observations which include active regions and coronal holes too. Here, the helium problem is concentrated on
the study of the helium resonance lines and the intercombination line of He I at 591.41 Å, so that the He II 1084.94 Å
will be not included in further discussion.

Finally, as support of the present analysis, a comparison with the DEM distribution, performed by (221) is shown
in figure 6.11. He investigated quiet Sun regions using SUMER and CDS observations in the period between 1996
and 1997, near the minimum in the solar activity cycle. A uniform pressure model was adopted to calculate the
emissivity, with Pe = 3 × 1014 cm−3 K, and the elemental abundances from (71) (decreasing the Mg abundance by
10% and increasing the Si abundance by 30 %) were used. Figure 6.11 shows that a discrepancy of more than 50%
for temperature log(T/K)< 4.55 and between 10% and 50% in the range log(T/K)=4.55-5.40 is found between the
present work and the (221) DEM. Also, a big inconsistency is visible for temperature log(T/K)> 5.2. The Warren
DEM peaks at around log(T/K)∼6.00, while the current DEM shows a peak at a slightly lower temperature. The
reliability of DEM analysis discussed in this work is supported by the constraints given by the EIS lines which allow
a good coverage in the temperature range log(T/K)=5.45-6.30, together with CDS lines, and by the reviewed atomic
data discussed in chapter 5. Also, the (221) DEM analysis pointed out that lines from Li-like and Na-like ions present
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Figure 6.11: Comparison between the DEM curves derived by (221) and by the present analysis. The electron pressure
has been fixed at 3 × 1014 cm−3 K and the abundances from (71) have been used for the Warren distribution. For the
present work, the preferred DEM distribution, using P(2)

e = 1015 cm−3 and the new abundance set, has been adopted.

evident deviations. He found that their observed intensities are greater than the calculated intensities by factors ranging
from 2.1 to 3.6. The same conclusions have been already discussed by (207). The analysis presented here includes four
ions belonging to the Li-like iso-electronic sequence and two ions belonging to the Na-like sequence. Three Li-like
lines (O VI 184.12 Å, Ne VIII 770.41 Å and Si XII 520.66 Å) have been used for the integral inversion. The other
Li-like and Na-like lines have been examined in the forward sense. Their reconstructed intensities are all within the
observational uncertainties except for Ar VIII 526.47 Å, which is underestimated by a factor ∼ 5. However, as said,
this line lies in the wing of the more intense O III 525.80 Å line, leading to unreliable fit. Another group of lines near
log(T/K)=4.60 are not in agreement with the Warren DEM distribution. They are lines from ions such as N+1, O+1

and Si+2. In Warren analysis, their predicted intensities are all significantly lower than those predicted by the DEM.
In the current analysis, only a few lines from these ions are observed: N II 1083.99 Å, a blend of N II at 1085.54 Å
and 1085.70 Å from SUMER and the O II 538.10 Å multiplet observed by CDS in a blend with a C III multiplet. In
the DEM reconstruction presented in this thesis, the predicted intensities of these lines are within the observational
uncertainties.

6.2 Comparative line ratios

Because the solar upper atmosphere is highly structured, any line of sight observed in the EUV contains plasma
over a considerable range of temperatures and spans different density regimes. In particular, on the disk - which
is the case of the current observations - this range includes the atmosphere from the chromosphere to the corona.
Since each ion is present over a generally narrow temperature range, individual structures are visible in different
emission lines. Furthermore, if the plasma is in ionisation equilibrium, as has been assumed in the DEM analysis, the
temperature range is narrow enough that it is possible to assign a formation temperature for each line. However, the
solar upper atmosphere, in particular the transition region and corona, is highly dynamic and inhomogeneous, so that
departures from ionisation equilibrium may affect line formation. In addition, time-dependent fluctuations in emission
line intensities and/or both steady and impulsive mass motions, which may be present especially in the transition
region, can lead to departures from ionisation equilibrium. Whichever is the cause, a lack of ionisation equilibrium
can be revealed by significant systematic discrepancies in the DEM analysis and can affect sensitive-temperature line
ratios. As seen in the previous section, the observational data examined for this thesis do not show clear evidences of
non-equilibrium ionisation balance. As a support to the DEM analysis several line ratios are investigated. Firstly, He I
and He II line ratios are examined. Then other two ions are selected, C+2 and O+3. The first one is chosen as a further
means to check the reliability of the optically thick correction introduced in section 6.1.4. The second one is discussed
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with the purpose to clarify the significant discrepancy, which has been found by (78) in the study of the ratio between
O IV 787.71 Å and O IV 279.93 Å.

6.2.1 Helium line ratios

He I

CDS observes the n = 2 to n = 5 members of the 1s2 1S − 1snp 1P series of neutral helium. A partial scheme of
atomic transitions is reported in figure 6.12. As mentioned in section 2.2, (18) identified the intercombination line at
591.41 Å, which arises from the 1s2 1S −1s2 3P transition, using a position pattern method. He found that, although its
position pattern has large error bars, it is consistent with that of the other He I lines. A comparison between measured

1s2 1S0

1s 2p 3P4

591.41 Å

1s 2p 1P1

1s 3p 1P1

1s 4p 1P1

1s 5p 1P1

584.33 Å

537.03 Å

522.21 Å

515.62 Å

Figure 6.12: Partial term diagram for He I.

and predicted line ratios is made in table 6.7. The first line of the resonance series (He I 584.33 Å) is compared with
the other resonance lines (He I 537.03 Å, 522.21 Å and 515.62 Å) and the intercombination line (He I 591.41 Å).
It is expected that the He I resonance lines are affected by opacity, while the 591.41 Å line remains optically thin
because of its very low A-value. Let us assume that the only effect of opacity is to deplete the observed intensities
of these lines with respect to the predicted intensities in the optically thin approximation. Considering the relation
6.57, the optical thickness of He I 584.33 Å line is around 4, 10 and 20 times the optical thickness of He I 537.03 Å,
522.21 Å and 515.62 Å lines respectively. This would imply that the intensity of the first line of the He I resonance
series is depleted more than the intensities of the other resonance lines and the intercombination line2, which would
lead to observed ratios (I(537)/I(584), I(522)/I(584), I(515)/I(584) and I(591)/I(584)) higher than the predicted ones.
Table 6.7 shows that all measured ratios are enhanced by a factor ∼ 3 compared to the reconstructed ratios, except
for I(515)/I(584). The different behaviour of this ratio can be mainly due to the atomic data adopted for the transition
1s2 1S − 1s5p 1P from which the He I 515.62 Å arises. The effective collision strength for this transition comes from
the less accurate PWB approach instead of the preferred R-matrix calculations. This results in an overestimate of the
reconstructed intensity for this specific line. Furthermore, in optically thick conditions, the radiation field also alters
ther population densities with respect to the optically thin approximation. This effect is not taken into account here.

He II

Two EUV doublets of the He II resonance 1s 2S − np 2P (with n = 2, 3) series are included in the observations
performed for this work. He II 303.78 Å is measured by CDS in second order in the NIS2 spectrum at 607.58 Å and

2Using, as first approximation, the relation between τ and the corresponding escape factor g, if τ1 < τ2 ⇒ g(τ1) > g(τ2), so that the expression
Ithick
1 /Ithick

2 = (g(τ1)Ithin
1 )/((g(τ2)Ithin

2 )) (see eq. 6.54) implies that Ithick
1 /Ithick

2 > Ithin
1 /Ithin

2 .
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Ratio Measured Rec.(Ne) Rec.(Pe) Robs/Rrec

I(537)/I(584) (1.12 ± 0.47)10−1 (0.32)10−1 (0.32 − 0.35)10−1 3.4
I(522)/I(584) (3.49 ± 1.61)10−2 (0.99)10−2 (1.04 − 1.48)10−2 3.0
I(515)/I(584) (1.88 ± 0.86)10−2 (0.93)10−2 (1.10 − 1.35)10−2 1.7
I(591)/I(584) (2.54 ± 1.94)10−4 (0.83)10−4 (0.81 − 0.83)10−4 3.1

Table 6.7: Observed and calculated He I line ratios. Robs/Rrec is the ratio between the observed ratio Robs =

Iobs(i)/Iobs(584) and the predicted ratio Rrec = Irec(i)/Irec(584), where i = 537, 522, 515, 591. A uniform Ne model at
Ne = 1010 cm−3 and uniform Pe models at Pe = P(1)

e , P(2)
e , P(3)

e are considered, as described in section 6.1.3. Note that
for uniform Pe models only the minimum and maximum ratios are displayed.

is resolved from the two Si XI and O IV adjacent lines (see fig. 4.25). The 256.32 Å line lies in the EIS spectral range.
Interpretation of the 1s 2S − 3p 2P doublet, observed as a single self-blended line, is complicated by blends with Si X
256.37 Å, Fe XIII 256.42 Åand Fe X 256.41 Å mainly (222) In addition, another possible component of this blend
may be Fe XII 256.41 Å (219), but it has not been included in the present analysis because the lack of appropriate
atomic data for the corresponding transition. For disk observations of quiet Sun, He II should dominate the feature
contributing 80% at least to the blend. However, not all contributions to the blend are identified. Comparing the
observed and reconstructed intensities, here it is assumed that He II contribution is 80% of the total intensity of the
blend. A partial scheme of transitions is illustrated in figure 6.13. Table 6.8 shows the measured and calculated He II

1s 2S1/2

2p 2P5/2
256.32 Å

3p 2P5/2

5d 2D9/2

303.78 Å

1084.94 Å

Figure 6.13: Partial term diagram for He II. The line between the excited term 2p 2P to 5d 2D is added for complete-
ness, but not included in the line ratio analysis.

line ratios. Firstly, the observed intensity at 256.32 Å has been decreased by 20% and its ratio with He II 303.78 Å
is compared with the theoretical ratio. Secondly, the intensity of the whole blend at 256.32 Å is compared with He
II 303.78 Å intensity. In the latter case, the contribution from the other three lines of the blend at 256.32 Å has been
included in the theoretical reconstruction. Applying the same arguments used in section 6.1.4 for Si II 1309.28 Å and
1304.37 Å, τ304 ∼ 5τ256 is obtained and the observed ratio I(256)/I(304) should be greater than the predicted ratio, but
it is Robs ' 0.5Rrec instead. Several reasons may explain the discrepancy and each of them requires future investigation.
First of all, as mentioned above, the components of the blend at 256.32 Å are not well defined. Therefore, even if
for on disk quiet Sun observations He II should dominate the blend, the contribution due to other lines may be more
than 20%. On the other hand, regarding the He II 303.78 Å doublet, it seems to show an enhancement of a factor
12-13, much bigger than the He II 256.32 Å enhancement (if the previous problem related to this blend is excluded).
Possible cause can be found in the second order calibration of CDS after the SoHO loss. Also, a significant uncertainty
in the second order CDS calibration would explain the Si XI 303.326 Å enhancement with respect to the predicted
intensity. A further issue can be related with the partial lack of ionisation equilibrium, due to the plasma conditions
in atmosphere layer where singly ionised helium ions are formed, which is presumably the lower transition region.
Assuming as temperature of line formation that temperature where the line contribution function peaks (T peak), any
scatter from this temperature may reveal a departure from ionisation equilibrium. Figure 6.14 shows the measured
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Ratio Measured Rec.(Ne) Rec.(Pe) Robs/Rrec

I(256)/I(304) (2.79 ± 1.64)10−2 (5.86)10−2 (5.80 − 5.84)10−2 0.5
I(b256)/I(304) (3.49 ± 2.07)10−2 (8.70)10−2 (7.99 − 8.15)10−2 0.4

Table 6.8: Observed and calculated He II line ratios. Robs/Rrec is the ratio between the observed ratio Robs =

Iobs(i)/Iobs(304) and the predicted ratio Rrec = Irec(i)/Irec(304), where i = 256, b256. I(256) is the He I 256.32 Å
intensity by subtracting the 20% from the observed intensity. I(b256) is the total intensity of the blend. A uniform Ne

model at Ne = 1010 cm−3 and uniform Pe models at Pe = P(1)
e , P(2)

e , P(3)
e are considered, as described in section 6.1.3.

Note that for uniform Pe models only the minimum and maximum ratios are displayed.

ratio I(256)/I(304) (red dot) together with the theoretical ratio plotted as a function of temperature, calculated at
Ne = 1010 cm−3. The vertical dotted line marks the temperature of line formation (log(T peak/K) ' 4.90). In addition,

Figure 6.14: Line ratios as a function of electron temperature for He II 256.32 Å and 303.78 Å given in units of
photons cm−3s−1. The theoretical line ratio is plotted at density Ne = 1010 cm−3, using atomic data from ADAS (solid
line) and CHIANTI (dashed line). The vertical dotted line is at log(T/K)=4.90, which is the temperature where the
G(T) peaks. The red dot represents the measured line ratios.

a comparison between the theoretical ratio derived by ADAS (solid line) and CHIANTI (dashed lines) is shown. As
said in section 5.2.1, CHIANTI database includes data for transitions which involve the 1s and 2s configurations only.
This gives a line ratio which is overestimated compared with the ADAS line ratio. Such difference in the atomic data
does not clarify the discrepancy between observed and reconstructed ratios. Nevertheless, the measured ratio would
agree with the theoretical ratio at log(T/K)' 4.70. This deviation from the established electron temperature T peak may
be an indicator of non-equilibrium plasma conditions. However, as for He I ratios, the opacity effects on population
densities are not taken into account, A more thorough discussion is deferred to section 6.3.

6.2.2 C III line ratios

Two C III multiplets are included in the observations of April 2009. SUMER observes the six components which arise
from the 2s2p 3P − 2p2 3P transitions. Unfortunately, as noticed in sec. 4.2.1 (fig. 4.10(a)), this multiplet is divided
into two different spectral windows. Its partial reconstruction allows us to analyse only three lines of the multiplet:
C III 1174.93 Å, which has been used for the integral inversion, C III 1175.26 Å and C III 1176.37 Å, which have
been used in the forward sense. CDS observes the 2s2p 3P − 2s3s 3S multiplet at around 538 Å as a self-blend of its
three components plus an O II component, which is estimated by the DEM analysis to be the 50-60% of the feature.
The partial level diagram in figure 6.15 shows the lines examined here. As discussed in section 6.1.4, these lines
are slightly affected by opacity and their observed intensities have been corrected using the factors listed in table 6.3.
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Figure 6.15: Partial level diagram for C III.

Table 6.9 shows both the measured and corrected line ratios and their comparison with the reconstructed ratios. Also,

Ratio Measured Corrected Rec.(Ne) Rec.(Pe) Robs

Rrec
Rcor

Rrec

I(1174)/I(538) (7.44 ± 5.51) (7.92 ± 5.86) 7.28 7.63-8.57 0.9 1.0
I(1174)/I(1175) (1.18 ± 1.01) (1.20 ± 1.02) 1.23 1.22-1.23 0.9 1.0
I(1174)/I(1176) (1.06 ± 0.83) (1.06 ± 0.83) 0.98 0.98-0.98 1.1 1.1

Table 6.9: Observed, corrected and calculated C III line ratios. Robs/Rrec is the ratio between the observed ratio
Robs = Iobs(1174)/Iobs(i) and the predicted ratio Rrec = Irec(1174)/Irec(i), where i = 538, 1175, 1176. Rcor/Rrec is the
ratio between the corrected line ratio and the predicted one. Rcor = Icor(1174)/Icor(i), where the intensity values have
been corrected using the factors listed in table 6.3. The ratio I(1174)/I(538) is calculate taking into account the whole
set of components which contribute to the blend at ∼538 Å. A uniform Ne model at Ne = 1010 cm−3 and uniform Pe

models at Pe = P(1)
e , P(2)

e , P(3)
e are considered, as described in section 6.1.3. Note that for uniform Pe models only the

minimum and maximum ratios are displayed.

figure 6.16 illustrates, as an example, the ratio between C III 1174.37 Å and C III 1175.26 Å lines. The corrected
ratio (red dot) shows a better agreement with the predicted one compared to the observed ratio without any correction
(black dot), confirming the validity of such an approach.

6.2.3 O IV line ratios

The wavelength ranges of SUMER, CDS and EIS contains several lines which arise from the O+3 ion. In particular,
the joint observations carried out in April 2009 include three sets of O IV lines (essentially free from blend and useful
for temperature diagnostics). Each set comes from one of the three instruments. SUMER allows observation of the O
IV lines which arise from the 2s22p 2P1/2,3/2−2s2p2 2D3/2,5/2 transitions: 2s22p 2P1/2−2s2p2 2D3/2 gives rise to O IV
787.72 Å while 2s22p 2P3/2 − 2s2p2 2D3/2 and 2s22p 2P3/2 − 2s2p2 2D5/2 are a self-blend of the line at 790.11 Å and
790.19 Å observed at about 790.1 Å. CDS observes the 2s22p 2P − 2s2p2 2P multiplet, whose the four components
are resolved by the fitting procedure. Finally, EIS observations include the two lines at 279.63 Å and 279.93 Å, which
arise from the 2s22p 2P1/2,3/2 − 2s23s 2S 1/2 transitions. The partial level diagram in figure 6.17 illustrates the three
line sets observed by SUMER, CDS and EIS, with the corresponding transitions and energy levels. These three line
sets provide a quite large combination of line ratios, which can involve both each instrument independently and two
different instruments together. Some of these line ratios can be used to study the electron temperature of the plasma
from which the lines involved are emitted. This is, for instance, the case of the ratio between the SUMER line at
787.72 Å and the EIS line at 279.93 Å. This line ratio has been analysed recently by (78), together with the O VI
1037.61/183.94 Å and O VI 1037.61/184.12 Å ratios. The SUMER O VI 1037.61 Å line has not been included in the
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Figure 6.16: Line ratio as a function of electron temperature for C III 1174.37 Å and 1175.26 Å given in units
of photons cm−3s−1. The theoretical line ratio is plotted at density Ne = 1010 cm−3 The vertical dotted line is at
log(T/K)=4.80, which is the temperature where the G(T) peaks. The red dot represents the measured line ratios
corrected for the opacity, the black dot is the measured ratio without any corrections.
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present observations, hence only the O IV I(787)/I(279) ratio is examined in detail in this work and a comparison with
(78) results is provided. Also, as support and cross-checking, I(787)/I(b790) and I(787)/I(554) ratios are investigated.
The former is the ratio of two SUMER lines, where b790 is, as said, a self-blend of the two lines at 790.11 Å and
790.19 Å. The latter involves the O IV 787.72 Å SUMER line and the strongest line of the CDS multiplet, O IV 554.51
Å, displayed in fig. 6.17. The observed and theoretical values of the three ratios here investigated are shown in table
6.10. (78) analysed data taken during the joint SUMER/EIS campaign of April 2007. They selected spectra obtained

Ratio Measured Rec.(Ne) Rec.(Pe) Robs/Rrec

I(787)/I(b790) (0.59 ± 0.42) 0.50 0.50-0.50 1.2
I(787)/I(554) (0.79 ± 0.56) 0.81 0.80-0.85 1.0
I(787)/I(279) (59.67 ± 34.46) 57.37 54.33-63.07 1.0

Table 6.10: Observed and calculated O IV line ratios. Robs/Rrec is the ratio between the observed ratio Robs =

Iobs(787)/Iobs(i) and the predicted ratio Rrec = Irec(787)/Irec(i), where i = b790, 554, 279. A uniform Ne model at
Ne = 1010 cm−3 and uniform Pe models at Pe = P(1)

e , P(2)
e , P(3)

e are considered, as described in section 6.1.3. Note that
for uniform Pe models only the minimum and maximum ratios are displayed.

in quiet regions on the solar disk, including sometimes small-scale coronal bright points. The theoretical ratio between
O IV 787.72 Å and O IV 279.93 Å lines has been calculated using the CHIANTI database for three different electron
densities, Ne = 109, 1010 and 1011 cm−3. They found that all measured ratios were smaller by a factor 3-5 than the
theoretical ratio and derived from those measurements an electron temperature in the range of log(T/K)=5.58-6.07.
Such temperature values are much higher than the formation temperature values for this ion. In order to explain the
anomalous behaviour of the I(787)/I(279) ratio, they investigated various possible causes, ranging from instrumental
and observational effects to the presence of additional processes such as photoexcitation from photospheric black
body radiation, self-absorption and non-Maxwellian distribution of the free electrons. However, they did not solve the
discrepancy. Here the O IV I(787)/I(279) measured ratio has been compared with the revised atomic data, discussed
in sec. 5.2.1. The results are given in table 6.10 and illustrated in figure 6.18. The black dashed line represents the

Figure 6.18: Line ratios as a function of electron temperature for O IV 787.72 Å and 279.93 Å given in units of
photons cm−3s−1. The theoretical line ratio is plotted at density Ne = 1010 cm−3, using atomic data from ADAS
(solid line) and CHIANTI (dashed line). The vertical dotted lines are at log(T/K)=5.15-5.25, which is the temperature
ranges where the contribution functions peak. The red dot represents the measured line ratio derived from the present
observations. The green dots are the measured line ratios derived from the (78) observations.

theoretical ratio obtained by (78), using the CHIANTI atomic data, while the black solid line comes from the atomic
data for the O+3 ion, which have been adopted for this thesis. The electron density has been fixed at 1010 cm−3 for both
the atomic datasets. The main difference is due to the number of transitions included in the atomic data. As said, in
fact, only transitions which involve the first five energy levels have been taken into account in the CHIANTI dataset.
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The additional transitions, taken from (106) calculations and included in the revised data, result in a decrease of the
theoretical line ratio, providing a good agreement with observations. The dots in figure 6.18 show the measured ratio
derived from the present observations (red dots) and the measured ratios derived from the observations of April 2007,
as extracted by the (78) work. The dotted vertical lines indicate the range of formation temperature for the two lines
examined. The electron temperature determined from the observations of April 2007, using the revised atomic data
for O IV spectrum, is now in the range of log(T/K)=5.2-5.4, much closer to the ion formation temperature. This may
clarify the (78) discrepancy for O IV line ratio. However, further investigation should be done for O VI line ratios too,
in order to exclude or not departures from ionisation equilibrium conditions.

6.3 On enhancement factors

As thoroughly reviewed in section 2.3, the formation and behaviour of helium lines in the solar spectrum constitute
an issue still open to debate and investigation. The early studies on helium formation mechanisms date back to 1939,
but the first quantitative demonstration of anomalous high intensities of the neutral and single ionised EUV helium
lines, based on emission measure distribution, comes from (34). She found that, under optically thin conditions, the
reconstructed integrated emission of He I 584.33 Å is a factor 15 lower than the observed intensity, using disk-averaged
solar spectra. Similarly, she derived an enhancement factor of 5.5 for He II 303.78 Å. These results were confirmed by
(47), using spatially resolved observations of quiet regions performed by SoHO instrumentations (essentially SUMER
and CDS to derive the emission measure distribution, combined with the Extreme-Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope,
EIT, and the Michelson Doppler Imager, MDI), which allowed the analysis of supergranulation boundary and interior
structures. They found that He I 584.33 Å and He II 303.78 Å lines are enhanced by factors of 10 and 13 respectively
in the cell boundaries and by factors 14 and 25 respectively in the cell interiors. Hence, while the enhancement
factors of He I 584.33 Å line are quite similar in the two studies, higher enhancements by a factor 2-4 were derived
for He II 303.78 Å line. More recently, helium enhancement factors have been revised by (50). They noted that
previous studies of helium enhancements recognised the need for a treatment of radiative transfer in the relatively
opaque helium lines, but did not include the possible effects of opacity on the lines used in the underlying emission
measure analysis. Using this issue as starting point, they performed new calculations of the intensities of lines of
helium, carbon, oxygen and silicon, by the means of two different approaches. The first approach was analogous to
the optically thin approximation used by (34), while in the second approach the non-LTE transfer equation was solved
together with the statistical equilibrium equations. In order to perform their calculations, (50) used atomic models
of helium, carbon, oxygen and silicon, taking energy levels, collisional and radiative data essentially from CHIANTI
(v. 3-4) and ionisation data from (134) for ground level ionisation and from the general formula of (146) for excited
level ionisation. Using optically thin calculations and taking some adjustment to account for the behaviour of other
lines formed at similar temperatures as helium lines, they obtained enhancement factors of 3 and 13 for He I 584.33 Å
and He II 303.78 Å respectively. In the second type of calculations, one-dimensional atmospheric models specifying
thermal properties as a function of column mass were built up and full non-LTE transfer solutions were made using the
MULTI code (19). The results obtained deriving line intensities from the full radiative transfer approach showed that
He I 584.33 Å, He I 537.03 Å and He II 303.78 Å line are enhanced by factors 2-5, 4-7 and 2-9 respectively, depending
on the elemental abundances assumed. The revisit of helium enhancements proposed by (50) shows an improvement
of the ratio between observed and predicted intensities compared with the previous work of about a factor 3 for both
He I and He II. While it is difficult to explain a discrepancy of a factor 10 or more between observed and predicted
intensities only assuming that the atomic data and/or the observations are in error by such an amount, an enhancement
of a factor 2 or more may suggest the need to review the atomic data used in the previous work and to perform new
observations. Here, this idea has been taken as starting point for the complete revisit and update of atomic data, which
have been done in chapter 5. From the observational point of view, the launch of the new space-borne satellite Hinode,
which includes the EIS spectrometer, allowed to take into account a larger range of EUV emission lines suitable for
diagnostics, providing a more accurate analysis (chapter 4). In addition, the He II 256.32 Å line has been coupled
with He II 303.78 Å line to give more constraints to He II enhancement factor. Table 6.11 shows the enhancement
factors derived using the DEM analysis, as discussed in the previous sections of this chapter. All the EUV He I and
He II resonance lines observed by CDS and EIS have been included in this study. Also, the first line shown in tab.
6.11 is the intercombination line of He I observed by CDS at 591.41 Å. Because of its optically thin behaviour, a
proper DEM analysis should give reliable results for its predicted intensity. It should be noted that it is a very weak
line, with low integrated intensity, hence the uncertainties related to the fit and the calibration procedures are quite
high compared to the observed flux. However, the reconstructed intensity for this line in within the observational
uncertainties, suggesting that the main mechanism that can affect the resonance lines of neutral helium may be the
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Line R(Ne) R(P(1)
e ) R(P(2)

e ) R(P(3)
e )

He I 591.41 Å 1.549 ± 0.862 1.541 ± 0.764 1.709 ± 0.862 2.206 ± 1.125

He I 515.62 Å 0.920 ± 0.313 0.855 ± 0.256 0.875 ± 0.271 0.981 ± 0.311
He I 522.21 Å 1.782 ± 0.619 1.685 ± 0.517 1.714 ± 0.543 1.671 ± 0.538
He I 537.03 Å 1.613 ± 0.563 1.613 ± 0.496 1.785 ± 0.566 2.108 ± 0.680
cHe I 584.33 Å 0.504 ± 0.180 0.499 ± 0.158 0.551 ± 0.179 0.706 ± 0.230
sHe I 584.33 Å 0.453 ± 0.157 0.449 ± 0.138 0.496 ± 0.155 0.635 ± 0.200
He II 303.78 Å 13.017 ± 4.026 13.154 ± 4.123 12.832 ± 4.041 12.467 ± 3.954
He II 256.32 Å 5.224 ± 1.313 5.746 ± 1.345 5.594 ± 1.320 5.339 ± 1.294

Table 6.11: Ratios between observed and predicted intensities for the intercombination line of He I and the resonance
lines of He I and He II. A model with both uniform density (R(Ne)) and uniform pressure (R(P(1)

e ), R(P(2)
e ) and R(P(3)

e ))
have been used. The values of Ne and Pe have been established in sec. 6.1.3.

opacity. The comparison between observed and predicted intensities for the He I resonance lines does not show a real
enhancement. Furthermore, the first line of the resonance series shows a depletion of a factor ∼2, again supporting the
opacity mechanisms. Table 6.12 allows a comparison of the present enhancement factors and the ones derived by (34),
(47) and (50). Differences with ealier calculations for neutral helium arise mostly from the new revised atomic data
employed not only for helium but also and mainly for the other ions used in deriving the DEM curve. Nevertheless,
this analysis examines a quiet Sun region near the disk center only. As a consequence, any information on helium
behaviour in active regions or coronal holes is not provided here. Further work will extend this analysis to a wider
range of solar plasma conditions, in order to give more constraints to the new enhancement factors obtained for He I.

Source He I He II
(34) 15 5.5
(47) 10-14 13-25
(50) 2-5 2-13
Present work 0.5-2 5-13

Table 6.12: Comparison between the enhancement factors provided in literature and those derived by the present
analysis.

By contrast, the computed enhancement for He II is not in disagreement with either that of (34) or (47). As suggested
by (47), a full non-LTE radiative transfer calculations may give more reliable constraints to He II enhancement factor,
without including ad hoc assumptions on the fractions of escaping photons. However, as mentioned in section 6.2.1,
other issues may affect the intensities of both He I 303.78 Å and He II 256.32 Å lines, ranging from calibration
uncertainty to line blending. Moreover, even if further unknown blends may explain enhancement of a factor 5-6
of He II 256.32 Å line, it is unlikely that instrument effects can clarify the higher enhancement of He II 303.33 Å.
Assuming that the discrepancy for neutral helium is solved by a consistent analysis and the use of appropriate atomic
data, the enhancement of He II may be explain by some processes which could selectively enhance ionised helium
intensities. A suggestion may be sought in the relationship between the photospheric magnetic flux and the EUV
emission, recently examined by (223) and (224) and related to coronal heating studies. In fact, the solar magnetic
flux, generated in the convection zone, passes through the partially ionised photospheric and chromospheric plasma
before it can appear high up in the upper transition region and solar corona. This connection between the lower and
upper layers of the solar atmosphere might affect both the distribution of intensities and their integrated values of EUV
transition region lines, providing different effects for neutral and ionised elements. A global relationship between
the EUV integrated intensity and the total magnetic flux has been analysed by (223), concluding that the intensity of
transition region lines in active regions depend on the photospheric magnetic flux density. However, they found that
this relation is inadequate for determining coronal heating mechanisms. (224) extended this study, using both spatially
resolved EUV intensities and spatially resolved magnetic flux densities. They focussed their work on the comparison
between the intensity distribution of the O V 629.72 Å line and the resolved photospheric magnetic field, as observed
in a series of active regions. They finally postulated the presence of a basal heating as a proof that the magnetic field
is one of the major factors which contribute to the basal component of the coronal plasma heating. On the other hand,
(3), following the suggestion of (57), proposed a new scenario which takes into account the spatial relationship among
the observed chromosphere, transition region and corona. He speculated that cross-field diffusion and a subsequent
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parallel conduction may affect line intensity values giving an explanation of helium enhancements. Here, it is proposed
that the combined suggestions of (224), on the connection between line intensities and magnetic field, and of (3),
on cross-field diffusion, might provide the final solution of helium enhancement problem. However, more spatially
resolved observations are needed, especially for active regions together with magnetic field observations, in order to
provide a solid support to this suggestion.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and future work

7.1 Objective of the thesis and general conclusions

The scope of this thesis is the use of spectroscopy to predict and reconstruct line intensity as a means of interpreting
observational data. In particular, the main objective is to provide a complete and accurate approach to the investigation
of the seventy year old problem of helium enhancement in the solar upper atmosphere, using as means the most up-
to-date observational and atomic tools available. From the observational point of view, of all the solar missions in
flight now, only three EUV spectrometers in space, SoHO/SUMER, SoHO/CDS and Hinode/EIS, are dedicated to
solar physics studies. Hence, the first big advantage of this work is that it is concerned with the ”full set” of available
instruments. They cover all together a large range of temperatures (from about 104 K to 107 K), allowing a complete
analysis of the solar atmosphere from the upper chromosphere to the hot corona. For the purpose of this thesis, in fact,
it is essential to examine lines formed at the lower temperatures of the upper chromosphere/lower transition region,
in order to investigate the plasma conditions of the atmospheric layer from where EUV helium lines are believed to
originate. However, it is also important to include lines formed in the upper transition region and corona, to take
into account the possible connection amongst the atmospheric layers, from the chromosphere to the corona. The new
observation sequences written for this goal allowed selection of a large set of lines suitable for diagnostics, increasing
the temperature coverage. In addition, the consistent results obtained in the cross-calibration procedure (sec. 4.2.4) can
be taken as a proof of the reliability and accuracy of the analysis carried out in this thesis. Also, this adds confidence
to any future work and joint observations which involve the three spectrometers together. In order to describe the
particular phenomena which occur in the solar plasma and to propose solutions to unresolved problems, it is important
to relate the observations to theoretical models. Even assuming a perfect calibration for the instruments involved
in a specific set of observations, the reliability of every diagnostic analysis is strictly related to the understanding
of the underlying atomic physics and the accuracy of the basic and derived atomic data adopted. In such context,
this work is focussed on the review and update of light elements, concentrating on the precision and accuracy of
the previous calculations and performing new computation to extend and top-up preferred data from literature (sec.
5.2). A recommendation of atomic data with appropriate accuracy is very important to avoid interpretation errors.
An example is the O IV I(787)/I(279) theoretical line ratio (fig. 6.18) examined by (78), which shows a significant
deviation from the observed ratio, caused by the insufficient number of transitions included in their atomic model (fig.
5.3). The additional transitions, taken from (106) calculations and included in the revised data, resulted in a decrease
of the theoretical line ratio compared to that of (78), providing a good agreement with observations. Furthermore,
other discrepancies regarding Li-like and Na-like ions (6.1.6) and He II line ratio (6.14), found in previous work, seem
to be close to the solution when the revised set of atomic data is used. Additionally, the more accurate atomic data
now available for iron ions and the updated atomic data for silicon ions (sec. 5.3.2) allowed confirmation of the results
on silicon and iron abundances, which have been found by (95) in the analysis of data of an active region observed
by SERTS-89. In the investigation of the quiet Sun region observed in April 2009, the silicon and iron abundances
have been found to be close to photosphere values, suggesting a lower (< 10 eV) cut-off for FIP effects in both
quiet Sun and active regions. Also, new calculation for silicon ionisation, both for ground to ground state ionisation
and metastable resolved have been performed (sec. 5.3). Because of its low formation temperature (log(T/K)≤4.5),
a key ion in the present analysis is Si+1. From a collisional-radiative point of view and at chromospheric density,
this places the problem in a finite density regime leading to redistribution amongst excited states and reducing the
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effective recombination (especially the dielectronic part of it), due to re-ionisation of excited states. On this atomic
side, the development of this work is within the ADAS project, which is designed to apply to all densities of plasma
and is additionally orientated to dynamic plasmas. Hence, it lies in a more general context, with applications not only
addressed to astrophysical plasmas but also to those of magnetic confinement fusion devices. Regarding the helium
problem, the combined use of new specific observations and revised atomic data has lead to the suggestion that the
main mechanism that affects the intensity behaviour of the resonance lines of neutral helium may be the opacity. The
comparison between observed and reconstructed intensities for He I resonance lines and the intercombination line does
not show a real enhancement. By contrast, the first line of the 1s2 1S − 1snp 1P resonance series shows a depletion of
a factor ∼2, supporting the opacity mechanism. Different conclusion have been found for single ionised helium lines.
The enhancement factors obtained here agree with those of previous work. The different behaviour of He I and He II
lines may lead to proposal of some mechanism that affects ionised helium only. Some suggestion on the combined
effects of the photospheric magnetic and cross-field diffusion has been proposed in section 6.3.

7.2 Areas of future work

This thesis deals with the analysis of a quiet Sun region near the disk centre only. As a consequence, any information
on helium behaviour in active regions or coronal holes cannot be derived. Further work will extend this analysis to a
wider range of solar plasma conditions in order to give more constraints to the new enhancement factors determined
both for He I and He II line intensities. Also, new resolved spectral observations should be done together with magnetic
field observations using active region targets, in order to investigate the possible connection with the stronger magnetic
field and its relation with single ionised helium line intensities. A future development in this context will be the launch
of Solar Orbiter, which will be dedicated to improving the understanding of fundamental physical processes common
to all solar, astrophysical and laboratory plasmas, together with the study of the solar activity and its connection with
the inner solar system. In particular, following CDS and SUMER, the new spectrometer onboard SPICE (SPectral
Imaging of the Coronal Environment) will be able, in theory, to observe in the second order further lines belonging
to the He I 1s2 1S − 1snp 1P resonance series with n from 6 to 14. It will permit a more detailed investigation of the
behaviour of neutral helium and exclude or not the difference between He I and He II resonance line intensities found
out in this work. On the atomic point of view, the new GCR ionisation calculation should be extended to other elements
of astrophysical interest, such as magnesium, sulphur, calcium and iron. Especially magnesium and iron are becoming
a priority. The new spacecraft SDO, launched in February 2010, allows observations of a series of magnesium lines,
which require the preparation and revision of excitation and ionisation data suitable for their analysis. In addition,
Hinode/EIS observes many lines which arise from different iron ions. Atomic data are becoming available and more
reliable for many iron ions (within the iron project), but they are still incomplete. Also, the steps performed in this
thesis for deriving fractional abundances (fig. 5.6) will need to be further automated, so that the work can be extended
more easily to the elements above mentioned and eventually to further elements. This will be done particularly for
the procedure described in section 5.3.1. An expert system will be developed to make automatic the calculations
for ionisation resolved into ground and metastable initial and final states using the semi-empirical formula of (146).
Finally, the atomic databases (in particular ADAS in the context of this thesis) have to be updated including the data
revised for this work and the new GCR calculations for silicon and possibly for other elements, higher than neon,
which are relevant in the astrophysics environment.
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